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ABSTRACT 

This thesis deals with the question of how and why Jiihiliyya Poetry (JP) is translated into 

English, despite the huge differences between the two linguistic systems. The assumption 

underlying the answer to this complex question is that this phenomenon is cOImected with 

trends in the TL culture and literature. The study thus investigates the translations 

themselves, developing a viable, target-oriented, corpus-based methodology for the 

systematic study of the nature of the translated poetic text. Translation strategy, technique. 

equivalent response, accuracy, transparency, practicality and comprehensiveness are 

discussed along with the implications for translation studies. 

The thesis consists of nine chapters, each with a strong theoretical and functional basis. 

The opening chapters review modem theoretical perspectives concerning translation. 

Conclusions drawn by literary translators bring to the forefront what the various strategies 

hope to accomplish. Other works in the field of translation are also employed In 

developing a framework for the assessment of the selected verse translations. 

Chapter 1 introduces the main arguments and the structure of the thesis. Chapter 2 then 

concentrates on current approaches to translation, while chapter 3 discusses problems of 

meaning and methodology in translation in terms of the function of a text and its language. 

Chapter 4 presents a concise survey of the major theories of translation, and chapter 5 

introduces modem views concerning the difficulties of translating poetic texts. Chapter 6 

presents a concise survey of lP and its characteristics and themes. Chapter 7 presents a 

concise overview of the English translations of early Arabic Jiihiliyya odes that were 

chosen for discussion. Then, forming the main body of the study, a comparative analysis 

of the sample of English translations brings to light in chapter 8 the most common 

strategies preferred by some western translators of lP. Finally, chapter 9 summarizes the 

key findings of the study, assesses the translation strategies used, and suggests directions 

for further research. 

Abduladim Berdom 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

1.0 Background 

This introductory chapter lays out the main arguments of the thesis. It presents the aims, 

objectives, scope and limitations of the study, in addition to reflections on the translation 

theories of the twentieth century, from which the rationale for such a study is derived. 

From antiquity, translation activities have been practiced on a haphazard basis without 

theoretical principles, guidelines or even strategies. However, translation performed a link 

between ancient civilizations. It acted as a vehicle through which the cultural heritage of 

these civilizations was handed down from one generation to another. One can argue that 

without the role played by translation in the past, human civilization would have perished. 

Translation was used to master the cultural aspects of ancient cultures that motivated 

different nations to draw on each other's knowledge and wisdom. Accordingly, translation 

has contributed to the birth of numerous civilizations in the distant past and more recently. 

Historically, translation is closely related to progress. All the periods of awakening in the 

history of nations start with translations. Translation, which relates to the meeting of 

different cultures and civilization, introduces nations to various perspectives while on their 

paths to modernization and intellectual advancement. 

The twentieth century was distinguished by the emergence of numerous academic scholars 

who attempted to establish the science of translation as a well-defmed discipline with its 

own methodology and theoretical approaches (see 2.3). During this period, the translation 

process was not merely regarded as a replacement of a source text by a target text. Instead, 

it was essentially a communication act employed across time and language, taking into 

consideration new concepts and theories that appeared in linguistics. These dealt with the 

different criteria of the concept of an equivalent, language function, text type, and so on. 

Such concepts will be discussed in the following chapters. 

The second half of the twentieth century in particular witnessed an increase in the demand 

for translation activities in various fields taking into account considerations such as 

linguistic difficulties and cultural aspects. 
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The present study aims to bring to light the theoretical implications of translation activity 

by giving them a systematic framework. The objective is to incorporate the intuitive 

theoretical model proposed by modem scholars in the field, such as Lefevere' s strategies, 

and particularly those of literal translation strategy, prose translation strategy, and blank 

verse strategy, and the linguistic theories of Nida, Catford and Newmark, especially their 

equivalence theories concerning the real practice of translation. Equivalence can be said to 

be the central issue in translation, although its definition, relevance, and applicability 

within the field of translation theory have caused heated controversy, and many different 

theories of the concept of equivalence have been elaborated within this field in the past 

forty years (see chapter 4). 

Theoretically, the significance of such models is that they tend to take a linguistic 

orientation. This is functionally a systematic and hence scientific approach. In addition, 

they all consider translation activity primarily from a functional perspective. This is 

particularly true of Newmark, who relied heavily on the language functions proposed by 

Biihler and Jakobson (see chapter 3), seeing them as relevant to text-typology and 

translation purposes. In recent decades the importance of this basic insight has increasingly 

come to be recognized. Various attempts have been made by modem scholars such as Reiss 

and Nord to identify the characteristics of different kinds of texts. In doing so, a translation 

process begins by identifying the text, understanding its type, its function and its linguistic 

and non-linguistic features before the translator begins working with it. In this regard, Reiss 

pointed out that: "It is necessary to consider the characteristics of each type of text, its 

linguistic elements and the non-linguistic factors affecting the linguistic form of the 

original." 1 

However, poetic translation in the modem period seems to be a most difficult subject, 

given the complexity of this literary genre in terms of both form and content. The difficulty 

becomes even more obvious when the ST differs widely from that of its counterpart, in 

terms of its metre, rhyme scheme, rhetorical expressions that draw on a vast wealth of 

rhetorical embellishment, and a complex ornamented style which is not easy to 

comprehend nor to imitate by translators. 

1 Reiss, K., Translation Criticism: The Potentials and Limitations, transl. by ErroU F. Rhodes (Manchester: 
Jerome, 2002), p. 16. 
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Furthermore, poetry translation involves many additional considerations of its own. In my 

view, this is related to different factors in linguistics systems, for example, the vast Arabic 

vocabulary as well as cultural differences behind languages. In addition, the translation 

difficulties with such a genre are to be viewed as a reflection of cultural differences that 

vary from one culture to another. With this in mind, AI-Ghussain states that: 

Translation difficulties are often the reflection of cultural differences 
materialized by the differences between two linguistic systems. Culture
specific lexicons reflect and express the interests and needs of societies. So, 
the availability of certain lexical items or linguistic expressions in one 
culture and their absence in another present a serious difficulty in the general 
process of translation.2 

Cultural differences are a vast field that includes many aspects, ideas, values concepts and 

assumptions. In this respect, Deeb notes that culture-bound concepts as a translation 

problem are usually referred to as a ST/SL problem, which is a type of background 

knowledge that proved hard to tackle, and therefore, can be more problematic for the 

translator than the semantic or syntactic difficulties of a text.3 In this context, translation in 

general is not an easy task and, therefore, achieving a high quality translation is an even 

more difficult job. The translation profession is essentially an intellectual activity, 

demanding that the translator fmd proper equivalents and the proper translation methods, 

techniques, and strategies in order to convey messages between speakers of different 

systems of languages. Accordingly, this present study investigates the translation process 

of selected translated poems in order to highlight common strategies with regard to various 

differences in cultural and linguistic systems. 

1.1 Statement of the problem 

As the title of this thesis indicates, this work is concerned with the translation of poetic 

texts from the early Arab Jahiliyya period of the sixth century AD. It is a comparative 

study of parts of three ancient Arabic odes of the 6th century, namely the odes of Imru'al

Qays, Tarafa, and Labid, as translated into English by Arberry, Jones, Sells, and O'Grady. 

2 AI-Ghussain R., Areas of Cultural and Linguistic Difficulty in English- Arabic Translation. unpublished 
PhD thesis (Durham: University of Durham, 2(03), p.l. .. 
3 Deeb, Z., A Taxonomy of Translation Problems in Translating from English to Arable, unpubhshed PhD 
thesis (Newcastle: University of Newcastle, 2(05). p.299. 
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The reason that these translations are selected for discussion is that they are among the 

most modem versions of the ancient corpus of Jiihiliyya poetry. 

1.1.1. Research questions 

The present work explores and investigates various issues and VIews regarding the 

translation process of the translated texts under discussion. Two questions need to be 

answered. 

1. What kind of translation strategies, techniques and methods are used by modem 

translators in transferring Jiihiliyya Arabic poetry of the 6th century from culture to 

culture? 

2. Do the translations communicate the same meaning as the source language? Is the 

form of the translation easy to read, effective, accurate and appropriate for theTL 

culture? 

The present work places emphasis on the process of translation in producing new texts in a 

new culture. Thus, the present study focuses on the methodology of translation employed 

by translators in transferring Jiihiliyya poetic themes, contents and cultural contexts. 

Further, the researcher also investigates the different types of equivalences used together 

with the process of translation chosen for each translated unit. The discussion, therefore, 

examines a number of English versions for each ode. It investigates the actual process of 

translation, and the techniques and strategies that are implemented by modem translators in 

translating ST contents, including issues that are directly related to the translation of the 

said genre. In other words, this work shows the results of modem approaches, techniques, 

and strategies recently proposed by translation theorists. 

The work begins with a general survey of theoretical frameworks, identifying and 

presenting the major approaches and theories of translation of the twentieth century. This 

is immediately followed by a practical study which gives a discussion of selected English 

translations of the odes, identifying the Arabic ode, its author, its metre and its rhyming 

scheme. In addition, the English versions under discussion will be introduced. 

The discussion begins by choosing some selected themes of each ode commencing with 

the nasib, which appeared to be a standard theme of each ode's opening, followed by the 
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wa~f and later the fakhr. The discussion is carried out line by line, mostly undertaken at 

the lexical semantic level examining and explaining its terms. The explanations of the ST 

terms are mostly based on the work of commentators and writers, such as al-ZawzanJ, al

AnbarT, Jones and Wehr, in an attempt to provide the TL reader with the actual referential 

meanings of the ST terms. Such a process is meant to emphasize the intended meaning of 

ST words fIrst individually then contextually, taking into account the central meaning of a 

word from which a number of other meanings are derived. An intelligible understanding of 

ST word meanings either individually or contextually, is one of the primary concerns for 

translators. The aim is to recognize proper equivalents and methods that give appropriate 

renditions, hence facilitating consistent literary communication from culture to culture. 

Furthermore, understanding the lexical semantic units of the ST words at the different 

levels of synonymy, polysemy, connotations, and so on, facilitates closer consideration 

when determining their meanings either contextually or in relation to other words. 

Understanding the real meanings of ST words and phrases is important in conveying actual 

meaning in the TL cultural setting, particularly for words with secondary meanings that 

carry a specialized cultural meaning (see chapter 5) allowing more than one interpretation. 

Accordingly, the work of modem scholars in the field clearly paved the way for translators 

as communicators and decision makers in providing proper equivalents of ST images and 

expressions that use complex vocabulary, such as the case in in liihiliyya poetry of 6th 

century. 

1.2. Research hypothesis 

The translation process is a highly complex operation. The reason behind this complexity 

is that it involves numerous factors including linguistic, semantic, readership and cultural 

considerations. Therefore, as Newmark states, translation is mainly concerned with a 

process referred to as transfer. Accordingly, differences between the two systems of 

language and culture are expected to pose difficulties in deciding upon the proper process 

of translation. Thus, the fIrst hypothesis in this research is that translators are expected to 

face problems of translation methodology in the transference of poetic material, such as 

whether to translate literally, freely or otherwise. The second hypothesis is that due to the 

problem of finding identical equivalents between two languages, translators are likely to 

encounter some linguistic difficulties in deciding which equivalent is more appropriate. 
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This is especially true when translating ST cultural terms, images, and expressions that are 

used figuratively or that may have no equivalent in the target language. 

1.3. Limitation and scope of the study 

The approach followed in this research is an adaptation of the modern translation 

approaches of the twentieth century. A number of translated verses extracted from modern 

English translations of ancient Arabic odes have been collected for discussion, according 

to three main themes of early Jiihiliyya poetic structure: the nasib, wa~fandfakhr. 

The main concern of this study is to bring to the surface the effectiveness of the actual 

translation process employed by translators as they deal with a different culture and a 

different linguistic system. The comparison of the three English translations of the ST 

verses concentrates on the process of translation itself, showing the actual approach and 

techniques of translation implemented by each translator. It could be argued that by 

limiting the study to the comparison of a single ST with a number of TIs, the conclusions 

are valid only for the translation strategies and techniques used by these different 

translators, which essentially vary according to a specific translator's skill, and competence 

in both languages and foreign culture. 

The discussion of models of translation owes much to Lefevere, Newmark, and Nida. 

Hence, during the process of comparison and analysis of the English translations, different 

translation strategies appear with different degrees of importance. 

The study does not claim to be comprehensive in dealing with the poetic text as one type of 

expressive text in Arabic through the evaluation and comparison of the translations. The 

research is limited to a few selected English translations of some verses of the Jahiliyya 

corpus and cannot be said to be conclusively representative of the type in question. 

However, despite the limitations of the analysis and discussion of the English translations, 

as previously mentioned, these may stand as [factual) representations of poetic translation 

in general in order to discover the most common and preferred strategies in handling 

poetic texts from language to language. 

The study investigates the success of western translators in rendering ST themes with 

varying degrees of effectiveness. Although the emphasis in this study is on the poetic text 
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with three main themes as a form of expressive text type, other text types are undoubtedly 

as important in terms of the nature and function of different text forms. The scope of this 

study, however, does not allow for such comprehensive research. nor does it allow for the 

investigation of other text types. Therefore, for reasons of space. the research focuses on 

the selected translated verses of the Jahiliyya odes in an attempt to explore and investigate 

the translation process; that is, identifying the strategies and methods practiced by western 

translators. 

1.4. Aims of the study and research methods 

As argued above, the focus of attention is the process of translating Jahiliyya poetry, 

exploring actual techniques and approaches implemented by translators in their translations 

of Jahiliyya poetry into English. In addition, the researcher wished to determine whether 

the translation process and framework of western translators of the Arabic odes satisfies 

the demands of their TL reader and the ability to interpret the various themes and images 

of the ST in the same way as the original. However, in order to produce adequate and 

reasonable results in this research, a close comparison of the selected English translations 

of each verse and its various units is conducted. This approach to the comparison and 

criticism of the English translations requires a brief analysis and explanation of the ST 

units. This will be taken as a yardstick for the analysis and discussion of the three target 

language texts. 

Furthermore, it is hoped that this study will promote better understanding of the process of 

translating poetry in terms of drawing up proper guidelines for strategies and techniques 

used by translators in the field in producing satisfactory versions. 

The study does not claim to be a comprehensive survey of works done in this domain, but 

rather to examine various methods and strategies in introducing early Jalziliyya poetry to 

the west. It is hoped that it will be a useful contribution to developing a better 

understanding and appreciation of the Arabic language and the literary heritage of the 

Jalziliyya people of the sixth century AD. Accordingly, the present study aims to highlight 

the intuitive theoretical models proposed by modem scholars in the field which ha\'t~ been 

discussed and consulted extensively (see chapter 4) as part of their major contributions in 

both the linguistic and translation fields. Furthermore, modem scholars such as Reiss and 
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Newmark also consider the translation activity primarily from a functional perspective. 

They view the translation process relevant to its text function, theme, and text-typology 

and translation purposes. On account of this, there is an unavoidable link between the text

type, its function and the translation methodology (see chapter 3). With this in mind, Reiss 

notes that: "It is the type of text which decides the approach for the translator; the type of 

text is the primary factor influencing the translator's choice of a proper translation 

method.',4 The comparison of the translated texts presented in chapter eight demonstrates 

the complex nature of the translator's task. 

One question that may be asked is why Lefevere's, Nida's, Catford and Newmark's 

models have been chosen as a basis for this study of modem translation theory and 

methods. The main justification for this choice lies in both the comprehensiveness and 

flexibility of the models. In addition, it is hoped to provide a thorough survey of current 

translation theory. The term "translation theory" in this respect is used in a broad sense to 

incorporate contemporary views held by theorists in the field. This work, therefore, aims to 

achieve the following objectives: 

1. To focus on the Arabic-English translation of poetic texts; 

2. To focus on the problems of Arabic-English translation; 

3. To contribute and add new insights to the field of Arabic-English translation; 

4. To draw the attention of professional translators to the problems of Arabic-English 

translation with regard to linguistic systems; 

5. To focus on the difficulties and complexity of the Arabic poetic text of al

mu (aUaqiit in terms of their content, themes, form and structure; 

6. To focus on the process of translation of poetry as a genre very different from other 

genres in terms of its unique vocabulary and its themes and imagery; 

7. To examine and investigate possible approaches and strategies used by western 

translators in handling ST lexical semantics; that is, synonymy, polysemy, 

connotation, and so on; 

8. To investigate the various techniques of translation in providing proper equivalents 

for each lexical item at both word level and phrasal level; 

4 Op. cit, p.17. 
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9. To develop strategies, to improve the performance of translation in the course of 

producing proper renditions of the ST. 

10. This study will also serve as a guide for students, translators and teachers on how to 

overcome the problems of poetic translation. 

1.5. Importance of the study 

Various attempts have been made to explain the role of translation theory in making a link 

between theory and practice. Therefore, the present study adds new insights to the body of 

theory and the effectiveness of the performance of translation from culture to culture. The 

significant contributions to the field of translation in the second half of the twentieth 

century have produced a situation in which the theory and practice of translation have 

grown, particularly in literary translation. Today, translators are in increasing demand to 

translate both ancient and modem literary works of various nations. Thus, the importance 

of this study in modem times lies in the fact that it is an attempt to draw the attention of 

literary translators to the various approaches, techniques and strategies of translation that 

have given rise to the translation theories of the present time. It is also hoped that the 

descriptive survey presented in this study will make a contribution to understanding the 

nature of translation theory and strategy in the light of current thought. Moreover, the 

practical section also contributes to ideas in developing the ArabiclEnglish translation of 

literary texts 

1.6. Organization of the thesis 

The thesis consists of eight main chapters followed by a conclusion. The introductory 

chapter lays out the main argument of the thesis. It presents a brief historical background 

to the subject of translation past and present, a description of the subject of the thesis, the 

research methods and aims, importance, and scope and limitation of the study. Chapter two 

is devoted to a review of some major approaches to translation theory, comprising the 

important earlier contributions of Nida (1964), Catford (1965), Lefevere (1975), and 

Newmark (1981, 1988) and encompassing some of the more recent approaches adopted by 

researchers such as Hatim and Mason (1990, 1997). A wide spectrum of views will be 

briefly identified, showing arguments concerning the age-old controversies of whether to 
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translate "literally" or "freely", and how they are reflected in modem translation theory. 

The main focus of this chapter is to provide a brief overview of translation in the fonn of a 

descriptive survey based on a number of modem approaches to translation. Chapter three 

provides the necessary information on the different aspects of meaning, taking into account 

the different layers, types, and problems of meaning in translation. It will also provide a 

practical framework based on a hypothesis proposed by Newmark (see section 3.3.1) in 

attempting to relate language functions, text-types and translation methods. It also helps to 

promote a systematic approach to modem translation. 

Chapter four reviews translation models and theories, discussing the major theories and 

strategies used in translation. Chapter five discusses the translatability of poetry in general. 

It will also present the various views of modem scholars in the field. In addition, it will 

describe important issues and difficulties arising in such a genre with regard to the cultural 

aspects of the two languages. Chapter six presents a concise survey of Jiihiliyya poetry, 

and explains the fundamental themes of the early odes. Chapter seven presents a brief 

overview of the selected English translations of the Jiihiliyya odes under discussion. 

Chapter eight presents the practical results of the study, identifying the original texts then 

giving a comparative discussion and analysis of the selected English translations. In 

chapter nine the major conclusions and implications of the study are given. The chapter 

outlines the way in which this research contributes to translation theory, and highlights 

possible directions for further research in the field. 

In the appendices the three odes with their TL texts are given in full. 
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Chapter Two 

Translation Perspectives: Theoretical background 

2.0 Overview of translation 

Over the past five decades, the activity of translation has become a science and a well

defined discipline. Modem translation studies aim to investigate the process of translation 

in an attempt to elucidate the subject of equivalence and to look at what constitutes 

meaning within the procedure and the process. Therefore, it is important to examine the 

practicality of translation theories and their usefulness in providing approaches that help in 

the production of translation. Intuitive theoretical models have been proposed by modem 

scholars in the field, such as Nida, Catford, Newmark and Lefevere. Such models are 

applied to the real practice of translation and therefore have considerable impact on the 

translation process and procedure as a descriptive analytical schema applicable to various 

text types. The significance of such theoretical models is that they tend to take a linguistic 

orientation, and hence seen as a reflection of modem linguistic thinking (an application of 

general linguistic theory), which attempts to provide a systematic insight into the nature of 

the translation process, and therefore, it would be fair to state that 'translation theory' in its 

modem form, is largely the product of the second half of the twentieth century linguistic 

thinking. In the remainder of this chapter, some major approaches to translation will be 

outlined to shed some light on modem ways of thinking on translation as presented by 

major contributors such as the above mentioned figures. 

The fIrst part of the study deals with several aspects of the theoretical background to this 

thesis. A survey of various definitions of translation and a general overview of the modem 

translation theories are provided. For instance, Newmark's approach to translation hinges 

upon a practical perspective rather than the theoretical aspects of the process. His model 

thus sees the translation process primarily from a functional perspective and relies heavily 

on the functions of language, particularly those proposed by Biihler and Jakobson (see 

chapter 3). In his adaptation of these functional models, Newmark's contribution makes it 

clear that the functions of languages are relevant to text-typology and translation purposes 

on account of the fact that there is an unavoidable link between the function of a text and 

the translation methodology. Therefore, one might argue that the validity of Newmark's 

model stems from the notion that text-typology is directly linked with language functions, 
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subsequently affecting the selection of a particular translation method over another. Put 

differently, once the function of the text is identified in relation to text-typology, then, the 

translation strategy can be predetermined prior to approaching a text. This aspect will be 

dealt with in the next chapter in which a survey of the various functions of languages is 

correlated with text-types and translation process. 

However, modern translation theories in the second half of the twentieth century show a 

decisive distinction between various approaches (see section 2.3). Newmark's model, for 

instance, makes a clear distinction between the semantic and the communicative 

approaches to translation. The former focuses on the notion that the translator has to render 

the text as closely as possible to the original (fidelity), emphasizing the semantic aspect of 

the translation (meaning). The objective is to reveal and convey the thought (message) 

involved in the original text. The latter approach attempts to produce via the target text the 

intended effect on the reader. Accordingly, the core of the present study is presented in the 

empirical part of the thesis chapter eight, showing that the most useful processes in 

translating poetic texts from one language to another are the strategies and techniques used 

in the translation from culture to culture. The objective is therefore to bring to light and 

judge the most common and preferred subjective translation methods used in the 

translation of poetic texts with reference to modern theories of the twentieth century which 

have helped to promote a systematic approach to the translation process. Such theories 

reflect the breadth of work of translation studies and enable readers to share in the exciting 

new developments that are currently taking place. 

2.1. The importance of translation in the modem period 

The main motive behind the spread of translation was mainly for communication purposes. 

Accordingly, translation became a prominent subject in applied linguistics. Translation 

thus helped considerably with the spread of science; most translation activities dealt with 

western technology as well as transferring eastern thought and literature. Indeed, through 

such significant roles, translation became an art and a science in its own right. Translation 

has been viewed as an intellectual practice whose main objective was the transference of 

knowledge from an advanced progressive community to a less advanced one. However, 

two conflicting tendencies are found with regard to translation in the early twentieth 

century. The critic Bassnett explains: 
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One exalts translation as a category of thought with the translator seen as a creative 
~enius in his own right, in touch with the genius of his original and enriching the 
hterature and language into which he is translating. The other sees translation in tenns of 
the more mechanical function of 'making known' a text or author. 1 

From this perspective, it can be seen that the modem period set a new standard of style and 

accuracy in translation. For example, famous English literary works such as those by 

Shakespeare, Dickens and Milton were translated into many languages. Simultaneously, a 

great deal of Arabic literature was translated into English. Western readers also became 

familiar with great works of Persian literature, such as the famous Rubii 'iyyiit of Omar 

Khayyam. It can therefore be seen how translation played a great role in the spread of 

world literature, rendering it accessible to millions of readers. In the Arab world, a school 

of language was set up in Egypt in 1835 under the supervision of the famous scholar 

Sheikh Rita'a al-Tab.taw!. Somekh states that ''Tah.taw! acquired an excellent knowledge of 

French (probably against the wishes of his employers), and on returning to Egypt, he 

became the master translator and, later, the founder of the frrst school for translators in his 

country.,,2 Also, Daniel Newman adds: 

His other line of activity centered on translation, his own and the revision of those of 
others, whereas the responsibility of producing manuals for the school also fell on his 
shoulders. In 1841, a translation adjunct (qalam al-tarjama) was added to the School, 
which was naturally also headed by al-Talltawi, whereas its fifty-strong faculty consisted 
mainly of graduates from the Language School. His enthusiasm and the overall quality of 
the teaching at the Language School meant that very soon after its foundation, students 
began publishing their translations, albeit under the careful supervision of al-Tahtawi. 3 

The works translated by al-Tab.taw! included literary texts, military texts, medicine, and 

scientific texts which were translated into Arabic, and the translation of such texts played 

an important role in a new style of writing. Naturally, all depended on the quality of the 

teaching and al-Tah~wi took great pains in putting together a faculty that was put to the 

task. 4 

Transferring western literary treasures and famous European scientific treatises into Arabic 

was a major undertaking of the school. al-Tah.tawi's directorship marked the beginning of 

an Arab revival of translation activities. Thus, he was determined to provide a broad 

1 Bassnett, S., Translation Studies (London and New York: Routledge, 1991), pp. 65-66. 
2Somekh, S., Genre and Language in Modern Arabic Literature (Wiesbaden: Harrassowi~ 1991), p.76. 
~ewman, D., An Immn in Paris: Al-Tal(tiiwiis visit to France (l826-1831). A translation of Takhlis al
Ibriz/i Tallchis Bariz, by Rifo'a al-Talltawi (London: Saqi Books, 2002), p.46. 
4 Ibid. 
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education in addition to languages, the phase of cultural reform under the influence of 

increasing contacts during the period of the al-na/z4a in the 19th century between Europe 

and the Arab world. Such influence was borne by the interaction between two cultures and 

by a very specific phase in the history of the Arab world characterised by European 

hegemony, efforts at reform. Knowledge of the dominant European languages, English and 

French, became an essential requirement for the modem education systems of many Arab 

countries
5

• The literature and the philosophical and political thinking of the West enriched 

and broadened traditional Arabic culture. As a result of this contact between the East and 

West in terms of thought and civilization, translation also played an important role in 

enriching the Arabic language with new words, expressions and styles of writing. For 

example, scientific translation became an extremely important tool in the transmission of 

scientific knowledge. This led to enrichment in the scientific terminology of many 

languages. Faiq states that "the al-na/z4a period, from the frrst half of the 19th century 

onwards, was predominately and essentially shaped by the translation movement, 

consisting of more or less systematic translation of European texts into Arabic.,,6 In 

Arabic, for example, a number of specialised bilingual dictionaries have been compiled to 

meet the increasing needs of translators working in the field of scientific translation. It can 

therefore be seen that, in a time of rapid and radical social change, no trans-lingual cross

cultural communication is possible without the translation profession. In her analysis of 

this profession, Baker states that: 

Most translators prefer to think of their work as a profession and would like to see 
others treat them as professionals rather than as skilled or semi-skilled workers. But to 
achieve this, translators need to develop an ability to stand back and reflect on what 
they do and how they do it. 7 

A steady expansion of writing on the theory of translation has taken place since the early 

twentieth century and there has been a significant increase in contributions to the field of 

translation during the second half of the twentieth century. Translation scholars have 

continuously promoted translation as a science and art in its own right and have 

contributed to an understanding of the nature of the translation process. Modem translation 

5 Newman. D .• "The European influence on Arabic during the Nah(Ja: lexical borrowing from European 
(ta 'rib) in the 191h century literature". Arabic LangUQge and Literature. vol.S. n02. pp.l-3~~ 
6 Faiq. S .• Cultural Encounters in Translationfrom Arabic (Clevedon and Toronato: Multtlmgual Matters 
Ltd. 2004). p.16. 
7 Baker. M .• ln OtMr Wonts: A Course Book on Translation (London: Routledge. 1992). p.4. 
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studies deal with a number of complex issues and matters related to the principles of 

translation, its method and process, as well as issues related to text analysis and culture. In 

addition, critics have attempted to define and to analyse the significant aspects of 

translation from both the theoretical and the practical sides of the profession. Accordingly, 

the significance of translation as an art and a science that plays a contributory role in the 

progress of human civilizations has proved to be due to its productive method. More 

importantly, translation has served as a means for a better understanding of other people's 

cultures and thoughts. 

2.2. Translation: definitions and nature 

At this point it is necessary to offer concise defmitions of the science and art of translation. 

Translation has been given different defmitions by various scholars and linguists. It could 

be defined according to translation theorists with respect to the nature of translation, i.e. 

whether it is free or literal, exact or natural; or to the recent trends in semantics that regard 

translation as a communicative act. There are various ways of defining translation as 

described below: 

First, translation is an inter-language process based on a linguistic activity rendering one 

message in a particular language into its equivalent message in another. Translation can 

also be seen as a process or result of converting information from one language into 

another with the aim of producing, as accurately as possible, all grammatical and lexical 

features of the source language text by finding equivalents in the target language. In 

relation to this aspect, Larson pointed out that "the translation of a text in one language 

into a text in a second language would seem to be a linguistic process."g Translating, is 

then regarded as a process of linguistic formulation in the course of which the translator 

reproduces for a TL readership a message contained in the SL text, thus making it 

accessible, ideally in all its semantic and pragmatic dimensions to the TL receiver. 

Accordingly, the translation process would seem to be a linguistic process and, therefore, 

the science of linguistics has much to contribute to translation theory and practice. 

Secondly, Bell sees translation as the transformation of a text originally in one language 

into another equivalent text in a different language. As far as possible, the content of the 

8 Larson, M L., "Translating and Linguistic Theory," in the EncyclopaediIJ of IAngUQge and Unguistics 
(Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1994). p. 4685. 
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message and formal features and functional roles of the original text are retained. 9 

Thirdly, Catford considers translation as a linguistic process that is, as an operation 

performed on languages, a process of substituting a text in one language for a text in 

another.
lO 

Consequently, to Catford, translation is: ''The replacement of textual material in 

one language (SL) by equivalent textual material in another language (TL)." 11 

Fourthly, Nida and Taber define translation as "the reproduction in a receptor language of 

the closest natural equivalent of the source language message, fIrst in terms of meaning, 

and second in terms of style.,,12 To Nida and Taber, translation is a process that consists of 

the operation of transference in which the aim is to produce an effect on the TL reader. 

This means reproducing in the receptor language the closest natural equivalent of the SL 

text. 

The occurrence of an item or pattern in language 'A', and of another item or pattern in 

language 'B' in actual use and under certain conditions allows us to refer to these items as 

"equivalence." The nature of this equivalence is contextual and dynamic. That is to say, if 

we are assessing whether an English text is an acceptable translation of an Arabic one, we 

do not judge it by whether each grammatical category has been replaced by its nearest 

formal equivalent, that is a word-for-word or clause-for-clause equivalent, but rather we 

regard translation as the relation between two or more texts which playa more or less 

identical part in an identical situation. Accordingly, one can argue that the relation between 

translated texts is a more or less, but not a yes or no, relation. 

Fifthly, as has been outlined earlier, translation is a linguistic process that intends to 

convey the same meaning of a previously existing message in another language. 

Translation, according to Newmark is the "rendering of the meaning of a text into another 

language in the way that the author intended the text. ,,13 Therefore, the act of translation 

involves two distinct factors: (1) A meaning or reference to some slice of reality or "truth"; 

and (2) The difference between two or more languages in referring to that slice of reality. 

9 Bell, R., Translation and Translating: Theory and Practice (London and New York: Longman. 1991), 
)).xv. 
10 Catford, J., A Unguistic Theory of Translation (London: Oxford University Press, 1965), p.40. 
II ibid., p.20. 
12 Nida, E. and Taber, C., The Theory and Practice of Translation (Brill: Leiden, 1982), p.208. 
13 Newmark, P., A Textbook of Translation (London: Prentice Hall International, 1988), p.S. 
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At the word level, immediate semantic features are the only decisive criteria, and therefore, 

the object which in Arabic is called Kurs'i has to be re-classified in a translation into 

English as "chair", "stool" or "armchair." The situation becomes quite different when we 

come to translate sentences. For example, a statement like "John loves Jill", is not a 

sequence of three references to "John", "loves" and "Jill" respectively, but a complex 

reference to a single fact of reality involving a relation between the three different 

references. The English sentence 'I have money', can be translated into Arabic as ''to me 

there is money," which in Arab culture implies that my money exists. Furthermore, a very 

important class of features which causes much difficulty to the translator is that which 

marks the sentence as belonging to a style, for example being colloquial, factual, or 

official, which in turn varies considerably from one language to another. In such stylistic 

trends, other than those of form and order, a new marker arises: the choice between words. 

For instance, a choice has to be made between "talk" and "converse", "see" and "behold", 

"deep" and "profound", "wide" and "broad". Such markers are based on the assumption 

that true synonyms are rarely found in most, if not all languages. In Newmark's view, 

translation is concerned with moral and factual truth. This truth can be effectively rendered 

only if it is grasped by the reader, and this is the end purpose of translation.14 In this 

respect, Newmark views translation as a linguistic phenomenon derived from comparative 

descriptive linguistics; and within linguistics, it is mainly an aspect of semantics and all 

questions of semantics relate to translation theory. Thus, translation is indeed marked by 

the predominant emphasis that is placed either on form or content; that is on the socio

cultural and linguistic reality of the TL receiver. Translation is then regarded as an 

operation on two languages that has its basis in linguistics. In addition, it may be seen 

within a framework of communication involving sender, message and receiver. 

The underlying factors of the above mentioned defmitions of translation have their roots in 

the developing theories of language. Catford' s defmition, for example, relies to a large 

extent on comparative linguistics. Nida's defmition, on the other hand, draws upon 

Chomsky's generative-transformational model which analyses sentences into a series of 

related levels governed by rules which all have their roots in linguistics where the text is 

considered to be the ultimate unit of analysis. Newmark's defmition is also based on a 

14 Newmark. P., About Translotion (Clarendon. Philadelphia & Adelaide: Multilingual Matters ltd .• 1991). 
p.l. 
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theory of language in which he suggests that "in some respects any translation is a matter 

of an exercise in applied linguistics.,,15 Developments in linguistics seem to have had a 

considerable impact on translation studies. Therefore, the translating process must be 

flexible in terms of providing the appropriate semantic equivalent to bridge the gap 

between the SL and the TL. It is this aspect that makes the translation activity different 

from any other kind of linguistic activity. With respect to this, House states that: 

Like any linguistic activity, translation is a creative process that always leaves the 
translator a freedom of choice between several approximately equivalent possibilities 
of realizing situational meaning.16 

In this case, there is no doubt that the search for an ideal exact equivalent is impossible. 

This is, of course, due to the different linguistic systems of the two languages as well as 

their cultural differences. Hence, no translation could possibly provide a perfect rendition 

that is ideally parallel to the source text in all its linguistic, semantic, stylistic, cultural and 

social aspects. In this manner, the translator may produce what can be referred to as the 

nearest equivalence. Concerning this point, Newmark highlights the reasons behind this 

problem by stating that the main business of the translator in order to translate a text 

involves not only the translation of the text but also the following considerations of a text: 

1. The individual style or idiolect. 
2. The grammatical and lexical units of the particular text. 
3. The content of the lexical units referring to cultural aspects. 
4. The typical format of the text whether a book, periodical, newspaper article, manual 

instruction book, personal letter, etc. 
5. The expectation of the readership from the text:7 

However, I believe that there are many other procedures and steps that can be added to the 

above points. These can be summarized as follows: 

1. A brief analysis of the original SL text stressing its intention and its functional aspects. 

In this case, the translator should read and reread the SL text carefully beyond the words 

and sentences to be able to understand what message the writer intends to conveyor to 

achieve from writing this particular text; 

2. The selection of a suitable method for the translation. In this respect, the translator must 

be aware of the various approaches to and different methods of translation. This in turn 

IS Op. cit., p.39. 
16 House, 1., "Translation Evaluation" in the EncyclopiUditl of Language and Unguistics, (Oxford: 
Pergamon Press, 1994), p. 4702. ... 
17Newmark, P., About Translation (Clarendon and Philadelphia: Multingual Matters Ltd, 1991), p.32. 
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helps the translator to carry out a close analysis of the text at hand, thereby assisting him in 

choosing the appropriate equivalents and translation strategies; 

3. To preserve the style of the original text. This means that the translator has to choose 

the appropriate style for the TL text in an attempt to preserve the style of the original text 

according to its subject matter and its genre. 

2.3. Major approaches to translation in the twentieth century 

This section investigates approaches to translation in the twentieth century with an 

emphasis on those proposed in the second half of the century. During this time, scholars 

considered translation as an interdisciplinary interest reflecting linguistic, cognitive, and 

social facets of language. 

Basil Hatim and Ian Mason correctly state that an extraordinary number of dichotomies 

inhabit the translator's world. These dichotomies include distinctions such as those made 

between "literal" versus "free", "form" versus "content", "formal" versus "dynamic" 

equivalence, "semantic" versus "communicative translating" and, in more recent times, 

translator ''visibility'' versus "invisibility".18 These dichotomies reflect some of the major 

controversies in translation theory, such as the age-old controversy of "literal" versus 

"free" translation. For example, literal translation theorists are very much SL oriented, 

insisting on the maximal translation of the exact contextual meaning of the original. 

Advocates of the other extreme of free translation claim that, the spirit of the SL text is 

more important than its content, and that the message, rather than the form, is of the utmost 

importance. The translator's role is seen as that of an interpreter and a communicator of the 

SL text to the TL text readers. Such polar attitudes have been detrimental to the progress 

of translation theory, in my view. Fortunately, more recent trends seem to show a great 

deal of convergence, viewing translation as a complex, multi-dimensional process, 

sensitive to a net work of socio-linguistic and textual factors. Accordingly, modem 

linguistics, as a scientific approach to the study of language comprises many schools of 

thought varying in their views of the nature of language, its structure, and its functions, but 

they all attempt to provide a systematic, coherent, and logical account of their subject

matter. A pre-occupation with language as layers of sub-systems characterizes modem 

linguistics in general. It was thanks to Ferdinand de Saussure that the nature of language as 

18 Hatim. B. & Mason, I.. TM TransltJtor as Communicator (London and New York: Routledge. 1997). p.l. 
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a signalling system was appreciated. In the Saussurean model, linguistic signs stand in 

complex relations; both to themselves and to the outside world. In Europe, the Saussurean 

school gave birth to a number of functional approaches such as those developed by Frrth, 

Jakobson, Malinowski, and later by Halliday. In America, other models ranging from the 

Structuralist school in its Bloomfieldian and post-Bloomfieldian trends to the 

Transformational Generative Model proposed by Chomsky and his followers have made 

permanent contributions to ways of linguistic thinking. So, at the beginning of the 21 5t 

century, translation theory offers a reflection of modern linguistic thinking or an 

application of general linguistic theory. It attempts to provide a systematic insight into the 

nature of the translation process in order to achieve various kinds of equivalent effect or 

correspondence between SL and TL. This is the unifying thread binding all translation 

approaches. 

In the remainder of this chapter, some major approaches to translation will be discussed to 

shed some light on modern ways of thinking on translation as represented by major 

contributors such as Nida, Catford, Jakobson, Newmark, Lefevere, Hatim and Mason. 

These approaches represent the translation theory of the twentieth century. Therefore, the 

treatment is in the form of a survey, and does not claim to be exhaustive in any sense. In 

other words, these approaches are dealt with as instances of translation theory in drawing 

clear scientific guidelines in approaching texts and in reflecting major schools of 

linguistics. No claim, however, is made to their superiority to any other approaches not 

included in this survey. 

2.4. Nida's approach 

Eugene Nida, famous for biblical translations, has also contributed considerably to 

translation theory. It was Nida who proposed the terms "formal" and "dynamic" 

equivalence (see chapter four). Nida thus proposed a meaning transfer approach that he 

calls the "sociolinguistic" or a "sociosemiotic" approach to translation, holding that 

translation is the search for the "closest natural equivalent" of source language translation 

units. These are functional linguistic elements that can carry a similar communicative 

meaning in texts in different languages. 19 Nida's main concern, therefore, is with message 

transfer and the effect of the translation on the TL readership; a reader, or TL oriented 

19 Kiraly, D., Pathways to Translation: Pedagogy and Process (Ohio: Kent Slate University, 1995), p. 59. 
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approach. Nida's approach can largely be seen as a cognitive, socia-cultural approach, 

sensitive to the effectiveness of the message transfer, and hence more oriented towards 

communicative translation. If we were to translate into Arabic the English expression "It 

was just the tip of the ice-berg", we could opt for a plain semantic rendering such as ''-o.,lA 

~I ~I~ .hii'~or ".;y4ij l.- ~i .JAy 1 ul'~or a more cognitively dynamic equivalent, in 

Nida's sense, choosing an appropriate, idiomatic Arabic expression such as ,6-ulS ~ L. 

~I"-or "\Aljl L. UYI ~I.;.J ul." However, with regard to this approach, one can easily see 

that Nida is in favour of the application of dynamic equivalence as a more effective 

translation procedure. In addition,-Nida also provided some interesting methods for the 

analysis of grammatical meaning (cf. Nida, 1974). He seems to be influenced in this 

analysis by generative grammar, preferring to split surface structure into separate 

underlying sentences that are not immediately perceived. Newmark cites an example of 

Nida's analysis of the sentence ''Their former director thought their journey was a 

deception." The underlying meaning of the sentence is split into the following parts: (a) he 

directed them formerly, (b) he thought X (the entire following expression), (c) they 

journeyed, (d) they deceived Y (without specifying who Y is). The general meaning can 

thus be: They journeyed and they deceived (in the opinion of their former director).2o Such 

analyses can help the translator in deciphering the cognitive message, and perhaps in 

resolving certain ambiguities. The approach can also be helpful in showing the semantic or 

cognitive content of verbs, e.g., the "reciprocity" indicated by the verb "fight" as in ''They 

fought each other" can be rendered in Arabic as "~ \i1' giving the "Jc.ti1' form, and the 

verb "open'" as in: ''the door opened", can be rendered by the "J-ijl''!orm in Arabic giving 

~I ~'. Accordingly, Nida's approach seems to be a more systematic approach in that it 

borrows theoretical concepts and terminology both from semantics and pragmatics and 

from Noam Chomsky's work on syntactic structure which formed the basis of the 

generative-transformational model (1957-65) analysing sentences into a series of related 

levels governed by rules. Munday mention the key features of this model, which can be 

summarized as follows: "Phrase-structure rules generate an underlying or deep structure 

which is transfonned by transfonnational rules relating one underlying structure to another 

(e.g. active passive), to produce a fmal surface structure, which itself is subject to 

phonological and morphemic rules.,,21 Thus, Nida's approach draws upon generative 

~ewmark, P., Approaches to Translations (Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1981). p. 41. 
2lMunday. J •• lntroducing Translation (London and New York: Routledge. 2(01). p. 39 
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grammar, generative semantics and, most importantly, on the pragmatic approach to 

language study in which he describes various scientific approaches to meaning originally 

related to work that had been carried out by theorists in semantics and pragmatics. In this 

aspect, Munday notes: 

Nida incorporates key features of Chomsky's model into his 'science' of translation. In 
particular, Nida sees that it provides the translator with a technique for decoding the 
ST and a procedure for encoding the IT, although he reverses Chomsky's model when 
analysing the ST. Thus, the surface structure of the ST is analyzed into the basic 
elements of the deep structure; these are 'transferred 'in the translation process and 
then restructured semantically and stylistically into the surface structure of the IT. 22 

However, for Nida meaning is broken down into linguistic meaning, which borrows 

elements of Chomsky's model. Accordingly, Nida's process is to move away from the old 

idea that an orthographic word has a fixed meaning and towards a functional defmition of 

meaning in which a certain word acquires its meaning through the context in which it 

occurs. The translation approach in this case aims at producing an effect on TL readers 

similar to that affected on SL text receivers. This effect is achieved through what Nida and 

Taber refer to as 'dynamic equivalence'. Hence, in his early work Nida views the success 

of the translation as in achieving equivalent response to meet the four basic requirements 

of: 

a. making sense 
b. conveying the spirit and manner of the original 
c. having a natural and easy form of expression 
d. producing a similar response.23 

Nida's work, therefore, deals with the real and practical translation problems that 

translators encounter; he attempts to direct translators working in every different culture by 

producing a systematic analytical procedure for translators working with all kinds of text. 

Hence, Nida's linguistic approach to translation has been influential on many subsequent 

and prominent translation scholars, including Newmark. 

2.5. Catford's approach 
Catford's-work entitled A Linguistic Theory of Translation (1965) was an influential early 

treatment aiming to provide a systematic account of translation theory. Catford's treatment 

is based on his own interpretation of the Hallidayan scale and category grammar, 

influenced by the Firthian functional view of language (cf. Halliday 1970). Firth saw 

22lbid. 
23Nida, E., Towards a Science oj Translating (Leiden: Brill, 1964), p.l64. 
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language as a highly complex social phenomenon whose parts and systems, units and 

structure are interrelated. According to this perspective, the meaning of a lexical item is 

embedded into the context in which it is used. Therefore, a lexical item taken out of its 

context can have only what is referred to as a potential meaning. From this perspective, a 

text may be viewed from a social perspective. Catford's approach follows the FIrthian and 

Hallidayan linguistic model which analyses language as communication. This operates 

functionally in context and at a range of different levels, for example grammar and lexis, 

and different ranks, for example sentences, clauses, groups, words and morphemes. 

Catford's approach, as the title of his book indicates, is a linguistic one, reflecting 

Catford's own narrow interpretation of the Firthian model. 

For Catford, the translation process is concerned with the search for formal TL equivalents 

for their SL counterparts representing morphemes, words, clauses and sentences. The 

sentence, therefore, rather than the text is treated as the largest translation unit. Formal 

equivalents are thus lexical items that can be objectively identified as equivalent in 

meaning in two different languages, for example "man" in English and "~j' in Arabic. 

Accordingly, formal equivalence, represents the same linguistic function in two languages 

systems, such as in the Arabic expression "~y..G"consisting of the verbal root "yy..G" 

(past tense form), the elitic first person, singular, grammatical constructions that serve the 

subject pronoun (.u) and the third person, singular, masculine, object pronoun (~) 

constituting together one word, translated into English on the sentence level as: "I hit him". 

Accordingly, the sentence level in English can be functionally equivalent to the word level 

in Arabic. Thus, the process is concerned with the search for formal correspondence and 

textual equivalence in which a clear distinction is made between these two different 

equivalences (see below). Catford described the translation process as one completely 

based on the search for an appropriate linguistic equivalence. This leads him to propose 

certain criteria for an equivalent in which he rightly explains that a formal equivalent must 

correspond with the formal functional criteria based on the meaning of the words and 

sentences. Accordingly, Catford's approach to the description of the translation process is 

based on the linguistic theory of rank -scale grammar and hence appears to concentrate on 

the sentence rather than the text. His approach differs from that adopted by Nida, since 

Catford had a preference for a more linguistic-based approach to translation. His main 

contribution in the field of translation theory is the introduction of the concepts of types 

and shifts of translation. Thus, Catford proposed very broad types of translation in terms of 
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three criteria, as follows: 

A. The extent of translation (full translation vs. partial translation). For full translation he 

meant that the whole SL text is subjected to the rendering process, whereas a partial 

translation is one in which some parts of the SL text are left in the original form and are 

integrated in the TL text. This kind of translation can be found very often in literature, 

where some SL lexical material may be considered untranslatable or sometimes even left 

and omitted for particular reasons. 

B. The grammatical rank at the translation equivalence is established (rank-bound 

translation vs. unbounded translation). With this type, Catford distinguished between rank

bound translation and unbound translation. He understood by rank-bound translation a type 

of total translation which is restricted to low ranks such as the word level or morpheme 

level within the scale. That is to say, the equivalence must be established at lower ranks 

and the TL equivalents should be selected at the same level, such as word level or 

morpheme level. By contrast, unbounded translation is another type of total translation in 

which the translator has the freedom to translate an SL unit by an equivalent TL unit not 

belonging to the same level. For instance, the translator can render an SL word by an 

equivalent clause in the TL. Although the two units belong to two different ranks, 

equivalence still takes place. With these two types in mind, Catford sees that in rank-bound 

translation an equivalent is sought in the TL for each word or for each morpheme 

encountered in the ST. In unbounded translation equivalences are not tied to a particular 

rank, and we may additionally find equivalences at sentence, clause and other levels. 

Catford sees this partly corresponding to the popular terms "free" and "literal" translation 

(see Catford, p.25). 

C. The level of language involved in translation (total translation vs. restricted translation). 

To Catford, total translation is a replacement of SL material by TL material. In order to 

clarify this point, Catford stressed that in total translation not all replacement of the SL 

material will be equivalent to the TL material. It will very much depend on the levels of 

the languages. Thus, total translation was defmed by Catford as a ''replacement of SL 

grammar and lexis by equivalent TL grammar and lexis with consequential replacement of 

SL.,,24 On the other hand, restricted translation was defmed as the ''replacement of SL 

textual material by equivalent TL textual material, at only one level.',2S 

24 Ibid., p.22. 
25 Ibid. 
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With this in mind, Catford's theory of translation can still be seen as a landmark in the 

linguistic approach to the series of processes involved in the act of translating, being 

concerned with the search for appropriate equivalence. Here, we will refer to the second 

type of translation, since it is concerned with the concept of equivalence, and we will then 

move on to analyse the notion of translation shifts, as elaborated by Catford in his 

linguistic theory of translation, which are based on the distinction between formal 

correspondence and textual equivalence. 

2.S.1. Translation shifts 

As far as translation shifts are concerned, Catford's term 'shifts' can be seen as translation 

procedures which were an attempt to explain the different changes that sometimes occur 

when there is not a straightforward way of achieving equivalent correspondence between 

SL and TL texts. In his book A Linguistic Theory o/Translation (1965), Catford makes an 

important distinction between formal correspondence and textual equivalence. He 

commenced by defining 'formal correspondence' as: "any target language category 'unit, 

class, structure, element of structure, etc.' which can be said to occupy, as nearly as 

possible, the same place in the economy of the target language as the given source 

language category occupies in the source language.,,26 Accordingly, translation is reduced 

to a purely structural exercise in which syntactic and grammatical relations are given 

priority over semantic and cultural aspects. To Catford the translation process, in this case, 

consists of replacing each word in the source language text by one in the target language 

text. It defines classes, abstract rules and grammatical categories to search for the correct 

target language equivalent lexicon/syntax. This approach is a direct application of 

traditional grammar. Textual equivalence, on the other hand, is defmed as: "any TL text or 

potion of text which is observed on a particular occasion ... to be the equivalent of a given 

SL text or portion of text. ,,27 According to Catford textual equivalence means that source 

language and target language have to function in the same way and in the same situation. 

To sum up, Catford's translation approach appears to concentrate on the sentence rather 

than the text, where equivalence is deliberately limited to ranks below the sentence. It 

involves the understanding of the translation process only as an act matching the ST with 

26 Op. cit, p.27. 
27 Ibid. 
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the IT linguistic elements of words and sentences. As stated above, translation in this case 

is mainly an act of formal correspondence which focuses on the linguistic structure of 

languages and how they work and can be compared to one another, whereas textual 

equivalence focuses more on the translation in itself and its equivalent relationship with 

the ST. It is thus tied to a particular ST and IT pair, while formal equivalence is a more 

general system-based concept concerning a pair of languages. In cases where there is no 

way to achieve equivalent correspondence between SL and TL, translators need to centre 

their attention on shifts, which Catford defmed as departures from formal correspondence 

in the process of going from the SL to the TL with the fmal aim of obtaining textual 

equivalence between the two texts. 

Catford's proposed two major shifts were level shifts and category shifts. (i) By level shifts 

we mean that when a SL item at one linguistic level has a TL translation equivalent at a 

different leve1.28 In practice translation between levels is absolutely ruled out by his 

linguistic theory as the necessary condition of translation equivalence. Here, we are left 

with shifts from grammar to lexis and vice-versa as the only possible level shifts in 

translation, which are quite common. 

(ii) Category shifts, on the other hand, are "departures from formal correspondence in 

translation.,,29 To Catford, category shifts in translation are subdivided into four types. 

These are as follows: 

(a) Structure shifts, which, according to Catford, are the replacement of SL grammar and 

lexis by equivalent TL grammar and lexis with consequential replacement of SL 

phonology/graphology by (non-equivalent) TL phonology/graphology. These are amongst 

the most frequent category shifts which can occur at different ranks in translation, 

especially at the grammatical level. The following Arabic-English instances are examples 

of clause-structure shifts. 

SL text: 4..)a..JI .~ u..p I \.j I TL text: I know this information. 

SL text: ~I ~ t,GUJI ~ WD \.i TL text: Hitama likes tea with milk. 

These two examples in fact illustrate Catford's structure-shifts as one type of translation

shift that reflects a complete formal correspondence of clause-structure at clause rank. 

Further, Catford adds that structure-shifts can be found at other ranks, for example at group 

28 Ibid., p.73. 
29lbid.,p.76. 
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rank. 30 In translation between English and other languages such as French and Arabic, for 

instance, there is often a shift from (modifier + head 'MH') to (modifier + head + qualifier 

'MHQ'), where translation shifts involve mostly a shift in grammatical structure. For 

example, A white house (MH) is translated into French and Arabic as (MHQ). They go as 

follows: une maison blanche, and Arabic is: ~'i\ ~\ 

(b) Class-shifts comprise shifts from one part of speech to another. where the TL 

correspondent belongs to a different class unit from that of the SL element. Consider for 

instance the following example: 

SL t t·- -\';\\ l~ . i L:..),,' ex. C:..~ ().JA ~ r ~ TL text: This marble is white as snow. 

In this example, the translation equivalent of the Arabic adjective \~\. is the English 

adjective 'white'. These two adjectives are exponents, and hence correspond formally in 

both languages. Further examples can also show the translation equivalent of a SL item in 

a different class from the original. They go as follows: 

SL text: ~\!.)j o).~.ul TL text: A blue car. -
SL-text: ~'i\ ~\ TL text: A white house. 

Here the translation equivalent of the ad jecti ves '~\!.)j' and '~'i \', operate as modifiers + 

head in TL. English adjectives are modifiers usually preceding the nouns, whereas in they 

Arabic are qualifiers adjectives placed after the noun (e.g. 'Ali is a kind man). Class-shift, 

then, occurs when the translation equivalent of a particular SL item is a member of a 

different class from the original item. Because of the logical dependence of class on 

structure (of the unit at the rank above) it is clear that structure-shifts usually entail c1ass-

shifts as stated in the above examples. 

(c) Unit-shifts or rank-shifts are shifts where the translation equivalent in the TL is at a 

different rank to the SL. This has been mentioned when talking about grammatical levels 

above. To Catford, unit-shifts are departures from formal correspondence in which the 

translation equivalent of a unit at one rank in the SL is a unit at a different rank in the TL. 

In other words, in rank shifts, the translation equivalent in the TL belongs to a different 

rank. Rank here refers to the linguistic units of sentences. In the following example, the 

use of the indefinite article [a] in English is a simple example: 

in Arabic,"~..>- ...sA''-, and the English is: she is a nurse. 

(d) Intra-system shifts occur between two languages when, although similar functions exist 

30 Ibid .. pp.73-77. 
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from the point of view of their corresponding system, the SL term must be replaced by a 

non-corresponding term in the lL. One might expect 'system-shift' to occur along with the 

names of the types of shift affecting the other fundamental categories of grammar- unit. 

structure and class. In Catford's terms intra-system shift is a category shift to be used for 

those cases where the shift occurs internally to a system; that is, for those cases where SL 

and lL systems which approximately correspond formally as to their constitution, but 

when translation involves the selection of a non-corresponding term in the lL system.31 In 

translation, however, it quite frequent! y happens that this formal correspondence is 

departed from, such as where the translation equivalent of the English singular is the 

Arabic or French plural or vice-versa. For example, sentences which in Arabic normally 

have a plural noun as an object, such as " ~ ~~I" require a singular form in English if 

the object refers to what we might explain as one unit per individual, as in 'new furniture'. 

Other examples given below between French and English are number and article systems, 

where, although similar systems operate in the two languages, they do not always 

correspond. These are as follows: advice (singular) in English becomes des conselis 

(plural) in French, and the sheep (singular) in English becomes plural in Arabic e.g. ~ 

O.lJ • .!a • The French definite article Ie pantalon (singular) becomes trousers in English. 

Moreover, in English-Arabic translation, it is sometimes happens that the equivalent of an 

article (a or an) is not the formally corresponding term in the system. This can be seen as 

follows: 

SL 

Pass a law. 
Exert an effort. 
Pay a visit. 
Run a company. 
Score a victory. 

TL 

Clearly, however, such shifts from one system to another always entail unit-shifts or class

shifts, since each linguistic unit in the SL has its translation equivalent in the TL. 

Generally speaking, all the techniques we have examined above can be very useful as a 

means of attaining linguistic equivalence, especially in the training of prospective 

translators in order to make them aware of the different strategies to be applied, as well as 

31 Catford, J., "Translation Shifts", in Venuti, L., The Translation Studies Reader (London and New York: 
Routledge, 2000). pp.l45-6 
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to suggest that the application of these techniques need not imply any betrayal of the 

original text. Additionally, these techniques can become useful guidelines for more 

experienced translators, who will apply them together with other aspects that must be taken 

into consideration as part of the translating process. 

2.6. Hatim and Mason's approach 

Hatim and Mason are two of the theorists who have approached translation from the 

communicative point of view, regarding it as an act of communication discourse. In 1990 

they attempt to bridge the gap between the linguistic sciences oriented approach and one 

that emphasises the target culture system or the political dimension of translation as a 

product.32 Both view translation as a process involving the negotiation of meaning between 

producers and receivers of texts, and consider translating as a communicative process that 

takes place within a social context. Their approach thus duplicates Newmark's approach in 

many respects. Their approach emphasizes the importance of context in determining the 

appropriate meaning. 

One can then agree with Hatim and Mason's approach to translation and with the 

importance they give to the "process" since it helps to understand how much has to be 

accounted for in this act of communication that takes place in a given social environment 

and to understand the translator's function as a communicator. With this in mind, both 

state that: 

Indeed one might define the task of the translator as a communicator as being one of 
seeking to maintain coherence by striking the appropriate balance between what is 
effective (i.e. will achieve its communicative goal) and what is efficient (i.e. will prove 
least taxing on user' resources) in a particular environment, for a particular purpose and 
for particular receivers.'.33 

In their view, the areas of text-linguistics, cohesion and discourse analysis have a marked 

application in translation theory. Hence both regard translation as a process aiming at 

transferring and communicating in a TL text what has been said in an SL text "foreign 

text". In addition, Hatim and Mason view the translation process as the product of a 

cognitive process which involves a diversity of procedures that create target language text 

That to say, the Hatim and Mason approach focuses on the pragmatic aspect of the text, or 

32 Hatim, B. &. Mason. I., Discourse and the Translator (London and New York: Longman, 1990), p.3. 
33 Hatim, B. &. Mason, I., The Translator as Communicator (London and New York: Routledge, 1997), p.l2. 
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text acts, which they describe as the speech act motivated by the text meaning in terms of 

the effect intended by the original text. Accordingly, recent developments in the area of 

text linguistics expounded by Hatim and Mason (199011997) explain the translation 

process within the framework of a text type model. For Hatim context is considered in the 

light of pragmatic and semiotic notions such as intentionality of text interpretation. 

However, Hatim's model of intertextuality ensures that the various texts fall within the 

domains of contexts, text types and texture. These are in constant interaction with each 

other leading to the emergence of text types, as stated earlier by Beaugrande and Dressler 

(1981). 

By paying a great deal of attention to ST textual analysis, a translation is seen as 

conveying a foreign message and is perceived to be largely a socio-linguistic phenomenon. 

Hatim and Mason provide some interesting and useful comments on the nature of the 

translation process which they view as: "An act of communication which attempts to relay 

across cultural and linguistic boundaries, another act of communication which may have 

been intended for different purposes and different readers.,,34 The work of Hatim and 

Mason, separately and in collaboration, brings together an ambitious array of analytical 

concepts from different areas of linguistics. They attempt to introduce text structure as 

another dimension in their approach. Munday states that it is Hatim and Mason, who make 

the greatest effort to incorporate a Hallidayan notion of culture and ideology into their 

analysis of translation. According to Munday, while their fmdings are illuminating and 

they analyse a range of text types, they always remain linguistic-centred, both in 

terminology and in the phenomena investigated, such as lexical choice, cohesion, 

transitivity, style shifting, and translator mediation.35 Hatim and Mason's work shows how 

far linguistic approaches have advanced over the past five decades. They consider the task 

of translators with respect to ST analysis to determine the strategy followed by the text 

producer. In so doing, the translator needs to recognize the underlying principles behind 

the production and reception of texts, written and spoken, source and target, technical and 

non-technical. Applying some of the insights gained from workers in the field of discourse 

analysis, Hatim and Mason put particular stress on the two notions i.e. text strategy and 

text type. The former is a plan made up by the text producer in organizing the text 

34 Ibid., p.l. 
35 Op. cit, p.I02. 
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according to specific sets of values that realise field, tenor and mode, thus enabling the 

reader to make assumptions, statements and predictions about the text structure. The latter 

is a conceptual framework on the basis of which texts are classified and produced 

according to their communicative purposes. Its aim is thus to provide the reader with 

various types of texts. 

According to Hatim and Mason, the translator is not simply a producer of an end product, 

namely the TL text. He is a "special category of a communicator, one whose act of 

communication is conditioned by another, previous act and whose perception of that 

previous act is intensive.,,36 A translator is, in fact, a mediator, or a broker who helps two 

parties to communicate across both linguistic and cultural boundaries.3? These conventions 

underline the potential differences between languages as well as the importance of taking 

such considerations into account in translation. With this in mind, the translator needs to 

identify the writer's communicative aim in order to understand the text and the strategies 

used in its production. In addition, the Hatim and Mason approach also stresses the 

importance of translation procedures in transferring the ST, seeing text type as the main 

focus of the translator at both structural and textual levels. In addition, these two writers 

see texts displaying common characteristics related to their structure, texture, and choice of 

grammatical devices. 38 

However, one major difficulty with this approach is the great diversity of texts (text-types) 

requiring different translation techniques and methods. As the authors themselves are well 

aware, a poem, for instance, constitutes a vastly different text from an advertisement, or a 

list of instructions for the use of a computer. It is arguable that in poetry , self-expression, 

rather than communication, is the prime factor. In Newmark's model, poetry is the 

supreme instance of an expressive text requiring, in his view, a close semantic translation. 

Hatim and Mason, however, argue that even though the expressive function is the most 

salient in poetry and other literary works, communication is always present as an 

underlying motive. Before being submitted to translation, a poem has to be read, and an act 

of reading is essentially an act of communication. The essential elements of 

communication (text producer-text receiver, standing in some kind of relationship to each 

36 Op. cit, p.2. 
37 Op. cit, p.14. 
38 Op. cit., pp.73-160. 
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other) underlie all acts of communication, and hence all texts. 

As was stated earlier, Hatim and Mason's approach is potentially promising, but it has yet 

to be sharpened and given a more comprehensive shape. Newmark's unified approach 

attempts to bring together semantic and communicative translation in the light of text types 

and language functions (see below) and is incorporated into a larger socio-cognitive theory 

embracing communication in the widest sense of the term, which is the ultimate goal of all 

translations. 

To conclude, Hatim and Mason clearly focused on the translation process as an act of 

communication embodied in social cognitive behaviour. They maintained that translation 

ought to be viewed through a global perspective as a behavioural act which has a complex 

cognitive dimension. Their process of translation, therefore, is to be approached from two 

points of view. First, the social involvement of the translator is in a unique linguistic act of 

communication. Secondly, an ongoing cognitive process is part of this act. 

Accordingly, the proposed theoretical translation approaches of the twentieth century need 

to be investigated in an attempt to establish a comprehensive foundation for a theory of 

translation by which meaning is conceived according to social-cognitive and cultural 

processes. This is based on an understanding of how the linguistic system of the ST units 

and their structure can lead to the understanding of the text beyond the word and sentence 

level. 

2.7. Newmark's approach 

As was previously indicated, the theory of translation, reflecting the history of translation, 

has been marked by polarity; namely, the 'literal' versus 'free' translation dichotomy. 

Literalists such as Nabokov, ''rendering as closely as the associative and syntactical 

capacities of another language allows,,,39 leaned heavily on the faithful reproduction of the 

SL text, allowing only a limited amount of freedom to account for the contextual meaning 

and the TL syntactic rules. Non-literalists such as Nida preferred a more communicative 

model of translation, with emphasis on the message essentially to be conveyed, rather than 

the form. 

39 Quoted in Newmark, 1981. p.ll. 
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Like Nida, Newmark defined the concept of translation adopting a linguistic approach and 

in what may be considered a straightforward way from the point of view of the simplicity 

of his defmition. He regarded the act of translating as "transferring the meaning of a stretch 

or a unit of language, the whole part or a part of a text, from one language to another.',4() 

The more recent approaches, such as the model proposed by Hatim and Mason outlined 

above, have attempted to redress the balance by presenting a theory that is based on text

analysis in the light of discourse parameters, with an underlying basic assumption that all 

translation is an act of communication (translation as a social phenomenon). Furthermore, 

Newmark feels that not all these approaches are adequate, though their insights may still 

be valuable, as accounts of the translation process. He claims that his main contribution 

lies in the theory of communicative and semantic translation expounded in a number of his 

writings. Semantic translation, according to Newmark, is to be distinguished from literal 

translation in that it respects "contextual meaning", may introduce culturally neutral terms, 

and takes aesthetics into account. Thus, "in semantic translation, the translator's first 

loyalty is to his author, in literal translation, his loyalty is, on the whole, to the norms of 

the source language.,,41 

Communicative translation, on the other hand is more ''reader-centred'' attempting "to 

render the exact contextual meaning of the original in such a way that both content and 

language are readily acceptable and comprehensible to the readership.,,42 

In his writings during the 1990s, Newmark seems to be proposing his own theory of 

translation by unifying his previous dual theory of semantic and communicative 

translation.43 He seems to be increasingly aware of the interrelatedness of the two 

approaches, and their applicability to different types of texts. Semantic and communicative 

translation methods are no longer seen as "mutually exclusive" opposites but rather as 

instances of "cognitive translation" with different points of emphasis. 

Furthermore, Newmark provides a very lucid account of his theory of semantic and 

communicative translation. He argues that neither of these approaches to translation is 

40 Newmark, P., About Translation (Clarendon and Philadelphia: Multingual Matters Ltd. 1991), p.27. 
41 Op. cit, p.63. 
42 Op. cit, p.47. 
43Op' 1 . Cit, p .. 
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necessarily incompatible with literal or word-for-word translation. In fact, he proposes that 

if "equivalent effect" can be secured, then the literal, word-for-word translation is not only 

the best but is the only valid method of translation. He also claims that both semantic and 

communicative translations comply with SL and TL syntactic equivalence and that both 

types of translation may well coincide. Both methods are seen as "widely overlapping 

bands of methods" and sections of the same text may be translated more or less 

semantically, or more or less communicatively. 

Newmark concedes, however, that most of the texts translated nowadays, which he 

describes as "run of the mill" require more of a communicative than a semantic translation. 

However, a more highly original, authoritative expressive text would generally require a 

closer semantic translation. Newmark's contributions to translation theory are in fact quite 

varied and considerable. His theory of semantic and communicative translation is 

supported by his views on text types and language functions. Therefore, Newmark believes 

that the choice of method can be made largely in the light of these categories. Newmark 

also provides interesting insights into literary translation in general, and the translation of 

metaphor in particular. He states: "Whilst the central problem of translation is the overall 

choice of a translation method, the most important particular problem is the translation of 

metaphor.,,44 A metaphor creates an image in our minds by transferring the attributes of 

one object to another. Its role in language is not simply decorative but often very central in 

the way we perceive objects and images. Newmark distinguishes six types of metaphors: 

dead, cliche, stock, adapted, recent and original metaphors. He proposes various ways to 

translate these. For highly original metaphors such as those produced by poets and 

novelists, Newmark strongly advises the closest, possible semantic translation verging on 

the literal. In my opinion, this is an important insight, as such metaphors are usually 

culture-specific, innovative, aesthetically appealing, and sometimes intentionally strange, 

obscure, or even surreal. Very often the literal translation of original metaphors results in 

equivalents that retain the freshness and beauty of the original, and hence preserves the 

communicative value of the ST images. 

The Arab modem poet, Nizar Qabbanl, describes the blueness of his beloved's eyes as 

follows:~ ~I ~ ~l.l:! ~ ~ ~.Jj~1 C.".JI . A literal translation would read as follows: 

.j.j . If'\ t Op. Clt., p. \./'"t. 



'The blue waves in your eyes call me to the deeper." A broadly semantic or functional 

translation would be: "Your eyes are blue; 1 find them very tempting". Similarly, the 

Qur'anic expression "'3~ L>"'J' ~'.J ", might be rendered more semantically, as follows: 

"White hair enflamed [my] head". Clearly this translation retains the beauty of the original 

expression; a more functional translation may retain the sense but, in my view, it would 

destroy the image as in "my hair is getting white" or a rather more dynamic rendition "I 

am growing old." Here a figurative expression, such as "my hair is getting white and 1 am 

growing old" offers only a global correspondence between the textual units of the ST and 

those of the IT. 

2.8. Lefevere's Approach 

In the preface to his Translation, Rewriting, and the Manipulation of Literary Fame, 

Lefevere states that: "Translation is, of course, a rewriting of an original text. All 

rewritings, whatever their intention, reflect a certain ideology and a poetics and as such 

manipulate literature to function in a given society in a given way.'.45 Lefevere's approach 

to translation thus clearly differs from the above approaches. His approach was mainly 

designed to propose a particular framework focused on the translation of poetry; it is a 

more poetic approach concerned with the various elements and techniques of poetic text. 

Lefevere's view thus explores specific problems of translating poetic texts through the 

close practical analysis of texts where he reveals various defects perpetrated by translators. 

However, Lefevere's view results from the deficiencies of the methods he examines, which 

are due to an overemphasis of one or more elements of the poem at the expense of the 

whole. That is, he attempts to set up a reasonable framework for twentieth-century poetry 

translation so as to propose various strategies in translating poetic texts (see 4.3.8). 

Furthermore, the idea of translation as a form of rewriting means that any text produced on 

the basis of another has the intention of adapting that other text to a certain ideology or to a 

certain poetics, and usually to both.46 Accordingly, the translation process as a form of 

rewriting is meant to be a process of rewriting the original text (ST). This approach reflects 

Lefevere's view in seeing translation as a process of rewriting. Therefore, Lefevere, 

45 Lefevere, A .• Translation, Rewriting and the Manipulation of Literary Fame (London and New York: 
Routledge. 1992). p. vii. 
46 Quoted in Hermans. Translation in Systems (Manchester: Jerome. 1999). p. 127. 
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originally working from within systems theory (see below), examines translation as 

"rewriting" and the ideological tensions around the text. Translation thus seen as rewriting. 

developed from systems theory and pioneered by Lefevere, studies the power relations and 

ideologies existing in the poetics of literary and cultural systems that interface with literary 

translation. Thus, Lefevere goes beyond language and focuses on the interaction between 

translation and culture, on the way in which culture impacts on and constrains translation 

and on the larger issues of context, history and convention.47 Linguistic theories of 

translation have largely been dismissed and attention has centred on translation as cultural 

transfer and the interface of translation with other growing disciplines within cultural 

studies. Lefevere sees translation as the most obviously recognizable type of rewriting, and 

states that it is: "the adaptation of a work of literature to a different audience, with the 

intention of influencing the way in which that audience reads the work.'t48 With this view 

in mind, Lefevere sees translated literature as part of the cultural, literary and historical 

system of the TL and as an act carried out under the influence of particular categories and 

norms constituent to systems in a society. The most important of these are patronage, 

ideology, poetics, and "the universe of discourse.'.49 Lefevere' s view of translation as a 

rewriting process considers the preservation of ideological features, ideas, values, 

concepts, and assumptions about cultural matters. It built on the work of Even-Zohar in the 

1970s which saw translated literature as a system operating in the larger social, literary and 

historical systems of the target culture. Here, a literary work is not studied in isolation but 

as part of a literary system, which itself is defmed as a system of functions of the literary 

order that is in continual interrelationships with other orders. Accordingly, Even-Zohar 

emphasises that "translated literature operates as a system in the way translation norms, 

behaviour and policies are influenced by other co-systems."so Following such a view of 

translation, all translations are also expected to be "adequate" and "acceptable" rewritings 

of the original with acceptable language used in order to create a reading public. 

According to such a view, the chances are that the translation will be close to the original 

in terms of adequacy, hence a close reproduction of the dominant textual relations of the 

47 Bassnett and Lefevere, Translation, History and Culture (London and New York: Pinter. 1990). p.ll. 
48 Op. cit.. p.13. 
49 Ope cit.. p.l3. ...... . .. 
so Even-Zohar. I. ''The position of translated hterature WIthin the hterary polysystem. m L Venuti. The 
Translation Studies Reader (London and New York: Routledge. 2000). pp.I92-7. 
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original.
51 

In addition, with regard to the act of translation as a rewriting, Lefevere states 

that translation is an artistic feature that reflects the ST's intellectual and aesthetic qUality. 

Accordingly, the function of translation thus becomes the rewriting of the foreign text into 

the domestic culture. Hence, translation to Lefevere should be re-termed "rewriting" since 

it is performed under certain constraints and for certain purposes. 

2.9. Concluding Remarks 

In the light of the survey presented in the previous sections, a variety of different major 

approaches to and theoretical views of translation have been presented and discussed. The 

following points will be of significance in the remaining part of this study. 

a) The translation procedure is a highly complex operation since it involves numerous 

factors. These include linguistic, semantic, readership, and cultural factors which are also 

related to the professional aspects of translation as an art and science. 

b) The translation process is a means towards two ends. 

Firstly, translation is mainly for a communicative purpose, making interaction more 

accessible to various communities and societies. Secondly, translation is about conveying a 

message from one language into an equivalent message in another. Translation, therefore, 

is mainly concerned with a process referred to as transfer. The twentieth century is 

distinguished by the emergence of numerous scholars in the field of translation. During 

this period, the translation process was not just a replacement of the source text by a target 

text. In fact, it was essentially a communicative act employed across time and language, 

taking into consideration new concepts such as text type and language function. These 

concepts had to deal with the different criteria of the concept of an equivalent. This point 

will be discussed further in chapter 4. To conclude, the above survey aims to provide 

readers with insight into the most common processes used in translation. Such views 

largely reflect modem linguistic theories of translation and hence emphasize different 

theories and strategies of translation (see chapter 4). Yet, it appears that in the complexity 

of language, its meaning, its functions and its various uses, translators have to be flexible 

in their choice of methods and to adapt their translations to the nature of the text to be 

translated. These issues will be discussed in depth in the next chapter, thereby highlighting 

further translation problems. 

51 Ibid. 
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Chapter Three 

Meaning, Text-type, Language Functions and Translation 

3.0. Meaning and translation 

Translation is often referred to as the "transfer of meaning." We qualify a translation as 

giving the same meaning, which is usually based on cultural and ideological aspects as well 

as the fact that meaning is related to linguistic situations where a sentence or word is used. 

However, these situations provide different contexts in which language can be used 

formally, informally or "colloquially", and so on. The translator, in this case, should not 

only translate words but also look for the implied meaning in the text. That is to say, the 

translator should not take the SL words at their face value, but should carry out deeper 

analysis to understand their meanings. On this issue of meaning, the translator has to decide 

on a number of priorities such as: 

a. Meaning in language is a very complex issue and words can have different 

interpretations since some can carry several meanings, hence translators should pay 

attention to the actual meaning of a certain word during the translation process. 

b. The translator has to focus on the intention of the writer of the original text rather 

than his own interpretation. 

c. Thirdly, the translator should select a proper meanmg, as well as proper 

equivalents, for the ST lexical items. 

With these factors in mind, meaning in translation can be described from the translation 

point of view as the meaning of a particular word in a particular situation or context (see 

below). In other words, the meaning of a word is dependent on its position in a particular 

linguistic form that is encapsulated by the linguistic context in which it occurred. 

Translation, however, does not remain at this level. In fact, all languages have many 

complex words and therefore, the meaning of these words must be derived from the 

context. In this regard, Newmark notes that: "many words are profoundly affected by their 

context, linguistic, cultural, and situationaL and cannot be translated in isolation and 

therefore, the linguistic meaning as a concept is context bound, to which word meaning is 
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determined more or less by context."} 

3.1. The problem of meaning in translation 

As has already been indicated in the definition of the term translation, meaning must be 

given priority over everything else in translation. Translation is thus to be regarded as a 

linguistic activity that is mainly based on the transfer of meaning. Baker states that ''the 

lexical meaning of a word may be thought of as the specific value it has in a particular 

linguistic system and the 'personality' it acquires through usage within that system.,,2 

Following the same line of thought, Zgusta explains that "every word (lexical unit) has 

something that is individual that makes it different from other words. And it is just the 

lexical meaning which is the most outstanding individual property of the word."J 

However, the difficulty begins when the translator starts to transfer the meaning of a word 

or the meaning of a particular part of a text. The difficulty of translation is related to a 

number of factors. In his introduction to linguistics, Todd explains these semantic factors 

as follows: 

1. A word can have more than one meaning. 
2. Different words can have the same meaning. 
3. Some words seem to have opposites. 
4. The meaning of some words is included in the meaning of others. 
5. Certain combinations of words have meanings that are very different from the combination of 

their separate meanings.4 

However, with these factors, the most important aspect here is that the translator has to 

realize the intended meaning of the writer's words and sentences, particularly the 

expressive meaning that occurs in a certain type of text and context. In this regard, the 

translator's main job is to rely on the content level which encapsulates what the writer 

wishes to convey. 

As stated earlier, the purpose of translation is the communication of a particular meaning 

from the SL into the TL. This, in turn, depends on the translator's own perception of the 

meaning of that text. The translator is aware of the fact that the meaning depends on 

I Newmark, P., A Textbook of Translation, (London: Prentice Hall International. 1988), pp.I90-S 
2 Baker. M., In Other Words: A Course Book on Translation (London: Routledge, 1992), p.l2. 
3 Zgusta, L .• Manual of Lexicography (paris: Monton. 1971), p.67. 
4 Todd, L .• An Introduction to linguistics (Essex: Longman, 1987), p.79. 
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interpretation, as the text may convey several possible interpretations. Palmer maintains 

that in the interpretation of meaning in language there are a number of considerations 

which should be taken into account. As far as the meaning of words is concerned, these 

semantic considerations have been identified by Palmer as follows: 

1. We do not merely make statements; we also ask questions and give orders. Therefore, 
the grammar of all languages reflects these distinctions. 

2. There are varieties of uses of language, e.g., we warn, persuade, argue etc, that is to say, 
we influence people through language in many ways. 

3. There is a great deal of difference in the meanings of many words. 
4. Language is often deeply concerned with a variety of social relations. We can be rude or 

polite, and the decision to be one or the other may depend upon the social relationship 
with the person to whom we are speaking.5 

The translator thus has to rely on his own judgment and intuition. In other words, he has to 

keep in mind the fact that the surface structure of any language does not contain or reveal 

several aspects of meaning that may be essential for understanding the message in all its 

complexity. The following sections will examine the different types of linguistic meanings. 

3.1.1 Referential meaning 

This type of meaning refers to the concepts or to the semantic content to which the 

linguistic forms refer. In other words, it refers to the idea or the concept outside language 

which the words in language represent. On this type of meaning Nida and Taber provide a 

clear description, of which there are two parts: 

1. The words as symbols which refer to objects, events, abstracts; and 
2. The words as prompters of reactions of the participants in communication.

6 

In fact, in any given language, a word may have different meanings. The choice from the 

translator's point of view depends on a number of essential parameters and principles. 

These are as follows: 

1. A word may convey a cultural social meaning. 

2. A word may convey a writer's particular meaning e.g. expressive meaning. 

3. A word may convey a particular metaphoric meaning. 

4. A word may be suitable for a particular style. 

In this case, the translator's duty is to have a complete understanding of the original text in 

terms of the proposed or discussed subject matter. Moreover, the referential meaning which 

5 Palmer. F .• &mlJlllics: A New Outline (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981). pp.34-36. 
6 Nida,E. and Taber. C .• The Theory and Practice Of Translation (Brill: Leiden 1982) • p.S6. 
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is the major concern of translators is directly related to the topic proposed in the original 

text. Newmark describes the referential meaning as follows: 

1. A word may be linguistically conditioned by its use beyond the sentence. 
2. The referential meaning will secure the meaning of a thousand technical words. 
3. Ref~rential meaning may refer to words related to the ways of thinking and behaving within a 

partIcular language community and words which may be cUltural.7 

3.1.2. Dictionary meaning 

Normally, in the process of translation translators rely extensively on the dictionary, taking 

the literal meaning of a word or a phrase rather than the meaning intended by the writer of 

the original. Dickins et aI., state that "it is vital to remember that meanings are not found 

exclusively in the words listed individually in the dictionary."s 

In fact, what a dictionary, and particularly a bilingual one, offers the translator is a well

organized list or catalogue of meanings according to their significance and priority. In this 

respect, Abu-Ssaydeh claims that: 

The main focus of a bilingual dictionary should be the complex network of senses at the 
single word level and that the dictionary would be a fair representation of the texis if it 
combines such items with a few scattered multi-word units.9 

In many cases, as far as the dictionary is concerned, a word's referential meaning does not 

appear to be of great help to translators for a number of reasons: 

1. The meaning of a word is determined by its meaning in the particular text. 

2. The dictionary meaning may not provide the exact equivalent. 

3. The dictionary meaning may also not preserve the style of the original. 

4. The word may not have an equivalent in the target language, in which case the translator 

has to depend on his own know ledge and skill 

5. The dictionary may not be suitable to the context of the original text. 

As a strategy, a translator may refer to the dictionary either to check the meaning of 

unfamiliar words or phrases or to make sure that he has chosen the correct meaning of a 

7 Newmark P. About Translation (Clarendon and Philadelphia: Multingual Matters Ltd .• 1991). p.l5. 
8 Dickins. ~t at:, Thinlcing Arabic Translation: A Course in Translation Method: Arabic to English (London: 
Routledge, 2(00). p.97. . . 
9 Abu-Ssaydeh. A., "Multi-word units in English-Arabic Dictionaries: Status and Eqwvalence strategtes". 
Turjuman. Vo1.14. No.2. (Tangiers: Altpross. 20(5), p. 58. 
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familiar word in a particular context. In reality, as the dictionary offers a well organized list 

or catalogue of meanings of words taken out from their context, the translator uses his 

linguistic knowledge and skills to attempt to make the correct choice in selecting a suitable 

equivalent for the context of the text, the deeper intention of the writer of the original and 

the style of the particular text under translation. 

3.1.3. Denotation 

Denotation refers to that part of the meaning of a word or a phrase that relates to the real 

world. That is to say, it refers to a special type of meaning that presents the general basic 

meaning of a word out of context. This type of meaning can be described as similar to the 

dictionary meaning. However, whereas the dictionary provides the essential simple 

meaning of a word, denotation is a term used in semantics as part of a classification of 

types of meaning as opposed to connotation. Furthermore, denotative meaning involves the 

relationship between a lexical item and the non-linguistic entities to which a word refers. 

3.1.4. Connotation 

This particular type of meaning refers to the additional meaning of a word or a phrase 

beyond its central meaning. In other words, it is completely different from denotation. 

Connotation usually reflects people's emotions and attitudes to what a word or a phrase 

refers to; that is to say, it is the meaning of a word or an expression in a particular context 

or in a combination with other words in a text in which the main difficulty begins when the 

translator starts to transfer the meaning of a word, or the meaning of a particular part of a 

text. Thus the difficulty of translating a literary text, particularly a poem or novel, is related 

to several factors. These are related to several types of meanings, which represent the 

overall meaning of a text. In general, the connotative meaning of a text, according to 

Dickins et al., can be divided into four categories of meaning: 

1. Attitudinal meaning is that part of the overall meaning of an expression which consists of some 
widespread attitude to the referent. . ... 

2. Associative meaning is that part of the overall meanIng of an expression which consIsts of 
expectation that are rightly or wrongly associated with the referent of the ex~sion. . 

3. Affective meaning is an emotive worked on the addressee by the chOice of a partIcular 
expression that forms part of the overall meaning of the text 

4. Collocative meaning is the meaning of an expression over and above its literal meaning.lO 

10 Op. cit, pp.66-70. 
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These categories represent the semantic principles which the translator needs to follow as 

guidelines when deciding on the meaning of particular key words or expressions. With 

these semantic principles, the term connotation refers to the emotional association that a 

speaker attaches to a term. These associations represent part of the meaning of a word. 

As a matter of fact, any given word in any language can have numerous connotations 

besides its information content. These connotations are directly connected to the cultural 

meaning of a word (see chapter five). In many cases, this meaning is lost in the translation 

process if the translator is not fully aware of the added referential meaning that can be 

negative or positive. In this regard, one can point out that the connotative meaning can be 

judged by what a word means in the culture of the society of the TL and SL. On this point, 

we have textual translation equivalents. For instance, "open the book please" translates in 

Arabic as ~ ()o yt:iS.l1 ~I. We can say that the Arabic word kitiib is the textual translation 

equivalent of the English word book, buCy~, and book are not formal correspondents, 

because in the Arabic language kitiib does not occupy the same place as the word book 

does in the English language. In fact, the word kitiib in Arabic indicates a piece of writing, 

letter, document, Qur'an, notebook, contract, marriage contract, and so on. 

Translation is thus often referred to as the ''transfer of meaning". We therefore qualify a 

translation as "giving the same meaning". The question to be asked is: What is meaning? 

To Catford, meaning is the total network of relations entered into by a linguistic system of 

language. These relations are either formal or contextual. Formal relations are the relations 

between one item and the other items in the same language. For instance, there are relations 

between a lexical item and its collocate in the same language. On the other hand, as Catford 

goes on to add, contextual relations are concerned with the relation between a lexical item 

and the elements that collocate with that item and the other items in the same text in which 

it occurs. 11 

Accordingly, formal correspondence in the two texts is different linguistically. An example 

is the dual gender in Arabic. 

Consider the following translated text:~.J- ~'1...aA ~)'-W'1\ 

Jhese two men are Ahmed and Ali. 

II Catford, J., A Linguistic Theory of Translation (London: Oxford University Press, 1965), p.3S. 
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The first three items in the Arabic sentence display a dual number, whereas their English 

equivalents can only be plural, that is to say, English has only two number categories, 

singular and plural. The numeral "two" must be added to render the translation 

semantically acceptable. Nonetheless, the translation remains largely literal. 

As every language has its own linguistic system in terms of its grammar and structures, 

languages in general do not accurately correspond to each other as far as structure is 

concerned. This means that the grammar of a particular language such as Arabic may be 

somewhat different from that of English e.g. Italian vs. Spanish. Of course, this does not 

mean that there is no close semantic or functional equivalence. Hence, it is possible to 

arrive at a suitable translation, bearing in mind that these differences do not prevent the 

finding of "equivalent meaning", as all languages express human experiences. 

3.2. Text-type and text function 

Translation activities take place within a framework of a particular communicative 

situation on the basis of linguistic units called texts. As Clarke and Ahonen explain, texts 

can be in the form of writing, speech, pictures or any other symbol. Therefore, the essential 

point is that they are organized and are found in a relatively solid symbolic combination 

that is clearly defined. Whatever the form, three features characterize texts: materiality, 

formal relations and meaningfulness. 12 

Generally speaking, texts fall into different categories of text-types and each text, whatever 

its genre, is linguistically recognized by specific inherent linguistic features. For instance, 

in those related to the poetic genre such as a poem, the most important characteristics, as 

described by Dickins et aI., as "the features related to the sound quality of poetry, namely: 

alliteration, intonation, stress, rhythm, and rhyme."n Furthermore, in reference to the 

notion of text-types, linguistic norms are applied to both literary and non-literary texts. In 

the field of literary texts, literary elements such as the emotive use of a figure of speech, for 

example a metaphor or a simile, are frequently found. Such a text is expected to possess 

certain common linguistic features or characteristics and stylistic properties. Nevertheless. 

its aesthetic features lie precisely in the fact that it is not a reproduction of a text model, but 

12 Clarke. K .. and Ahonen. A.. Cultural Analysis of Texts (London: Sage Puhlications Ltd., 2000). p.73. 
DOp. cit.. pp.80-85. 
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rather that it represents an innovation process based on the imaginative use of language and 

creativity. That is to say, the literary text, particularly poetic verse, is written creatin?ly 

and, therefore, it is often imaginative since it is motivated by the individual's creative 

process and imaginative powers. 

As our focus of attention in this research is on the discussion of a literary genre, namely 

poetry, one may think of the literary text as a realm of free expression that falls under the 

expressive category of language function. Therefore, the translator is concerned with text 

meaning, and language function and text typology are at the heart of the translation 

process. With this in mind, the translator should decide on the hierarchy of the different 

functions of language according to how these types are differentiated. Halliday et aI., 

explain these issues as follows: 

Language varies as its function varies: it differs in different situations. The name given to 
a variety of language distinguished according to use is 'register'. The category of 
'register' is needed when we want to account for what people do with their language. 
When we observe language activity in the various contexts in which it takes place, we 
find differences in the type of language selected as appropriate to different types of 
situation. 14 

However, texts of all forms are produced in their own relevant communicative situations 

and settings. An essential function and requirement for a text is to fulfill its linguistic aims. 

These are: firstly, the availability of a situation which contains those non-linguistic factors 

which determine and affect the interpretation of meaning that are related to textual factors, 

for example theme and topic. These factors determine text meaning and its language 

function which is directly related to its situation; place of communication; its 

communicative purpose for which the text has been written; and the goals the text wishes to 

achieve, who wrote the text for whom, when and where. Secondly, a suitable channel 

through which the text is transmitted. Thirdly, is the intended purpose of the text in terms 

of what the text is trying to convey regarding the response of the reader. Alongside these 

parameters and factors, critics such as Hatim, de Beaugrande and Dressler regard the text 

as a "communicative occurrence" that has to meet seven standards of textuality: cohesion, 

coherence, intentionality, acceptability, informativity, situationality and intertextuaIity.15 

For de Beaugrande and Dressler, these seven standards are a cnlcial element in the 

14 Halliday. et al.. The Linguistic Scit'llce and Language Teaching (London: Longman. 1973) p.87. 
15 Beaugrande, R.. de and Dressler W., Introduction to Text Linguistics (London and New York: Longman. 
1981), pp. 6-12. 



composition of a text, hence, it is defined as a communicative occurrence that meets the 

specific standards of textuality.I6 Further to this, a text is also any stretch of language in 

which the language components, the actual words, are all related to one another and form a 

cohesive whole. 17 Hence, for the purpose of translation and in order to produce a text. the 

translator's aim is to achieve the greatest possible correspondence of ideas and themes for a 

particular effect on the part of the TL reader. The ST characteristics and features must be 

taken into account, both of which are related to the content of the text itself. Texts in the 

wider sense contain not only linguistic material, but also other factors embedded in the 

huge vocabularies of the extra-linguistic world, which is presupposed in the receptor of the 

text, without which understanding of the text is impossible.I8 Accordingly, understanding 

the content of the ST is necessary since its subject, function and theme are rooted in a 

particular aspect or some specific aspects of its considerable information: place, time, 

event, language, characters, and the author's intention. Furthermore, a translator should 

also pay particular attention to context. This is the interaction between the linguistic 

material and the outer world in terms of its intended language function. thought and various 

layers of meanings. According to this view, translation is neither a simple process nor a 

straightforward transfer of the communicative event occurring in the SL into the TL. For 

this reason, Hatim and Mason stated that translation within this context is viewed as a 

"communicative process which takes place within a social context.,,19 

Consequently, translation deals essentially with the contents, subject matter, intention, aim 

and function of a text. The ultimate aim of a translation is to preserve the text's function 

and spirit. Therefore, to facilitate the translation process, the translator should analyse the 

text at hand according to the many considerations and methods outlined above. Nord 

stresses this when he explains that before embarking upon any translation the translator 

should analyse the text, since this appears to be the only way of ensuring that the SL text 

has been wholly and correctly understood.2o She goes on to propose a model for translation 

oriented text analysis, which is applicable to all text types and translation situations, 

serving as a general theoretical basis for translation studies, translation training and 

16 Ibid., p.3. 
17 Ibid. 
18 Reiss. K .. Type, Kind, and Individuality of Text: Decision Making in Translation. A translation by S. 
Kitrion in L. Venuti (London and New York: ROlltledge. 2(00). pp.I60-l71. 
I()Hatim and Mason. Discourse and the Translator (London and New York: Longman. 1990). p.3. 
20 Nord. C. Text Allalysis in Translation (Amsterdam: Atlanta. 1991). pp.I-2. 
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translation practice. The model is based on a functional concept, enabling an understanding 

of the function of ST features and the selection of translation strategies appropriate to the 

intended purpose of the translation. According to Nord, the model should therefore be: 

(a) general enough to be applicable to any text type and (b) specific enough to take 
account of many universal translation problems or difficulties, depending on the level 
of competence of the translator or the direction of the translation process. 21 

Other writers in the field have produced models that guide translators in their approach to 

texts. Hatim and Mason state that the analysis of the SL text should be carried out within 

its situational context, that is, its verbal and non-verbal environment, its sociaVcultural 

setting in the SL community and, most importantly, within a framework that regards the 

text as a communicative event produced with the ultimate aim to inform, instruct or 

influence. 22 

In fact, such a model leads the translator to assign his text to the general categories of the 

text-type, each of which is dominated by a particular language function and characteristics 

(see section 3.3 below). However, with respect to the various classification of text-types 

and text categories, linguists and translation scholars such as Reiss, Vermeer and Nord 

usually distinguish between text-type, which is a functional classification, for example 

informative vs. expressive, persuasive vs. descriptive, narrative vs. argumentative; and text 

class, a category that refers to the occurrence of texts in standard situations (e.g. weather 

reports, prayers, recipes, folk-ballads, operating instructions) and which corresponds to the 

literary category of genre. Therefore, a systematic classification of text groups and genres 

will help the translator in deciding its language function, theme, intention, purpose and 

function. In addition, a particular text may contain a few elements that convey specific 

topics and themes that are interrelated to each other. For instance, in the liihiliyya poetry of 

the sixth century AD, in the poems of al-Mu 'allaqiit, for instance, certain topics and themes 

are interrelated. For example the wa.sf sections of the Mu 'allaqiit (see chapter 8 on the 

analysis of the various translated verses of al-Mu 'allaqiit). 

21 Ibid., p.2. 
~, . 37 -- Op. CIt.. p. . 
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3.3. Language functions 

The function of language, in its simplest sense, refers to the idea of its purpose when used. 

When applied to text-types, the term refers to the language used in a particular text. 

whether it is expressive, informative or whatever. This in tum, helps translators in deciding 

on the factual meaning of what the ST tries to achieve, hence making the process of 

translation run smoothly. In addition, it helps to make communication more accessible to 

readers of the second language. 

As far as the general use of language is concerned, when we speak of the function of 

language, we mean no more than how people use their own language in natural contexts. 

However, in more precise terms, people do different things with their language, that is, they 

expect to achieve a large number of different objectives by writing, talking and reading. 

One could attempt to classify these linguistic objectives or aims into different linguistic 

purposes. On this point, different scholars and linguists who have dealt with this topic 

attempt to present different models as theoretical frameworks for the classification of the 

functions of language. 

In 1923, Malinowski put forward a pioneering framework for the classification of language 

functions. He classified these functions into two categories: the pragmatic and the 

magical.23 He divided the pragmatic function into two: the active and the narrative sub

functions. The active function is related to the normal everyday use of language, whereas 

the narrative function focuses on reported narrative texts that describe events and states of 

affairs. On the other hand, the magical function, according to Malinowski, concentrates on 

ceremonial and religious activities in specific cultures. 

The psychologist Karl BUhler proposed a different model for the description of the 

functions of language relating to its use in texts. According to BUhler. language is a 

behaviour of use, and hence is a way of communicating with ourselves. From this 

perspective, language has not only existence but also functions. BUhler's model is thus 

mainly concerned with the function of language from the individual or the language user's 

point of view, rather in terms of the cultural aspects of language use. Within the framework 

of the relevance text type to translation, BUhler offers a solution for the above problem, 

23 Halliday. M. A. K., Language Stmcture and Language Function (London: Longman. 1970). p.140. 



where she classifies texts (see below) according to their basic communicative functions. 

For translation theory the most influential typology of language functions has been that of 

BUhler, who distinguishes between language as information, as self expression and as 

persuasion. This is most likely to be found in the medium of the texts themselves: 

language. Since texts require the medium of language for their expression, in this case, 

each text must be examined to determine precisely what function of language it represents. 

Accordingly, BUhler (1934) put forward three basic functions of language. These are the 

expressive or authoritative, referring to the writer of the text; the informative- she calls this 

'representation' which refers to objects in the real world; and the vocative or persuasive or 

'appeal' referring to the reader of the text.24 

In her analysis of various text types, however, Reiss came to the conclusion that in actual 

practice there is a constant combination and overlapping of these functions. And yet, as one 

or another of these functions becomes dominant in any given text, it becomes evident that 

distinguishing the three basic functions is justified: the informative function is emphasized 

in content-focused texts, the expressive function in form-focused texts, and the persuasive 

function in appeal-focused texts.25 To satisfy effectively the purpose of translation, that is 

the transfer and communication of the information in a functional or adequate manner, the 

translator needs, first, to focus on the SL text and analyse the function(s) that this text has 

in the SL, thus trying to establish its communicative function(s). Put simply, the 

translator's task is not only to transfer a message from one culture to another, but to assess 

the functions of both the original and translated text and the level of functional equivalence 

between the two. Consideration thus has to be given to the text type in order to reach a full 

understanding of the communication form and communicative purpose or 'function' of the 

text at hand. Here we have to refer back to Reiss (2000) and her distinction between the 

different kinds of texts in relation to their functions. 

Following the three functions of the linguistic sign that had been established by Btihler, 

Reiss borrowed BUhler's three-way categorization of the functions of language. She links 

the three functions to their corresponding language 'dimensions' and to the text types or 

24 Newmark. P .• A Textbook o/Tronsiation. (London: Prentice Hall International. 1988). pp.39-43. 
2S Reiss K. TTtlIISlation Criticism- The Potentials &: Umitotions: Categories and Criteria for TTtlIISIation 
QualilyAss~ssment. translated by ErraU. F. Rhodes (Manchester: St. Jerome Publishing. 2(00). p.25 .. 
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communicative situations in which they are used?6 This in tum helps Reiss to distinguish 

three kinds of communicative situations which lead to the creation of three different types 

of texts according to their function: 

1) Informative texts: here the topic itself is in the foreground of the communicative 

intention and determines the choice of verbalization. As an informative text, it is merely 

interested in transmitting full referential and conceptual content of the ST; 

2) Expressive texts: here the sender is in the foreground. The author of the text creates his 

topics himself; he alone, following only his own creative will, decides on the means of 

verbalization. the speaker as 'text producer' consciously exploits the expressive and 

associative possibilities of the language in order to communicate his thoughts in an artistic, 

creative way, that is, the text is structured on the level of artistic organization; 

3) Operative texts: here the form of verbalization is mainly determined by the 'addressed' 

receiver of the text, creating an effect among IT readers, by virtue of his being 

addressable, open to verbal influence on his behaviour. The text in this case is structured on 

the level of persuasion.27 By now, these types of text were seen as the three basic and pure 

forms of written communication. 

For translation purposes, Reiss also adds that a translation method should be fully adapted 

to a text type. According to Reiss, each text is assigned a function and this function, 

therefore, leads to the creation of a general classification of text types which helps the 

translator to employ appropriate translation methods, best designed in order to translate a 

given type of ST in agreement with its function and to preserve in translation the essential 

characteristics of the text. Reiss's initial work thus links language function, text type, 

geme and translation strategy. This can be seen in the following table (quoted from 

Munday, 2(02) which displays the functional characteristics of text types and links these to 

translation methods. 

~unday. J., Introducing Translation (London and New York: Roudedge. 2(01). p.73. 
27Quoted in Chesterman. 1989. pp.108-9. 
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Text type Informative Expressive Operative 

Language function Infonnative Expressive (expressing Appellative 
(representing objects sender's attitude) (making an appeal 
and facts) to text receiver) 

Language dimension Logical Aesthetic Dialogic 

Text focus Content -focused Fonn-focused Appellative-focused 

TTshould Transmit referential Transmit aesthetic Elicit desired response 
content for 

Translation method 'Plain prose', 'Identifying' method 'Adaptive' , equivalent 
explicitation adopt perspective of effect. 
as required STauthor 

Reiss thus suggests specific translation methods according to text type. These methods can 

be described as follows. A translation can be deemed successful if in an informative text it 

guarantees direct and full access to the referential content of the ST. The translation should 

be in 'plain prose'. In an expressive text, translation transmits the aesthetic and artistic 

form of the ST. The translation should use the 'identifying method', adopting the 

standpoint of the ST author. In an operative text, translation should produce the desired 

response in the IT receiver. The translation should employ the 'adaptive' method, creating 

an equivalent effect on the part of the IT readers.28 Text type is therefore the main focus of 

the translator, and will then determine the translation techniques to be used. Seeing this 

from a different angle, translation methods should not be based on text type only. 

Considerations also have to be given to cultural, social and historical factors that play an 

important role in deciding on the appropriate method for translation which will influence 

the translator's decisions and will influence the kind of target text to be created.
29 

In 1969, the linguist Roman Jakobson provided a third model of classification by 

developing the models proposed by both Malinowski and Biihler. Jakobson's classification 

presents three further functions, namely: the poetic; the "aesthetic", that is oriented towards 

the message of the speaker or the writer's intended meaning from the text, and the 

metalinguistic function, which is oriented towards the code itself for the purpose of using 

28Op. cit.. p.75. 
29Sanchez. M .• The Problems 0/ Literary Translation. Unpublished PhD thesis (Unversity of Bradford. 2(05). 

p.107. 
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language to describe language.3o The metalinguistic function focuses on the ability of 

language to explain and describe itself in terms of its capability to explain, name, and 

describe the exact meaning of the code between an addresser and an addressee in a 

communicative evene1
• 

Speaking of language, metalanguage is not only a necessary scientific tool utilised by 

logicians and linguists, it also plays an important role in our everyday life. Therefore, 

whenever the addresser or addressee needs to check whether they are using the same code 

of speech they must focus on the code. It performs a metalingual or a glossing function, for 

example "I don't follow you - what do you mean?" In fact, speakers usually use 

metalanguage expressions and statements without realising the metalinguistic character of 

language. Therefore, in Jakobson's view, the addresser sends a message to the addressee. 

This requires a context or referent: the message is expressed through a code in the same 

language that is shared by the addresser and addressee. The last factor is the contact, "the 

physical channel and psychological connection" between two persons. 

Language functions during the second half of the twentieth century were derived from the 

linguistic theories of Firth (1951, 1957), Palmer (1968), and Halliday (1970), who 

described language as having three basic functions: an ideational function to express 

content; an interpersonal function for the establishment and maintenance of social relations; 

and the textual function which allows for the creation of coherent discourse.32 

The functional approach to language is in essence based on an interest in performance or 

actual language use. This implies that, in its primitive uses, language functions as a link 

concerned with human activity as a piece of human behaviour. In this respect, Savignon 

describes a language function as ''the use to which language is put for the purpose of an 

utterance rather than the particular grammatical form. ,,33 This view of the function of 

language matches the Firthian theory of the context of the situation. Newmark sees 

language functions as operationally the most convenient way of looking at a text for 

translation. Newmark states that: "all translations are based implicitly on a theory of 

30 Newmark, P., A Textbook o/Translation, (London: Prentice Hall International, 1988), pp.39-43. 
31 Jakobson, R., On LangUllge (Cambridge and London: Harvard University Press, 1990), p.72. 
32 Kiraly, D., Pathways to Translation (Ohio: Kent State University, 1995),. p.27. . . 
33 Savignon, S .• Communicative Competence: Theory and Class-room Practice (Reading: Mass, Addison-
Wesley. 1983). p. 13. 
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language, making translation an exercise in applied linguistics.,,34 He adopts Biihler's 

functional theory in the form developed by Jakobson as he considers this theory to be the 

most useful when applied to translating. He explains: 

My o~n view of texts derives from Buhler's functional theory of language: I 
categonse all texts as expressive or informative or vocative, each with a basic 
translator's loyalty to the SL writer or the 'truth', the facts of the matter or the 
readership.35 

Like Reiss, Newmark also takes Biihler's three major functions of language, which 

represent a dominant emphasis as fully discussed below, as a basis for his views on text

categories and text functions. Thus, Newmark relates language functions and text-types to 

the choice of a translation method. The text to be translated is analysed in terms of its most 

outstanding or salient function; that is, what the text-writer sets out to achieve, conveyor 

express in his writing of "the text message." 

For Newmark, in order to achieve equivalence at textual level, the methods used will very 

much depend on the focus intended to be given to the IT. Newmark talks about the 

application of two approaches with regard to Biihler's functional approach to language, 

which give, as a result, two types of translation (i.e., semantic translation and 

communicative translation; see chapter four). Semantic translation is used for 'expressive' 

texts, communicative for 'informative' and 'vocative' texts. The expressive components of 

'expressive' texts (unusual syntactic structures, collocations, metaphors, words peculiarly 

used, neologisms) are rendered closely, if not literally.36 In the communicative translation 

of informative and vocative texts, equivalent effect is not only desirable, it is essential; it is 

the criterion by which the effectiveness, and therefore the value is judged. Furthermore, 

Newmark also goes on to expand his view, seeing communicative translation being set at 

the reader's level of language and knowledge, which is more likely to create equivalent 

effect than is semantic translation. 37 

Considering the applications of the three language functions of Biihler's functional theory 

of language to the three text categories, Newmark suggests that commonly informative and 

vocative texts are translated more communicatively, and expressive texts not literally 

34 Op. cil, p.39 
35 Op. cit, p.SS. 
36 Op. cil, pp.47-49. 
37 Op. cil, p.48. 
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enough, but more semantically. Accordingly, in the process of translation, it is of great 

importance for the translator to determine the text type, text category and language function 

of the SL text and to see to what extent the same kind can be used in the TL text or whether 

a different text variety has to be used for linguistic and socio-cultural reasons. Hence, 

before deciding on a translation method, the translator may need to assign hislher text to 

the three general categories previously mentioned. This means that the translator will 

decide what kind of translation strategy needs to be used and how the fmal result (target 

text) has been constructed so that it fulfils the objective required. Thus, one of the main 

contributions in the modem translation field is the innovative theory by Newmark. His 

idealistic, functional, pragmatic model propagated new perspectives in the field, by 

thoroughly analysing the translation procedure itself. Newmark's intuitive views 

incorporated a functional approach to translation which combines BUhler's and Jakobson's 

functional models. The most satisfactory basis here is Biihler's theory. Accordingly, 

Newmark classifies language functions as follows: 

3.3.1. The expressive function 

Taking BUhler's model as a point of departure, Newmark explains that the expressive 

function is at the heart of the speaker's or writer's personal meaning, feelings and attitudes 

towards the subject matter as well as the response that he is trying to evoke in the minds of 

the readers as the receivers of the message. Newmark classifies various specimens of texts 

which fall under the expressive function. For Newmark such texts include: 

1. Serious imaginative literature (lyrical poetry, short stories, novels, plays). Poetry is viewed as the 
"most intimate expression" while plays have a wider audience and a more cultural content. 

2. Authoritative statements (political speeches, documents, philosophical works, legal documents, 
scientific and academic discourse). 

3. Autobiography, essays, personal correspondence.38 

In Newmark's view, these texts should normally be translated at the author's level, that is 

to say, putting considerable emphasis on the speaker's own meaning, emotions and 

personal thoughts. As far as the choice of method is concerned, these particular texts are 

required to be translated semantically rather than communicatively, that is, a close 

rendering of the SL text is most important. Newmark considers expressive text e.g. a poem 

as the most difficult to translate due to the extensive use of metaphoric language, similes 

38 Op. cit, p.162. 
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and imagery. It is further complicated by the writer's expressive meaning, as well as the 

unique grammatical patterns of these text-types. An excellent example of the expressive 

text-type is a poetic verse in which there is extensive use of metaphors, similes, etc; as in 

the translated verses below. The expression of personal feelings and thoughts clearly shows 

the attitude of the speaker of the poem: here, language is used as a tool to produce an 

impression of the emotional feelings of the receiver of the text conveying the speaker's 

own experience. 

Lyrical poetry is the genre that represents par excellence the intensity and depth of personal 

meaning. It requires, therefore, the closest form of semantic translation in order to preserve 

the force of the original text. As an example, the following lines from Shakespeare, and 

two different versions of their Arabic translations: 

A B 
Take, 0 take those lips away ~I)ll ou.:J1 ~ I~\ 
Those so sweetly were foresworn ~.)L...JI )J\ 00-~ ,:fi 

o~1 ..illl:ii ~ ~I 
~~~~ 

And those eyes, the break of day ~I)ll ~I ~ I~\J . u... . -._11 IO!1ll:i ~,.~ U.,WW J 

Lights that do mislead the mom .)~I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~I .1·.' c· ~~..»!J 
But my kisses bring again .).>-~I wI lyy...aIJ ~I~II-*\~J 
Bring again! ~.)I~I .)~I 00-~~ J=. "II lA I..,l=. ~ el"l:a 
Seals of love but sealed in vain, 
Sealed in vain uol.;1..l1 .;JWI J.F :4.; UUalI ~I~! :4.; 

Commentary on the above two Arabic versions is deliberately kept short here, since the aim 

of this section is merely to provide a survey of language functions that are connected to the 

process of translation. The above example shows one type of language function, the 

expressive function, and hence, it is tended to be illustrative rather than in-depth. It suffices 

to mention that version "A" is a freer, more communicatively oriented type of translation. 

It tends to "under-translate", omitting some important SL material; for example, the whole 
• 

line "That so sweetly were foresworn" is ignored. Conversely, the translator allows himself 

the freedom to add some material not found in the original, "($.lL..al1 }.1' 0e ~ ,fi". This 

seems to be added chiefly for musical effect. 

Generally speaking, translation "A" has a beautiful rhyming effect, pleasant to the Arab 

reader's ear, but the translator exercises too much liberty with the meaning and imagery of 

the original text. Translation "B", on the other hand, is more semantically-oriented, closer 

in imagery and style to the original text, for example the expression "seals of love but 

sealed in vain" is translated almost literally, preserving Shakespeare's metaphor. This 
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whole line is lost in the fIrst translation. A more detailed analysis of poetic texts will be 

undertaken in chapter eight. Moreover, under the general category of expressive texts also 

fall autobiographies, articles and personal expressive writings originating from personal 

sentiments. Here it is important for the translator to identify the personal elements in these 

texts, that is, collocation, metaphors, and words that convey connotative personal 

meanings. Such types of expressions usually carry deep connotative meanings as they 

convey the writer's personal feelings and thoughts. It is, therefore, essential for a translator 

to identify the personal use of emotive words in expressive texts, that is, unusual or 

infrequent collocations, original metaphors and adjectives that still have to be translated in 

some manner. To illustrate this, the following is an expressive text type originally written 

in French, presumably with components such as metaphors, collocations, connotation, and 

so on. It is taken from the highly original personal correspondence written by the French 

philosopher Voltaire to his friend Mr. De Sideville in 1733. 

For the last five days, my dear friend, I have been dangerously ill; I had not the strength 
either to think or write. I have just received your letter and the frrst part of your allegory. In 
the name of Apollo, do not go beyond your first subject, do not smother it under a mass of 
foreign flowers; let your meaning be clearly seen; too much brilliance often detracts from 
clearness. 

~~I 'iJ ~I ~ oyill ~ ,fo r1i ~WI ~I r4'il ,..,i .# ~~ ~t...- y..jall ~ 4 UlS.lil 
rl.S.y' ~ 'iJ JJ'ii &."..:a."..,;p u~ 'il )~I ~ .stit,j".\! ,~tp.ll ~IJJ ~ JJ'ii ~I c:;~1 ~.liJ 
-~ 39Jt."..:a)I ~ ~ La I..)/j5.- .l:!Ijll ~~I c:;\.i 4.!JAlI J\Aj~I 

Generally speaking, the translators, Sayegh and Jean, have succeeded in conveying the 

strength of the original text by producing a faithful, semantic translation. Original 

metaphors are translated literally; for example the phrase 'do not smother it [the subject] 

under a mass of foreign flowers' is translated into Arabic as: ~.,;all J I.A}JI L>- r\Sy. ~)'J 

The metaphor is retained, and the word 'foreign' receives a correct contextual rendering as 

~..P, instead of its usual literal equivalent meaning ~\. The noun 'brilliance' is rendered 

as ~.N. , whereas the adjective "brilliant" is translated by the verbal form .Jf+i, preserving 

its associative meaning. 

3.3.2. The informative function 

The informative function, according to Newmark's model, is reflected in informative text-

39 Syegh, G., and Jean, A., A Translation Course: Translation and Arabization (Beirut: oar Sidr, 1981). 

p.274. 
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types. Newmark states that in informative texts, the main focus as far as translation is 

concerned is on the external situation that constitutes the facts presented in the topic in 

relation to reality or the events outside the linguistic context. Informative texts normally 

constitute the vast majority of a translator's work. They range from documents written by 

international organisations, private companies, and translation agencies containing 

scientific, technological, commercial, industrial and economic texts. The following scheme 

may give a general indication: 

Topic Format 
Scientific text Textbook 

Technological text Report 
Commercial text Paper 
Industrial text Article 
Economic text Memorandum 

In the translation of these texts, Newmark (1988) notes that one normally assumes a modem, 

and non-idiolectal style.4D However, in terms of the language varieties used in these texts, 

Newmark proposes a four-point scale as follows: 

a). Technical style 

This style is detached from any sentimental or personal feelings: the writer concentrates on 

the accuracy and the correctness of the message. In this regard, the message is presented in 

a correct authentic manner with a great deal of objectivity and clarity of thought. The 

emphasis is on factual information in relation to the professional topic of the text. In this 

manner there is no room for subjective judgement, personal feelings or attitudes. An 

example of this text-type is academic texts, in particular scientific texts, technical reports 

and textbooks. In order for the scientific text to communicate effectively, it must fulfil 

certain requirements in a specific language and style. Therefore, translations of these texts 

should achieve the criteria of correctness, accuracy and conciseness. Examples of these 

types of technical style can be seen through the following text showing the nature of 

scientific English style and the extent to which the Arabic translation reflects it. 

Due to difference in the water-exchange. the land-bases and- air-borne pollution resulting from 
anthropogenic sources cause a nutrient accumulation. 

40 . 40 Op. CIt.. p. . 
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(My translation) 

One can state that scientific language is most oriented towards the informati\'e function: 

that is towards objectivity, conciseness, accuracy and correctness. It can be described as a 

text that is devoid of archaic words, emotional feelings and connotations, In addition, it is 

mostly characterised by the use of scientific or technical terminology and culture-free 

expression. Naturally, as previously stated, the translator must take all such features into 

account. 

b) Neutral or informal style 

The neutral or informal style is not elaborated by technical terms, As an illustration, the 

reader may examine the following extract and its subsequent translation: 

Rubber is a thick liquid which flows from the bark of certain trees. 

c) Unelaborated or informal style 
This style is suitable for popular science or art books and is characterised by a simple 

grammatical structure, a wide range of simple vocabulary and stock metaphors for general 

reading and pleasure. For example: 

1) That high building is a white elephant. j'-"6. ~~ t.J~ ~~I ~~I ..illl~ 

2) I always carry the can. ~.JY-ll ~I Wb wi 

3) Touch wood. ~I u-ll 

d) Familiar, animated, untechnical style 

This type of style is used extensively in the popular press. According to Newmark (1988), 

it is characterised by exciting metaphors, short sentences, American expressions or 

"Americanism", unconventional punctuation, adjectives before proper names, and 

colloquialisms. As an example of this type of text, consider the following description of a 

popular character in a TV series called "Casualty" with its subsequent translation. 

Derek Thompson has played Charlie since the first episode of Casualty in 1986 and he 
reckons his character has come to his senses at last. Viewers will see him dressed in a smart 
suit for his wedding, ,. taking the arm of his beautiful bride.

41 

41 From H'(lII1{/1/, "1 am glad Charlie came to his sellses", March 2
nd 

(London, (998), p.-l5. 



3.3.3. The vocative function 

According to Newmark vocative texts nowadays are found mostly in media texts; 

advertisements, instructions, propaganda, persuasive writings and possibly popular fiction 

for the amusement of the reader. They are called upon to be active. to think and to feel 

about something in order to react in the way intended by the text. One example in the form 

of two instructions might be sufficient to state this type of language function. 

~yJI o.lAl ~ wl,lbyJI tl~1 y. t~...;i ~~I Li 4 L...:w ~ 
I-The consumption of any nutriments whatsoever 
is categorically prohibited in this establishment. 

2. No entry is allowed to this hall. ~I.ill o~ ~ J..?~4 ~ '1 

Regarding the translation process of such texts, Newmark recommended two major factors 

that must be taken into account. These are: 

1) In all vocative texts there is a relationship between the writer and the readership, reached 

by various stylistic "methods" to determine grammatical relations or forms of address and 

various forms of relationship of power or equality, command, request or persuasion. 

2) These texts must be written in a language that is comprehensible to the readership. For 

Newmark, the linguistic and cultural level of these texts has to be reviewed before they are 

given a pragmatic or a communicatively-oriented translation.42 Further to this, Suleiman 

notes that texts of this type in general can pose difficulties to translators, particularly those 

which relate to the existence of ideological clashes, or expansion in translated 

terminological expressions.43 With this in mind, it should be pointed out that the 

classification of texts according to their functions is neither strict nor clear-cut. Texts 

display a great deal of overlap in the actual use of language. Newmark points out, in this 

respect, that few texts are purely expressive, informative or vocative, and therefore most 

include all three functions with an emphasis on one of the three. 

Generally speaking. a text. however, is usually classified according to its most prominent 

function. Therefore, any text-type would correspond to a textual function. In this way. 

different text-types such as literary and philosophical texts have an expressive function: 

4~ O· 41 1., p. CIt.. pp. --t _. . 

43 Suleiman. Y .. "Translating Media Arabic Texts." Tllrjllmiill. Vol. 6. No.2. (Tangiers: Altpross. 1997). 

p.73. 
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different text-types such as literary and philosophical texts have an expressive function: 

advertising texts, laws, notices and instructions have a vocative function; and popular 

literature and scientific texts have informative functions. Therefore, for the purpose of 

translation, each text requires a specific approach involving a combination of methods in 

order to convey the detailed meanings of its contents. This must take into account the 

various layers of meanings; hence an understanding of the original meaning of the ST helps 

the translator to find the proper meaning in TL culture. Consequently. the translator has to 

analyse the original text in order to learn its meaning, function and the author's intention. 

and then determine the target language readers and the textual function of the new text. 

Thus, the text, its meaning, its type, its language function, its intention and contents 

determine a proper choice of translation strategies. Taking all these factors into 

consideration will ensure that the readership will react to the translation in a similar way as 

the source text reader would react. In addition, the most important factor in the translation 

process is the text and its meaning as well as its linguistic quality, intention and tone, which 

act as 'guidelines' and indicators for the translation process and theories. Modem 

translation strategies and techniques are presented in the following chapter in order to 

illustrate the process of translation. 

3.4. Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, various types of meanings, features of text-types and text functions were 

discussed. It also attempts to provide a survey of language functions with other translation 

issues that are connected to the process of translation. These areas relate to the different 

varieties of language and style required, the features of these varieties and the methods 

applied in order to provide the type of style which is needed and appropriate to the kind of 

text to be produced. 
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Chapter Four 

Theories of Equivalence and Translation Strategies 

4.0 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, a brief review of the various types of meanings was presented 

highlighting more problems of meaning in translation which arise in the translating process 

of various text-types. Sufficient examples are provided to illustrate different types of 

meanings in language and texts. In this chapter, an attempt has been made to clarify the 

concept of equivalence, understanding its nature and types. In addition, this chapter 

explores major translation strategies and theories of the 20th century which help readers to 

understand the nature of the translation process from one language to another. 

4.1. Translation equivalence: its nature and types 

Translation equivalence is an essential concept in the translation theories of Nida, Catford 

and Koller, who define translation in terms of equivalence items in specific ST-IT pairs 

and contexts. Dickins et aI., state that "the many different definitions of equivalence in 

translation fall broadly into one of two categories: they are either descriptive or 

prescriptive."} These theorists also propose that one should not seek absolute equivalence 

at all levels in translation. Toury defines equivalence as "the existence or the establishment 

of a certain relationship between the two messages CST -IT), irrespective of the 

relationship obtaining between the two codes.,,2 Fawcett defines it as a "relation between a 

source text and its translation usually intended to mean that the target unit is as close as 

possible in meaning to the source unit while still being natural usage in the target 

language.,,3 However, in translation terms, equivalence means presenting an ideal or 

perfect situation in which a match is achieved between a word or sentence in a text in the 

SL with its equivalent in the target language. That is to say, it is an intuitive, common 

sense term for describing the ideal relationship that a reader would expect to exist between 

I Dickins, et al., Thinking Arabic Translation: A Course ill Trallslarion Method; Arabic to English (London: 
Routledge, 2(02), p.19. . . . 
-'Toury, G., In Search 0/ a Theory o/Translation (Tel Aviv: The Porter Institute for Poetics and SemiotICS. 
1980), p.63. 
-'F tt P Translation alld LaIl,oullLoe. Lin.guistic Theories Explained Series (~LU1chester: St. Jerome. awce , ., ...._ 

1997), p.148. 
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an original and its translation. Neubert and Shreve explain that: 

the concept of equivalence is a relationship of textual effect of communicative value 
that i~ co~~ni~ative equivalence which is clearly a central concept for an integrated 
~d ~n~erdlsclphn~ approach to translation because it involves sociolinguistic, 
lInguIstIc, psychologIcal, and textual issues.4-

The concept of equivalence in the translation process dominates the translation literature in 

relation to the characteristics of an equivalent as well as the problems related to this 

concept. Nida and Taber defme the concept of equivalence as having a ''very close 

similarity in meaning as opposed to similarity in form.,,51hey continue by explaining that 

an equivalent is different from an identity. That is to say, equivalence is concerned with the 

semantic and grammatical correspondence between a sentence in the source language text 

with that of an equivalent sentence or text in the target language. In relation to this point, 

Nida and Taber state that ''The translator must strive for equiValence rather than identity. In a 

sense this is just another way of emphasizing the reproduction of the message rather than 

the conservation of the form.,,6 With this in mind, the translator should do his best to 

search for proper equivalents. In relation to this, Catford notes that equivalence is that 

process which can be referred to as an empirical phenomenon dictated by discovering 

through comparison of the source language text with the target language text. 7 Catford 

thus stresses that in order to arrive at an equivalent; the translator should make a clear 

distinction between two aspects of the meaning of a text, namely the textual and the formal 

equivalence. In this respect, the textual meaning refers to the meaning of the lexical items 

in a particular text, whereas the formal meaning refers to the basic general meaning of 

lexical items and grammatical structures. 

However, the search for an equivalent depends entirely on the skills and ability of the 

translator in performing the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic processing of the textual 

input of the source text, in order to perform the transfer of the source language text into the 

target language environment. With these criteria and parameters in mind, rmding an exact 

equivalent between words and grammatical patterns, together with style and discourse, 

means that a great many adjustments have to be made in order to present equivalent 

.. Neubert & Shreve, TransltJtion as Text (Kent: Kent University Press, 1992). pp.l42-5. 
5 Nida and Taber, The Theory and Practice o/Translation (Brill: Leiden, 1982), p.200. 
6 Ibid., p.12. . 
7 Catford, J., A Linguistic Theory 0/ TransltJtion (Oxford: Oxford Umversty Presss, 1965), p.27. 
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syntactic patterns which correspond to those of the source language text patterns. The 

translator may feel free to select certain equivalents rather than others from among a series 

of synonyms and patterns to reconstruct new patterns as well as to create a text and 

preserve fidelity to the source text. 

Moreover, the analysis of the original is the crucial fIrst phase of the translation process 

which has to provide the foundation for any of the translator's decisions in the translation 

process, because it is the specific (communicative) value of the source text that has to be 

"equaled" in the target text. Accordingly, most writers in the field agree on the need for 

text analysis before attempting any translation work. 

In his useful book A Textbook of Translation, Newmark proposes various principles to 

represent a scheme for text analysis that is applicable to all text types and can be used in 

any translation task. They are as follows: 

1. Understanding the intention of the text 
2. The intention of the translator 
3. Understanding ST style 
4. The readership 
5. The attitude, connotations and denotations. 8 

Such principles should enable the translator to identify and understand the source text, the 

norm, the type of text, the register, the style, the intention of the text and its readership in 

terms of its purpose, textual themes and subject matter. In this case, the translator follows 

specific guidelines in order to choose suitable translation strategies for the text at hand as 

well as to give a suitable rendition of its units and contents, which should be close to the 

original in terms of adequacy and understanding, together with the intended purpose of the 

writer of the original. 

The ST analysis represents a useful tool for the translator in the interpretation of the source 

text. It will help him to take the correct decision in conveying the original meaning by 

finding proper equivalents for each SL unit. The choice of an equivalent depends largely on 

the selection of the appropriate unit. This, in turn, depends on the translator's familiarity 

with the forms of linguistic expression in the two languages involved. Accordingly, the 

theory of equivalence refers to the idea of a proper and accurate correspondence between 

two different linguistic expressions. In this respect, Abu-Ssaydeb notes that: 

8 Newmark, P., A Textbook of Translation (London: Prentice Hall. 1988), pp.II-17. 
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A question of equivalence across languages is sometimes a matter of 
approximation; a certain word in English is given an Arabic equivalent not 
because the two correspond fully but simply because it is felt that they share 
enough semantic content to warrant their use as equivalents.9 -

The scholars referred to above think of the translation process as a language centred 

activity, rather than as a people oriented profession. That is, the translator's job is to strive 

to find a linguistic equivalent or a near equivalent without trying to assess the 

communicative effect of their target language text. Translators in this case may be tempted 

to look only for terminological equivalents and translate without due regard for larger units 

of meaning. In this case, translators should therefore be led to interpret the sense of a term 

from its context, and if they cannot find an equivalent they should be required to 

paraphrase in order to maintain the informative content of the ST message to be translated 

into the new culture. Consequently, the translation process clearly begins from the choice 

of words and grammatical patterns in the language available to the translator. For this 

reason, the translator must find an exact meaning for each ST unit. 

4.2. The role of context in translation 

The term "context" refers to the linguistic environment that occurs before and after a word 

or phrase. In relation to the translation process, the concept of context helps the translator 

to decide which word or phrase is the appropriate equivalent. In addition, the context helps 

in the understanding of the specific meaning of a word or phrase, which are affected by the 

context either linguistically or culturally. Newmark notes that many words are profoundly 

affected by their context in linguistic, cultural and situational terms; therefore, they cannot 

be translated in isolation. 1O In addition, he adds that "the words in a text are put into 

context by their collocations, grammatical functions and their position in the word order of 

a sentence." 11 Sanchez also states that the translator must consider the context and style 

used in the ST which will undoubtedly arrive at a given decision and choice which will 

correspond with the set of conditions determined by the SL text, so that the process of 

communication, transmission of knowledge and creation of a TL text can take place in a 

9 Ahu- Ssaydeh, A., "Problem of Equivalence", TlIrjwnim. vol. 13. no. 2 (Tangiers: :\Itopress. 2(04), p.IOS. 
10 Newll1ark, P., Ahollt Trans/ation (Clevedon: Multilngual Matters. 1991), p.25. 

II Ibid .. p.87. 



satisfactory manner.12 

With this in mind, the concept of context presents the broader sense of words occurring in 

a particular situation in which a linguistic item is used. Accordingly, the argument of 

context from the translator's point of view represents an accepted fact that is related to the 

meaning of words in context and outside of context. That is, the primary meaning of a 

word or a phrase can have a secondary as well as a figurative meaning. For example, the 

Arabic term "t}:u" allows more than one interpretation. Its meaning depends on the context 

in which it occurs. Consider for instance the following examples: the phrase ~)'-Jw.i 

agrees with the English phrase "spring season", and the Arabic phrase ~ .J.J4-ll ~ .. F rA.J 

gives a very different meaning, and hence agree with the English translation equivalent 

''they are as the bounteous spring." 

Translators constantly deal with the translation of individual words and may sometimes 

forget the influence of context in determining the meaning of a word. But a particular word 

may have different meanings depending on a number of factors. In this respect, Larson notes 

that the meaning of a word is specified by: "a. the other words with which it occurs in the 

text; b. the way it is being used in the text; and c. the cultural and situational context outside 

the text itself' .13 

Larson continues by arguing that the challenge for the translator is as follows: fITst, a 

translator must recognise whether words in the source language are being used in their fITst 

or secondary sense. Second, when a word in the target language is being used in its 

secondary meaning, a great deal of care must be taken to build in a sufficient context for that 

word in the target language to assure the correct meaning, since secondary meanings are 

dependent on context.14 

Newmark likewise emphasises the role played by context in the theory of translation. He 

states that the translator has to be aware of all the varieties of context while taking into 

account that context is not the overriding factor in the translation process or that it has 

12 Sanchez. M .• The Problems of literary Translation. Unpuplished PhD thesis (Unversity of Bradford. 
2(05). pp.50-51. 
13 Larson M. L., "Translation and Linguistic Theory". in R. E. Asher. The Encyclopedia of Language and 
linguistics, vol. 9 (Oxford: Pergamon Press. 1994), p.4688. 
14 Larson. M., Meaning-based Translation: A Guide to Cross-Language Equivalence (Lanham, New York 
and London: Universty Press of America. 1984), pp.l00-149. 
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primacy over any rule or other factors involved. Accordingly, he argues that: 

Context is omnipresent, but it is relative. It affects technical tenns and neologisms less than 
general words; it penneates a structured text and touches disjoined texts rather lightly. 
Where a writer deliberately innovates, the translator has to follow him, and blow the 
context. A translator with his eye on his readership is likely to under-translate, to use more 
general words in the interests of clarity, simplicity and sometimes brevity, which makes 
him 'omit' to translate words altogether. IS 

However, it should be added here that sometimes the translator's duty is to use simple and 

general words in the interest of clarity and simplicity. The meaning of these words appears to 

be more restricted in order to make the picture clearer and more interesting to the reader. In 

this sense, the translator is sometimes forced or demanded by the context of the text to omit 

the translation of certain words altogether, which sometimes may be redundant or 

insignificant. 

4.3. Equivalence theory 

Following the above discussion, the important research conducted on equivalence theory and 

its nature and types, is now explained taking into account the classifications of equivalence 

according to Nida and Taber, Koller, and Baker. These theorists have studied equivalence in 

relation to the translation process using different approac~es (see chapter two), and have 

provided fruitful ideas for further study on this topic. 

As far as the concept of equivalence is concerned, Nida notes that there is an equivalence 

principle by which the translator should produce the same effect on his own readers, where 

the relationship between receptor and message should be substantially the same as that 

which existed between the original receptors and message.
16 

Important research was also carried out by Koller into the science of translation in order to 

examine more closely the concept of equivalence. Koller identifies five different types of 

equivalence: 

1. Denotative equivalence is related to equivalence of the extra-linguistic content of a text. 
2. Connotative equivalence is related to lexical choices. especially between near-synonyms. 
3. Text-normative equivalence is related to text types. with different kinds of texts behaving in 

different ways. 

15 Op. cit.. p.SO. . . . 
16 NidI, E., Towards a sci~nc~ofTrtJ1lSlating (Lelden: Brill. 1964), p.159. 
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4. Pragmatic o~ commu~icative equivalence is oriented towards the receiver of the text or message. 
5. Formal eqUIvalence IS related to the fonn and aesthetics of the text, including word play and the 

individual stylistic features of the ST.17 

Having identified different types of equivalence and the phenomena related to them, Koller 

continues by highlighting how this can aid the translator and what the role of translation 

theory is: 

With every text as a whole, and also with every segment of text, the 
translator who consciously makes such a choice must set up a hierarchy of 
values to be preserved in translation; from this he can derive a hierarchy of 
equivalence requirements for the text or segment in question. 18 

The concept of equivalence is therefore a central concept in translation theory, and therefore 

the comparison of texts in different languages inevitably involves a theory of equivalence. 

Thus, equivalence can be said to be the central issue in translation although its definition, 

relevance, and applicability within the field of translation theory have caused heated 

controversy, and many different theories of the concept of equivalence have been elaborated 

within this field in the second half of the 20th century. Hence, the difficulty in defining 

equivalence seems to result in the impossibility of having a universal approach to this 

concept. However, in the search for equivalence, Munday writes that, one should note that an 

appropriate translation equivalent should be based on the following criteria: 

1. The translation should give a complete transcript of the ideas of the original work. 
2. The style and manner of writing should be of the same character as those of the original. 
3. The translation should have all the ease of the original composition.

19 

The success of translation depends on the above rules for achieving equivalent response; 

hence, such restricted rules recommended by Tytler can act as an aid to assessing the ability 

of a translator to convey the original sense of the SL. In other words, they ensure correct 

translation equivalence by transferring the full SL information. The translator can therefore 

achieve the greatest possible textual correspondence, where the merit of the original work is 

so completely transfused into another language by making a successful transference of 

appropriate vocabulary, idiom, terminology and register to make communication more 

accessible and readable. As a result, this theory has attracted the attention of the translation 

scholars mentioned previously. Hence, the following sections explain different types of 

17 Koller. W .• "Equivalence in Translation Theory" in Munday.lnlrotiucing Translation Studies: Theories 
and Applications (London and New York: Routledge. 2(01). pp. 46-47. 
18 Ibid., p.48. 
19 Quoted in Munday, 2001, p.26. 
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equivalence theories recently proposed by modem scholars in the field. 

4.3.1. Formal equivalence 

In translation theory, formal equivalence refers to translating by finding reasonably 

equivalent words and phrases while following the forms of the SL as closely as possible. It is 

based on the theory of formal correspondence between the source language text sentence 

patterns and the target language sentence patterns, for example, an adjective into an adjective 

and a noun into a noun. That is, formal equivalence follows the same symmetrical system of 

the original patterns of the SL text in terms of its formal elements and their meaning in terms 

of their source context. With respect to this, Nida states that there is a clear distinction 

between formal equivalence and dynamic equivalence. He argues that formal equivalence is 

a source-oriented concept. It is based on the source language patterns revealing as much as 

possible about the form and content of the original message involved in the text.20 Nida 

explains that: 

an F-E translation attempts to reproduce several formal elements, including: (1) 
grammatical units, (2) consistency in word usage, and (3) meaning in terms of the source 
context. The reproduction of grammatical units may consist in: (a) translating nouns by 
nouns, verbs by verbs, etc; (b) keeping all phrases and sentences intact. 2l 

According to Nida, the concept of formal equivalence focuses attention on the message itself 

in both form and content. The message in the receptor language should match as closely as 

possible the different elements in the source language. In addition, formal equivalence is 

thus keenly oriented towards the ST, which exerts a strong influence in determining accuracy 

and correctness. Accordingly, one can argue that a formal equivalence translation is source 

oriented: it is designed to reveal as much as possible about the form and content of the 

original message. 

4.3. 2. Dynamic equivalence 

Nida dynamic equivalence is mainly based on "the principle of equivalent effect", where the 

relationship between receptor and message should be substantially the same as that which 

existed between the original receptors and the message
22

. For Nida. such a translation 

approach is clearly distinguished by its emphasis on the "equivalence of response", based on 

20 Op. cit.. p.165. 
21 Op. cit.. p.165. 
22 Op. cit.. p.159. 
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the assumption that anything that can be said in one language can be said in another unless 

the form is an essential element of the message. Nida explains this type of equivalence as 

containing three essential terms: (1) equivalence, which points toward the source language 

message, (2) naturalness, which points toward the receptor language, and (3) closesness, 

which binds the two orientations together on the basis of the highest degree of 
. . 23 Fl· approxImatIon. or a trans atIon to be appropriate, it has to take into consideration these 

elements. In other words, the success of the translation depends above all on achieving a 

response equivalent to that of the original receptors. With this in mind, dynamic equivalence 

is defmed as a translation principle according to which a translator seeks to translate the 

meaning of the original in such a way that the TL wording will trigger the same impact on 

the TC audience as the original wording did upon the ST aUdience.24 That is the desired goal 

of dynamic equivalence, which is the closest natural equivalent to the SL message. 

From these parameters, it can be seen that to Nida and Taber, translation is regarded as a 

process that aims to produce in the receptor language the closest natural equivalent of the SL 

message, fITst in terms of meaning and second in terms of style.25 Accordingly, it is 

necessary to translate culturally specific elements into similar elements that would have the 

same effect on the TL readers. Thus, the English culturally specific phrase ''white as snow" 

in Arabic might be rendered as "white as milk" or anything that denotes whiteness, for 

example, ~, Jt. ~~ "white as wax", to denote a high degree of whiteness. This is 

regarded as a cultural translation equivalent transferred to the TL in the sense that the 

message of the SL culture is not imposed on the TL; hence the closest equivalence is sought. 

Dynamic equivalence is a suitable strategy for the translation of various texts since it reflects 

the meaning and intent of the ST. Therefore, the translation procedure is not just concerned 

with meaning through language patterns, that is, grammar and syntax, but rather is the search 

for meaning in context (see section 4.1 above), considered from the point of view of the 

culture which the SL text is transferred to. In relation to this, Newmark (1988) states that: 

"this common procedure, applied to cultural words, requires the use of a culture-free wor~ 

sometimes with a new specific term; it therefore neutralises or generalises the SL word.,,26 

23 Op. cit.. p.I66. 
24 Nida. E .• and Taber. C .• The Theory and Practice o/TranslDtion (Leiden: Brill. 1982). p200. 
25 Op. cit .• p.l2. 
26 Op. cit.. p.83. 
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However, the search for an ideal equivalent is still a major concern of translation theorists. 

This is due to a number of factors. Firstly, the source and target languages are naturally very 

different in terms of structure as well as in idiomatic expression. Secondly, the two 

languages' cultural and social aspects are completely different. These and other factors make 

it impossible to provide an exact equivalence. In other words, no translator could possibly 

provide a perfect rendition that is ideally parallel to the source text in all its linguistic. 

semantic, stylistic, cultural and social aspects. In this manner. the translator may produce 

what is referred to as an acceptable dynamic equivalence. 

4.3.3. Functional equivalence 

Functional equivalence in translation terms is sometimes called meaning-based translation. It 

is a translation strategy in which the translator attempts to reflect the thought of the writer in 

the source language rather than the words and forms. In this case, the translator will read a 

text or other unit of thought, try to understand it as fully as possible, and then write that 

thought in the TL. In other words, functional equivalence is based on the idea of searching 

for the meaning of a word or an expression according to its cultural interpretation. For 

Newmark "functional equivalence is based on a common procedure applied to words, which 

refer to cultural concepts. These concepts require the use of cultural words, sometimes with 

a new specific term. This procedure is related to a cultural componential analysis as the most 

accurate manner of translation.,,27 Here, a process of colourization of a cultural word is used. 

For example, the following English translation of the Arab verse of the Muslim Spanish poet 

(al-RundT, twelfth century) shows the shortcomings of the translator in conveying the ST 

textual message, originally related to the ST culture sphere, that is, the Islamic culture of 

Muslim Spain. This can be seen as follows 

~ ~YI ",1..)1 ~ ~ ~i 0'" ~~I 4J9J; .... 1I ~ 

The tap of the white ablution fount weeps in despair, like-a passionate lover 

weeping at the departure of the beloved (translated by Monroe, 1974). -

Here, the translator falls short in giving a proper rendition or "translation equivalence" to the 

Arabic cultural term ,,~,,·ftwhich refers to a Muslim woman who follows the doctrine of 

AbuHanifa. Accordingly, translation is thus to be seen as a matter of determining what is 

functional as well as the culturally specific, a decision which is taken by the translator either 

"7 . 8~ - Op. CIt., p .. , 
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deliberately or intuitively. For example, at the lexical level, the familiar Arabic greeting 

"~ r~I" or the Hebrew greeting Shalom can be variously translated into English as "hi" 

or "hello". This in turn, shows one aspect of the cultural features of languages. hence the 

relationship between one cultural item to another is completely different. 

4.3.4. Absolute Equivalence 

The theory of absolute equivalence maintains that it is possible for the translator to create a 

combination between literal and dynamic equivalence. In the translation procedure. this 

strategy attempts to convey the full accurate meaning of the original. Such a process is 

therefore suitable for application in the translation of legal documents, and scientific and 

religious texts where the ST units and their meaning are fully preserved in the target 

language text. Take for example, the following translated texts from a more practical 

perspecti ve: 

All human beings are born equal in dignity and rights. (The Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights, article 1).L5~I-, A..olfll ~ 0.uW-a I)~I -.)'lUll ~ AJ:l 

o mankind, we have created you from a 
male and a female and have made you 1..,,!.Jt.uI ~4!-, ~~ ~-' ~i-,.fi~ 0.0 ~ 01 (.}'lUll 4-:!y 
into nations and tribes for you to know 

one another. (Quran, 49:13) 

The goal of equivalent effect is crucial in these texts types. To function correctly. each text 

must stand for the same idea in each language and produce the same response as accurately 

as possible. The theory of equivalence in a general sense relates to equivalent items in 

specific STrrr pairs and contexts. Thus, the concept of equivalence theoretically assists the 

translator's task by providing guidelines, based on the process of giving priority to meaning 

as well as style. With this in mind, Nida and Taber note that "style is secondary to content, it 

is nevertheless important. One should not translate poetry as though it were neither prose. 

nor expository material as though it were straight narrative.,,28 Accordingly, the concept of 

equivalence in the translation literature has been widely used to refer to various leye Is of 

equivalences. For helpful further discussion of this issue Baker's model is discussed below 

in terms of a clear classification of the different types of equivalences. 

~8 . \1 - Op. CIt.. p. _. 
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A. Equivalence at the word level 

In language, every word presents something that makes it different from other words. Here. 

the meaning of a word is thought of as the specific value which that word has in a specific 

linguistic system. In many cases, when dealing with two languages, the translator may easily 

find an equivalent for a particular word in the target language, whereas in the case of non

equivalence, the target language has no direct equivalent for a word which occurs in the 

source text and therefore the translator has to consider the following aspects: 

a. Culturally specific concepts. 
b. Terminology in general. 
d. Specialized terms related to a particular field or register. 

Furthermore, the translator also needs to consider the words in the text, their meaning at both 

the word level and above word level, as is the case in the Arabic ~\ ~ j J~' which could be 

translated as "cold as snow". However, as a social communicator and a decision maker, the 

translator needs to consider the basic meaning of these words in isolation from their context. 

In doing so, this strategy will assist in understanding the particular meaning of these words 

in the text at hand. Baker has considered the concept of equivalence from the following 

terms: 

1. There is a dynamic functional equivalent. 
2. There is no equivalent in the target language. 
3. The translation has to substitute the meaning of a non-equivalent by producing a close equivalent 

or resort to a paraphrase. 
4. The translator can clarify the meaning in the form of a sentence in the footnotes as an 

explanation for the non-equivalent word. 
5. The word is highly semantically complex. The source language word may be semantically 

complex. 
6. The source and target languages make different distinctions in meaning. 
7. The target language may lack a word for a particular meaning or the meaning may be clear only 

in a particular environment, such as idioms, dialect terms or scientific concepts. 29 

B. Equivalence above the word level 

It is understood that words do not occur in isolation. That is to say, words usually appear 

with other words in order to convey meaning. However, there is some kind of restriction or 

harmony between certain words that occur together as a collocation: particular words tend to 

occur in combination in the form of idioms and idiomatic expressions such as: 

~Q Bak M In Other Words: A Course Book on Translation (London and New York: Routledge. 1(92). er. "' 
pp. I 7-26. 
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Brain drain.~'J'I 0..»A 
Blind confidence. ~~ Ajj 

Warm reception. )..:a. ~, 

When dealing with such texts, Baker notes that "1. The collocation may exist in the target 

language as the dynamic functional equivalent to the source language, and 2. The collocation 

may not exist in the target language. In this case, the translator has to paraphrase ... 30 

The problem of equivalence is an old one in the field of translation. The reason for this is 

related to the following: 

1. The words of the source language are completely different compared with the target 

language. Nida and Taber, Baker, Catford, and Newmark, among others, have extensively 

discussed this issue. 

2. This problem is an important one for the translator, as it requires an understanding not 

only of the two languages but also of the two cultures. 

3. There are numerous factors involved in deciding which equivalent is the right one. These 

factors are related to linguistic, semantic, stylistic, social, cultural and textual aspects. 

4. The choice of an equivalent cannot be achieved on the basis of a dictionary meaning, 

especially using bilingual dictionaries (see chapter three above). 

As far as the problem of equivalence is concerned, the choice of an equivalent word 

according to scholars such as Newmark, Catford and Baker is based on semantic, stylistic 

and textual criteria. Consequently, in relation to the search for equivalence, the theory of 

translation offers numerous guidelines and translation principles based on semantic and 

linguistic theories that guide translators to handle their texts as accurately as possible. Dolet 

was one of the first writers to formulate a theory of translation, and published a short outline 

of translation principles for the translator: 

I. The translator must fully understand the sense and the meaning of the original author, although 
he is at liberty to clarify obscurities. 

2. The translator must have a good command of both SL and TL. 
3. The translator should avoid word for word rendering. 
4. The translator should use forms of speech in common use. 31 

5. The translator should choose the order of words appropriately to produce the correct tone. 

30 Ihid., pp.52-54. 
31 Dolet, "Principles of Translation", in S. Bassnett: Translation Studies (LlIldon: Routledge, 1980). pSt 
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translation theory. The term has caused, and it seems quite probable that it \\ill continue to 

cause, animated discussion within the field of translation studies. The discussion of the 

concept of equivalence in translation has initiated the further elaboration of the term by 

contemporary theorists. The brief outline of the issue given above indicates its importance 

within the framework of theoretical reflections on translation. In addition to the above issues 

of equivalence theory in translation, Baker has also extended her views, going on to propose 

other practical strategies be followed by professional translators dealing with various types 

of non-equivalence. These are as follows: 

1. Translation by a more general word (superordinate). 

This is one of the most common strategies that assist translators in dealing with any kind of 

non-equivalence, particularly in the area of proposional meaning. In many cases, the 

translator's job is to rely on the content level which encapsulates what the writer wishes to 

convey. This in turn depends on the translator's interpretation, as the text may convey several 

possible interpretations. In this respect the translator needs to decide on the meaning of 

words to convey the original sense. Such a technique, however, works equally well in most, 

if not all, language, since the hierarchical structure of semantic fields is not language-

specific. 

2. Translation by cultural substitution. 

To Baker, this strategy involves a replacement of a culture-specific item or expression with a 

target-language one which does not have the same propostional meaning but is likely to have 

a similar impact on the target reader. In this technique, the translator's duty is to have a 

complete understandimg of the original text in terms of its subject matter and its intended 

cultural meaning. It depends largely on the purpose of the translation, and involves 

significant departures in conveying ST material with extra caution. The main advantage of 

using this strategy is that it gives a concept which the reader can identify as something 

familiar and appealing. 

3. Translation by using loan words. 

As with the strategy of cultural substitution, this strategy aims to give freedom to translators 

to use loan words in dealing with common culturally specific items, modem concepts. etc. 

Baker states that translation by using a loan word with an explanation is vcry useful in 

conveying particular issue. This is important. especially in the translation of a literary tcxt in 
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which the main difficulty begins when the translator starts to explain the meaning of a word 

or the meaning of a particular part of a text. 

4. Translation by paraphrasing. 

This strategy tends to be used when the concept expressed by the ST item is lexicalizeu in 

the target language but in a different form, and when the frequency with which a certain 

form is used in the ST is significantly higher than would be natural in the target language. 

Such a strategy can be used in cases where translators face difficulties in finding proper 

equivalences for particular culturally specific words. 

5. Translation by omission. 

By omission we usually mean the omitting of some ST material which could as easily render 

ST units with a great loss, and hence can appear less effective as it deviates from the 

original. This implies that a translator may resort to omiting some material of the ST (as is 

the case in O'Grady's translations of the Seven Odes, see chapter eight). This results in a 

loss of meaning, contravening the demand that the TT should imitate, reflect or mirror the 

ST. In her analysis of ST material Baker notes that: "there is inevitably some loss of 

meaning when words and expressions are omitted in a translation,,32. 

Dickins et aI., also note that: "the most obvious form of translation loss is when something 

which occurs in the ST is simply omitted from the TT. Such omission occurs fairly 

frequently in ArabiclEnglish translation.,,33 Therefore, the translator's task is to extract the 

utmost semantic equivalence of the ST with an aim to achieve a particular objective which is 

to convey a specific message without paying too much attention to the form. In other words, 

translation by omission, attempts to create the spirit of the original text, with much empha"is 

on the message. That is to say, translation by omission focuses primarly on the general 

meaning of the ST message. 

Such a practical technique, however, is concerned precisely with the semantic meaning of 

ST textual matters in the sense that it has to wrestle with words in context. On this point, it is 

clearly concerned with the semantic sense of the text itself at the expense of its form. In 

32 Op. cit., pA I . 
. U Op. cit.. p.2.3. 
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many cases, the word and the different units of the text could be specific and directed 

towards a special audience. 

Generally speaking, translation by omission is likely to be briefer, awkward and more 

concentrated on the thought processes of the transmitter. It also involves a loss of ST 

meaning. Concerning this aspect, one would assume that translation by omission is applied 

by adopting and making the thought and the cultural content of the original text more 

accessible to the reader of the target text. Dickins et ale note that: cultural differences provide 

another area in which simple omission may be a reasonable strategy34. According to this 

view, one can say that translation by omission is mainly concerned with the writer's personal 

meaning and with cultural meaning, taking into account that different languages express the 

same thing using different words. The main disadvantage of this practical strategy can be 

seen in the deviation from the source language stylistic norms, especially when such norms 

clash with the original text norms, which makes it hard to formulate a text identical to the 

original text. 

6. Translation by illustration.3s 

This strategy is meant to be a useful option for translators as they deal with words that have 

no equivalents in the target language, or refer to a physical entity which can be illustrated 

without going into lengthy explantations. In addition to the above practical strategies, 

Dickins et a1. state other strategies i.e. translation by addition and translation by 

compensation. These two strategies are used by translators in cases where they have chosen 

to add extra material to the IT which is not present in the ST. Accordingly, the following 

brief outlines explain these two strategies. 

a. Translation by addition. 

Translation by addition involves extra material [elements] in the target language text. This is 

intended to achieve a suitable effect on the reader. Dickins et ale defme this strategy: 

''translation in which something is added to the IT which is not present in the ST.,,36 Such a 

strategy, however, often attempts to insert additional elegant-sounding words or phrases into 

a IT to counterbalance any weaknesses that might creep in. Furthermore, in some cases the 

text involves particular features such as symbolisim or symbolic language which express 

34 Ope cit., p.23. 
3.5 Ope cit., pp.26-42. 
36 Op. cit., p.24. 
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concepts likely to be inaccessible to the reader. Here it is the translators' duty to make these 

elements as comprehensible as possible. Compensation, addition or even expanding the TL T 

may produce as closely as possible the original effect produced in the ST. 

Following this strategy, in my view, gives room to the translator to add details as long as 

they sound good and reflect, however, tenuously, something of the ST message content: 

hence, the translator may attempt to create long sentences in the target text since this is a 

process of expressing the personal nature of what is involved. This will cause the sentences 

to become more complex than those in the original text. 

b. Translation by compensation. 

Translation by compensation is a strategy involving the replacement of ST features by other 

TL features that help to mitigate the translation loss of some important ST features. Dickins 

et aI., explain this strategy as: 

a technique of reducing translation loss; where any conventional translation, however literal 
or free, would entail an unacceptable translation loss, this loss is mitigated by deliberately 
introducing a less acceptable one, important ST effects being approximated in the IT 
through means other than those used in the ST.37 

This type of translation strategy is meant to do justice to what, in a given ST, they think is 

most important. In addition, they go on to state that "if a poem is heavily marked by rhyme 

and assonance, and the translator decides that for some reason rhyme and assonance would 

lead to unacceptable translation loss, compensation might consist of heavily marking the IT 

with rhythm and alliteration instead.,,38 Such a techinque, however, helps modem translators 

to handle their texts with much more certainty and less translation loss. 

4.4. Major theories of translation 

4.4.1 Theoretical background 

Throughout the history of translation, its methodology has been intimately related with the 

theory of translation. At every stage of its long history, translation theory has acted as a body 

of reference providing guidelines for the actual translation process. Translation theory is 

directly related to the various methods of translation. Accordingly. a central concern of 

translators has always been whether to translate literally or freely. A literal translation 

follows very closely the structure of the SL and attempts to substitute for each SL lexical 

37 0 't ') ~-l p. C1., p._ .. 
JS Op. cit.. p.4-l. 
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item its closest equivalent in the TL. A literal translation, by definition, usually reproduces 

the "core" meaning of the word by rendering idioms, collocations, and cultural expressions 

literally with a perfect sense. Take, for instance, the following examples: 

High prices are daylight robbery. 
He is a fox. 
Raging storm. 
Blind confidence. 
Black market. 
Good day. 

.J4-ll1 ~ -' ~ ~ Y-" ~ '-:JI _}.1 .• }j I 

~.w~ 
~~y\~k 

~~~ 
~I~..,...... ~..,...... 

~(>.>J 

Literal translation, however, attempts to render the core meaning of ST units. Therefore any 

literal translation is an attempt to be as close as possible to the ST. Such a strategy allows the 

sense and content of the ST to be translated closely, conveying the directlliteral meaning of 

the original, taking into account ST social-cultural factors and concepts. Baker explains that: 

"The first [method], associated with Yuhanna Ibn al-Batriq and Ibn Na'ima al-Himsi, was 

highly literal and consisted of translating each Greek word with an equivalent Arabic word 

and, where none existed, borrowing the Greek word into Arabic.,,39 

Literalism as a translation process dominates most of the literary and non-literary works of 

the twentieth century. It aims to achieve the literal transfer of SL lexis in terms of their 

crucial contents and senses. This implies that literal rendition is employed to give a close 

lexical translation, where "literal" means sticking very closely to the original with the aim of 

preserving the ST contents. From this perspective, Nida argued that "the message in the 

receptor language should match as closely as possible the different elements in the source 

language.,,4o However, with regard to various modem views, Munday states that "up until 

the second half of the twentieth century, translation theory seemed locked in what George 

Steiner (1998: 319) calls a "sterile" debate over the "triad" of literal, "free" and "faithful" 

translation. ,,41 

However, free translation permits greater freedom for the translator, respecting the spirit 

rather than the letter of the original. In this respect, Newmark explains that: 

39 Baker. M .. The Routledge Encyclopedia a/Translation Studies (London and New York: Routledge. 1997), 

pt320- I. 
Op. cit.. p.159. 

011 . 19 Op. CIt., p. . 
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The argument has been going on since the first century Be: up to the 
beginning of the nineteenth century, many writers favored some kind of 
'free' translation: the spirit, not the letter: the sense not the words: the 
message rather than the form: the matter not the manner. 42 

Consequently, much of translation theory from Cicero in the fIrst century BC to the 

twentieth century has centred on the recurring and sterile debate as to whether translations 

should be literal or free sense-for-sense; this is a debate that has been regularly discussed by 

theoreticians and has continued until the modem time. 

Newmark's recent work describes this period as the pre-linguistic period of translation. 

Dichotomies emerged again and again with different degrees of emphasis, taking into 

account various concepts of language and communication, language function and text 

function, text typology and text linguistics, and various concepts of equivalences (effect and 

response) in operational terms to describe meaning in scientifIc terms and to put together 

systematic taxonomies of translation phenomena. After a long period and many circular 

debates around literal and free translation during the late 1950s and 196Os, theoreticians 

began to attempt a more systematic analysis of translation. Accordingly, the new debate 

revolved around certain key linguistic issues. The most prominent of these issues were those 

of meaning and equivalence, as discussed above. 

Newmark's modem direction for translation theory in the second half of the twentieth 

century was generally geared towards a global systematization of a more direct 

communicative effect by considering the literal translation approach as a translation 

procedure basic to both semantic and communicative translations.43 Accordingly, Newmark's 

major contributions and approaches have been widely used in translation training courses, 

combining practical examples of linguistic theories of meaning with practical applications 

for translation. The following sections present the major theories of translation proposed by 

scholars in the field forming the main body of translation theory. 

4.4.2 Literal translation 

The literal translation method was widely practiced in early times, particularly in Roman 

times. In the west, according to Bassnett ''the distinction between word for word and sense 

42 Op. cit., p.4S. 
43 • 44 Op. CIt., p. . 
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times. In the west, according to Bassnett "the distinction between word for word and sense 

for sense translation was established within the Roman system.".44 In fact, it was well 

generally beleived among the scholars of the time, including Cicero, that "the translation 

process should be focused on the translation of ideas and their forms. ,,45 

The science of translation during that time did not exist, and therefore most translators relied 

on the word-for-word approach without reference to the general meaning of the sentence or 

the text. The literal translation method is thus based on the transfer of the core meaning of 

the SL units into their target language equivalents. It is very clear from this point of view 

that the literal method is based on a word-for-word procedure. That is to say, the translator 

mostly remains lexically bound to the SL vocabulary, paying little attention to contextual 

and cultural meaning. Wilss is right in stating that "in the literal translation method, the 

syntactic structures of the SL text are preserved, while the semantic equivalent is preserved 

in the TL. ,,46 From this point of view, literal translation respects the TL syntactic patterns 

and the collocational meanings of lexical items. To illustrate this point, consider the 

following example 

Let the days do what they well.~WU Lo Jaij ,.1../'1\ t~. 

In this example, a literal translation may therefore give a correct semantic rendering; hence 

the problem with this method is that it is very rare, or impossible, to fmd two languages that 

have grammatically the same structure or word order. As a matter of fact, every language has 

its own distinctive grammatical patterns. In this respect, Newmark explains the essence of 

this method as follows: in literal translation functional equivalence is preserved and any 

syntactic structure, both smaller and larger than the sentence, should be transferred in order, 

together with the order of its word components. Above all, in the wider sense, all translations 

must be as "literal", that is, as close to the original, as possible. In the narrower "word for 

word" sense, literal translation is only useful as a preliminary technique for discovering an 

acceptable translation.47 Furthermore, Newmark believes that literal translation constitutes 

the basic translation procedure in both semantic and communicative translation. The 

translation process starts from this point to convey the semantic content of SL material. 

44 Bassnett S. Translation Studies (London and New York: Routledge. 1980) p.39. 
4S Schulte, R. & Biguenet. J .• Theories of Translation (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press. 
1992) p.2. . 
46 Wilss. W .• The Science of Translation: Problems and Methods (Gunter Narr: Verlag Tubmgen. 1982). 

fi~~wmark. P .• Approaches to Translation (Oxford and New York: Pergamon Press, 1981), pp.l37-8. 
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4.4.3. Literal versus free translation 

Literal versus free translation is an issue of constant concern. The debate over the merits of 

literal "form based" translation versus free "meaning based" translation has been conducted 

over many centuries. Translators like Cicero, Horace, Dolet, Dryden, and Tytler have 

different views. The debate has continued into the twentieth century; see, for example 

Vladimir Nabokov's defense of literal translation. According to Nabokov, "literal translation 

is to render, as closely as the associative and syntactical capacities of another language 

allows, the exact contextual meaning of the original.'.48 A literal translation, thus, is form 

based in that the translator attempts to translate each individual lexical item from the ST to 

the IT. Abu-Ssaydeh states the fact that "literal translation usually reflects individual efforts 

to produce a short and accurate translation.'.49 Take, for instance, the following examples: 

I know this information. 

Crocodile tears. 

t..)...JI o~ u y:. t wi 
~\.Aill t.JA ~ 

In these two examples, the literal translation process shows the fidelity of ST units in terms 

of providing exact accuracy and correctness of ST components. Such an issue is discussed 

by I..efevere, who explains that "literal translation emphasizing fidelity to the sense of the 

source text has enjoyed an enormous prestige in the field."so 

Free translation, on the other hand, strives to release the translator from a strict adherence to 

ST forms by prescribing a translation based on meaning rather than form. In other words, 

free translation aims to provide the general meaning of the original message, but it might be 

far from the wording of the original text. Therefore, it provides a great deal of freedom. 

Consider for instance the following translated texts: 

East or west, home is best. rl..f. ~ I~ ,jIJ ~~J o~..P ~ u}+ ,jIJ I.S~ 
d t.:ii\.j ... t. ·-1 Love me, love my og. I.S~...... ~...J ~J ~ J 

It rains cats and dogs. ~t....J1 ~I o}~ ~ 
He got nothing at the end.~ ~ .l~ 
You look calm.u:.4J1 ~I.J .,¥ 

As the opposite extreme, the above free translations are acceptable since they are all derived 

48 Quoted in Newmark. Approaches to Translation (Oxford and New York: Per~n Press, 1981), p.ll. 
49 Abu-Ssaydeh, A. "Translation of English Idioms" Tutjurnan, vol. 14. DO. 2 ( Tangters: Altopres, 2(05), 

foP~~, A., Translating Poetry: Seven StrtJlegies and a Blueprint (Amsterdam: Van Gorcum, 1975), 

p.27. 
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in one way or another from the original. Accordingly, they tend to produce the content of the 

original message as a whole. This process includes examining the function of the original 

rather than its form, and choosing a IT form that performs the same function while also 

sounding normal to the native speaker of the target language. This agrees with Dickins et al. 

who note that free translation as a translation strategy is only a global correspondence 

between the textual units of the ST and those of the IT.51 Newmark also explains that: ''free 

translation reproduces the matter without the manner or the content without so-called 

intralingual translation". ,52 

Accordingly, free translations focus on translating the meaning of the text as a whole as 

opposed to focusing on the meaning of each individual lexical item. Hence, the difference 

between literal and free translation is well described by Nida ''the differences between literal 

and free translating are, however, no mere positive-negative dichotomy, but rather a polar 

distinction with many grades between them.,,53 

4.4.4. Semantic translation 

Newmark semantic translation suggests narrowing the gap by replacing the old terms "literal 

vs. free" with those of "semantic and communicative translations". For Newmark, "semantic 

translation attempts to render, as closely as possible the semantic structures of the second 

language allow, the exact contextual meaning of the original.,,54 In doing this, the semantic 

translation is likely to be more economical than any other method. Semantic translation can 

be described as a technique that allows the translator to operate as an interpreter by giving 

him more freedom in handling the original text (see chapter eight). In this respect, one can 

state that the translator may decide that certain elements in the source language text are 

redundant or repetitive. Therefore, in order to facilitate the translation process, these 

elements can be disregarded to preserve the sense and the spirit of the text. In additio~ the 

primary focus in semantic translation is upon the semantic content of the SL text so 

preserving the original meaning in the TL culture. In addition, the semantic translation is a 

strategy by which the translator attempts, within the bare syntactic and semantic constraints 

of the SL text, to reproduce the precise contextual meaning in the target language text. 

51 Op. cit.. p.16. 
52 Op. cit.. pp.46-47. 
53 Op. cit.. p.24. 
,.. Op. cit.. p.39. 
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In support of this view, one can state that, in any translation process, concentration should be 

on producing a new text in the target language in which the content is as close as possible to 

the original lexical and grammatical structure of the SL text. However, in Newmark's view, 

this method is based on giving priority to the content of the text. This means that the function 

of semantic translation is to interpret the message of the text closely. Therefore, in semantic 

translation, the translator's fIrst priority is to the writer of the original text in terms of what 

the writer intended to convey in his text. The translator has to convey the author's meaning 

as closely and meaningfully as possible to the reader of the TL text. Furthermore, a text can 

involve symbolism or a symbolic language, for example in a novel or a poem. These express 

concepts that are likely to be inaccessible to the reader. In such instances, it is the translator's 

duty to make these elements as comprehensible as possible. For example, "Alexandria, Lady 

of dew" is an equivalent to the Arabic: ($J.U' .;W ~'i'-The symbolic ST language used 

here by Mahfouz denotes the beauty of the city. However, the English version of Mirama!5 

of Mahfouz's novel translated by Fatma Moussa relies entirely on the dictionary meaning 

(denotative meaning) without paying sufficient attention to the real intention of the writer. 

The original expression Qatr al-nada has a referential signillcance to a particular feminine 

character of classical Arabic literature. Thus, the expression Qatr al-nada, to Mahfouz, is a 

historical character associated in Arabic literature with beauty youth and elegance. Mahfouz 

successfully exploited this particular name as a metaphorical expression to denote beauty 

and purity. The meaning of this metaphor in the SL text is to relate these feminine qualities 

and characteristics of Qatr al -nada to Alexandria as suitable qualities for the city in order to 

make the analogy between the city of Alexandria and the beautiful woman Qatr al-nada, a 

historical fIgure during the Fatmid era. 

The translator has to be cautious when dealing with the form of the original text, especially if 

it is a literary genre, in order to convey the correct meaning of that type of text. FIrSt, he has 

to be loyal to the writer of the original text; second, to the target norms and language; and 

third, to the reader of the translated text. However, semantic translation as a technique is 

concerned precisely with words as well as clauses. Alongside this, its greatest concern is 

with the writer's inner meaning, in the sense that he has to wrestle with words in context. On 

this point, semantic translation respects the context of the SL text. Bell states that the 

"Mahfouz, N., MiramtJr, trans. by Moussa, Fatma (Washington: Three Continents Press, 1984), p.l 
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translator has the option of: 

focusing on finding formal equivalents which 'preserve' the context-free 
semantic sense of the text at the expense of its context-sensitive 
communicative value or fmding functional equivalents which 'preserve' 
the context-sensitive communicative value of the text at the expense of 
its context-free semantic sense.56 

Some areas of difficulty that the semantic translation method encounters are summarized 

below: 

1. The philosophical epistemological problems of the relation between language, thought and the 
outside world. 

2. The relation between a meaningful element of a language and the other elements on the same level 
of analysis found in that language. 

3. The communication between individuals who speak the same language, the communication being 
either oral or written. 57 

Notwithstanding such difficulties and the enormity of the translator's task, the usefulness of 

the semantic translation approach lies in its ability to convey the cultural meaning of the 

original text, and to assist the reader in understanding the connotations of the message 

involved in the original text. For Newmark, in some cases semantic translation is more 

informative than any other approach, but it can appear less effective as it deviates from the 

original form of the SL text. 

As Newmark explains, semantic translation tends to be more specific than the original in its 

search for the nuances of meaning. On the other hand, Newmark also notes that the main 

defects of this approach can be seen in its deviation from the SL stylistic norms, especially 

when such norms clash with the original text norms. In this manner, it becomes difficult for 

the translator to formulate a text identical to the original. Moreover, the translator may 

attempt to imitate the style of the SL. In doing so, the translator may create longer and more 

complex sentences in the TL text than were in the original text. In this case, the translator 

can reduce sentence length by taking into account the exact meaning of the lexical items of 

the original. For example, the Qur'anic expression~ (.)ill)' J.;i.:'.J can be rendered in a close 

semantic translation as follows: ''white hair enflamed my head." 

Semantic translation is thus suitable in texts which involve a general cultural meaning and 

S6 Bell, R., Translation and Translating: Theory and Practice (London and New York: Longman, 1991). p.7. 
57 Schopenhaur, A .• "On Language and Words", in Schulte R., & Biguenet J. t Theories of Translation: An 
Anthology of Essaysjrom Dryden to Derrida (Olicago and London: Chicago University Press, 1992), p.7. 
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cultural meamng, as well as the norms of the SL semantics (see chapter 8, Arberry" s 

translations). Newmark describes the importance of this method when he states that 

"semantic translation will attempt to preserve the local flavour of the dialect, slang and 

cultural terms which have their own problems in translation."s8 In fact, the translator's task 

in this method is to extract the utmost semantic equivalence from the original text where the 

medium is as important as the message, as well as the cultures of both languages, taking into 

account that different languages express the same thing using different words. In this respect, 

Newmark sees semantic translation attempts to preserve ST author's idiolect, his peculiar 

form of expression, in prefemce to the 'spirit'. It relates to Buhler's 'expressive' function of 

language. Here, the content and the form become one, as expressed by newmark: 

The closer the cultural overlap between the two languages.-this overlap being more 
important than the structural affinity or the geographical propinquity of the two languages, 
but the translator's empathy being the most important factor of all- the closer, therefore 
beUer, the translation is likely to be.59 

4.4.5. Communicative translation 

In Newmark's view, communicative translation attempts to produce in its readers an effect 

as close as possible to that obtained in the readers of the original in such a way that both 

content and language are readily acceptable and comprehensible to the readership.6o 

Theoretically, communicative translation grants the translator more freedom than semantic 

translation. For example: 

To kill two birds with one stone. 
Man is known by the company he keeps. 
A drowning man will clutch at a straw. 
Let bygones be bygones. 

Such an approach to translation can assist the work of the translator in making the TL text 

simpler, more economical, meaningful, accurate, and, most importantly, easier to read and 

understand by the readership ( for further details see Newmark 1991 and Dickins et al. 

2002). Accordingly, it can be said that the main aim of this method is to achieve a particular 

objective; that is, to convey a specific message without paying too much attention to the 

form. Therefore such a translation theory seems to be directed towards giving priority to the 

communicative value of the text as an important parameter together with the subject matter 

58 Ibid .. p.45. 
59 Ibid .. p.4 7. 
60 Op. cit.. p.J9. 
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fonn. Therefore such a translation theory seems to be directed towards giving priority to the 

communicative value of the text as an important parameter together with the subject matter 

involved. However, in many cases, the units and the different sections of a certain SL text 

could be specific and directed towards a special audience: the translator should be aware of 

which approach to apply and which dimensions of the text to emphasise. In relation to an 

analysis of the literature regarding the communicative approach, Newmark writes: 

1. The communicative method fulfils the two criteria and aims of translation, which are 
accuracy and economy. 
2. Communicative translation is directed towards the readership level of language, 
knowledge and culture. 
3. Communicative translation addresses itself solely to the second reader who does not 
anticipate difficulties or obscurities, and would expect a generous transfer of foreign 
elements into his own culture. 
4. The communicative method must emphasise the effect and force of the text rather that 
the content of the message .. 
5. A communicative translation is likely to be simpler, clearer, more direct and 
conventional, conforming to a particular register of language. 
6. In communicative translation, the translator is trying to produce as nearly as possible the 
original effect producd in the original. 
7. In communicative translation, the translator has the right to correct or improve the logic 
of the SL in order to replace clumsy sentences with elegant ones as well as removing 
obscurity, eliminating repetition and excluding tautology. 
8. Communicative translation is based on the process of adopting and making the thought 
and cultural content of the original more accessible to the reader. 
9. The communicative translation represents a new dimension to the semantic 

translation.61 

However, in my view, the translator in this approach needs to assess the text from two points 

of view: frrst, in tenns of the literary quality of the text, and second to give as nearly as 

possible the original effect produced by the SL text. The translator's role is to create a 

similar effect on the readership of the TL text. According to Savory, the following 

requirements must be met by a good translation: 

1. A translation must give the words of the original 
2. A translation should read like an original work 
3. A translation should reflect the style of the original.

62 

These requirements are referred to as the principles of similarity or the equivalent response 

effect which, in Nida's terms, is [the] dynamic equivalence (see 4.2.2). Following the same 

line of thought, Picken describes what he considers to be a good translation in the following 

terms "a good translation, however, is not difficult to identify, it is likely to look surprisingly 

like the original text to a reader competent in both languages, unless the original contains 

61Op' 40-44 • CIt., pp. . 
62 Savory, T. H.

t 
The Art o/Translation (London: Jonathan. 1968), p.S4. 
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errors of fact and deficiencies of style.,,63 

One can thus conclude that a good translation is likely to be accurate and, most importantly. 

to the point. From this, the communicative approach gives priority to the importance of the 

message as the essential element on the basis of which the translator can construct and build 

his own text. His translation will therefore require a great deal of editing in order for the final 

product to be presented in an acceptably elegant style and to avoid a dull or tedious 

translation. In other words, the communicative translation method assumes that exact 

translation is possible. As an example of this issue, consider the following translated text: 

Beautiful summer has died in order that gloomy autumn might live (IT), as a translation 
equivalent to the Arabic text:~\ ~yJ\ W ~\ ~\ ~I...o ~ . 

It is clear from this example that important details of ST message content are preserved; 

hence a global correspondence has been sought between the textual units of the two texts. 

Newmark's contribution to the development of translation theory can be seen in his detailed 

treatment of semantic and communicative translation theory. According to Newmark, 

communicative translation focuses essentially on the comprehension and response of the 

receptor of the text, while semantic translation focuses primarily on semantic content. 

Following Newmark's approach, one should not think of semantic and communicative 

translation as mutually exclusive. A combination of semantic and communicative translation 

may be used for different units and sections of the same text. Being sensitive to the type of 

text as an indicator translation method is one of the most valuable ideas that Newmark puts 

forward. Taking the language functions and the text-types that they yield as guidelines and 

indicators for the choice of a translation method is a very useful approach. It must be 

emphasized, nonetheless, that they are indicators to be used flexibly. Thus, an expressive 

text may require a close semantic translation, but some components may be rendered literally 

as well as communicatively, taking into account the readership, the culture and intention of 

the SL text itself. According to Newmark, translation is the rendering of the meaning of a 

text into another language in the way that the author intended the text.64 However. the 

second half of the twentieth century also saw other types of translation theories, such as 

those proposed by Jakobson, Catford and others. 

63 Picken. C. The Tralls/arioll Handbook (London: Aslib and Contributors. 1989). p.54. 

MOp. cit.. p. 5. 
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4.4.6. Jakobson's theory 

In his article "On Linguistic Aspects of Translation", Jakobson identifies and distinguishes 

three different types of translation process. The first is translation within the same language. 

referred to as "intralingual translation" or rewording to communicate similar meanings. To 

Dickins et al. this type of translation is called "gist translation". To these writers. gist 

translation is the re-expression of a message conveyed in a particular form of words in a 

given language by means of another form of words in the same language.65 

Jakobson's intralingual translation, therefore, explains and reports the gist of the original 

message in an interpretation of verbal signs by means of other signs of the same language 

using one's own words. Thus, translation within the same language also shares problems of 

"equivalence" prevalent in translation from one language to another. However, Jakobson has 

also pointed out that even synonyms do not capture the "equivalence" of words. Thus when 

we replace one word by its synonym we are already in the mode of translation. 

The second type of translation is "interlingual translation" or translation proper, that IS, 

between different languages where translation involves rewriting a text from one language 

into another. J akobson claims that in interlingual translation the translator makes use of 

synonyms in order to get the ST message across. Jakobson emphasizes the key issues in this 

type of translation, notably linguistic meaning and equivalence.66 Dickins et al. studied this 

process of translation, and came to the conclusion that it is also possible to have an 

interlingual translation (i.e. translation proper) which involves gist or exegesis. Good 

examples of exegesis can be found in different English interpretations of the Quran.
67 

Therefore, it is worth mentioning some of these translations. Consider for example the first 

two verses of the following translation of u.o )l;. 'II OJ>"'" by Rodwel (1909): 

1. SAY: He is God alone:.AI.J!1 .Jk> J! 
2. God the etemal~ 68 ~I .J!I 

The third type of translation is "intersemiotic translation" or transmutation, which is an 

interpretation of a verbal sign by means of signs within a non-verbal sign system. Dickins ct 

65 Op. cit.. p.238. 
66 Munday. J .. Introducing Translation Studies (London: Routledge. 2(02). p.36. 

67 Or. cit.. p.ll. 
68 Op. cit.. p.1 \. 
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al., explain that this is translation between two semiotic systems.69 However, this type of 

translation seems to be of little interest to the practitioners of literary translation. 

Jakobson's theory of translation is essentially based on his semiotic approach to language 

according to which the translator has to recode the ST message fIrst and then to transmit it 

into an equivalent message to suit the target language culture. For the message to be 

"equivalent" in ST and IT Jakobson approaches the problem from a clear linguistic point of 

view, seeing that the code-units will be different since they belong to two different 

languages. Consequently, in his discussion, the problem of meaning and equivalence thus 

focuses on differences in the structure and terminology of languages rather than on any 

inability of one language to render a message written in another language. His claim 

regarding the translation of poetry seems personal and subjective when he views poetry as a 

distinctive genre that is a kind of expressive text-type with its own specifIc characteristics, 

which need special attention to imaginary style, and hence a creative rendition could be 

possible. In short, any elements of the verbal code are confronted and affected by cultural 

setting, time and place; hence to J akobson, poetry by defmition is untranslatable. He states 

that: 

Only creative transposition is possible: either intralingual transposition 
from one poetic shape into another or interlingual transposition from 
one language to another or fmally intersemiotic translation.'o 

4.4.7. Catford's theory 

As far as the translation process is concerned, Catford proposes four different types of 

translation. The frrst is phonological translation. Here, the ST phonological units are 

replaced by TL phonological units. The grammar and lexis of the ST remain unchanged. In a 

poetic text, for example, the translator attempts to remain as faithful as possible. That is to 

say, he tries to look for such target language sounds that correspond to a large extent to ST 

sounds. The second type is graphological translation. The SL graphology of a text is directly 

replaced by equivalent TL graphology. The basis for equivalence is the relationship to the 

same graphic substance. This type cannot be established with some languages, for example 

between Arabic and English, as they have dissimilar structures and belong to different 

families of languages. The third type of translation is grammatical translation. The source 

69 Op cit.. p.7. .... ,_.1 

70 Jakobson. R.. "On Linguistic Aspects of Translauoo". m VenuU L .• The Translation StudIeS RefMJer 
(London and New York: Routledge. 2(00), p.118. 
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language grammar of a text is directly replaced by its counterpart equivalents in the target 

language grammar. The final type of translation is lexical translation. This is a restricted type 

of translation where the SL lexis of a text is replaced by an equivalent TL lexis. Catford' s 

theory appears to be largely based on a linguistic theory of translation, following the work of 

Firth and Halliday. As argued above, Catford's translation process concerns the shifts of 

translation where he gives a clear distinction between formal correspondence and textual 

equivalence (see chapter two). Accordingly, Catford's linguistic theory of translation is 

reduced to a purely structural exercise in which syntactic and grammatical relations are 

given priority over semantic and cultural aspects. It is viewed as a patterned behaviour based 

on structuralist linguistic theory. This view makes clear Catford's theory that translation is to 

be regarded as the replacement of textual material in one language by equivalent textual 

material in another language.?1 

4.4.8. Lefevere's theory on poetry translation 

In this section Andre Lefevere' s strategies for the translation of poetry will be presented. In 

general, there are many methods used in translating a text, but not all are appropriate for use 

in translating a poem. 

Translating a poetic text is perhaps more difficult than translating other types of text because 

poetic works have imaginative powers of expression and specific values called aesthetic and 

expressive values. As one genre of literature, poetry has something special compared to 

others. The translator should try his best to translate these specific values into the target 

language. 

The seven strategies proposed by Lefevere attempt to tackle the problems of translating 

poetic text, and his model aims to study translation in the poetic genre on an empirical 

basis. They are founded in the belief that poetry is an item of beauty with specific poetic 

features. Therefore, as a special genre with a special function of language, the translation 

will also have a special function adhering to the same criteria In Translating Poetry, Seven 

Strategies, Lefevere looks at translations of Catullus's poem 64 with a view not to compare 

evaluations but in order to show the difficulties and, at times, advantages of particular 

methods. It is therefore useful to introduce his methods in an attempt to bring to the surface 

71 Catfoni, J., A Linguistic Theory of Translation (Oxford: Oxford Univcrsty Press, 1965), p.50. 
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the theoretical implication behind the translation of poetry. The objective is to incorporate 

the intuitive theoretical model proposed by Lefevere, and particularly the literal and blank 

verse methods, to the real practice of translation. Lefevere' s work on the various methods 

employed by English translators of Catullus' s poem 64 catalogues seven different strategies, 

followed by remarks that show the advantages and disadvantages of each method. 

4.4.8.1. Phonemic translation 

This method aims to imitate the ST sound. That is to say, it attempts to reproduce the SL 

sound in the TL while at the same time producing an acceptable paraphrase of the sense. 

Results such as these are, however, rarely obtained. The sounds of source and target texts 

usually diverge too widely. Hence any simple translation will reveal straightaway the weak 

points in any phonemic translation. Accordingly, any phonemic rendition is meant to be 

merely an approximation to the sounds of the source text. In the case of the translations of 

Catullus's poem, Lefevere considers that phonemic translation works best. It is moderately 

successful only in its etymological and onomato-poetic calques, and in its calques of proper 

names. On the other hand, Lefevere's analysis of Catullus's poem also shows phonemic 

translation is "a type of translation that is a fairly constant distortion of the sense of the 

source text."n With this in mind, Lefevere comes to the conclusion that although this works 

moderately well in the translation of onomatopoeia, the overall result is clumsy and often 

devoid of sense altogether. In the wider context of the evolution and interpretation of 

literature, phonemic translation on the whole rarely achieves an acceptable rendering of the 

source-language sound in the target text, so that it is positively harmful to concentrate on 

sound alone. In addition, phonemic translation distorts all the other aspects of the source 

text, and reduces it to a curiosity. 

4.4.8.2. Literal translation 

Literal translation is understood and applied in different ways. In the context of poetic 

translation, literal translation is always undesirable: the emphasis is on translating each word 

of the ST rather than giving the meaning of each expression or sentence using words that 

sound natural. Lefevere' s view agrees with that of Nida: he sees no absolute correspondence 

between languages. Nida states that: ''no two languages are identical, either in the meaning 

72 Lefevere, A., TranslDting Poetry: Seven Strategies and a Blueprint (Assen: Van Gorcum, 1975). p.24. 
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given to corresponding signals or in the ways in which such signals are arranged in phrases 

and sentences; it stands to reason that there can be no absolute correspondences between 

languages. Hence there can be no fully exact translation".73 It is obvious that languages 

differ, hence, a literal translation of a ST word may lead to a more acceptable rendition but 

with less communicative value. In addition, a literal translation process may also fail to 

convey the sense equivalent of that particular word from one language to another. Consider, 

for instance, the following example:lJ'II)I.J U:all ~ ~ literally translated as: "Your 

speech is on my eye and head". The ST terms lJ'II)I.J U:all ~ are used as symbolic images 

showing respect and obedience. The choice of eye and head as literal translations of these 

terms does not convey the ST communicative sense and effect of the message since they are 

socio-cultural and connote high regard. Therefore, a more broadly semantic or free 

translation would be: "I hold your opinion in high esteem". Thus, the freer version clearly 

focusses on the sense and effect of the message at the expense of a literal rendition which, if 

applied, would be tedious and unacceptable. 

Lefevere goes further step, stating that literal translation is a myth and very often leads to 

fruitless results since it usually disregard the communicative value of a certain word of ST.74 

Such an analysis of the above English translations of the given example support Lefevere's 

view which states that: 

Literal translation is not exactly successful in finding sense 
equivalents or in harmonizing syntactic patterns. It probably does the 
most obviously recognizable damage when it tries to match the 
communicative values of words in the source and target language 
while trying to remain as literal as possible.7s 

He adds: "it is very difficult, if not downright impossible, to fmd a word or expression in the 

target language which is the equivalent in both sense and communicative value of a word or 

expression in the source language.,,76 Lefevere thus comes to the conclusion that literal 

translation presents various problems to the work of the literary translator. Some of these 

problems are listed below: 

1. Lack of accuracy or comprehensiveness, which soon becomes painfully obvious in the dictionary's 
definitions, and . 
2. The search for a sense equivalent very often leads literal translators to disregard the 

73 Op. cit., p.156. 
74 Op. ct., p.29. 
7S Op. cit., pp.34-5. 
76 Op. cit. 
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communicative value of a certain word in the source altogether.n 

However, Lefevere's view remains affrrmative as he is clearly in agreement with the work of 

literal translators when he insists on the primacy of sense equivalence: 

a. He is able to approximate (not achieve) full sense equivalence only if he smuggles 'explanations' 
(additions or omission) into his translation, which then, ipso facto, cease to be 'literal'. 
b. Whether he attempts to impose source-language syntactic patterns on the target language or to 
reach a compromise between the syntactic patterns of the two languages, the results are, in both 
cases, hybrid constructions disfiguring the translation. 
c. If he attempts to match the communicative value of source-text and target-text words while 
insisting on the primacy of sense equivalence that weakens the communicative value of the source 
text.78 

Literal translation, however, in some situations causes great difficulty to translators; for 

example, with literary texts in general and the poetic genre in particular. This is precisely 

what makes literal translation unacceptable from the literary point of view. Contrary to this 

view, Lefevere also defends the literal translation method as one major strategy that tends to 

serve translators in comprehending the text at hand. He states that: 

The only way in which a really literal translation could be of any help to the semi
bilingual reader is in the form of an interlinear version, not a hybrid creation 
forever vegetating on the boundary between the literary and the non-literary. 79 

Lefevere thus appears to fmd some merits in the literal translation method; emphasising the 

factual task of the translator who aims to render the ST elements in the target text as closely 

as possible. Hence, it offers a fully exact translation since it intends to be an accurate 

rendition, giving priority to the importance of meaning as an essential element on the basis 

of which the translator can construct and build his own text in an acceptable elegant style. 

4.4.8.3. Metrical translation 

The metrical translation strategy proposed by Lefevere emphasizes the reproduction of the 

original metre into the TL. This offers an easy way to remain as faithful as possible to the 

original where the dominant criterion is the reproduction of the SL metre. Such a strategy, 

therefore, may not be appropriate since each language has its own specific stress patterns and 

unique linguistic-phonetic systems. Consequently, this method will result in an inappropriate 

translation in terms of meaning and structure. Lefevere concludes that, like literal translation, 

this method concentrates on one aspect of the SL text at the expense of the text as a whole. 

n Op. cit., pp.29-31. 
7. Op. cit., p.36. 
79 Op. cit., p.97. 
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Such a method aims to capture the ST metrical features at the expense of many of its other 

features. With this in mind, Lefevere strongly criticizes metrical translator for a number of 

reasons. They are forced to mutilate words in a number of ways in order to make them fit the 

all-important line, to be identical with that of the source text, or in some form of organic 
80 verse . For the same reason, Lefevere argues that: 

1. Lines in the TT tum clumsy and the reader is presented with little gems. The clumsy or contorted 
line sometimes definitely changes the information conveyed in the source text, which makes it at 
best misleading. 

2. Often the line becomes misleading because the metrical translator dramatizes the source text out 
of all proportion to the original author's intentions. 

3. The metrical translator also interprets the source text and makes it conform to his preconceived 
notion of how the original author should have written what he wrote. 

4. Metrical translation, like its counterparts, concentrates exclusively on one aspect of the source text. 
Like literal translation, it therefore succeeds only in distorting the sense, communicative value, 
and syntax of that source text. 

5. It fails completely to make the source text available as a literary work of art in the target 
language8

!. 

By insisting and focusing his attention exclusively on one external feature of the source text, 

the metrical translator merely destroys the balanced structure of that text; since each 

language has its own specific stressing and pronunciation systems. This method will thus 

result in inappropriate translation in terms of meaning and structure. 

4.4.8.4. Poetry into prose 

Prose translation is meant to reproduce the ST poem in another literary genre different in 

form, ignoring the rhyme scheme and the metre of the ST & TT. This method will result in 

the loss of some of the sense, communicative value and syntax of the ST. In addition, it also 

has other weaknesses. The outstanding weakness is the loss of the beauty of the original 

poem and its artistic tone. Lefevere has some sympathy with this particular strategy: 

Translations of poetry into prose have, for some time, been favorably 
received by both readers and critics. They are usually fairly elegant in 
language, avoiding most of the distortions and verbal antics one finds in 
verse translations. They are accurate, closer to the source text than a 

verse.82 

Lefevere sees translating poetry into prose as exhibiting the following distincti ve features 

where losses are incurred in the transfer from the original: 

80 . 3V op. CIt., p. o. 

81 Op. cit.. pp.40-42. 
8' . . t ') - Op. CIt., p.'"t_. 



a. Prose translation shows different organizations of words in the target texts: because of its 

form, prose is unable to direct the reader's attention towards certain words the W;1\ 

poetry can. b. Prose translators tend to preserve ST content very closely. This can be 

done by transplanting ST elements in their counterpart TT as precisely as possible, taking 

into account their value. Lefevere next notes that: 

We are now very close to the prose translator's real dilemma. If he tries to make good the 
loss incurred in the transfer of poetry into prose and render the individual words with the 
same communicative value they possess in the original, he has to resort to longer 
sentences. He has to use more words and, in doing so, he has to weigh down his syntax. 83 

The prose translator can more easily break down the ST text verse into translatable units 

such as similes and images. Certainly many ST units are broken down into small units in the 

form of short and long sentences that convey ST poetic content. hence giving a full 

description of those units. The structure of a prose text is, by definition, based on the texual 

units of ST, rendering as much sense as possible. Handled this way, the original poetic form 

is no longer preserved with the apparent purpose to render the most correct or at least the 

most close meaning possible. 

4.4.8.5. Rhymed translation 

The rhyming translation method emphasizes the transfer of the rhyme of the original poem 

into the translation in the TL. This implies that such a translator has to rhyme the translation 

according to the schemes of the target language. This type of translation requires not only a 

deep understanding of ST poetic material, but also an emphasis on the realization of the 

author's process of his artistic creation, a grasp of the spirit of the original, and the search for 

the most appropriate confirmation in his own thought to create a poetic effect and flavour on 

the part of its reader in the target culture. Nicholson gives an example of this type of 

translation. He offers a rendition of Imru'al-Qays's ode from the sixth century and shows the 

use of a light and rhythmical rhyme. Consider, for instance, lines 26- '27 of this ode: 

• B y god,' she cried, 'what recks thee of the cost? 
I see thin ancient madness is not loss'. 
Fair in her colour, splendid in her grace, 
Her bosom smoothed as mirror's polished face84 

83 . 17 Op. CIt., p.'-t . 
84 Nicholson, R., Translations of Eastern PoetT')' and Prose (London: Curzon Press. 1922). pp.lOO-103. 
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However, the matter becomes more serious when the rhyming translator is forced to distort 

not just a word but an entire line to achieve his aim. Therefore, rhyme imposes a constraint 

upon the writer as the translator. The choice of words is a constraint which bears most 

heavily on the essential feature of the translator's art. It is scarcely possible to find a rhymed 

English translation of pre-Islamic poetry from the sixth century. 

4.4.8.6. Blank verse translation 

Blank verse is another type of translation strategy discussed by Lefevere in his analysis of 

the translations of poems by Catullus. Lefevere sees the translator choosing blank verse in 

attempting to produce a translation with the stylistic qualities of the TL culture. This implies 

that blank verse translators will therefore attempt to strike an even balance between adhering 

to a scheme and getting away from it, between the rule and the exception.85 In simple terms, 

Lefevere discusses the nature of this strategy, stating that "anybody writing blank verse, 

whether the traditional iambic pentameter or a freer form, is likely to be faced with: the 

obligation to adhere, as closely as possible, to the metrical scheme, whether traditional or 

self-imposed. ,,86 

Following this assumption, the restrictions imposed on the translator by the choice of 

structure are again emphsised, although the greater accuracy and higher degree of literalness 

obtained are also noted. Lefevere thus sees blank verse in a translation as an attempt to 

exhibit the characteristics of poetic features in the TL. It is therefore a form of poetic 

rendition usually with no rhyming scheme but with a predominant metrical pattern, forming 

a poetic unit consisting of variable stressed patterns, similar to the umhymed iambic 

pentametre of English, in which the line is broken down into various syntactic units, and 

hence consists of iambic feet that proceed so as to flow smoothly, functioning as an iambic 

pentameter (see Arberry's translations). 

As a poetic translation strategy, it is thus used extensively with the aim to convey as closely 

as possible the poetical features of the TL culture. This leads us to state that blank verse as a 

distinctive translation strategy must not be confused with free verse, which lacks both a 

rhyme scheme and an identifiable metrical pattern; whereas blank verse has a very specific 

metrical pattern. In addition, free verse is a type of a modem fluid fonn of translation which 

85 Op. cit.. p.61. 
86 . 61 Op. CIt., p. . 
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conforms to no set of rules. That is to say, it is the new movement in today's world of 

literary translation in general and poetic translation in particular. Therefore, it is used 

excessively in modem time for poetic material with much freedom. Furthermore, Lefevere 

also states that the translator using blank verse may be able to achieve accurate equivalents 

in the TL with a clearly literary result. This implies that "in striving to adhere to the metrical 

scheme he has chosen for his translation, the blank-verse translator is free to resort to using 

generally accepted devices for smoothing over minor deviations.,,87 This leads Lefevere to 

explore the factual process implemented by translators who resort to using other traditional 

devices, such as alliteration, so as to make the line more stressed and hence function as 

iambic. As an example of this, consider Arberry's verse in his translation of 'Antara' s verse: 

" ~ o~I o..).Jw ~ ~~~..) ~ JljI Y j}," where he uses the fairly common traditional 

device of alliteration. It goes as follows: 

for I'm never out of the saddle of a strong swimmer, sturdy, assaulted again and 
again by the warriors, wounded, now detached for the lance-thrusting, and anon. 

The rhyme is ignored, and instead Arberry employs alliteration as to compensate for the lost 

rhyme. This can be seen in the repetition of the sound lsI in the words underlined above. This 

type of translation shows how blank or unrhymed verse reveals the characteristics of English 

poetry. In addition, Lefevere expands his view, seeing blank verse translation as a strategy 

which exhibits other characteristics when compared with other strategies. Lefevere states: 

Expanding the line is not the only means of ensuring a relatively strict adherence to a 
metrical scheme. The blank verse translator can also take the opposite approach: he can 
choose to compress what the source text says, provided the compression is either warranted 
by or in keeping with certain elements in that source text. Most blank-verse translations use 
the two techniques simultaneously.88 

However, translation by expansion, according to Lefevere, is a style in which the IT 

expresses and comments on additional details that are not explicitly conveyed in the ST. 

Such a technique is, in Dickins et al' s terms called "exegetic translation" where the IT is an 

explication, and usually an expansion, of the contents of the ST.
89 

Accordingly, these two 

techniques of blank verse strategy seem, ironically, to achieve strikingly similar results.
90 

87 Op. cil p.62. 
88 Op. cil,p.69. 
89 Op. cit.,p.23S-6. 
90 Op. cit. p.70. 
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4.4.8.7. Interpretation approach 

Interpretation is the last strategy proposed by Lefevere, which aims to make a complete 

change of fonn. In this approach the translator tries to retain the substance of the original 

poem and makes changes in the fonn only. This is tantamount to saying that the translator 

produces a new poem of his own, except for the content which is of the original. 

Furthermore, a translator who chooses to interpret the ST may resort to paraphrasing the 

original lines of the poem creating a new poem depending entirely on the content of the ST. 

This is advocated by Dryden, and in this respect Bassnett pointed out that Dryden's choice to 

paraphrase represents translation with latitude, the Ciceronian 'sense-for-sense' view of 

translation. Here, the translator must be a master of both languages, and must understand 

both the characteristics and spirit of the original author, besides conforming to the aesthetic 

canons of his own age.91 Lefevere discusses this strategy, emphasising that: 

The difference between translation, version, and imitation lies in the degree of interpretation. 
The translator proper is content to render the original author's interpretation of a theme 
accessible to a different audience. The writer of versions basically keeps the substance of the 
source text, but changes its form. The writer of imitation produces, to all intents and purposes, 
a poem of his own, which has only title and point of departure, if those, in common with the 
source text. 92 

However, a version of a poem in the TL will semantically be the same as the original, but 

physically very different since it never gives a reliable impression of the ST in the way that 

translation can. In this respect, Lefevere goes on to sate that "it is basically an exercise in 

rewiting, not an attempt to make the author's real interpretation of the theme accessable to a 

new audience,,93. An imitation is a different poem but the title, topic, and starting point are 

the same as the original poem. That is to say, in Lefevere's tenns, imitation has very little to 

do with translation as such. Therefore, to Lefevere, "the imitator writes a different work, 

using the ST merely as a source of inspiration.,,94 

Lefevere's explanations of the above methods seem to emphasise some of the poetic 

components in the process of translating. Literal, metrical, and rhymed translations 

emphasize the "fonn" or "poetic structure" of the poem while the other types emphasise the 

91 Bassnett. S., Translation Studies ( London and New York: Routledge. 1980). p.60 
II' . 76 - Op. CIt.. p. . 
93 Op. cit.. p.103. 
94 Op. cit.. p.1 03. 
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transfer of the precise meaning into the TL. However, none of the methods described above 

cater appropriately for the poetry translators' needs. This might be related to the 

incompetence of the literary translator in performing a satisfactory rendering as precisely as 

possible. In this respect, Lefevere explains the factual aspects of the literary competence of 

the translator, which can be described as a tentative inventory of the translator's proficiency 

in translating a ST belonging to a different time, place and tradition. To Lefevere this 

competence consists of four factors, all of equal importance. They are as follows: 

A. The ability to comprehend the ST as a whole, as a total structure, rather than the "negative 
capability" of concentrating on a single aspect of the ST, and consequently the ability to realize 
that time-place-tradition elements contained in the ST should receive the same attention, be 
transposed in the same way and with the same care, as the linguistic elements. 

B. The ability to measure the communicative value as well as the sense of the ST, and consequently 
the ability to replace it by a IT which approximates, as closely as possible, the same 
communicative value. 

C. The ability to distinguish between culture-bound and structure-bound time-place-tradition 
elements in the ST and consequently the ability to topicalize the former and to retain the latter 
while explaining them within the TT, with the proviso that no topicalization is needed in the case 
of time-place-tradition elements either explained by their context or easily connected, in the 
reader's mind, with analogous elements in the time, place, and tradition of which he is part. 

D. The ability to select, within the literary tradition of the TL, a form which will most closely match 
the position the ST occupies in the literary tradition of the SL.95 

However, to the four factors already listed, Lefevere goes to add a fIfth; one which leads any 

translator to achieve satisfactory results: 

E. The ability to interpret the theme of the ST, making it accessible to a new aUdience.
96 

To conclude, translation methods and approaches are not in discrete or clear-cut categories. 

They are in fact mutually related, as in a spectrum of colour in which different shades 

converge. The translator is a decision maker, a linguist, a communicator and a mediator, who 

always has to strike a balance between the SL writer and the TL reader. 

4.9. Concluding Remarks 

The modem period has seen new debates that revolve around various linguistic theories of 

translation identified by modem scholars. This chapter has reviewed and addressed issues in 

translation theory, outlining translation strategies and giving their background. Chief among 

these are the strategies proposed by Lefevere and the notions of translation equivalence 

95 Op. cit.. pp.l 01-4. 
96 Op. cit.. p.103. 
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proposed by modem theorists such as Nida, Catford and Baker. ~lost of these theories only 

offer guidelines that aim to facilitate the translation procedure and hence guide translators to 

produce the best possible quality of translation. The strategies and theories outlined above 

offer sufficient reference to the intimate relationship between translation strategy. 

equivalence, text-type and the qualities of reliable product in translation. Thus. the focus of 

the present chapter has brought to light a wide range of different translation strategies and 

theories that provide general guidelines for the translation process with various types of text. 
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Chapter Five 

The Translatability of Poetry 

5.0. Introduction 

In the previous chapter, modem translation strategies and a number of theories and 

techniques were discussed. They offer a clear perspective of the body of the translation 

theory of the 20
th 

century. With this background, we now have to look more specifically at 

the problems and difficulties encountered by literary translators. This chapter discusses 

translation issues arising in the translation of poetic texts. 

As far as the translation process is concerned, poetry is the most complex and difficult 

genre to translate in terms of both form and content. In addition, poetry is a most delicate 

and purposeful type of text. Accordingly, this chapter explores both the difficulties in 

translating poetic content especially those related to word meaning, connotation, and 

collocation, and the views of scholars in the field regarding the translatability of poetry. 

Writers and translators agree that form and content are major problems in translating 

poetry. The poetic form is complex as it inverts the organization of lines, and the formal 

structures of rhyme, metre, and so on. Furthermore, in poetic translation in general it is not 

easy to fulfill all the requirements of the ST. For example, lexical problems can arise as 

words exhibit various connotational meanings. Newmark notes in poetry, the word has 

greater importance than in any other text type.} 

In addition, cultural aspects and concepts in the ST can cause problems to translators, 

hence complicating their task in conveying the original sense of the ST author, since 

emotive language and elements play an important role and form the cornerstone of artistic 

meaning. The authentic sense of a poem' s, words, expressions, and images is based on 

poetic creativity and the imaginative power of its author. Delisle notes that 'The language 

of poetry is probably the most highly refined and most complex and difficult to translate, 

I Newmark. P .. A Te.\lbook of Tram/alion (London: Prentice Hall. 1988). p.163. 
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because of its poetic features, individual diction and function.,,2 With this in mind, poetic 

texts can pose serious problems for the translator for a number of reasons: 

1. The translator has to deal with the various units, words, images, expressions and 

idioms, as part of hislher task of conveying the meaning of the words and expressions 

of the original text. It is also necessary to understand the original expressive meaning 

intended by the writer of the SL in terms of what the writer is trying to convey by each 

part of the text beyond the sentence meaning presented by words that carry different 

layers of meaning. 

2. Poetry in general is the product of the imagination. It carries various connotations 

and cultural meanings and often depicts the personal feelings and experiences of its 

author, and therefore the translator's job is to convey these hidden meanings in order to 

arrive at an appropriate interpretation of each unit. 

3. The form and style of ST poetic texts are usually difficult to imitate by the translator 

due to their complex features such as rhyming schema and stylistic features. 

In view of the above, modem critics such as Badawi state that translating poetry is not an 

easy task, as some people think, since the translator's attention is divided between form and 

content.3 Badawi suggests that a poem represents a fine balance of highly sensitive 

elements of form and content, and any change in either will upset that balance. Jayyusi 

states that: ''translations of poetic verses which are based on rhetorical expression are 

difficult since these features are considered as part of the poetic semantic signification.'t4 

Such critics see poetry as full of poetical expressions resulting from the poet's personal 

experience. Therefore, the translator of a poetic text must strive towards an ideal fidelity 

and beauty, seeking fresh forms of expression in rendering the aesthetic units of the SL text 

which is characterized by figurative language that has different connotations, particularly in 

the use of various rhetorical devices such as metaphor and simile in order to convey a 

specific connotative meaning. Therefore, it is important that the translator should make a 

clear distinction between various types of meanings (see chapter 3) in order to convey the 

literal sense of the ST. However, such literary factors and features can present difficulties 

2 Delisle J. Translation: an Interpretative Approach (Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press. 1988). pp.l6-7. 
3 Badawi, M., A eriticallntroduction to Modem Arabic Poetry (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1975), pp.5-6. . . . 
4 Jayyusi, S., Modem Arabic Poetry (New York. Guildford and Surrey: Columbia Uruverslty, 1987), pp. 
xxii-xxiii. 
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in understanding ST poetical material. Accordingly, the translator of such a text is often 

blamed for problems that are due to the shortcomings and misunderstanding of ST units. 

particularly when mUltiple interpretations of lexical items are involved such as in 

polysemy, which might give the wrong connotative meanings. Poetic text is often a type of 

expressive genre that conveys statements concerning the poet's life so as to depict certain 

experiences and attitudes, including reference to the social as well as cultural sphere to 

which he or she belongs; such is the case with Arab lahiliyya poets of 6th century AD who 

portray the ruins of formal abandonment places (the desolation of the tribal campsites in 

the desert) and stir emotions of longing and anxiety. This is a unique theme in the early 

lahiliyya poetic tradition that plays a significant role in the opening section of the lalziliyya 

ode. The poets portray places in terms of the ~tlal "traces" of the beloved's old campsites 

(see chapter 6). The poet's anxiety and longing when he stops at the qtlal, arise from 

memories of past experiences and, hence, remembering other meeting places. All of this 

embedded in authentic literary images and features which need to be conveyed by 

translators, who must explore such themes in order to retain the actual features of the ST 

poetic techniques and the structure of the odes. 

Moreover, the poetic translator has to re-create the very atmosphere in which the SL 

images are embedded in the TL culture. The translator of poetic texts such as lahiliyya 

poetry (JP) examined in this study is concerned with the topic, subject matter, theme, 

intention, function, and literary meanings and features. Thus, the translator's approach to 

the translation of these poetic texts is different from that used for other text types. Poetic 

translation thus puts emphasis on form and content, and the translator's ability to produce 

and interpret poetic language can therefore be described as poetic competence. de 

Beaugrande explains that poetic competence would have to subsume structuration 

competence, clearly including other components beside the ability to produce syntactically 

normal sentences.5 

Conversely, many types of poetry demand not only a highly developed structuring 

competence but considerable familiarity with the poetic conventions of a gi ven pha\c in 

literary history. 

5 de. Beaugrand. R.. Factors in a Theory of Poetic Translation (Assen: Van Gorcum. 1978). p.22. 
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In order to convey ST content, expressions and aesthetic features, translators should 

emphasize the conceptual content of the poetic message, that is the fundamental purpose of 

the poetic genre, taking into account the unique flavour of the poetics of the SL images 

which convey the poetic intention, themes, feelings and attitudes of the poet to the reader. 

The following verse written by 'Ali b. al-Jah'm, a 9th century poet, illustrates the points 

raised. 

CoSy' 'iJ lJ .J~i ~ 0-0 CoS~1 ~ ~IJ ~~..;lI0:H ~I CJ~ 

This may be rendered into English as follows: 

"The eyes of antelopes between al-Rusafa and the bridge 
mustered love from places I know and I know not. ,,6 

The metaphorical image of the antelope's eye is used to evoke the glorious cultural and 

political past of the poet's city, Baghdad. The translator's intention, though, is to indicate 

the poet's longing and feeling of homesickness for his beloved country. He speaks about 

the beauty of Baghdad and its maidens, with the loveliness of their eyes which resemble 

antelope eyes. 

Such a literary picture of the ST verse should be fully conveyed to TL reader despite the 

various differences in the linguistic systems of the two languages. For translators to avoid 

difficulties, they should not only restrict themselves to the linguistic components of the text 

at hand, but they must draw on pragmatics as well as cultural aspects in order to include in 

their translation process the cognitive and situational complements that accompany the 

linguistic signs. 

5.1. Critical views on translating poetry 

As argued above, the poetic genre as a type of text is full of imagery, and hence is difficult 

to translate. Scholars in the field have discussed the conflicts facing translators with regard 

to poetry. The translation of poetry becomes even more challenging when the SL and TL 

differ so widely in terms of syntax as is the case with Arabic and English. When the 

translation involves poetic transference, where its content is complex and foreign to the 

translator's experience, the complexity is related to the ways in which to depict its images 

6 Somekh. S .• Genre and Language in Modem Arabic Uterature. vol. 1 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz. 1991). 

p.61. 
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and its exotic beauty. In this respect, Arberry one of the most important practitioners of 

poetic translation, states that: 

Sometimes the images are so novel and so alien to our experience that the 
translator stands almost helpless before his model, at a loss how to depict 
so much exotic beauty upon so small a canvas. To give a literal translation 
is worse thus useless, the perfume is the essence, and the essence is volatile 
in the extreme. It is essentially a task of re-creation, so far as may be within 
the same narrow canvas of brevity and concentration. Failure is almost 
inevitable; success can never be more than partiaL? 

Other practitioners of poetry translation of Arabic verses into English. such as Nicholson, 

Gibb, Von Grunebaum, Beeston, Jones, O'Grady and Sells, have all admitted that their 

renditions of Arabic poetry into English were a hard task and could only be judged as 

"partially successful," as Arberry puts it. 

The premise that poetry is essentially and objectively untranslatable refers to the translation 

process implemented by translators where the aim is to transfer ST content. that is, textual 

matters and the topics of various verses of ST poetry using various techniques and 

strategies. In the case of the Jiihiliyya poetry (JP) of ancient Arabia the wa~f theme of the 

sixth century has been rendered quite accurately, thanks to the efforts of western translators 

in their transference of various descriptive verses into English (see chapter 8). 

As a researcher in the field of translation, in my view the common poetic subjects of 

Jiihiliyya poetry, ranging from naslb "love" to wa~f and fakhr, have not constituted much 

of a problem for translators, and therefore, most recent translations have succeeded in 

reproducing the meticulous description of desert places and animals such as camels and 

horses, that show the desert life of the pre-Islamic people. However, it sometimes borders 

on the impossible to demand or expect a translator to capture in his translation the effects 

and flavours of difficult metres and rhymes and the internal rhythms of the poems. 

Moreover, it is not even sensible to expect any translator to reproduce, for example, the 

models of eloquence of Arabic diction characterized by its ornamental style and 

embellishments. 

7 Arberry, A. J., Aspects of Islamic Ci\'ili::ation (London: George Allen & Unwin. 1964), p.2S 7. 
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Poetic translators in general strive to bring to the surface the considerable aesthetic values 

of texts, such as artistic tone, similes and metaphors; this is the bread and butter of poetry 

under the shade of its authentic themes, topics and images. Translators generally provide a 

reasonable rendition in conveying other people's thoughts, culture, and literary knowledge. 

They must build up comprehensible knowledge of the background of the poet and his verse 

through reading and analyzing the various units in the light of many salient factors. In 

addition, the poetic translator must have a sense of poetic texts and themes. as well as the 

ability to recreate poetic imagery without distortion and without loss of semantic nuance. 

Consequently, understanding the ST verse, its literary language, units and topics along with 

the detail of its composition, style, setting, and figures of speech, should always be of 

primary concern to the translator such as O'Grady. It is an interesting fact that the most 

successful translators of poetry are frequently those who happen to be bilingual and 

bicultural and, above all, who are poets in the TL culture itself. 

5.2. Specific problematical aspects of translating poetry 

In its broadest sense, translation is a linguistic process that is mainly concerned with the 

transfer of meaning. That is to say, the meaning of words and expressions are usually given 

priority over everything else. This, of course, does not mean that other literary as well as 

linguistic features can be ignored. The style and the figurative language of the poetic text, 

for example, are equally important in conveying various shades of meanings. Accordingly, 

this section explores the basic semantic issues and difficulties that translators encounter in 

handling poetic verses; namely their connotational and polysemical elements. 

A poetic text is a creative text written in verse fonn where figurative language, images and 

expressions fonn its basic material. It requires particular attention by the reader with regard 

to words that may carry several connotative and polysemous meanings. With this in mind, 

poetic translation demands a close semantic rendition of its content, and therefore, 

translators should pay particular attention to all of its content, taking into account various 

techniques of the translation process in order to convey ST images and expressions as 

accurately as possible. 

Scholars in the field hold conflicting views on the methods to be used handling poetic 

verses. While some support "literary translation" others encourage the traditional approach 
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of "literal translation". Yet others call for creative transposition (such as Jakobson see 

4.3.6), imitation and other strategies. In view of the fact that the work of poetry is an 

artistic endeavour, therefore, it is sometimes inappropriate for the translator to con\'ey 

exact equivalents of its various units or to harmonize syntactic patterns. Following this line 

of thought, early writers of the ninth century did not believe in translating poetry. For 

example, al-Hil)i~, a well-known writer and translator of the Abbassid period, believed that 

Arabic poetry has special characteristics in terms of its stylistics features such as rhetorical 

expressions and therefore cannot be adapted to another language. When this is attempted, 

its beauty disappears and its authentic rhyme and metre fall away.8 Beeston similarly 

maintains that the "translation of poetry is an impossible task especially when the two 

languages have widely different structures and cultures.,,9 Undeniably, the various 

differences in the structure of the two languages (SL vs. TL) make it difficult for the 

translator to reproduce a satisfactory IT version. 

In addition to the above, other problematic aspects stand as barriers which complicate the 

job of translators; namely lexical semantics and the allegorical features embodied by words 

carrying connotational and cultural meanings in the context of the ST verse units. In this 

aspect, Nida points out that: "the analysis of emotive meanings is by no means as easy as 

that of referential meaning. The only way in which one can analyze emotive meaning is by 

context, either cultural or linguistic."l0 To begin with, it might be more useful to start with 

word meaning as a fundamental problem that faces translators when handling the poetic 

emoti ve meanings of a ST. 

5.2.1. Word meaning and poetic context 

This section explores different types of word meaning; the lexical semantics which are part 

of the linguistic elements of all languages, for example polysems, connotation and 

collocation. The meanings of words in a language are interrelated. Many poetic words in 

different languages carry several meanings and therefore can only be interpreted within the 

text in which they are used. This implies that the meaning of a certain word is defined in 

part by its relations with other words in the language. That is to say, a word has a 

8 Adonis. A .. An Introduction to Arab Poetics. A Translation from Arabic b)' Catherine Cohham (London: 
o x. ford University Press. 1990). p.34. 
9 Beeston. A .. Selection from the Poetry of Bassar (Camhridge: Cambridge University Press. 1977). p.l.). 
10 Nida. E.. Toward a Scicnce of Trallslating (Leiden: Brill. 1964). pp.70-117. 
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relationship with another and hence it may carry very different denotations besides its 

literal intended meaning. Therefore, many ST words have severiiI meanings, either 

polysemic or connotative, and can only be interpreted within the text in which they occur. 

As an example of such issues, consider for instance the Arabic expression: ~ UfiJ' ~\ 

r~'"jl rendered into English by Monroe as "The evil eye has struck [the peninsula] in its 

Islam."Il The Arabic term al- 'ayn, conveys the poet's deep passion and intention. It also 

carries several meanings, as it is a polysemic term. For example L>F- o~, implies various 

meanings such as the evil eye, head's eye, a spy etc. Hence, a translator must be familiar 

with the ST cultural sphere in order to understand its unique vocabulary and cultural 

concepts. Furthermore, al- 'ayn in Arabic-speaking societies carries very different 

polysemic and connotational meanings besides its basic meaning expressed by the above 

writer in an indirect way. It is used metaphorically to express one's view of certain matters. 

Hence, such a word allows more than one interpretation, and therefore carries more than 

one meaning. Such a term can present problems to translators of poetic texts in finding 

actual sense equivalents. Thus, the translation of poetry requires not only an understanding 

of polysemic/connotative meanings, but also of cultural meanings. 

On the other hand, translating Arabic allegorical expressions can also pose vanous 

difficulties for translators. For example, UoII \)I.J ~I ~ ~, is literally translated as 

"Your speech is on my eye and head", that is, "I hold your opinion in high esteem". 

However, this expression is used in a symbolic way to show respect and obedience and is 

extensively used within the Arabic cultural context. 

Culturally speaking, the choice of the words eye and head is socio-cultural, connoting a 

high regard, and both convey very different meanings. Most importantly, they are the most 

sensitive parts of the human body, and hence the Arabic colloquial expression: 'alQ'ayni I 

min 'ayni, is equivalent to the English expression of acceptance and welcome, "ok I with 

pleasure. " 

Moreover, not only do different words have different meanings but an individual word may 

have a set of different meanings. For example, the word "book" has various different 

II Monroe, J., Hispano-Arabic Poetry: A Student Anthology (Berkeley, Los Angles and London: University 
of California Press. 1974). pp.334-S. 
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meanings in both English and Arabic. In English it may convey the sense of one book, for 

example, "the Holy Book" or may be used as a verb in various contexts such as to book a 

room. 

In Arabic, the word "y~" also has different meanings which depend on the context in 

which it occurs in various situations, so that the term "y~" would be translated differently. 

In most cases, the word "y~"is used in the Qur'an to mean the "Holy Book" meaning 

either the Muslim Qur' an or other Holy Scriptures of other religions such as Christianity or 

Judaism. Consider the following two verses extracted from the Qur' an: 
He has revealed to you the Book with the truth, (3: 3, Pickthall). ~ ~I ~ Jy 

The people of the Book ask thee to cause a book to 
descend to them from heaven, (4:15, Pickthall). ~WI0-e 4 \:is ~ Jjjj wi ~I JA I ~ 

In the following verse, the same word kitiib reveals another polysemous sense, that of the 

recording of deeds. 

And the earth shineth with the light 
of her Lord, and the Book is set up, (39: 69, Pickthall). ~CiSl' ~.J.J ~..; ..;~ t.f4..;'J1 ~.;.!aI.J 

In this particular verse, Picthall opts for the basic literal meaning of the word kitiib i.e. ''The 

Holy Book" which does not convey the intended meaning properly. This failure in 

rendering the exact meaning is due to the various effective meanings of the ST polysemic 

term. 

The above Arabic word "y~'" is used in various contexts to convey a particular sense. 

Consequently, its intended meaning depends on the situation and context in which it 

occurrs. Therefore, a word in a different situation and context may carry very different 

denotations. As argued above, in dealing with such terms, translators should pay particular 

attention to the different layers of meaning of lexical items that allow more than one 

meaning. 

Saeed clearly emphasises the traditional descriptive aims of lexical semantics: (a) to 

represent the meaning of each word in the language; and (b) to show how the meanings of 

words in a language are interrelated.12 These aims are closely related because the meaning 

of a certain word is defined in part by its relations with other words in the language. 

12 Saeed, J., SemtJlllics (London: Blackwell, 1991). p.S3. 
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However, words are also used symbolically, and hence they also differ in the semantic 

interrelationships that may exist in various languages. With this in mind, in many 

imaginative writings some words carry symbolic features and values. They carry figurative 

or metaphorical meanings that become potential metaphors grounded in a particular 

language and culture as well as having a basic meaning. In other words, the meaning of a 

certain word in the poetic genre comprises various layers of meanings (see chapter 3). 

Vocabulary and metaphor used by poets are heavily dependent on the metaphorical 

meanings. For instance, the Arabic words "~\ LJ~" previously mentioned is translated 

quite literally into "The eyes of antelopes". The translator as a poet uses it as a symbolic 

image, hence giving various connotative meanings. Some of these are: the pain of nostalgia 

and the loss of his beloved. The translation process seems, to a large extent, to be literal in 

that the translator has attempted to convey the original sense of the poet's attitude 

regarding the loss of his beloved, emphasizing the metaphorical sense of the Arabic term 

"~\" to make the ST poetic function clear to the reader. 

Poetry thus uses words chosen for their affective and connotative values rather than for 

their denotative content. Likewise, words in the poetic genre are also charged with other 

factors such as sound effects, rhyme and metre, all of which form an important part of 

poetic language. However, a poetic translator has to make a compromise in his task and has 

to preserve the figurative language and aesthetic elements of the original poem as far as 

possible. 

Much of the above discussion on word meamng, however, reqwres a thorough 

understanding of the words in their poetic context with special attention to their emotive 

meanings, elements and ideas. In any imaginative writing, in order for the author to 

communicate his vision of the world, he uses words and languages in a way unique to him. 

The style might be considered a reflection of his personality and emotions, with a major 

role being played by word connotations and other elements such as form, imagery, rhyme, 

the rhythm of verses, and patterns of sound, all working together as an integrated whole. 

The words and expression used by the poet need to be weighed up since they are relevant to 

the message and must therefore be conveyed as accurately as possible by the translator. In 

doing so, all these elements have to be considered together to avoid any misinterpretation 
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in handling poetic language. This, of course, is one of the main problems that translators 

encounter: each element has its own expressive value in its connection with other elements 

in the text. Goodman states that: 

in order for a poetic text to be idiomatic in the new tongue, it is always 
necessary to change the word order and this must result in new emphasis in 
the sentences and verses; on the other hand, if the order of the original is 
retained, the feelings (perhaps of naturalness) is altered, again if one is 
inflected, whereas another uses auxiliary words like 'have' and 'shaIr; then 
the relation of the thought to the metric feet will be different13 

It is necessary for the translator to analyze and clarify the meanings of connotative words 

and the various emotive elements of the ST text that make understanding and rendering of 

poetic verses difficult. Accordingly, Hatim and Munday stress that "understanding the 

nature of meaning and how to analyse and evaluate it is crucial for a translator working on 

a text who is assessing the transference of meaning."l..t 

5.2.2. Word Connotation 

Words do not only have a lexical meamng; it has long been an accepted fact that, in 

addition to a primary meaning, words have secondary and figurative meanings. That is to 

say, words can carry metaphorical meaning as well as the basic meaning of the word. 

The translator should emphasise exact meaning in the TT. In this regard, connotational 

meaning may be described as associative meaning referring to the sense of an expression in 

a particular context, especially when that word is used in combination with other words in a 

text. To illustrate this, consider the following expression that carries a deep connotative 

meaning depending on the context in which it occurs. The expression "~t ~ y" belongs 

to the Egyptian colloquial dialect used infonnally, particularly by uneducated classes, 

corresponding to the English "goodness me!." This expression creates meanings that the 

words do not have in isolation, and even meanings that are not wholly predictable from the 

senses of the words combined. Thus the two words ~i ,~together represent a culturally 

specific meaning which connotes an attitude of negative or positive responses where people 

may actually have sense of surprise or shock. However, rendering the ST expression ~ y 

~I into the TT as "goodness me" successfully maintains the sense intended in the 

13 Goodman. P .. The Structure of Literafllre (Chicago: Chicago University Press. 1954). pp.266-7. 
14 Hatim. B .. & Munday. J .• Translation: An Advanced Recourse Book (London: Routledge. 2(04). pp.34-9. 
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original, which is surprise and shock. In my view, both expressions may by considered as 

semantically equivalent on the cultural level, belonging to the register of informal 

expressions, and hence are suitable for dialogues in both the ST and IT. 

Moreover, consider the Arabic expressions: ,~WI U.J:F ' -i.......1.J ~. '.J::c o~ '.J::c ~~. Each 

of these expressions and collocations containing the word ".J::c" give different meanings. 

Evil eye, or in Arabic "~ ;;~", allows for more than one interpretation. For example. it can 

indicate a bad situation to one person whereas in another context it has a very different 

meaning "~ ~\....:j" or "eye witness". Moreover, the word "~I" can be used with different 

metaphorical senses. For example, in the following hadith (saying by the Prophet): 

.ot11 ~. ~ ~ w.iw ,"LtC. 1I.ot11 ~. -=..& ,"LtC. LJI I ..... -: '1 "~ 
• ,. I..S""" l,)'I~ . ~~ , l.>"l . ~.J ~ u, 

Two eyes cannot be touched by fire, one eye which cried from fear of God, and one eye spent the 
night watching over for the sake of God. 

Another example is a line from the poet Nizar QabanI discussed in Dickins et aI., which 

reads ~ ~ L5ji:-l1 u-a)1 ~i. This has been translated into English by Rolph as "1 carry 

this scorched era in my eye". Here the English term "scorched" is acceptable in this 

context, mainly because the phrase "scorched era" echoes the military phrase "scorched 

earth". Accordingly, any given linguistic form in the SL may have other connotations 

besides its information content. These connotations may have to do with attitudes or 

emotions. Since such meanings are usually culturally conditioned, the meaning may be lost 

in the translation process if the translator is not aware of the added non-referential meaning. 

This may be illustrated by Monroe's translated verse of Ibn-al-kh~tTb's verse: '11 ~J ~ ~ 

~I ~ J\ ~~\ ~ ~rendered into English as "Union with you is now but a dream 

during drowsiness or the deceit perpetrated by a deceiver". Here, the Arabic term '\s..foll" in 

this context means a deep sleep or "slumber". That is to say. it refers to a state of deep 

sleep, rather than a nap or light sleep "l,)'IW". Monroe's translation attempts to give the term 

"drowsiness" as a functional equivalence, ignoring the metaphorical meaning of this term. 

Along similar lines, Monroe also gives unsatisfactory renditions for .. ).lll" as abode and 

"~" as "to show pity", neither of which conveys the real sense of the original version. 

Monroe offers: "and this abode that will show pity for no man", for the Arabic verse: 'i )~\ iliA J 
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From a semantic point of view, it is true that the ST lexical item "_lc.ll" in the Arabic verse 

means "abode" as Monroe puts it. However, according to the poetic contextual meaning. 

the word carries other connotational and cultural meanings in addition to its basic sense. It 

can also refer to the concept of life according to Arabic and Islamic culture. i\loreover, the 

use of the Arabic demonstrative pronoun "o~" emphasizes present life, which in Arabic 

means "~I o4=JI". Thus, it is certainly true that words have other affective connotations in 

addition to their informative semantic content and value. Expressions, proverbs and so on 

carry various informative connotations that should not be ignored by translators. For this 

reason, translators who are used to dealing with the translation of poetic language, such as 

using word connotation, may sometimes forget the influence of context on the meaning of 

words (see chapter four). The same word(s) will have different meanings depending on: 

1. The other words in the text in which it occurs. 

2. The way it is used in the text. 

3. The cultural and situational background of the context outside of the text itself. 

In addition to these types of contextual influence, meaning is determined by word 

connotation and its collocation with other words. Scholars such as Ullman (1962, 1979), 

Lyons (1977) and Palmer (1981) have discussed this. However, Ullman points out that: 

"modem linguists have not only placed greater emphasis on context but have considerably 

broadened its scope and have also probed more deeply into its influence on word meaning." 

15 

The challenge for the translator, then, is twofold. First, the figurative meaning of lexical 

items poses a great challenge for translators of poetic texts; hence, a translator must 

recognize when words in the SL are being used in a secondary sense in order to produce a 

reasonable translation. Second, when a word in the TL is being used in its secondary 

meaning, care must be taken to build in the adequate context to guarantee correct meaning, 

since secondary meanings are dependent on context. 

5.2.3 Word collocation 

Collocations are usually two or more words assembled together to give brief expressions. 

The problem of translating collocations arises because they involve cultural gaps. which 

15 Ullman. S .. Semantics: All Introduction to the Science (~f Meaning (Oxford: Blackwell. 1(79), pA9. 
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constitute a main problem that emanates from the cultural specificity of either the source or 

target language. 

The phenomenon of collocation means that two or more words appear in each other's 

company because the usage of a particular word is associated with other particular words in 

sentences. For example, a noun may limit the choice of an adjective that can be combined 

with it. Consider, for example, the following Arabic expressions which describe people's 

behaviours and features: 

.~I ... ~ ~ ~ ,~..,11 ~ ,L;WI ~ ,~~ C.J.J' ~,~ 

The Arabic term "~", for instance, occurs in different contexts that state a particular 

connotative meaning when used in a particular context. It is, however, crucial for the 

translator to know what kind of collocation he is dealing with, and thus to seek the 

appropriate TL equivalent. As a matter of fact, translating any collocational patterns from 

Arabic into English, or vice versa, will clarify the essential nature of collocation in the 

overall process of translation. 

The meaning of a text comprises a number of different layers of meanings e.g. cultural 

association, social and personal connotations, and so on. Larson (1984) sums up this 

proposition when she acknowledges that: "knowing which words go together IS an 

important part of understanding the meaning of a text and translating it well.,,16 

Given the relative culturalllinguistic distance between the two languages (SL and TL), 

different layers of meanings of words, particularly collocative words are likely to be a 

problem. As a result, language is an integral part of culture because the vocabulary of a 

language derives its meaning from its culture. Translating collocations is thus a well known 

problem in translation. In translating into Arabic for instance, the translator may not 

understand the English collocation, which makes him/her hard to provide a proper 

collocational equivalent. In this concern, the translator has to be able to recognize and 

render the ST collocative meanings as well as cultural associations that occur in various 

I· .. fi II tie 17 mgwstlc orms e.g. co oca ons. 

16 Larson, M., Meaning-Based Translation: A Guide to Cross-language Equivalence (New York: University 
Press of America, 1984), p.141. 
17 Dickins et aI., Thinking Arabic Translation: A Course in Translation Method: Arabic to English (London 
and New York: Routledge, 2002), p.71. 
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Collocations of words as co-occurrences differ from one language to another. Hatim and 

Mason observe that "achieving appropriate collocation in the TL text has always been one 

of the major problems a translator faces.,,18 Furthermore, in her analysis of some English 

texts translated into Arabic, Deeb notes that in many cases translators were unable to 

realize which words do not collocate together in their mother tongue. She mentioned some 

examples:..)~ "sparrow" does not collocate with ~ barbarous and ~'.J "front" does 

not collocate with ~ "back". 19 

Generally speaking, the notion of word collocation refers to words usually consistently co

occurring, which may reflect culturally specific features. In a more restricted sense, 

collocation is understood as an expression that corresponds to a conventional way of saying 

things. It most often refers to combinations of two lexical items which make an isolatable 

semantic contribution, and belong to a subjective and recurrent word combination of 

different classes. With this view in mind, collocations are a linguistic phenomenon with 

specific combinations of words, for example: 

Jb~' ~ ,~~, ~ ~ rS.fo!a' ,~, t.JY. ~ 

The translator needs to take into account the linguistic dimension for the correct 

identification and translation of authentic textual information as occurs in various linguistic 

elements, such as a collocation of a noun with a verb or an adjective with a noun in a 

particular text. 

5.2.3.1. Types of collocations in Arabic 

Collocations play a vital role in languages, including Arabic. Translators need to pay 

attention to them in both languages (SL and TL) in order to give the English version the 

same meaning as in the Arabic text. This means that ignoring the translation of Arabic 

collocations in English results in a poor, dispirited TL text. The translation of collocations 

can be discussed through the different forms and classifications of the commonest types of 

collocations in Arabic. Collocations fall into many types; therefore, the focus here will be 

on the 'most important and recurring ones. However, to begin with, it is useful to list the 

18 Hatim, B., and Mason, I., Discourse and 1M TrtUlSlator (London and New York: Longman, 1990), 

DD.204-205. ."shed 
1§ Deeb, z., A Taxonomy of Translation Problems in Translating from English 10 Arabic. Unpub 1 PhD 
thesis. University of Newcastle, 2005, p276. 
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general types of collocations as discussed by Ghazala:2o 

1. Open collocation: combinations of two or more words co-occurring together, without 

any specific relation between those words. Combinations in which both elements are freely 

recombinable, where each single element is used in a common literal sense. Consider for 

example the following Arabic collocations: 

.LJ\s~1 ~I ,~W' u,~ '0.Jyjl ~I ,yyJI Ua,hjl ,yyJI ul~ ,~I ~I 
2. Restricted collocations: combinations of two or more words used in one of their regular, 

non-idiomatic meanings, following certain structural patterns, and restricted in their 

commutability not only by grammatical and semantical units, but also by usage. For 

example: 

o..l} . .!a ~ '~LJ.JW ,~Ifo~.» '~r ~,~ .J4i-1 ,~\.! r.J .... A ,r..)~ y~ '~..l~ 

Restricted collocations require special attention since they occur in various types of 

syntactic configuration and are the most common form used in texts. They depend largely 

on the grammatical groupings of word classes according to their occurrence in language 

use. The adaptation of grammatical description makes the structure of these collocations 

easier to follow, understand and hence translate from language to language. For this reason, 

examples of the different formal constructions of this type of collocation are presented 

below: 

a. Adjective and noun collocation: ~ u~ , ~~y\ ~ ,4.SU ~I 

Many examples can be found in both Arabic and English for the most popular types of 

collocation. These collocations are mostly translated into identical English collocations 

following ST patterns, i.e. a noun + adjective. 

b. Verb and noun collocation: ~ y ~ ~I ~ , .'-:W~I ~, ~..,,1i 0WI:! 

In order for translators to find an equivalent collocation in English they might be tempted 

to literally translate its components, that is, a verb plus noun collocation. This is possible 

and, therefore, the central point here is to match a certain verb with a certain noun in 

English. For example, "lwa y~" becomes ''teach a lesson" and ".l:W~1 ~" can be simply 

rendered into ''pay attention". Contrary to this, some collocations in English as well as in 

Arabic cannot be taken so literally, for example to ''run a company": ~~ .,»lJ, "give a 

speech": ~ uil:! , or "deliver a baby": il..>'1 .l1~. The last Arabic expression, i'..>" .l1.Ji, 

literally means something like "deliver a woman" or "assist a woman in childbirth". That is 

to say, the Arabic language focuses on the woman, whereas the English language prefers to 

:zo Ghazala. H., Translation as Problems and Solution (Valetta: ELGA Publication, 1995), pp.l 08-120. 
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focus on the baby. In relation to this, Baker states that: 

Differences in collocational patterning among languages are not just a question 
of using, say, a different verb with a given noun; they can involve totally 
different ways of portraying an event. Patterns of collocation reflect the 
preferences of specific language communities for certain modes of expression 
and certain linguistic configurations; they rarely reflect any inherent order in 
the world around US.

21 

Some collocations in languages show a direct reflection of society, habits, and moral 

environment in which they occur. For example, the popular expression "~I.J ~I" in 

Arabic speaking societies reflects the real state of social relations between individuals as 

well as communities, showing a strong relationship between people. 

c. Noun and noun collocation: rl.lC.),I ~ ,~.:!':ll o.,»A ,J,...uJI ~ 

These collocations can be translated into equivalent English collocations although some 

collocations carry strange meanings. For example, the Arabic collocation "~.:!':ll 0.,»A", can 

be rendered into English as "brain drain". 

d. Adjective and adjective collocation:~ta.. ~.J ~.J~...".b ~.) ~I 

Generally speaking, this collocation type is common and therefore easy to translate directly 

into other languages. Some have two words (adj.+adj.), for example "long and slim" and 

"hale and hearty" to meet the Arabic collocations "~.J J.!~" and" ~ta.. ~" which is 

used in various Arabic speaking societies. Buckley rightly states that in Arabic, adjectives 

are derived from verbs in a number of ways. He also argues that they mostly derive from 

stative verbs (denoting a state or quality) rather than from transitive verbs (detonating an 

action) which take an object. 22 

e. Noun and verb collocations (consider, for example, animal sounds): 

.~, t.S~ ~'~'''''' ,~, ~ ,~I 4ijij 'Y4l1' ~ ,~, "'.P ,~'i'.)/Jj 
These collocations can be rendered as literally as possible into English without any 

translation loss since all these sounds have close equivalents in all languages (see Ghazala, 

1995). 
3. Bound collocation: a bridge category between collocations and idioms. One element is 

21Baker M .• In Other Words: A Course Book on Translation (London: Routledge. 1992). p.49. 
22 Buctdey. R., Modem Uterary Arabic. A Reference Grammar (Beirut: Librarrie du Liban Publishers 

SAL,2004). p.70. 
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uniquely selective of the other. The following example shows such a type: 

.L5..r.J1 l.J-4 tY"i ,~I l.J-4 ~i ,J.-JI jA ~i '-Y-i)I ~ 

The above demonstrate that collocations constitute a key component in the lexicon of a 

natural language. Translators should possess a high systematic competence alongside their 

paradigmatic competence in order to ascertain collocations in general, which are 

considered to be problematic to translators of foreign cultures, and hence cause problems 

when it comes to production in the foreign language. In translating collocational patterns 

from language to language, several points should be taken into consideration which can 

pose problems during the translation process. These include: 

a. Problems of equivalence 
b. Problems of semantics 
c. Problems of cultural heterogeneity 

To conclude this brief discussion of the types and structure of collocations, we may need to 

restate that language is not made up of a large number of words that can be used together in 

free variation. Accordingly, most, if not all of the above collocations have unique meanings 

which often depend on their association with other words. For example, the collocations 

"damaged hair" and "brittle hair" have no close equivalents in Arabic. Viewing such 

collocational patterns, translators can easily fall into the trap of misinterpreting a 

collocation in the ST due to inference in his native language. In this respect, Baker 

maintains that: "words have a certain tolerance of compatibility. Like individual words, 

collocational patterns carry meaning and can be culture-specific. This, in addition to their 

largely arbitrary nature, gives rise to numerous pitfalls and problems in translation."2' 

5.3. Cultural issues in translating poetry 

5.3.1. Specific Cultural issues 

In this section, other views and difficulties that can beset poetic translation are discussed. 

Cultural issues in general often defy translation when translating poetic texts from Arabic 

into English, for example. Cultural issues can create other problems for literary translators 

in general and poetic translation in particular. For example, the degree of understanding 

between the two cultures concerned, that is, between two social groups who speak two 

different languages. their traditions. customs, beliefs, oral poetic traditions and their literary 

23 Or. cit.. p.63. 
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knowledge (themes and topics), ecology, lifestyle, geographical positions, and so on, are 

completely different. 

Culture includes different types of know ledge, including specific cultural rules and 

principles of the notion of arts, and so on. Culture, according to the New Oxford English 

Dictionary, is defmed as the customs, arts, social institutions, and achievements of a 

particular nation, people, or other social group. It is generally agreed that an essential part 

of culture is language. Translation is thus rendering a text from one language and culture 

into another language and culture. This leads one to state that translation is a potential 

means of communication and of wielding power, hence a principal means of understanding 

thought, art and ideas. The ancient thought of old nations, for instance, was preserved by 

translation. For example, the ancient odes of Arabia and the world of al-Mu 'allaqiit 

embody the unique literary/cultural heritage of the sixth century, reflecting their authors' 

thought and culture. For instance, the opening section where the narrator stops at the a!liil 

not only announces the loss of the beloved, but the spring rains and the flowering meadows 

of an idealized past also recall what is lost24
• This, in turn, offers a deeper message and a 

sign of cultural self understanding. Translators of the poetic canon, therefore, should be 

familiar with the various cultural poetic themes and matters that are embedded in the ST 

literary sphere. In this respect, George Steiner explains that: ''the translator closely 

reproduces the original but composes a text which is natural to his own tongue, which can 

stand on its own. ,,25 

Moreover, the translator should also perceive such facts and considerations that are related 

to ST literary material such as the extended topics and themes of Jiihiliyya poetry (see 

chapter 6). In addition, cultural issues often pose greater difficulty for poetic translators 

than linguistic features such as syntactic features. Cordero remarks on this when he states: 

"Interest in intercultural translation problems arises from recognition that culture-bound 

concepts, even where the two cultures involved are not too distant, can be more 

problematic for the translator than the semantic or syntactic difficulties of a text.,,26 

24 Sells, M., Traces of Desert Places (Middletown Connecticut: Wesleyan University ~s~ 1989), p.3. 
lS Steiner, G., After Babel: Aspects of LangUQge and Translation (London: Oxford Umverslty Press, 1975), 

1'.253. 
~ Quoted by Leppihalme Ritva. in Culture Bumps (Clevedon: Multilingual Matters Ltd., 1997), p.2. 
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Thus, understanding such Issues may requue an extra understanding of ST poetic 

knowledge, and therefore, translators should strive in finding proper equivalents for 

cultural terms to bridge and to meet the reader's expectations. As Kussmaul explains 

"Translators have to be aware of the fact that readers' expectations, their norms and \'alues. 

are influenced by culture and that their comprehension of utterance is to a large extent 

determined by these expectations, norms and values.,,27 

Nord goes on to state that the act of translation, in general, is to be seen as a purposeful 

activity.zs Translation in this case is an aim and purpose in the fust instance since to 

translate means to produce a text in a target setting for a target purpose and addressee in 

target circumstances.29 Accordingly, the ultimate goal of the translator is to convey SL 

contents, themes and subject matter as faithfully as possible. In poetic translation, 

faithfulness to the original is crucial. 

In the case of translating Jiihiliyya poetry into the modem English style of the twentieth 

century, the literature of the al-Mu 'allaqiit can show the features of oral poetic traditions 

that represent cultural facts and issues of the Arabic poetic culture of the sixth century 

embodied in the sequence of subjective themes such as love, wa.sf,fakhr, and so on (see the 

following two chapters). By means of translation, the ancient treasures and cultural aspects 

of Greek, Arab and other texts have been brought to light, exhibiting the major features of 

the translation of such classical work in modem times. This is especially true of the 

translations of early poetic cultural aspects and concepts, as the literal rendering of their 

crucial themes appears to demonstrate the specific cultural features of ancient works. For 

example, the description of the niiqa in Arabic wa;s[ poetry exhibits symbolic traces of the 

beloved. In this respect, Hardwick states that: 

a look at some of the main features of translations of classical works in 
the second half of the twentieth century was to show and reflect various 
sights of the main function of a translatio~ from c1assi~al 
poetry .. provides a contemporary means of understandmg and respondmg 

h . k 30 to t e ancIent wor . 

~7 Kussmaul. P., Training the Translator (Amsterdam: Benjamin's Publishing Co .. 1995), p.70. 
28 Nord. C, Translation as a Purposeful Activit .... · (Manchester: Jerome. 1997). pp.I-6. 
29 Ihid .. p.13. ") 
30 Hardwick. L.. Translating Words. Translating Cultures (London: Gerald Duckworth. 2(00). pp.II-\_. 
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The role of the modern translator is often regarded as a mediator, whose task is to make 

cultural matters in the ST accessible to readers. 

Generally speaking, when dealing with a poetic text, the subject of culture must be 

considered in the translation process, as it directly affects the understanding of the ST 

message, and hence plays an essential role in determining the appropriateness of linguistic 

units. According to Kussmaul: 

Cultural variables affect the degree of understanding between two language 
communities. As a result, language is an integral part of culture, and 
therefore it is the most comprehensive aspect to translators as decision 
makers, and one is indeed justified in saying that translation is intercultural 
communication.31 

Commenting on such issues, in his article "Source culture and target reader/creativity in 

translation" Aziz states that: "translation is not merely confined to language; it also 

involves translating culture.,,32 

Communication must be sought between the writer of ST and the reader of the TL text, that 

is, between members of the two different cultures. Yet, with regard to the expectations of 

TL readers, the consideration of needs and interests related to cultural issues is not only 

preferable, but highly desirable. For example, in translating Arabic verse, words such as 

'"\~ ~ ~ ,~ uts.c. , , all denote deserted places free of inhabitants, but which are 

vacated places and thus are often translated as "abandoned places". That is to say, both the 

desert and the abandoned places evoke the sense of a "solitary area." 

5.3.2. Meaning and Culture 

Translation as a means of communication normally communicates the intended meaning of 

the original message (SL) to its counterpart (TL) culture in a different language and to a 

different audience. While linguistic theories provide the basis for the translation process, 

they also offer an analysis of the linguistic form of SL units (word, sentence or a text) 

without much attention being paid to the SL author, hislher sociaVcultural background, 

31 Op. cit.. pp.65-71. 
J~ Aziz. Y., "Source Culture and Target Reader: Creativity in Translation", Tllrjumiill. vol. 13, no. I 

(Tangiers: Altopres, 2004). p.53. 
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status, textual matters, consideration of its culture, or the circumstance of the 

communication. 

A theory of translation, however, includes more than the text itself. That is to say, the 

meaning of a word or a sentence depends not only on its place in the text but also on other 

factors and matters outside the text. 33 For example cultural facts and factors are also 

relevant to the interpretation of SL word meaning. In this regard, Larson notes that: 

meaning of this kind needs to be conveyed with the conditions of a culture and its audience. 

He gives a clear cut picture when he states that: "each society will interpret a message in 

terms of its own culture. The receptor audience will decode the translation in terms of its 

own culture and experience, not in terms of the culture and experience of the author and 

audience of the original. 34 

5.3.3. Culture-specific words and translation problem 

This section demonstrates why an understanding of ST culturally-specific words is needed. 

Cultural words and issues display various connotational semantics that need to be 

considered by the translator. Ettobi states that translations not only give us access to texts 

that would otherwise remain inaccessible to our curious minds, but also help us to develop 

a certain view of the culture that produced it. 35 

English and Arabic have vastly different characteristics both linguistically and culturally. 

Linguistically, the two languages belong to very different language families: English is an 

Indo-European language while Arabic is a Semitic one. Consequently, there are no 

complete correspondences between the languages. Nida explain that: 

no two languages are identical, either in the meaning given to corresponding 
signals or in the ways in which such signals are arranged in phrases and 
sentences' it stands to reason that there can be no absolute correspondences 

, 36 
between languages. Hence there can be no fully exact translations. 

In Arabic culture, there are various words that carry with them the atmosphere and rhythm 

of a culturaVhistorical and aesthetic tradition, for example, t1;tliil dhikr al-diyiir and so on. 

33 Larson, M .. Meaning Based Translation: A Guide to Cross- Language Equivalence (Lanham: American 

University Press, 1984), pp.430-32. 
34 Ibid., p.431. .... 
35 Ettobi, M., "Cultural Reprentation in Literary Translation: Translators as MediatorS/Creators . Journal of 
Arabic Lircrature. vol. 37, no. 2. (Leiden: Brill, 2(06). p.206. 
36 Op. cit., p.156. 
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Specific cultural views lead to difficulty in translating SL cultural words in bridging the 

gaps to facilitate an understanding of culture, where communication raises awareness of the 

role of culture in constructing, perceiving and translating reality. 

The translation is viewed here as essentially an aspect of a larger domain, namely, that of 

communication across cultures. Hence, the subject of culture is taken into consideration in 

the translation process and has been discussed widely by a variety of translation scholars. 

Among these, Baker (1992), Bassnett (1980190), Lefevere (1975-92), Hatim and Mason 

(1990-1997), Holmes (1972), Nida (1964-2002), Venuti (2001-003), Hardwick (2000), and 

Newmark (1981-88) all discussed the influence of culture during the translation process, 

paying particular attention to cultural aspects, words, facts and factors, facilitating 

communication and understanding between persons or groups who differ with respect to 

language and culture. Accordingly, the task of translation needs to proceed cautiously 

given the cultural differences between SL and TL establishing and balancing the 

communication between the two cultures; the translator must be to a certain extent 

bicultural.37 

In Arabic culture we fmd words and expressions that convey the cultural, historical and 

aesthetic background of the Middle East; therefore, one should pay particular attention to 

all aspects of culture expressed by words and features embedded in ST cultural settings. 

Such words and expressions represent the cultural sphere of the ST; hence they show 

different cultural meanings. Consider for example the following expressions: 

.0Jal' ii.J ,.l.J4 L41 '.J L41 , ~U1' ~, , ii.l..,+ ~ .J ~ ~.;6..J' ~ 

Such words and expressions are used with particular meanings in various texts, and hence 

can cause problems affecting the translation process. Translators have to be careful when 

selecting appropriate equivalents for Arabic words, particularly metaphorical words and 

expressions. Cruse notes metaphorical words and expressions in languages are used 

I ·th . I . 38 sufficiently and frequent y Wi particu ar meanmgs. 

We now examine some examples of words/expressions m order to reflect on some 

important cultural differences between the two languages. Two cultures involved in a 

37 Tafat, R., 'The Personality of the Mediator' in The Mediating Person: Bridges between Cultures (Bochner 

and cambridge: Schenham. 1981), pp.53-88. 
38 Cruse, D., Lexical Senumtics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986), p.42. 
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translation may have different environmental backgrounds with regard to elements such as 

climate, flora and fauna. The environmental features of the ~1iddle East and the UK are 

used as an example. 

Both the Arabic and English languages reflect differences when referring to ecology. While 

the Middle East has a hot and very dry climate, the UK's climate is cooler and wetter. A 

translator of ArabiclEnglish texts may come across problematic aspects of ecological 

expressions; some words have different connotations in the other's language. For example, 

Arabic expressions associated with coldness express favourable connotations: "~\ 0')" 

literally means coolness of the eye. On the other hand, the equivalent ecological English 

expressions that have favourable connotations are usually associated with warmth, for 

example, warmth of the eye. The English expression: "he was given a warm welcome" is 

another example that has a positive connotation. In Arabic, some expressions associated 

with warmth carry negative connotations. For example, "~~ ~" literally means may 

your eyes be hot, that is harm is wished to you. This can be contrasted with the Arabic 

expression "~ 0.) ~\" which literally means "my daughter is the coldness of my eye", 

conveys a sense of gladness and delight towards someone who is loved. 

However, the Arabic term '\j~a..l\"carries different meanings in different contexts. In the 

above example, it gives the sense of "coolness" which is a desirable property in a hot 

climate where heat is associated with unpleasantness, and therefore is used in the sense of 

well wishing. It is also used in religious texts associated with some Qur' anic verses " 0.) 

~.J.) ~". It is, however, interesting to mention here how warmth is used metaphorically 

in Arabic. This idea is understandable now that we have understood that hotness is 

frequently used in Arabic in a negative sense. Furthermore, in modem dialects of some 

Arab countries, the expression "o)~~" literally "his eye is so hot" means that this person 

is dissatisfied with hislher fortune and wants what other people have; it expresses envy. 

The second example is the Arabic expression "t9LJI ~I", which literally means rainwater 

or rain clouds. The Arabic tenn ghayth is used by Arab poets in many situations to denote 

goodness and prosperity. It is used by the Arab mediaeval poet Ibn al-KhatTh. and is 

translated into English by Monroe as follows: 
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May the rain cloud be bountiful to you when the rain 
cloud pours, 0 time of love union in al-Andalus39• 

Monroe has clearly inserted the English term "bountiful" to refer to the Arabic term "~ .. 

which implies goodness and prosperity. This is one instance where translators need to 

consider cultural aspects and issues in order to provide clear and faithful renditions. It is 

used by most Muslim people after their prayers in the form of supplication. "~I..c...J" or a 

request, a plea for water, by means of asking Allah to provide rain for prosperous farming 

and bountiful pastures to feed their cattle': Wli ~ ~ j) ~\ . 

The third example is in the use of Ma/:zarib in the singular, mi/:zrab "y'~", which literally 

means the place of the imam at prayer time. The Arabic term mi/:zrab is used by pocts to 

show a culturally specific aspect. Therefore translators need to consider the particular use 

of the term mi/:zrab when translating specific ST verses. 

Wierzbicka notes that: words with a specific cultural nature and meanmg are to be 

considered as conceptual tools that reflect a particular ST knowledge of past tradition given 

to a living characteristic of a society and its experience.4o Thus. "~..Jl::....o." stands as a 

culturally specific item used by al-RundI in verse no.24: O.l.o~...sA J ~ ~...)b..J' ~ to 

show the real condition of the Muslims in being weak, crushed and collapsed. This verse is 

rendered into English by Monroe as: "Even the mihrabs weep though they are solid". In 

this version, it appears that the English language does not have an equivalent word that 

corresponds to the Arabic term "~.J6..J'''. This example shows how cultural differences 

can stand as a barrier and cause difficulties to literary communication. Monroe resorted to 

providing a transliteration for this term, aiming to preserve the ST cultural aspect of Arabic 

culture. This leads one to emphasise that the process of transmitting cultural elements is a 

complicated task. Culture is thus a complex collection of experiences. It includes history, 

social structure and everyday usage. 

However, most importantly, what applies to one specific culture may not to others, 

particularly for words that have special cultural aspects reflecting SL cultural features. 

39 Op. cit., pp.338-9. . 
40 Wierzbicka. A.. Understanding Culture Through Their Key Words (New York and Ox.ford: O\!ord 
University Press. 1997).pp.5-6. 



Thus, the absence of such cultural terms in English may affect the global understanding of 

SL cultural concepts, tradition, life, and beliefs. As an example of these issues, the Arabic 

simile image r~)1 Ji.. J~ literally means "cold as marble" giving the sense of "coolness" 

in the hot climates of the most Arab countries. In English speaking society, simile images 

are fundamental parts of the texture of the spoken English language. An example of this is 

the English expression "mad as hell" as an equivalent to the Arabic ~ y..4~, showing 

one's anger and distress. Abu-Ssaydeh notes that to "native speakers of English, similes are 

not merely stylistic ornaments; they are deeply embedded in the texture of the language.,,41 

On the other hand rendering the Arabic expression "~I u-il" can be translated into 

English as "touch wood" which clearly refers to a state of affairs in both cultures in which 

the expression conveys a particular sense of being lucky. Thus, the English equivalent 

"touch wood" is a literal rendering of its counterpart, expressing the same denotation and 

connotation. This is one of the few instances in which Arabic and English share a cultural 

expression with approximately the same nuances. For the translation of such original 

expressions, Newmark recommends a literal rendering preserving their referential and 

aesthetic character, sense and image. 42 

In the final example, certain animals may be familiar in one culture but not in the other, 

which can lead to a translational gap. Niiqa "she-camel" for example, is familiar in the 

Arab environment and hence is commonly mentioned in Arabic poetry (see chapter seven: 

Tarafa's ode). Some cultural differences might be non-conventional in terms of the topics 

to which they refer. For example, in the niiqa sections in some odes no common ground for 

translating them has been found yet. This is because scholars have only become interested 

in cultural dimensions in the last three decades as translation has developed and moved 

towards culturally oriented approaches. 

With the above examples in mind, cultural issues, expressions, terms and matters of the ST 

can pose various problems to translators in conveying the intended meaning of the ST 

message. Accordingly, translators should be familiar with such issues in order to 

41 Abu-Ssaydeh. A.. "English Equivalents: A Study in Inter-linguistic Intensification". Turjuman .• vol. 15. DO. 1. 
(Tangiers: Altopress. 2006). p.31. 

42 Newmark. P .• A Textbook o/Translation «London: Prentice Hall. 1988). p.l12. 
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understand the literary content as well as the cultural meaning of the ST. Furthermore. 

translators also need a solid background in the cultures they are working with, particularly 

the literary sphere of old notions such as the Greek, Roman, English and Arab worlds. Such 

knowledge helps translators to decide on the right and proper methods, strategies and 

techniques for translating literary texts from culture to culture and therefore forms a useful 

perspective on and guide to cultural information for the translator in understanding the ST 

message that is embedded in the cognitive environment of a particular culture. 

5.4 Concluding Remarks 

This chapter has looked at the crucial difficulties and revealed differing opmlOns of 

modem scholars with regard to the translatability of poetry from culture to culture. In 

doing so, the chapter has focused on a discussion of both linguistic and cultural issues that 

translators encounter as they deal with different terms, idioms and expressions. Specific 

attention has been given to word meaning, word connotation and word collocation. 
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Chapter Six 

A Concise Survey of J iihiliyya Poetry 

6.0. Historical background 

This chapter gives a concise survey of Jiihiliyya poetry, a form of ancient Arabic poetry 

written in the pre-Islamic period. The term Jiihiliyya, in a wide sense, denotes a period or a 

place of moral ignorance. It stands as reference to a particular age and people who 

inhabited the wide open spaces of the landscape and lived in tents. seeking rain water and 

pasture for their cattle. These were the ancient Bedouin, a nomadic Arabian tribal people 

living in desert areas in Arabia. They created their poetry during times of peace and war. 

As Sells explains "the long war of Basiis, subject of many odes. was begun by the 

sacrilegious killing of a niiqa "she-camel". The niiqa sacrifice is a ritual and poetic 

performance, sign and predication of the precarious balance of the community and the 

vitality of its bonds.,,43 Thus, the Jiihiliyya acts as a literary archive of the Bedouins' 

history; it is a reservoir of their epic days, preserving their glories. From this perspective. 

Jiihiliyya poetry (JP) refers primarily to an ideal place and the forms the basis of the 

literary traditions of the Islamic period. It refers to an idyllic heroic age, the age that 

embodied many virtues and noble deeds. Its poetry forms a canon of cultural values. 

Stetkevych states that: "the poetry of the anthologies of ancient poetry represented by its 

famous Mu 'allaqiit to their valued literary masterpieces were to capture the heroic/idyllic 

age, such as the /famasah.,,44 In sum, the early IP, particularly the literature of the 

Mu 'alliiqat, shows the famous legacy of ancient Arabic literature in terms of its fine 

subjects and themes. Furthermore, IP in general is free from artificiality and feebleness of 

style (rakiika). This is undoubtedly due to the truthful depiction of images and expressions 

taken from their nomadic environment and the richness of the Arabic language. 

6.1. Characteristics of ]ahiliyya poetry 

The Jiihiliyya poetry presents different topics, themes and images. The most conspicuous 

formal characteristics of this poetry are the special type of Arabic in which is written and 

43 Sells. M .. Desert Tracing: Six Classic Arabian Odes (Middletown, Connecticut: Wesleyan University 

Press. 1989), p.6. . 
44 Stetkevych, S .. "The Abbasid Poet Interprets History." Journal of Arabic Literature, vo\.1 0 (Lelden: 

Brill, 1979), pp.50-51. 
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its distinctive structure, varying according to the class of poetic markers of metre, rhyme, 

special vocabulary, images and expressions used, resulting from the poetic talents of the 

composer. 

JP employs a set of complicated metres based entirely on syllabic length. The poem is 

always composed in one metre, but metrical variation is produced by the presence of 

several variable positions within each metre. A large number of metres are recognized in 

Jiihiliyya poetry (see Meisami and Starkey, 1998). 

The metres normally used were fITst codified in the 8th century by al-Kbaln ibn Atunad 

based on the length of syllables rather than stress. A short syllable is a consonant followed 

by a short vowel. A long syllable is a vowelled letter followed by either an unvowelled 

consonant or a long vowel. 45 Stoetzer states that: "the usual metres names are those given 

in the metrical theory of al-Kbaln ibn Atunad, who distinguished fifteen metres. (A 

sixteenth, al-mutadiirik, was added by his successor al-Akhfash).,,46 The full metres and 

their most common variations are shown in appendix C. Each of the sixteen ideal metres, as 

identified by al-Khaln, is formed by the repetition of basic feet, which appear in different 

sequences in different metres. Haydar noted that the rhythmic core of feet and metres in JP 

is based on length, number of syllables and on rhythmic stress. As a result, each foot is 

represented by a mnemonic word derived from the root fa'al, "to do". Accordingly, the 

metres are then scanned according to the proportion of long and short syllables contained in 

anyone of the mnemonic combinations that constitute every metre.47 

Furthermore, Stoetzer also adds that Jiihiliyya verse metre is mostly quantitative, involving 

both short lui and long I-I syllable and with a stress pattern. These are of two kinds: double 

short syllables in one line alternating with one long syllable in another line (typical of 

wiifir, kamil and mutadiirik), and a long syllable in one line alternating with a short syllable 

in another (typical of the other metres).48 This suggests that although the metres are 

basically quantitative (length is phonemic in the language), the stress patterns which result 

automatically from certain syllable sequences would have enhanced certain metres and 

45 Jones. A .• Early Arabic Poetry. vol. 1 (Oxford: Ithaca Press, 1996). p.l~. . 
46 Stoetzer. w .• 'Prosody' in Meisami and Starkey. Encyclopedia of ArabiC Literature. Vol.2 (London and 
New York: Routledge. 1998). p.619. 
47 Haydar. A .• The Mu 'allaqa of Imru 'al-Qays: Its Structure and Meaning. A Contribution to tM Study of 
Pre-Islamic Poetry (Michigan: Ann. 1977). p.48. 
48 Op. cit., p. 619. 
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contributed to their aesthetic impact. The Arabic metrical system is thus based entirely 

around syllable type. Accordingly, the fust step is to learn what constitutes a short syllable 

and what a long syllable. Dickins et al., explain that: 

the basic distinction is between short syllables (consonant + short vowel) and long 
syllables (consonant + long vowel, or consonant + short vowel + consonant). All 
Arabic syllables are treated as beginning with a consonant. Accordingly, there is no 
ambiguity about where one syllable ends and another begins.49 

With this in mind, Arabic metres in general allow a degree of variation in the syllable types 

used to constitute their feet. This means that there is normally a degree of rhythmic 

variation within an individual composition. 50 Out of the sixteen types of metre, only two 

appear in this study: .tawfl "long" and kamil "perfect", which are used in Imru'al-Qays, 

Tarafa and Labld (see chapter7). For reasons of space, only these two types are now 

discussed to facilitate an understanding of their feet and variation. 

Tawfl and kiimil are very common metres in Jiihiliyya poetry. Henri Fleish notes that just as 

derivational patterns in which a long syllable follows a short, have a very high popularity in 

Arabic, so do metres whose feet invariably include this pattern, as If a 'iilun! and Imara'ilun! 

do in .tawil, or Imutara'ilun/ does in kiimil.51 Bateson gives a clear distinction between 

these two types. She simply states that the basic feet in .tawfl are u - - and u - u -, called 

by the Arabs Ifa'iilun/ and Imara'ilun/, whereas kiimil has only one basic type of foot, u u

u -, called Imutara'ilun/.52 

Using lui to represent a short syllable, and I-I to represent a long syllable, the types are 

represented by usingfl, the three consonants used in Arabic grammar to represent the three 

consonants of the tri-consonantal root, supplemented by derivational and inflectional 

affixes, and II I to represent a hemistich division. However, with regard to the useful system 

of al-Khaln in his description of each metre and according to a series of metrical feet 

(taf'nat), the following examples facilitate an understanding of the Arabic metrical 

description of each metre. They go as follow: half lines in transcription, and then 

syllabified. 

49 Dickins et aI., Thinking Arabic Translation: a Course in Translation Method Arabic to English (London 
and New York: Routledge, 2002), p.90. 
SOlb'd 

1 • llami A-L ' 
SI Quoted in Bateson, C., Structural Continuity in Poetry. A Linguistic Study of Five Pre- s C ruulC 

Odes (The Hague and Paris: Mouton, 1970), p.30. 
s2Ibid., p.29. 
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1. TawIl metre: ~u.., ul~ ~u.., jl~ , line one of Imru'ul-Qays's Mu'allaqa. first 
hemistich: 

Qifii nabki min dhikrii ftabzbin wa manzilll 
u- - u u-- U-U-I 
fa'ii -lun mara - 'I-Iun fa'ii- lun mara- 'I-lUll I 

If the shape lui is used to represent a moving consonant and the symbol I-I to represent a 

quiescent consonant, the fawIl metre, which consists of two feet. i.e. fa'li-Iunl mata- 'I-Iun 

repeated four times, will have the following scansion scheme: 

fa'li-Iun mara- 'I-Iun fa'ii-Iun mafa- 'I-Iun 

u - - u --- u -- u--

fa'li-Iun mara- 'I-Iun fa'ii-Iun mara- 'I-Iun 

u - - u --- u -- u---

2. Kiimil metre: Jc.\.i:i..a uk\.i:i..a uk\.i:i..a, line 2 of 'Antara' s Mil 'aUaqa, frrst hemistich: 

Yii diira 'ablata biljawii' takallami I 
- -u -uu -u-u u-u-I 
muta-fii 'aalun muta-fii 'aalun muta-fii 'aalu I 

The two examples therefore, show quite clearly the most favoured metres among early 

poets that are common enough to merit early attention. The others, such as wiifir, and bas~t, 

which are found in many poems (see Jones 1996, Meisami and Starkey 1998, and Dickins 

et al. 2002) do not need further discussion here. 

JP is therefore restricted by a complex metrical and rhyming scheme. Although the metres 

impose relatively little strain on the normal patterns of speech, the rules of rhyme, "qafiya", 

serve to supply further complications. Every verse in the qa~Ida must end with the same 

rhyme, as well as the end of the first hemistich of the frrst line. In this respect, it might be 

useful to mention Labld's rhyme scheme to give a clear picture of one of the complex 

Jiihiliyya qiifiya. For Bateson, Labfd uses a rhyme which is presumably very complex, e.g. 

I-amuha/ with the nominative ending hii, "of her, it, them". Labld has received both blame 

and sympathy for using this rhyme, and it is worth pointing out that he uses the Ihiil part of 

his rhyme with great skill throughout the poem (see appendix B).53 Other poets usc \'Cry 

simple rhymes, for example Imru'al-Qays uses l-alT! and larafa, I-adi/. Bateson also adds 

that, since the lengthening of the final consonant is automatic, and may represent I-i/, I-in! 

53 Ihid .. p.J2. 
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or I-II, and because short Ia! is very common, these rhymes allow for the use of the very 

wide range of forms.54 Thus, rhyme in Arabic is basically determined by the last consonant 

of a word. In JP, especially in the early odes, a single rhyme was used, continuing until the 

last line. 

This simple overview of JP metre and rhyme shows its two major features. The ancient 

poets of pre-Islamic Arabia are said to have held poetry competitions during the annual 

fairs at 'Ukaz, a market place of ancient Arabia. It was known to the Arabic ancient tribes 

as .l:a\Sc. L;.J'"'I, close to Mecca; here, ancient Arabic poetry was essentially designed for oral 

performance55. 

Cantarino explains that such poetry had a social function and was delivered for different 

purposes: "The Arabic poets, especially those of pre-Islamic times, were too realistic to 

conceive of poetry in an abstract way. Their role in society forced them more often than not 

to centre their composition on concrete events and problems.,,56 This view is also noted by 

other scholars such as Tuetey who states that "Jahiliyya poetry was intended for spoken 

delivery and to be understood by its audiences, and was therefore performed as an active 

social function.,,57 Since Jahiliyya poetry was produced to serve a defmite social purpose, 

in many cases it became an essential part of the social system. At its deepest level, early IP 

attempts to communicate its people's thought through the still evolving traditions of its 

ancient and passionate art. 

Nevertheless, in JP and in particular the poetry of al-Mu'allaqat, the poet's voice seems to 

speak about individual feelings and attitudes. In addition, the voice seems to speak on 

behalf of a nation or community. The genre of poetry is by far the most frequently 

discussed of pre-Islamic literature. Once the West became aware of its existence, it 

immediately attracted the attention of western scholars and writers. From such a view, 

Beeston et ale stated that ''poetry was the greatest mental activity of the Arabs and the 

summit of their attainments.,,58 The most famous full-length poems are '''The Seven Golden 

.54 Ibid . 

.5.5 Johnson, F., The Seven Poems (Bombay: Education Society Steam, 1893), p. ix . 

.56 Cantarino, V., Arabic Poetics in the Golden Age (Leiden: Brill, 1975), p.22 . 

.57 Tuetey, C., Classical Arabic Poetry (London: KPl, 1998), p.9. . ' 

.5a Beeston, et al., The Cambridge History of Arabic literature to the End of the Umayyad PenOd (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1983), p.27. 
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Odes" composed by the Jahiliyya poets namely Imru' al-Qays, larafa, Zuhayr, Labld, . AIm 

Ibn Kulthum, 'Antara, and Ibn Hilliza from Najd and al-Ijjaj. 

Within this general context, the Jahiliyya poet describes the primitive Bedouin community 

by means of materialistic descriptions of different aspects of desert life such as its animals. 

women (the beloved), the chief of the tribe, plants, valleys, and so on. He refers to these 

things in terms of his feelings, his reactions and his emotions. The unity and intensity of 

each verse depends on the consistency of the subjective impressions that create the work's 

atmosphere. In addition, in IP, the expressiveness of past experience and memories is 

predominant. 

The use of similes plays a major role in the versification, particularly in describing 

materialistic matters; things, places and persons. The order of the words, the metre, rhyme 

and the rhythm of verse, and the patterns of sound all have an evocative power that is 

relevant to the poet's message. Therefore, in IP the form plays an important role in 

reinforcing the images evoked by its content. Furthermore, a number of sections which 

form a unique artistic poetic system composed of various themes ( see 6.4) ranging from 

naszb motifs, for example dhikr al-allal, a section designed to evoke nostalgia and 

sympathy. Meisami and Starkey state that "the most favourite motif is the poet's stopping 

at the 'traces' of a deserted campsite, which he recognizes as the place where he once spent 

happy days with his beloved.,,59 This consists of reminiscence about a lost beloved, in 

which the traces of the beloved's abodes occupy a high place of regard. The Jahiliyya poets 

thus composed verse as clearly as possible, employing sentimental and materialistic images 

in the form of similes and metaphors as basic features that form the unique structure and 

form. 

From the above, it appears that IP is the poetry of man in confrontation with life and 

nature. This impression is made particularly vivid through the realistic and clear portrayal 

of the desert. The poetry has a characteristically rich diction, based on a large vocabulary 

and on imagery familiar to the poet's audience. 

Given the pre-eminently public and ritual nature of early Arabic poetry. it follows that the 

mood of the composer. his intention, artistic skill and ability in depicting pure pictures: 

5Q Op. cit.. p.631. 
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faithful and powerful, are all to describe various artistic features such as desert features 

"~\~\ ~k.o ", desert places, landscapes, and animals. Therefore, in its simple depictions. 

lahiliyya poetry gives a realistic picture of the lahi/iyya people's life. Similarly, the 

various pieces of wa~f in which a grand tableau is built up are often in the form of extended 

similes depicting various natural phenomena such as the wa~f images made by Imru'al

Qays in his description of the lightning, deserted valley etc.; they are generally selected 

from objects of daily sight, so highly coloured by his imagination as to surprise by their 

bright novel appearance. 

While IP reflects the simple life of the Bedouin people, the poet is in fact analysing these 

people's life and behaviour in some depth, as in the unique was! images of LabTd, 

describing the wild cow, attempting to protect its calf from hunters and their dogs. In his 

description of the wild cow, LabTd is referring to attributions of human feelings. 

Accordingly, IP reflects: 

a. The reality and clearness of its pictures in order to convey Bedouin life. 

b. A faithful transferring and depicting of images and scenes, directly related to actual 

daily life and experiences. Those which portray people's attitudes and experience 

are often enhanced by similes. 

Most lahiUyya imagery can therefore be seen as sentimental pictures "~ .Jy-a" that is, as 

materialistic images which carry unique personifications as the following verse: 

J \ It:' -: I ~ I .... \ ~ ~ I : • I· .. ~. • 
?,'\?,'''~"U~~Y ~~..,;:c~~~ 

From these examples, IP seems to create a series of poetic images describing social 

behaviour such as longing, love and the poet's attitudes which help in composing various 

artistic images, particularly those of descriptive images. The most striking characteristic of 

IP however is its conformity to the strict rules of composition, motifs, sequences of themes, 

metre and, above all, the distinctive rhyming scheme. 

Moreover, the first impression of IP is that, it was the record of their usage, their customs, 

their habits, their ways of living, their wars, virtues, vices, domestic affairs, social 

advancement, marketing dealings, creeds and beliefs, and sentiments, all would reflect the 

life of liihiliyya people. 
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Twentieth century scholars and translators have attempted to analyse the content and 

messages of liihiliyya by examining its materialistic pictures, similes and so on. In some of 

the liihilyya poems, the poet imparts various aesthetic pictures, often associated with 

nomadic life.6o The treatment of motifs and attitudes, all carry the voice of the poet and 

themes of the poem which are discussed below. As such, the poetry of the liihiliyya period 

is an absorbing subject for modern critics and translators, who are interested in its general 

topics and poetic themes. 

6.2. The Jiihiliyya Mu'allaqa 

In its classical form, the Arabic qa.szda "poem" has been dominant in Arabic poetry for 

nearly fifteen centuries. This section therefore, explores the form and content of the ancient 

Arabic qa;szda. The qa;szda is the form in which ancient Arabic poetry has come to us as, an 

ode containing various topics and themes (see section 6.4). 

The Mu'allaqiit singular of mu'allaqa, consisting of seven major poems, represent the 

standard type of pre-Islamic qa;szda, usually ranging from about thirty to one hundred 

lines.61 Nicholson defines the term Mu 'allaqa as follows: the Arabic word ~ is derived 

from the word 'ilq, meaning a precious thing or a thing held in high estimation, either 

because the poem is "hung on" or "hung up" in a place of honour, or in a conspicuous 

place.,,62 The Mu 'allaqiit are collectively known by the Arabs as al-Mu 'allaqiit al-Sab' 

that is, the so-called "suspended odes". They are the most famous desert poems, transcribed 

in letters of gold to be hung on the shrine of Ka'ba at Mecca and hence are seen as 

masterpieces of the qa;s'ida form. They are referred to as the golden odes due to their 

powerful images, glorious themes and subjective intentions. 

Poets of the liihiliyya period composed qa;s'idas on a variety of topics that are versed in 

classical language with a unique metre and rhyme. Traditionally, they would have been 

presented in an oral performance. As to its literary form, Meisami and Starkey explain that 

the qa.s'ida: "consists of short narrative descriptive units, sometimes introduced as 

60 Jones, A.. Early Arabic Poetry, vol. 1 (Oxford: Ithaca Press, 1996), p.6.. ." 
61 B t et al Arabic Literature to the End oifthe Umay\'ad Period (Cambndgc: Cambndge Umverslty Press, 

ees on. '. . 
19X3). p.38. . .' 953) 101 
62 N' h \" 1 R A Litl:rllT1' Historv oifthc Arabs (Camhridge: Cambndge Umvcrslty Press. 1 , p. . 

IC 0 SOl. .. . ' ~ 
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comparisons, depicting typical situations of tribal life, the Bedouin's most precIOUS 

possessions, camel and horse, and the landscape and animal world of the desert. ,,6~ 

Furthermore, Stetkevych states that "the ancient Arabic qa(S Ida , which has survi \'ed 

centuries of poetic phylogenies, presents standardized images within a strictly determined 

poetic structure; a structure that directs the verse from personal to public concems.,,64 The 

early Arabic poem (qa.slda) is composed in rhymed verses. It is based on the bayt "line" 

which is divided into two hemstitches, a verse appears as a single line or bayt. Each bayt 

retains its own individuality, but is a separate unit within the poem. The fust half of the line 

is called the .J~ or 'chest' (also JJYI ~I 'the first half'), and the second the 'a}u} .. ~ 

~I" rump (also ..,JWI ~I 'the second half') of equal length and ending with a single end 

rhyme; hence every bayt in the qa.slda ends in the same sound. 65 In addition, the fact that 

each verse in the qa(Slda is an independent unit relates to the demands of recitation and 

song and their effect on the listener. 

The opening section of the early poem Mu 'allaqa shows a range of emotions due to the 

poet's nostalgia embodied by the unique mqtla' "F", of each ode known as the naslb 

theme. The naslb, according to Meisami and Starkey, "is the only kind of love poetry 

preserved by the liihiliyya and always refers to a past relationship.,,66 

In the Mu 'allaqa of Imm'al-Qays, various pieces of waif are used as mUltiple pictures in 

the poet's reminiscences of his beloved, abode and tribe. This is represented by stopping at 

a!liil of the beloved, mostly deserted campsites and desolate places. References to the niiqa 

in larafa's ode give illustrations of feminine beauty and, therefore, these traces awaken in 

him the old love and he recalls her beauty, describing her thighs, face, eyes, and chest and 

so on. Such descriptive pictures give the TL reader a unique grand image, often in the form 

of extended similes. Factually vivid pictures depended on the poet's ability to write verses 

that give images of the beloved's beauty, for example: 

j~ ~b ~ ~ ~t.s ..:,,)l.:i9i ~w.JA 4J 
~I l.b ,;;<' . ~ lollS 'l:uc ~ u.w.?-' .h J ... ~J w , J 

6JMeisami. J .. and Starkey. P .. Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature. \'01. :1 (London: Routledge. 1998), p.6.31. 

64 Op. cit., pp.50-60. 
65 . 90 Op. CIt.. p. . 
66 Op cit.. p.631. 
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However, Montgomery maintains that: 

The Jahili qtl$Ida is thus both disparate, in that each section has its own importance 
and urgency, and a unified whole, in that it is the artistic creation of a human 
being interpreting his environment according to the conception which for him makes 
sense of that environment. 67 

Generally speaking, JP leads to a clear understanding of its use of themes, motifs and of the 

individual poem's literary structure. Accordingly, in his article entitled "Oral composition 

in Pre-Islamic Poetry," Monroe states that: "pre-Islamic poetry should on the whole be 

viewed as authentic.,,68 Monroe adds that in turn, "pre-Islamic formulas can allow us to 

characterize individual stylistic features with some degree of objectivity.,,69 

For Ilse Lichtenstadter, "the conformances of themes, motifs and sequences are the most 

striking characteristics of early Jahiliyya Arabic poetry.,,70 As we have seen, the 

Mu 'allaqat are a poetical document of how the Bedouins conceived themselves in relation 

to the world. The nasfb uses several conventional motifs to express former happy times 

with a beloved, previous glories and grief. As Stetkevych emphasizes: 

it is extremely important to notice that it is through the use of a particular 
motif in the nasw that that motif acquires a symbolic value which is 
permanent, like an additional symbolic dimension. The nasfb is like a 
catalyst or like a filter through which new aspects, or purer filtrations, are 
achieved. It is through this realization, or one may say discovery, that we 
may begin to understand the genesis of symbolic language in Arabic: 
everything that touches the nasfb becomes a symbol.

7
} 

Accordingly, the frequent motif of dhikr qtlal, the departure of the beloved and her tribe, 

reiterates tones of pessimism. In this way, the poetry shows people' past experience by 

means of various symbolic features. 

67 Montegomery. J. E .• "Dichotomy in Jihili Poetry". Journal of Arabic Literature. vol. 8 (Leiden: Brill. 

1986).pp.9-10. ." I 2 (Le"d " 
68 M e J "Oral Composition in Pre-Islamic Poetry". Journal of ArabiC Literature. vo . I en. onro. .• 
Brill. 1971).p.41. 

: ~~tenstadter. I. Introduction to Classical Arabic Literature (New York: Twanye Publishers. Inc .• 1974). 

ft· ~~tkevYCh. J.. The Zephyrs of Najd: The Poetics of Nostalgia in the Classical Arabic Nasib ( Chicago: 
The University of Chicago Press. 1993). p.62. 
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JP is thus, one of the most remarkable set of texts to affect western translators and scholars. 

By means of the translators' efforts, the early Jahiliyya odes with their various distinctive 

themes and topics have been brought to light to various readers of different languages and 

cultures. 

Furthermore, ill their treatment of its content, western translators into English have 

attempted in their texts to retain some of the most distinctive features of its subjective and 

descriptive images as embodied in its clear pictures and similes that reflect the deep 

nostalgia and their authors' intentions. Take, for example, the qtlal verses in the Mu 'allaqa 

of Labld which contain a group of parallel oppositions, such as the two words mentioned in 

the opening verse, '" afat and ta' abbad". As to their literal meanings, the fIrst means to 

efface, denoting the old dwellings of the beloved that no longer exist. The second means 

the lack of human inhabitants "desolate abodes". This denotes the poet's vision of life and 

death and encompasses human life, wildlife and animal life. 

Other images are depicted by the translators in order to convey the human senses. 

Consider, for example, the image in verse seven: the antelopes lying peacefully with their 

calves constitute a pleasant and harmonious opposition, as in the relationships between 

mothers and children. Jones has affrrmed that "Jahiliyya Arabic poetry shows remarkable 

homogeneity, a vast reservoir of stock themes, commonplaces and cliches, of poetic images 

and phrases and of metrical patterns, the basic idiom in which the poetry was composed."n 

Traditionally, the qa~ida in its most complete form consists of several sections. That is a 

combination of themes given in a recognized sequence: madifJ (panegyric), hija' 

(lampoon), ghazill (love), ritha' (lament). Other themes stem from these basic themes. It 

begins with a nasib which is often called an erotic prelude, deals with elegiac motifs such 

as the ruined abodes found in a.tlal (traces of the beloved's abodes with amatory themes, 

ruins left by the beloved's tribe). As Beeston et ale explain ''the nasib theme is allusion to 

the abode of the beloved. Nostalgia and longing for his home territory are the eternal lot of 

the poet who is, in the Arab ideal, the ever-wandering Bedouin.,,73 Thus, the nas'ib forms 

one of the most distinctive features of JP. The employment of the nasib is a way of 

remembering the beloved, and acts as the introductory phase which leads to other themes 

72 • 4-5 Op. CIt., pp. . 
73 . 46 Op. CIt., p. . 
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such as a journey ribla, waif, fakhr and so on. In addition, it is the most highly stylized 

section of the qa~fda, and is the section within which the Jiihiliyya poet attempts to 

demonstrate his technical competence. For Bateson, 

it is ~ section desi~ed to evoke nostalgia and sympathy on the part of 
the hstener. It remtll1sces over a missed beloved and this is often tied to 
a description of the deserted encampment that was the scene of their 
love. It may include a description of the beloved and of the lovers' 
separation, usually through her departure.74 

However, the nasfb section of the early Arabic ode also shows the poet stopping at the atlal of the 

beloved tribe, recalling past experience. This is through the remembrance of happy memories, the 

season of love. 

As for the descriptive poetry "waif', there are many descriptive verses describe the 

deserted camp including the remains of formal abodes. Descriptions of the animals, places, 

and natural phenomenon's are also common, particularly when there are isolated 

descriptive passages. For example in Tarafa's ode: 

Without a doubt, such descriptive images were another strategy of Jiihiliyya poetry. 

However, the metaphorical intent of the above descriptive verse ~. iJi- 44~) only 

comes to light when seen in the structural and thematic context of the entire qasida. 

The concludingfakhr section of the Jiihiliyya ode presents the poet's self-glorification and 

tribal glorification (see Labld'sfakhr verses). Personalfakhr may occur as an expression of 

rebellious individualism, as in Tarafa's Mu'allaqa (see appendix B), or it may be inspired 

by protest (see Tarafa's reproach). Beeston et al. note that: ''The standard pattern of 

personalfakhr is best exemplified in Labld's Mu'allaqa. Here the poet's sense of belonging 

to a noble clan underlies his deep feeling of self-satisfaction, which inspires him to self

glorification.,,7s Tribal fakhr, on the other hand, occurs as a form of glorification of the 

tribe by means of its members, depicting the Jahiliyya tribe's place among the other ttibes. 

74 Bateson, M. C., Structural Continuity in Poetry: A Unguistic study 0/ Five Pre-Islamic Arabic Odes (The 

Hague: Mouton &. Co., 1970), p.lS. 
7S Op. cit., p.83. 
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Thus, JP reveals the author's own voice; he speaks of his own situation and that of his tribe. 

The poet acts as the voice of the tribe on many occasions, reflecting their sorrow and 

happiness. Yet, it is created by a poet's own literary life, place, circumstances. yiews. 

intentions and personality. 

6.3. Themes of J iihiliyya Poetry 

Beeston et al. Jones and others emphasise seven standard themes as the dominant themes of 

the ancient poems of pre-Islamic poetry: naslb, ghazal (love), madl(z (panegyric). hijii' 

(lampoon), rithii' (elegy or lament), waif (description), fakhr (praise: self and tribal 

glorification) and hikma (wisdom or aphoristic sayings).76 Each of these main themes is 

enhanced by several sub-themes. According to Blachere, "the main theme consists of a 

combination of "sub-themes" that in turn consist of a combination of single traits or 

motifs.,,77 For example, the theme of the naslb frequently contains the "sub-theme"' of arliil 

which in tum contains the question al-diyiir. Therefore, it becomes a form of evidence and 

a mark of the past and is provided with a special power enhanced by sympathetic attention. 

With these simple outlines, the following concisely summarises the seven main themes 

extracted from Beeston et al. as to represent the basic themes of early IP of the 6th century. 

They may be summarized as follows: 

1. Love (ghazal): the sub-themes included here are the traces of the deserted encampments 

of the beloved, the beauty of the beloved, the meetings between the two lovers, the pain of 

separation in terms of ri/lla of the two lovers, and the memory of secret encounters with the 

beloved, which includes two additional sub-themes of recalling the distant beloved and 

recalling the past happy days and experiences with the beloved. 

2. Praise (madl(z): includes the nobility of the patron, his courage, his hospitality to guests, 

and his generosity. 

3. Lampoon (hijii '): this includes social criticism. It could be either implicit (without 

specifying the name of the person) or explicit (that is attached to a named person). This 

theme also includes condemnation and lack of respect for guests, to whom he does not 

offer appropriate hospitality. 

76 Op. cit. 
n Blachere. Tiirikh al-adab al- 'arabi. trans: IbrahIm al-KilanI (Beirut: Dar al-Fikr al-~tll'aS\f. 1998). pp. 437-

534. 
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4. Elegy (ritha '): this include the sub-themes of praise of the person being mourned (the 

deceased), the sadness of the poet, and the poet's reflections on the greatness of the dead 

person, as in the ritha' of al-Khansa' of her brother S.akhr. 

5. Description (waif): this includes various objects such as the old encampment of the 

beloved, descriptions related to the beloved, abodes such as the description of arial, and the 

desolation of the lover as a result of the departure of the beloved's tribe. The descriptions 

of the poet's niiqa , horse, and wine are all themes which convey the poet's intentions, 

feelings and attitudes. 

6. Praise (fakhr): this main theme includes two types: praise of one's self and praise for the 

tribe. The first contains several sub-themes such as courage, loyalty, generosity, the ability 

to defend one's tribe and protect it, and to guarantee security and peace. Tribal praise 

contains sub-themes such as courage on the field of the battle, and the choice of a wise and 

courageous man as master of the tribe. 

7. Wisdom (I].ikma): this includes the sub-themes of the certainty of fate and time, old age 

which overtakes youth, and the advice that the poet transmits to his people and his tribe. In 

these sub-themes, the wiser a man is, the greater his ability to make wise decisions and to 

persuade others that those decisions are the right ones; this is an important aspect of the 

social function of the shii 'ir. 78 

The Jiihiliyya poet appears to use a fixed traditional repertory of themes in response to the 

audience's interest, for example, by using poetic techniques such as wa$J that is pieces of 

extended imagery describing natural matters appreciated in detailed descriptions of animals 

and natural phenomena such as of the night, lightning, etc. For readers, critics and 

translators, the qa~lda of Jiihiliyya exhibits a rather flexible ordering of themes based on 

the poet's deep passion, his intentions, attitudes, the nature and circumstances of tribal oral 

composition, and the social environment in which he lived. It was important for the 

Jiihiliyya poet to indicate the way in which the Bedouin of the Jiihiliyya thought of 

themselves and how they interpreted their environment in relation to themselves. As the 

Jiihiliyya poets were deeply influenced by the features of the desert, their poems are 

poetical manifestations of this world-view. 

78 Op. cit.. pp ... U-88. 
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Generally speaking, IP of the 6th century in general has maintained its originality as a 

medium of self expression and a reflection of nomadic life, protest and rebellion. It has 

been at the same time for centuries a vehicle of entertainment through the generic themes 

of its authentic verse. 

6.4. Concluding Remarks 

This chapter is designed to present a concise overview of IP identifying and investigating 

the original structure of the liihiliyya ode with regard its topics and hence exploring its 

basic authentic themes and techniques such as its metre and rhyme. Also, this chapter 

discusses the main characteristics of IP that leads to a clearer understanding of how an 

ancient ode was composed since it leads directly to a comprehensible understanding of its 

use of themes, motifs, and so on. It also discusses the form and structure of the ancient 

liihiliyya ode, that is, its distinctive single system of rhyme, occurs at the end of every line, 

metre, rhetorical expressions and other devices such as similes. These issues will be 

discussed in the next chapter in order to show how translators dealt with liihiliyya poetry 

that include its topics, images and themes in a new language, culture, time and place. 
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Chapter Seven 
An Overview of some modern 

English translations of J iihiliyya odes 

7.0 Introduction 

In this chapter, the researcher has considered some specific modern English translations of 

three Jiihiliyya odes by Imru'al-Qays, 1.'arafa and Labld. The English translations used here 

are those of Arberry, Sells, Jones and O'Grady. These translations are chosen for 

discussion, because they differ in many respects, and the comparison is therefore very 

illuminating. Each translation is successful in different ways in considering poetic 

techniques and themes. Therefore, the focus here is to discuss the actual processes of 

translation in an attempt to clarify the techniques and strategies used by the aforementioned 

translators. Accordingly, this study is mainly a comparative as well as an analytical study 

of some translated verses of selected verses and themes of the liihiliyya odes. It is based on 

an extensive study of the original material, which relies mainly on the description and the 

analysis of some verses of the selected themes. 

The researcher has limited the sample of verses and themes because of their large number. 

The nas"ib verses of Imru'al-Qays, 1.'arafa and Labld are all discussed and analysed. It will 

also discuss a particular selection of these verses with regard to wa~f anqfakhr. The reason 

for concentrating on the nas"ib verses is because of the tendency in liihiliy:va poetry to begin 

with the a(lal. a common poetic norm associated with the Mu 'allaqiit. 

As has been said, due to considerations of space, a thorough evaluation of the syntactic, 

semantic and lexical elements of each translation will not be undertaken here. To illustrate 

the method, we will look flrst at each translation, examining poetic features and hence 

discussing the translation process and techniques used with the aim of identifying the actual 

strategy used by the translators. This study thus attempts to investigate the translations 

themselves avoiding paying undue attention to many problems of detail that would tend to 

overshadow this main purpose. 
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7.1. Overview of the English translations 

This section gives a brief overview of English translations of the ancient lahili\'\'a odes. 

The liihiliyya odes were widely translated into European languages, including English. For 

instance, the odes of Imru'al-Qays, 1.'arafa and Labld were first translated by Johnson 

(1893), followed by Lya1.l (1894), Anne and Wilfred Blunt (1903), Arberry (1957), 

Stetkevych (1993), Sells (1989), Jones (1996), and O'Grady (1997). However. for reasons 

of space only three English translations of each ode will be discussed. These are as follows: 

A. Imru'al-Qays (Arberry's, lones's and O'Grady' translations). 

B.1.'arafa (Arberry's, O'Grady's and Sells' translations). 

C. Labld (Arberry's, lones's and Sells' translations). 

These English translations were executed during the second half of the twentieth century. 

and have provided a valuable contribution to the understanding of ancient lP in the West, 

which is totally foreign to the western reader. Therefore, it is hoped that an analysis of 

these translations will present fresh and insightful information. 

7.1.1 Arberry's translation 

Arberry's translations of al-Mu'allaqiit appeared in 1957 aimed at educating a class of 

English readers about both the techniques of lP and the foreign culture of the Arabs. They 

were written in a poetic style that reflects a detailed historical knowledge of the 

background of the liihiliyya authors and their poetic skills that, in turn, reveal particular 

features and issues of the ST cultural setting. 

The translations are a very different form of translation compared with those of Sells. Jones 

and O'Grady. Arberry chose to translate al-Mu 'allaqiit in a different way and using a 

different form of translation. That is to say, he opted for a more verbal poetic rendition with 

strong rhythmical pattern. In his book "The Seven Odes". Arberry states that: "I have tried 

to follow the rhythmic pattern, but without consistent rhyming ... 79 

He also says that: 

79 Arberry. 1 .. The Sl'\'ell Odes (London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd .. 1957). p.60. 
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it seems unlikely now that further linguistic discoveries will be made 
of a character so fundamental as materially to affect the traditional 
interpretation of ancient Arabic poetry. In the versions which I have 
made I have sought to resolve the difficulty of idiomatic equivalence 
on these odes; and I think that the result is a gain in vigour and 
clarity. so 

With this in mind, Arberry's process is mainly a poetical one that reflects a common poetic 

pattern of English i.e. the iambic foot and "iambic pentameter," a metrical pattern of 

variable syllables either stressed or WIstressed. His translation also exhibits traditional 

devices such as alliteration, which gives a distinctive feature to his poetic style. 

Moreover, looking at Arberry's strategy with the three odes WIder discussion, one can note 

both a quaintness of language and roughness of rhythm in the use of phonic patterns as a 

technique used to convey as near as possible a natural vehicle of thought. The lines are of 

considerable length, with short clauses. Such a technique is noticeable in Arberry's poetic 

units where he resorts to the use of pWIctuation marks, as in "Halt, friends both! Let us 

weep," "Gently now, Fatima! A little less disdainful:" and "Don't perish in sorrow; restrain 

yourself decently.!" 

Arberry thus prefers a more poetic style, which depends entirely upon the effects of the 

rhythmical units of the TL syntactic units "enjambments". This proves how boldly and how 

successfully Arberry sacrificed rhyme to rhythm. Arberry's strong stressed pattern and 

considerable variation in the rapidity of the poet's utterances contributes to the excellence 

of the translation, where he attempts to provide a purely poetic rendition with a clear 

syntactic elements which are more linked to the type likely to appear in the TL. 

Arberry's translation, therefore, reads like rhythmical iambic poetry. His lines are 

structured to keep the sense without the aid of rhyme. This leads Arberry to employ a 

regular pattern, as part of the translator's conscious effort to assimilate other type of 

metrical expression, hence in the process, sticking to the iambic pattern. Lefevere notes that 

"most blank verse translators' stick to the "orthodox" iambic pentameter, their choice of 

ready-made utterances is obviously limited to those that conform most easily to the iambic 
,,81 

pattern. 

a'1bid., pp.59-60. . 
alLefevere, A., Translating Poetry: Seven Strategies and a Blueprtnl (Assen: Van Gorcum. 1975). p.M. 
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With these points in mind, the true secret of blank verse as a strategy consists in the proper 

adaptation of words to severe laws of rhythm, but no rhyme to the sense contained in them. 

Thus, to analyse Arberry's blank verse in all its details would require extended study. 

However, it is enough to point to its organic and delicate structure that forms simple poetic 

verses. As to the music, Arberry's blank verse attempts to present strong rhythms with 

delicate syllables that give strong artistic tone. Arberry's thus makes use of English blank 

verse as a technique for use in translating rhymed poetry, and hence this strategy can be 

used perfectly well in translation without the need for stanzas or rhyme. Arberry's 

translation therefore, was written without a rhyming scheme. Hence, it may be stated that 

Arberry has not only created for himself a style in narrative and descriptive blank verse, but 

has also adapted the unrhymed iambic pentameter to lyrical purposes. 

For Arberry's translation, it seems that blank verse as a strategy was a favoured form to be 

used in poetic translation, distinguished by having a regular metre, and consisting of 

unrhymed lines; properly, iambic pentameter. Cuddon notes that, in English, the metre 

most commonly used with blank verse has been iambic pentameter. It has become the most 

widely used of English verse forms and is the one closest to the rhythms of everyday 

English speech.82 This is one of the reasons for it being particularly favoured by Arberry, 

so as to prepare the listener for a heightened response to the effects of language and 

imagery in the odes. 

Generally speaking, Arberry's translation attempts to imitate the English verse pattern, by 

using various poetic techniques such as alliteration, lucid similes and metaphors. The 

descriptions are tangible and cast with vivid images that are flexible, powerful and quite 

poetic. In addition, Arberry's translations give a full description of tribal places and the 

deserted encampments of the ancient world of the Bedouin. 

Holes among others, considers Arberry's translation as the most important contribution to 

modem literary English translations aimed at the modem general reader.
83 

In addition. 

Holes explain that: "Arberry's translations read elegantly enough, even if the mannered and 

82 Cuddon. J., A DictionDry 0/ Literary Terms and Literary Theory (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers. 1991). 

&~~les. C., al-M,,'allaqat; in Peter France: The Oxford Guide to LiterallUe in English TrtInslalion 

(Oxford: Oxford University Press. 2(00). p.l64. 
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faintly archaic idiom (reminiscent of some of the English Romantics) occasionally jars.,,84 

He admires Arberry's style and composition for its presentation of fresh insights and 

faithful portraiture of the ancient nomadic people of the Jiihiliyya age. 

7.1.2. Sells' translation 

Sells' translation appeared during the late 1980s. The aim is to produce a free-form 

rendition of early Arabic odes in a natural idiomatic and contemporary American verse. 85 

The most conspicuous characteristic of Sells' poetic translation is the special type of the TL 

organized cadences, especially those of common speech, which is often substituted for 

regular metre. As he himself says, "I have not imitated the complex metre and rhyme of the 

original, but have used cadence, as modulated through the line breaks, to recreate the 

original rhythmic texture formed by the play of syntax across the metre.,,86 Sells' 

translation attempts to take a different form of verse writing. The verses are arranged in the 

quatrain form (see below) and divided into clear sections so as to imitate the original. Sells' 

translation thus gives as near as possible a clear depiction of ST material, despite the 

differences of the two linguistic systems and culture of early Bedouin society, and 

energises new senses of cultural identity that underlie the various kinds of translations. 

Like Arberry, Sells' translation also reflects the major literary thematic features of the ST 

by using imagery, similes and so on. The similes and metaphors work in the continual 

expansion and deepening of epithets that give the translations of these odes a poetic sense, 

hence bringing the ancient Bedouin voices to life in contemporary English. To illustrate 
• 

this point, consider the following example extracted from his translation of Labid's ode to 

describe the poet's riding animal. It goes as follows: 

She is as fleet in the bridle 
As a reddish cloud 

Emptied of water 
Skimming along on the south wind. 

Nevertheless, Sells' modem translations of al-Mu 'allaqiit act as a transformation of ideas 

and subjects across the expanses of time, place and tradition. Sells' aim is to render al

Mu'allaqiit into a natural, idiomatic and contemporary English style, recreating the original 

84 Ibid., p.l46. ..' and C . WI' . 
85 Sells. M .• Desert Tracings: Six ClDsSIC Arabum Odes (MIddletown ormecbcut: es eyan Uruverslty 

Press. 1989). p.8. 
86 Ibid. 
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textual topics revealing a more profound thought of their composers' sharpness. In 

addition, Sells' translations have much about them those appeals to our time: sharpness of 

images, symbolic depth, suppleness of allusion and honesty in their encounter with the 

human condition. 

7.1.3. O'Grady's translation 

O'Grady's translation of al-Mu 'allaqiit appeared first in 1990 and is written almost entirely 

in a freer form of modem verse so as to offer a modem poetic translation. In his 

translations, O'Grady had completely laid aside the original metre and rhyme and instead 

wrote the odes in free verse. In his introduction to his book The Golden Odes of Love. 

O'Grady explains that in doing so he intended to present to the reader the experience of 

hearing the poetry as it was originally recited. In addition, O'Grady took great poetic 

license in his translation by deciding to omit the names of places and tribes, so as not to 

inconvenience modem readers.87 His translations present a useful poetic production of IP 

despite the cultural gap that constitutes a main problem in rendering culturally specific 

knowledge. O'Grady's translation attempts to interpret the source-culture allowing much 

freedom from either the personal or general view of his own language and culture. Hence, 

the cultural mismatch of lexical items is viewed as representing differences in languages 

which have different connotations extracted from TL depending on the culture, 

geographical location, time, and the worldview of the people. 

Like Sells', O'Grady's translations reflect a modem free verse translation, which 

conforms to no set rules of traditional restrictions in regard to metrical and rhyme schemes. 

Also, O'Grady's translations show signs of a complex style using distinctive words and 

expressions which is mostly idiomatic, as in Imru' al-Qays' s version: "you can still see the 

dried dung like dried dates", and 

Like the dark drapes it drops down upon me 
and uncovers its gargoyles guffaw me, 

maddened me so I shouted back. 

O'Grady's translations thus make use of traditional devices such as the artistic use of 

compensatory alliteration marked by the repetitive sounds of some letters. 

87 O'Grady, D., The Goldt'fl Odes o/Love (Cairo: The American Univcrsity in Cairo Pre' .... 1997). p.1. 
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Furthermore, O'Grady's translations are also characterized by a wide vocabulary. using a 

rich variety of adjectives and expressions that agree with the TL cultural sphere (see 

appendix A). In addition, O'Grady's choice of words is based on TL idiomatic lanauaae 
b b' 

particularly those that emphasise the corresponding theme-words e.g. the verses that 

describe the physicality of the riding animals, are meant to capture the complexity and 

power of ST imagery. It is therefore, such imagery that makes the liihiliyya odes the 

keystone of ancient Arabic poetry. 

Generally speaking, O'Grady's translations display a variety of issues. His renditions also 

give specific place to the ST imagery, which is one of the salient characteristics of the 

liihiliyya ode. Furthermore, in his treatment of the liihiliyya ode, O'Grady's translation 

offers a wide range of symbolic images depicting the poet's intentions, behaviour, and 

attitudes, thereby picturing the real state of the poet's inner feelings and emotions. For 

example, the verses describing the night in the Imru'al-Qays ode show the poet's irritable 

mood and anxiety. Finally, O'Grady's distinctive translation process displays a limited 

number of patterns occurring so frequently as line ending or line beginnings which will be 

perceived, if only subconsciously, as recurring, rhythmic units. 

7.1.4. Jones' translation 

Jones' translation was published in 1996 for students whose aim was to learn the ancient 

foreign culture of liihiliyya poetry. Jones' translations attempt to provide a general 

introduction to the odes. That is to say, each is given its own introduction, presenting the 

Arabic text verse by verse, and accompanied by a translation of a strictly functional kind 

with enough information for a student to build a basic impression of the JP of the 6
th 

century: learning its structure; topics and themes. For this reason, Jones' aim is to provide 

the reader with a variety of liihiliyya poetic techniques using accessible language, 

explaining in more detail the ST units so as to provide a better understanding of the Arabic 

verse in terms of its structure and semantic content.88 Jones's translations therefore attempt 

to make a significant contribution in this field with the aim of developing a better 

understanding and appreciation by students of Arabic. Such a "iew is emphasized by Jones 

himself when he states that "My aim is to get the student to the point where he or she can 

88 Jones. A., Early Arahic POl'try: Select Odes, vol.2 (Oxford: Ithaca Press University, 1996). p.viii. 
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understand the poem and then step back and make his or her own assessment. ,,89 

Jones' translations explain what the ST aims to convey, taking into account ST literary 

matters, topics and themes and depending entirely on direct explanations of ST units; that 

is, the translations of their literal meanings which can serve as a help to the reader who is 

unable to struggle through the ST on his own. Consequently, Jones' primary aim is to 

render the meaning of the ST units in a different culture and for different readers. 

On closer investigation, Jones's translation is direct and usually displays various devices to 

direct the reader's attention to specific features and elements. Some of these are the 

morphological form of ST units; that is, words and expressions. The style adapted by Jones 

is simple and transparent. It reflects ST poetic topics and images of JP, facilitating an 

understanding of the ST literary meanings, artistic features, and textual matters. 

However, Jones' translation procedure is mainly an operational one that shows various 

sequences of ST events. It begins by explaining ST lexical items and phrases. This strategy 

seems to be operated at two levels: one at the word level and the second at the phrasal 

level. Jones' strategy therefore appears to be different from those of the translators 

described above. His approach seems to follow the framework proposed by Nida (1964) 

and Catford (1965). This framework is based on a "formal equivalent" where the emphasis 

is on the literal transference of ST unit by unit, giving a prose translation which explains 

ST units in much detail. Accordingly, Jones's translations are close, literal, clear and direct, 

particularly in the treatment of simile images, which create straightforward transposition of 

ST material. 

7.2. Concluding Remarks 
The above sections of this chapter have attempted to present a concise overview of some of 

the English modem translations of the ancient Jiihiliyya odes. These translations represent 

twentieth century English translations, distinguished by the emergence of numerous 

translations of different types of poetry both modem and classical. Accordingly, the survey 

aims to provide readers with useful insight into the most common processes used in 

translating poetic genre. It reflects largely modem linguistic theories of translation and 

hence emphasises different theories and strategies of translation (see chapter 9). Ye~ it 

89 Ibid. 
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appears that in the complexity of poetic language and its various uses, translators have 

attempted to be flexible in their choice of methods and to adapt their translations to the 

nature of the text to be translated. Consequently, the above sections attempted to present 

useful information discussing basic characteristics of the modem English translations, 

paying particular attention to the aim, strategy, and literary and linguistic style of each 

translation. These issues will be discussed in the next chapter in order to illustrate how 

translators dealt with the literature of al-Mu 'allaqiit, translating their topics, images, 

themes and adapting them to their culture, time and place. 
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Chapter Eight 
Textual Analysis of Parts of Three J iihiliyya Odes 

8.0. Imru'al-Qays's Mu 'aZlaqa 

8.1. Introduction 

In the previous chapter, a brief survey of modem English translations by Arberry, Sells. 

O'Grady and Jones are discussed. The main objective of this chapter is the analysis of the 

English translations of a selection of Imru'al-Qays's verses. Three English translations are 

considered here i.e. Arberry, Jones and O'Grady. Before starting the analysis and 

discussion, it is worth referring to the original author presenting an overview of his ode; 

considering its rhyme, metre, topics, themes and style. The analysis and the comparison of 

the considered translations are based upon the findings gained through the thorough study 

of the three translations of each verse. 

8.2. The Poet 

Imru'al-Qays is a liihiUyya poet of ancient 6th century Arabia, known to the Arabs as the 

"Wandering King". He is one of the authors of al-Mu 'allaqiit al-sab' which are among the 

most famous of early JAP composed in and around the Arabian desert. The real name of 

Imru'al-Qays was Hunduj, the son of Hujr, who in turn was the son of al-Harith, a 

descendant of the royal Kinda who gave his name to a famous South Arabian tribe. I Early 

on, while living among the outlying tribes in the desert, Imru' al-Qays displayed a passion 

for poetry that was encouraged by his uncle al-Muhalhil? He was skilled at describing 

different aspects of nature. This skill can be clearly seen in his famous description of his 

horse, a verse that placed him as a poet of the highest calibre among his contemporaries. 

As O'Grady states, Imru'al-Qays was the first to express certain ideas which other poets 

admired and imitated so that it would be no exaggeration to say that his Mu 'allaqa is at 

once the oldest. the most famous and the most influential poem in all Arabic literature. 3 His 

lOp. cit. • p.14. 
2Ibid .. p.32 . 
. ' . 'J Op. CIt.. p ...... 



poetic mood centres on a passion for life; this is especially found in his love verses (see 

ll.1-24). Furthermore, it is said that Imru'al-Qays was the greatest and the most influential 

of all the pre-Islamic poets who devoted his life to avenging his father in an attempt to 

restore the power of Kinda. This earned him the nickname aI-Malik aI-{lilifl "the 

wandering king.',4 

In his article "Imm'al-Qays and Byzantium", Mumayiz states that "Kinda's greatest 

contribution to Arabic poetry was Imm'al-Qays himself. Thus, Kinda under Imru'al-Qays 

as a grateful and loyal poet-king would give an enormous boost through his poetry to 

Byzantium's reputation and influence among the Arabs.,,5 His poetry was typically 

beautiful and powerful, giving it a dramatic quality that used poetical imagery and similes. 

Tuetey explains: "even Imm'al-Qays subordinates his imagination to the rules of 

convention and it is precisely this control that enables him to achieve that dramatic 

concentration so characteristic of his poetry.,,6 In his lifetime, Imru'al-Qays's fame was 

widespread in Arabia. The tribes travelled through the desert to acknowledge Imru'al

Qays's talent and to observe him composing poetry. Imru'al-Qays's poetry led to the 

standardization of poetic themes such as love, wa~f, self-glorification and personal courage. 

This reflects the high standard of JP as Tuetey comments: 

Poetically, Immlkais stands supreme. It is clear that he marks 
the culmination of a long development that has gone 
unrecorded; it is likewise clear that he is a poet of genius. If we 
can speak of the splendid isolation of pre-Islamic poetry as a 
whole, we can equally well apply the word to Imrulkais to 
mark his station within the body of that poetry. 7 

8.3. The Mu 'allaqa 

Imru'al-Qays's Mu'aUaqa is one of the famous seven odes of JP. It begins by mentioning 

the deserted dwelling places and the relics and traces of habitation which have long been 

deserted by human beings and occupied by wild animals. 
8 

4 Meisami, J., and Starkey P., Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature, Vol. 2. (London and New York: Routledge. 

1998) p.394. I . 2 (Brill 20(5) 
S Mumayiz, Ibrahim, "Imru'al-Qays and Byzantium", JoU17Ull of Arabic Literature, vo . XXXVl, 110. , , 

f~::iey, C., Classical Arabic Poetry (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1985) p.21. 
7 Ibid., p.22. 
Blbn Qutayba. Kitiib al-shi'rwa-l-shu'ara', quoted in Jones, 1969, p.7. 
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The ode is composed of many images, topics and themes that reflect masterpieces of the 

q~fda form of ancient Arabic poetry (see chapter 6). It is a powerful poem reflecting the 

personal attitude of its author; hence it reveals the character of the poet as he seeks relief 

from his grief by traveling from place to place. 

The ode opens with a short description of the deserted campground, followed by the poet 

boasting of his former success among the ladies whom he loves. It is composed in the 

"long" metre or "!awff' ul:!c-li... ul""-! ul:!c-li... ul~, which is one of the [mest and most 

common metres in Jahiliyya poetry. This metre is typically found in heroic and panegyric 

verse.
9 

Also, the ode is composed of verses each of which has its own topic with a single 

rhyming couplet that persists throughout the poem (see appendix B). Beside this, the ode 

also depicts the emotional anguish of the poet's experience as exemplified in his wa~f of 

the night, and on the other hand, sympathy for the beloved through the use of metaphors 

and similes. 

Furthermore, the ode is rich in figurative language, thereby creating a wide variety of 

imagery. Imru'al-Qays' imagery is created through the use of language elements of early 

poetic diction and contributes to the sorrow and despair that is the underlying emotion 

associated with the poem's subject. We may speak of the theme of love, which is actually 

composed of particular concepts, for example, the traces of the deserted encampment, the 

pain of separation, the memory of secret encounters with the beloved; all of which show 

how JP is comprised of a sequence of themes. According to Jones's analysis, the lines of 

Imru' al-Qays' s poem are made up of: 

Lines 1-9: deserted encampment 
10-17: self-glorification and personal attitude 
18-22: past experience 
23-42: description of woman 
43-52: description of night 
53-70: description of horse 
71-82: description of thunderboltlO 

This general pattern of the ode thus depends to a large extent upon standard tropes such as 

an erotic prelude and a flight into the desert. It is at this point that the author comes through 

as a fully realized person in his own right as well as a poet in complete command of his art. 

~right. W.. A GrammtJr of the Arabic Language (Cambri~ge: Cambridge University Press. 1951) p.264. 
IOJones. A .• Early Arabic Poetry (Oxford: Ithaca Press Readmg. 1996) pp.52-86. 
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Jacobi states that "the erotic prelude naslb, the inseparable introductory part of any archaic 

ode, is of specific relevance to the subject matter and is followed by self-praise alluding to 

the pleasures and adventures of youth."ll In addition, this writer adds that the naslb 

consists of the description of the deserted campsite and of the poet's beloved. who once 

dwelled there. 12 

Of the seven odes, it is the one that has the most human and natural interest. It displays the 

poet's desert life beginning with his own love affair, and then describes his beloved's 

beauty, the night, the abandoned camp, the horse, the riding down of antelopes, and the 

feast at sunset. Set against this, the ode ends with the depiction of a sudden storm in the 

hills, a passage that has been judged by modem critics, among them Tuetey to be the 

highest level of poetry relating to the pre-Islamic period, which has been handed down 

through European languages including English. 

To conclude, this overview of the poet and his ode will illuminate the following discussion 

of the naslb of love poetry, followed by the wa.sf and fakhr themes. The three modem 

English versions of Arberry, Jones and O'Grady will be compared in order to bring to 

light the actual process of the three translations. 

8.4. An Analysis of the English Translations of a Selection of Imru'al

Qays Verses 

1. Nasib verses 

Arberry . 
Halt, friends both! Let us weep, recalling a love and lodgmg 
by the rim of the twisted sands between Ed-Dakhool and Haumal. 

Jones 
Stop, let us weep at the memory of a loved one and [her] 
dwelling at the place where the sands twist to an end between 
al-Dakhul and Hawmal . 

IIJ b' R 'I nru'al-Qays', in Meisami and Starkey, Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature. Vol. I. (London aco I, ., I 

and New York: ROlltledge, 1998), pp.394-5. 

l~lbid. 
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O'Grady 

Halt here friends. 
Allow me private pause alone 

to remember a love, a longing, an unrequited right 
here where the sand dune's rim whorls between where 

we've abandoned and where we're bound for. 

The Arabic verb qifO is the dual imperative of waqafa, meaning to stop or to stand up.13 The 

term qifO is also a form of address that takes the imperative dual form. Nabki means to cry. 

The Arabic phrase dhikrii lzab'ibin wa-manzili is a memory of a beloved's place. The poet 

here is referring to past experience, past days, thoughts and memories of someone whom he 

greatly respected and loved. Siqt is a place where the sands end. Al-DakhUl andfa-llawmal 

are two places.
14 

In their treatment of the nas'ib theme, all three translators have attempted to 

refer to the poet's voice which carries feelings of longing and confusion. The three 

translators above attempt to render it as near as possible to the original by using different 

translation strategies and techniques. 

Arberry's translation process moves slowly, exhibiting the characteristic of metrical poetry 

with strong stress patterns relatively close together. Arberry breaks the text down into 

simple syntactic units, as in "Halt, friends both! Let us weep" which present strong stress 

pattern of fIrst syllables. Arberry has exploited this feature with an aim to create a new verse 

that is certainly rhythmic, and arguably even metrical, in its own way just as iambic poetry 

could be said to use the natural alternating metre of English. At the same time, the slow 

speech rate in Arberry's verse beginning from the term "halt" is a very delicate verse 

covey's original sense of its author. This division into shorter enjambments i.e. syntactic and 

semantic units corresponds to the factual poetic text ''textual matters and theme" of this 

verse, hence reflect strong rhythm of metrical pattern. Accordingly Arberry's strategy is to 

render ST units foot by foot so as to form a group of syllables, hence forming a metrical unit 

interrupted with pauses. Put simply, Arberry attempts to create a suitable rhythm to capture 

the poet's voice and adjust the image of the poet's sad situation, hence directing the reader's 

attention to the formal pattern of TT language. For instance, Arberry's unit ''Halt, friends 

both!", stands as a functional equivalence to qifii, emphasizing a clear appreciation of the 

value of the voiced alif in qifii. This gives his rendition a closer sense in referring to the 

13 Jones. A, Early Arabic Poetry. vol. 1 (Oxford: Ithaca Press Reading. 1996). p.55. 
14 al- Zawzani. A .• ShDr/a al-Mu'allaqiit al-Sab' (Beirut: Dir Sidir. 1958). p.7. 
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poet's voice. This is evident in the use of the term ''both'', as he sees it a proper equivalent 

that conveys the dual sense of qifo. 

Jones' strategy is very different from those of Arberry and O'Grady. That is to say, Jones' 

followed a straightforward process, stating the factual details of ST, and hence it gives 

thorough information about the home of the poet's beloved. Beside this, its style attempts to 

explain ST content in much detail with a greater accuracy on its intended referential 

meaning. For example, Jones' phrase "at the memory of a loved one" gives a clear denotative 

meaning of ST. More than that, Jones' translation relies entirely on the semantic content of 

ST units, understanding their structure, meaning and intended content, and hence represents 

an attempt to give his readers a better understanding of JP as a different form of literary 

writing. This appears mostly as a direct composition of ST units. Because it is in prose, 

Jones' translation process opts for a direct and transparent English style of a modem literary 

work, avoiding most of the poetic techniques of English poetry. 

O'Grady's strategy looks different since it belongs to a different category of translation, and 

hence gives a different method of expression paying no attention to familiar metre and 

rhyme. O'Grady's process resorts to the use of additional material not present in ST, such as 

"Allow me private pause alone." This makes his verse more stressed, long and quite 

complex. Beside this, O'Grady's translation of the ST term qifo begins with the phrase "halt 

here friends," which gives a natural rhythm by adding a TL term "friend" making appropriate 

pauses. The different treatment of the term qifo by these translators is partly due to the fact 

that there is a linguistic grammatical gap between the two systems regarding the category of 

duality. While the English language displays only the singular and plural forms, Arabic 

employs three different categories: singular, dual, and plural. O'Grady's translation strategy 

reflect a different poetic translation, and it is thus different from Arberry's and Jones' since 

it tends to provide a more free/idiomatic rendition loaded with complex material, for 

example, "dung", ''whorls''. 

O'Grady thus attempts to convey the actual scene of the poet's friends gathered around. 

This in my view is a sort of poetic rendition, showing that O'Grady resorts to expanding his 

text by adding extra material, with the aim to convey the specific sense of the original 

author's thought. This in tum reflects a different technique, as discussed earlier in chapter 4, 

in which a poetic translator resorts to adding and expanding his text in order to meet the 
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requirement of his reader, to correspond to the TL cultural sphere and setting. 

The reference to two places in Arberry's and Jones' translations, which is omitted in 

O'Grady's, is connected with the poet's sense of longing. This is emphasized by the 

sequential use of the fa in ST with ~~; which associates the poet with his beloved's abode. 

hence stating the actual sequence of the beloved's abodes as expressed by the poet" ~\~\ ~ 

J..~~I~". 

O'Grady's translation process ignores the place names of the beloved's abodes as he 

believes them to be unfamiliar to the TL reader; hence, his text is poorer as it misses a vivid 

tableau in portraying past memories of the two lovers and the places where they used to 

meet. O'Grady's rendition of this verse, in my view, is implausible since the Arabic place 

names are omitted therefore showing no tangible "physical" traces of the ruins. 

Consequently, this omission affects the communicative value of the ST. This is a further 

example of modern poetic translation technique where the translator resorts to various 

techniques such as omission or expansion in order to make his text more accessible to 

readers. O'Grady's translation is awkward and inconsistent in terms of its loaded content 

and in indulging in the freedom to omit and add material not existing in the ST. 

(2) JW.J YY-?-lJA '6,?",j W ~.J ~ ~.bI.ftJ\j ~ji9 

Arberry 
Toodih and El-Mikrat, whose trace is not yet effaced for all 
The spinning of the south winds and the northern blasts; 

Jones 
And Tudih and al- Miqrat, Her traces have not been [completely] 
Effaced, with all the weaving of the wind from south and north. 

O'Grady 
Here you'll still see 

the old camp markers 
despite that dangerous whirl 

of the south wind, 
nerves' nag of the north wind 

The Arabic terms ".bI.;Wti ~jl!" are places mentioned by the poet as he stopped at the a.rla/ 

of his beloved, recalling events. The ba~ic use of the fa in Arabic has two functions. 

Grammatically. it has a conjunctional purpose equivalent to the English conjunction "and"; 



stylistically, it might also be used to convey a sequence of events, hence attracting the 

attention of the reader to the four named places, and joining them to each other in a proper 

order using fa as a conjunction. It might also be used metaphorically to attract the attention 

of the reader to certain points such as past incidents that connect the poet with his beloved. 

'Afii means to be almost completely erased. Rasm means traces, and the hii is related to the 

traces of the abodes. Hence, the preferred explanation of the pronominal suffix in rasmll-hii 

is that it refers to the beloved's traces. 

The Arabic verse above is translated differently, since the three translators resort to the use 

of different strategies and techniques. Arberry' shows a higher degree of accuracy, 

conveying the formal poetic elements of TL culture in a manner as closely as possible. 

Arberry's units "Toodih and EI-Mikrat, whose trace is not yet effaced" is a semantic 

rendition which conveys the implicit meaning of ST, and thus refers perhaps to the remains 

of the beloved's abodes after the departure of the tribe. Arberry's process remains formal. 

adopting a more formal regular metre. This, in turn, creates strong rhythms so as to direct 

the reader's attention to the deserted places. This is emphasized by Arberry in using the 

possessive pronoun "whose" as an equivalent to the ST pronoun "hii" in rasmu-hii, which 

forms a unit within the metrical pattern. This in turn shows a distinctive form of translation 

which accounts for the particular sound quality so as to provide its reader with a delicate 

response to the effect of language and image which forms a unit within a blank verse poem; 

which is especially common in English. 

Jones opts for a direct detailed rendition of ST elements. This leads Jones to resort to the 

use of a different style of expression to convey as literarily as possible the formal character 

of the ST elements in an attempt to preserve the original. His choice of the feminine 

pronoun "her" for the Arabic pronoun "hii" in rasmu-hii approximates the factual 

sequences of the naslb theme in the Jiihiliyya qa~lda. Further to this, Jones' process for the 

ST seems to embrace a number of sub-forms varying from the verbatim in an attempt to 

capture the more elusive qualities of the original: interlinear; literal and word-for-word. and 

the rank-bound translation. Accordingly. Jones' process perhaps increases the length as to 

translate into another linguistic system as well as providing a comprehensive interpretation 

of ST units 

O'Grady's translation is quite different opting for a more expressive form of translation 
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using idiomatic expressions so as to give a close reflection of the ST poetic image. For 

example, O'Grady's long stressed line "here you'll still see the old camp" as a functional 

equivalent to the ST phrase "~..) ~ ~ " exhibits a very different poetic form of 

expression showing the natural scene of the abodes. In other words, the use of this phrase 

as dynamic equivalence is in essence showing the TL reader the obvious link between the 

poet and his beloved. O'Grady thus aims to direct the reader's attention to the formal 

places and uses "here" with "old camp" instead of mentioning the places of the beloved's 

tribe, perhaps corresponding to TL culture. 

With this in mind, O'Grady seems to emphasise the role played by the Arabic pronoun 

"tAo" in rasmuhii, which directly refers to the beloved's abodes. This clearly stands as 

evidence of the use of a different strategy that differs from the others. O'Grady thus opts 

for additional material "despite that dangerous whirl", "nerves' nag," that in turn echoes 

and evoke the poet's longing. Such a process may not preserve the local flavour of the ST 

cultural sphere. In this respect, Stetkevych notes that: "the landscape of the nasib or of the 

naslb-related verse expands around the names of places, which are symbolic denotations 

only, and form the mood of the nasib.,,15 O'Grady's looks more complex and idiomatic, 

omitting some material. This strategy, as discussed above in chapter 4, shows the translator 

resorting to the compression of the line at the point of omission, where the communicative 

value and sense of the ST is affected. 

Arberry 
There, all about its yards, and away in the dry hollows 
you may see the dung of antelopes spattered like peppercorn 

Jones 
In their hollows and broad spaces you can now see 
the dung of gazelles looking like peppercorn. 

O'Grady 
Here where they staked out their paddock, 

in those parched hollows 
you can still see the dried dung like dried dates. 

The Arabic term b 'ar literally means dung and iiriim IS an animaL the plural of ri'm. 

15 StL'lkn'yL'h. J .. The Zl'phyrs of Najd: The Poetic of Nostalgia ill the Classical Arabic .\'asfb (Chicago: University 

of Chicago Press. 1993), p.107. 
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meaning desert gazelle. Ara.sat is the plural of 'ar~a, means a broad space. Likewise. ql'an 

is the plural of qa', which means a piece of land and a flat space. <G1.s (ka) stands as a 

particle of similarity and the ha is a pronoun referring to the dung of the gazelles as .. -.,.=. 

Jill". 

The three translators use different translation strategies to render the Arabic verse. Arberry 

opts for a more poetic form of expression adopting TL poetic features such as the common 

metrical pattern, conforming to formal TL elements in an attempt to make his verse more 

effective, and hence sound natural. That is to say. Arberry resorts to the TL pattern in 

which the line breaks down into iambic feet with variable syllables. For example, 

Arberry's first half-line reflects pattern of stresses with rough rhythms, but with short 

pauses that make his verse flow smoothly. 

Jones' translation is straightforward, conveying the natural scene of the deserted places of 

the beloved. It also conveys directly the meaning of the ST verse. This makes Jones pay 

particular attention to the level of ST sequence of events so as to convey as directly as 

possible the ST poetic material i.e. simile image, ignoring on the other hand, the formal 

poetic elements of TL. 

Furthermore, the three translators agree in using the term "dung" as a formal equivalent for 

b'ar. The ST simile "Jill ~ .wts" is rendered in the same way by Arberry and Jones. Put 

simply, their translations show greater accuracy and a higher degree of literariness so as to 

conform to the ST cultural sphere. O'Grady uses different material for the described 

object. That is, by adding "dried dates," so as to emphasise the natural scene of the deserted 

places. However, O'Grady's understanding of the ST image distances him from the fact 

that there must be a relationship between what the word means and what it refers to in a 

metaphorical sense. 

In comparison, Arberry's and Jones' translations are restricted to the ST units, and both 

direct the reader's attention towards the deserted places which refer directly to the image 

described. O'Grady opts for a close idiomatic expression which carries a wider 

connotational meaning of ST arlal themes; if we consider the peppercorn in the context of 

its basic reference to a specific material. it can have a symbolic meaning as well. 
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In his translation above, the term "dates" is used instead of "peppercorn"; this gives him 

room to refer to other items that may be found in the deserted places. This is exemplified in 

the use of dried dates instead of peppercorns. Yet, on reading the ST verse, it is possible to 

realise that its meaning is symbolic. Descriptions are therefore pitted against each other in 

order to achieve certain affects. Thus, when O'Grady renders and symbolizes peppercorn 

as dried dates, this raises questions. Perhaps, the use of dried dates refers to some other 

material left behind when the tribe departed. Furthermore, it appears that O'Grady wishes 

to twist the words in order to achieve a metaphorical sense by using the term "dates" 

instead, as both dried dates and dried dung can be found in the desert. O'Grady thus 

prefers to employ dried dates as a very different symbolic image, leaving the reader to 

reach such a conclusion by himself, while the ST text states it directly. 

Arberry 
Upon the mom of separation, the day they loaded to part, 
by the tribe's acacias it was like I was splitting a colocynth. 

Jones 
On the morning of [their] departure, on the day they packed 
their baggage at the tribe's thorn-trees it was as though I were 
splitting colocynths. 

O'Grady 
On the day of departure, 

the dawn they loaded to move on, 
I broke up like burst fruit 

by those thornbushes. 

ghadat means the following morning, and al-bayn is the farqa "separation". Tafugnmalu 

means to pack one's luggage. al-!Jayy is a tribe's communal place. Naqafa is to break and 

come apart, and IJ,anilal is a colocynth. Samurat are acacia trees that grow in warm 

countries. The poet in this verse recalls past experience, remembering the day when the 

beloved's tribe moved on. It shows the poet standing near the acacia bushes breaking the 

pods of the wild colocynth. 

The ST verse is translated in different ways employing various strategies. Arberry opts for 

a poetic rendition that reflects and extends the TL poetic units, because these are the most 

familiar to the English readers. As to the lexical items, Arberry decides to make a direct 
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effect usmg the term "separation" as a functional equivalence for ".:».JI" to stress the 

personal attitude of its author's thought. This in turn reflects the actual sense of its 

pragmatic meaning, giving the sense of Jarqa for being away. Jones's translation is long 

and loaded with many facts marked by a transparent style with an ongoing series of events 

that depicts the departure scene of the beloved's tribe early in the morning. It shows no 

break of line, hence pays no attention to TL poetics or phonics. 

Furthermore, the use of square brackets is also to be taken into account, where Jones' aim 

is to provide a better understanding of ST material. This is a further example of prose 

translation strategy discussed earlier (see chapter 4). Lefevere notes that: "the prose 

translator has a choice of various devices to direct the reader's attention to specific 

words.,,16 

O'Grady chose a different poetic translation, written in a different form. That is to say, 

O'Grady attempts well organized elements based entirely on the sound structure of TL 

culture, but paying no attention to other traditional limitations and restrictions in regard to a 

regular rhyming scheme or regular metrical pattern. For O'Grady, it seems that the IT 

cadences of common speech are substituted for a regular metrical pattern, for example in 

"On the day of departure" reflects the common use of IT sounds and words, but with no 

rhyming scheme. Its rhythms are based on the pattern elements of TL components rather 

than the traditional units of metrical feet such as the iambic feet so as to convey the actual 

events in the ST verse. In addition, O'Grady renders the ST expression of the above verse 

quite freely. 

Furthermore, in their treatment of ST lexical items, Arberry and Jones render the ST 

terms quite literally. O'Grady resorts to use extra-linguistic material exhibiting more 

poetic expressions, as in "I broke up like burst fruit" corresponding with the Arabic " --.A!W 

JhA". This in my view explores the factual sense of the poet's thought in seeing the Jarqa 

or "separation" from the beloved resembling the natural taste of the lzan;,al. With this in 

mind, O'Grady seems to emphasis the Arabic cultural and popular saying " ~I.) JA JhA 

.)WI", which is meant to state the hard time ofJarqa. This in tum shows the significance of 

the Arabic term that is used symbolically in various situations. 

16 . 41 Op. CIt.. p. -' 
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Arberry 
There my companions halted their beasts awhile over me 
saying, 'Don't perish of sorrow; restrain yourself decently!' 

Jones 
When my companions halted their camels [to wait] for me, 
saying 'don't perish from [your] grief. Have some patience'. 

O'Grady 
Friends reined in above me. 
"Don't break for heartbreak. 

Stick tough," they called. 

Mt1;tiyya is a riding animal; asan means sadness; and tajammati means to be calm and 

patient when facing hard times. This verse conveys to the TL reader the poet's sadness and 

anxiety while showing his companions around on their riding animals; these companions 

request him to stay calm. In short, the ST above depicts a natural scene of the poet's 

companions on their riding animals and, therefore, the three translators have managed to 

give as direct as possible proper translations, but with different strategies. 

Arberry's translation exhibits the characteristics of the common traditional metrical 

pattern of TL. The order of Arberry's verse moves slowly, with simple syntactic and 

semantic units of varying length, and with stronger rhythms. For instance, Arberry's 

poetic expressions "Don't perish of sorrow; restrain yourself decently" reflect common 

pattern of English while retaining the formal poetic image. Arberry has exploited such 

features to create a new verse that is certainly rhythmic and perhaps even metrical in its 

own right. 

Jones' translation is different since it provides a greater density of written composition, 

based entirely on the semantic and syntactic structure of the ST units, paying no attention 

to the rules and restriction of TL poetic features. That is to say, Jones' translation ignores 

metrics and rhyming schemes and this makes his translation direct and easy to read, hence 

facilitating ST meaning. 

O'Grady'S translation process reveals characteristics of non-metrical verse. It breaks down 

into various poetic units emphasising the harsh voice of the ST author. O'Grady choice of 

words attribute entirely to similar ways of reading or styles of oral expression. Its rendition 
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exhibits a modern translation strategy that conforms to no set of rules. That is to say, 

O'Grady's selection and arrangement of words show evidence of a different translation 

strategy based on TL elements, which are all relative and hence convey the original 

message of the author's thought. Put simply, O'Grady uses various cadences. as 

modulated through the line breaks, to create a new verse. but with different expressive form 

of translation. 

Arberry 
Yet the true and only cure of my grief is tears outpoured: 
What is there left to lean on where the trace is obliterated? 

Jones 
My cure [lies in] our poured tears. Is there anything to give me 
Support [when I halt] at traces [almost completely] effaced? 

O'Grady 
Later, alone, I howled my eyes out at the dark. 
What's left to lean together with, longing against, 
When life's outlines get swept away? 

Shifii' means recovery; 'abratun muhriiqatun is the flowing of tears and mi 'wa/ means 

supporter. This verse also shows the poet's anxiety and longing due to the departure of a 

loved one. The three translators have attempted to use suitable strategies to render this 

verse. 

Again, Arberry opts for a more poetic translation emphasising a particular type of English 

poetry. That is to say, Arberry's translation involved a strong stressed pattern so as to give 

a metrical verse that fits the TL literary domain e.g. the poetic expression "Yet the true and 

only cure of my grief is tears outpoured" exhibits a highly rhythmic pattern. This gives 

Arberry's translation more aesthetic value as he puts extra emphasis on the author's sense 

and thought. This of course enhanced by the use of "yet" as to state the implicit meaning of 

the ST expression" 4.51...*0 oyc. ~ ~ .:Jj", hence yielding a more accurate and elegant poetic 

rendition. 

Jones' translation strategy resorts to explaining in more detail what the ST means. This 

leads Jones to use ,ill obvious style that states the actual information of the ST. Jones' 

translation is thus producing a frequent shift of ST units while semantically more 
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equivalent to the corresponding words of the original as in "My cure [lies in] our poured 

tears." Put simply, Jones' perhaps explains the original unit so as to give detail after detail 

using square brackets to make better understanding. As a result, Jones seems to follow 

Catford's view in seeing translation is a matter of transference, which was defined as "an 

implantation of SL meanings into the TL text.,,17 

With this in mind, Jones' translation process is simply to transpose a word or a phrase from 

the ST into the target text, without really being aware of the poetic features of the source 

culture. That is to say, Jones gives a more direct rendition, for example the use of the 

phrase "my cure" is a formal equivalent corresponding to the Arabic ""; ~ ~JJ" so to 

preserve the ST's referential meaning. In this way, the reader may be able to perceive 

something of the way in which the original text message exhibits delicate attitude, as in "Is 

there anything to give me Support [when I halt] at traces [almost completely] effaced?". 

Jones's again resorts to the use of square brackets for words added to make sense of the 

translation, making his line stand out more clearly in the text. 

O'Grady's translation process employs a very different strategy. With his reader in mind, 

O'Grady attempts to produce a poetic rendition giving a wider explanation of the ST 

semantic units by means of expanding the TIs without paying much attention to the TL 

features such as common regular metre and rhyme. This strategy is also discussed and 

highlighted by Lefevere (1975) see chapter 4. Furthermore, O'Grady simply employs 

different terms giving a broader semantic-communicative translation, loaded with idiomatic 

expressions, particularly in portraying the poet's dark day of sorrow, grief, and loneliness. 

This makes his rendition quite poetic in giving a more effective as well as imaginative 

sense of the poet's sorrow. For example, the expression: "my eyes out at the dark," allows 

the number of stressed syllables to fit more than one syntactical metrical frame at once, 

therefore leading to a heightening of tension and a greater sense of its author's passion. 

Arberry 
Even so, my soul, is your wont; so it was with Umm al-
Huwairith 
before her, and Umm ar-Rabat her neighbour, at Ma'sal; 

17 Catford. 1.. :\ Linguistic Theory of Translation (London: Oxford University Press. 1965). pA8. 
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Jones 
[Such tears] were your custom before her, caused by Umm 
al-Hawarith and her neighbour Umm al-Rababa at Ma'sal' 

O'Grady 
But that's the way of it. 

It was the same story with that woman before her, 
the woman before her again 

and the girls before them too. 

Ka-da 'b means habit or custom. The suffix Ka in Arabic is a form of self-address 

emphasising the poet's view e.g. ~\fi ~}.J\J ~ &1.s. Ma'sal is a place. This verse 

shows the poet's experience in love-making with his beloveds. Here, the verse indicates a 

transition from what has gone before with regard to the poet's women. The above three 

translators have attempted to use different strategies and techniques to render the Arabic 

verse. Arberry's translation again breaks the line into short syntactic units exhibiting a 

purely metrical pattern that give a more effective image, hence demonstrating particular 

poetic features. This leads Arberry to adopt the TL cultural pattern so as to retain the 

common iambic metrical pattern. The verse thus is divided into simple units by means of 

punctuation marks that move slowly and with strong stresses, as in "Even so, my soul, is 

your wont". The matter of slow speech gives Arberry room to employ considerable 

variety in the organizations of TL poetic units in order to flow smoothly, hence directing 

the reader's attention to the formality of this particular genre. This allows Arberry to 

create a newly metrical verse with a pattern of variable stresses. 

Again, Jones' translation for this verse looks rather different. Because Jones manages to 

give full details of ST textuality using personal words and expressions that seems free from 

the traditional conventions of TL rules i.e. metre and rhyme. This leads Jones to abandon 

the verse fonn as he simply organizes his text in long prose units. The result is fairly 

accurate, but it is not elegant rendition since it is written for a specific learning group. 

O'Grady's rendition is arguably a more poetic translation far different from Arberry. He 

offers a more expandable rendition which appears mostly idiomatic. That is to say, 

O'Grady chooses to give a personal expressive form of translation loaded with idiomatic 

expressions to suit the TL cultural setting. omitting important material i.e. proper names. 

Furthermore. O'Grady makes his verse more concise. effective. subjective and well 

fabricated. It also shows a complete disregard of the metre and rhyme of the TL. 
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As with the expressions, O'Grady opts for different poetic phrases that offer a clear 

understanding of ST poetic expressions. For example, the expression "the same story", is a 

common expression understood by the English. In fact, O'Grady goes a step further by 

attempting to provide additional incidents in the experience of the poet's romantic relations 

with former girlfriends. That is to say, O'Grady opts for a more expressive technique, 

expanding TL verse to corresponding with ST textual units so as to craft an effect similar to 

that of the ST. This strategy therefore, represents a modern English style of translation that 

allows more poetic emphasis on the expressive meaning of the ST's author's message and 

thought. 

(8) Jij.;ill YY. ~~~ ~I ~ ~ ~\ ty.Ai t:i.. t! \jJ 

Arberry 
When they arose, the subtle musk wafted from them 
sweet as the zephyr's breath that bears the fragrance of cloves. 

Jones 
When they stood up, the scent of musk wafted from them like 
breath of the east wind bearing the fragrance of cloves. 

O'Grady 
When they arose and drew close 

their subtle musk madness demented the mind, 
carried from them on the careless eastern breeze 

comes bearing scent of cloves. 

Ta4awwa' refers to the smell of the musk that spread over and over. This is expressed by 

the dual form "u..li", which literally means stood up. Nasfm is breeze and al-~aba refers to 

the wind blowing from the east which is familiar to the people of Arabia. Rayya is a fme 

smell resembling the smell of cloves. The poet speaks about the smell of a musky perfume 

emanating from the women. The three translators have attempted to translate the ST in 

quite different ways. 

Both Arberry and O'Grady give a close poetic rendition, but with different translation 

strategies. Arberry has managed to provide a clear authentic practice of the TL pattern so 

to prove that an iambic foot is the most natural rhythm used by English poets such as the 

'ShakespeareanlMiltonic poetic style'. Arberry begins by translating the ST verse into 

what is intended to be pentameter in order to achieve a proper balance between the two 

texts, as in "when they arose, the subtle musk wafted from them." This reflects the 
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formality and frequencies of sounds of this genre, hence creating a poetry that is very 

rhythmic in its own. 

Jones' translation is very different from those of the others. Jones' appears to exhibit the 

characteristics of prose writing, laying aside acoustic features. Likewise, Jones seems to a 

large extent to group his translation in a more comprehensive passage that gives full 

information of the ST semantic content, and in a well-organized TL structure. This is a 

straightforward translation organized in single lines. This strategy allows Jones to convey 

as accurately as possible the literal meaning of the Arabic, while taking into account the 

ST's referential meaning and its semantic function. 

O'Grady's translation gives a very different arrangement of TL elements. On a closer 

investigation of his poetic translation, O'Grady seems to abandon traditional conventions 

and instead writes his verse with great freedom. That is to say, O'Grady chooses a 

different form of translation in arranging his TL units, breaking loose from all of the 

constraints of traditional rules. For example, "When they arose and drew close ... their 

subtle musk madness demented the mind" reflects a distinctive and recognizable form that 

ignores TL conventions (such as metre and rhyme) that have in the past governed the 

organization of the poetic line, or the stanza taken as a whole. Conversely, the use of 

alliteration in O'Grady's translation is also observed, hence involves a rhythmic pattern to 

compensate for the rhyme as in the repetitive sound /rnJ of the chosen words. O'Grady's 

strategy thus appears quite poetic, using words and expressions corresponding to the basic 

textual matter of the ST verse that agrees with the scope of the object described. 

Arberry 
Then my eyes overflowed with tears of passionate yearning 
upon my throat, until my tears drenched even my sword's harness. 

Jones 
Through [my] yearning [for them] my tears poured down on 
to my throat until they wet my sword-strap. 

O'Grady 
Then this heart broke through my throat's yearning tears 
until I had to shift my sword's sling harness round my waist. 
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Fii4at literally means pour out, of tears. The fa is used to make a link with the previous line. 

Mah-mal stands for a sword scabbard. $abiiba literally means the spreading out of tears. 

This verse shows the poet's sorrow; his tears flow down his throat and breast until they wet 

his sword carrier. The three English translations attempt to give proper translations of the 

ST. Each translator uses his own strategy with a particular aim in mind. 

Arberry's strategy attempts to arrange his verse in a more formal and intensely regular 

pattern. That is to say, Arberry chooses to make up his verse with a close and familiar 

identifiable metrical pattern, often consisting of unstressed syllables followed by stressed 

ones. The expression ''Then my eyes overflowed with tears" is a well-structured verse form 

consisting of a group of syllables that form a metrical unit, hence giving a more formal 

stressed pattern. Arberry thus chose to translate this line in a more formal poetic pattern 

giving a syllable metre instead of a rhyme. That is to say, in his translation, Arberry pays 

great attention to his line, making it flow quite poetically. 

Jones's translation explains in much detail ST sequential units with greater accuracy in 

defining its semantic meanings. This stands as aid to students learning Arabic poetry, 

understanding its structure, themes and topics. Such a strategy may prove to transfer as 

accurately as possible ST content, and therefore could be of help in facilitating 

understanding of the Arabic text, its linguistic system and its semantic content. This type of 

translation attempts to produce the core meanings of ST units, but with no elegant style. 

O'Grady's translation seems to break the old rules. That is to say, it is a type of written 

verse with no identifiable metrical pattern or even a rhyme scheme. For example, "Then 

this heart broke through my throat's yearning tears" shows liberty from traditional rules so 

as to loose from all constraint, and at the same time a declaration of different form of 

translation. That is to say, O'Grady allows some freedom in conveying the actual sense of 

the poet's sadness; but his distinctive strategy ignores the ST term "w..aW". Accordingly. 

O'Grady's collocative words "heart broke" are used as a dynamic equivalent to portray the 

poet's sorrow and mourning due to his separation from beloved. 

Furthermore, the three translators are in agreement in giving a direct literal translation for 

the ST image ~ ~ J:, ~ ~I > using similar specific terms. For example. they see 

the term "throat" as a very close-semantic equivalent to the ST phrase "~' ~". In 

addition. the ST term "~" is translated literally by the translators so as to make a close 
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match between the SL and TL contexts. Arberry and O'Grady resort to using the terms 

"sword's harness" in an attempt to emphasise its semantic meaning, using suitable words 

that show a direct sense of its meaning. Jones' uses the different term "sword-strap" to 

reflect the meaning of the ST term "mahmalf" giving a clear denotative meaning to " ~ 

~\" 

Arberry 
Shapely and taut her belly, white-fleshed, not the least flabby, 
polished the lie of her breast-bones, smooth as a burnished mirror. 

Jones 
Slim, fair-skinned, not flabby, her breast-bones 
polished like a burnished mirror. 

O'Grady 
Not shallow her belly bowl's navel nor 

buxom her bosom 
but polished as the boss of a burnished 

mirror her breasts' break. 

Muhafhafa, mufa4a and ma~qula are adjectives used by the poet to describe the elegance 

and beauty of his beloved. Tara'ib is breast bone. Sajanjal is the Roman term for a 

mirror. 18 The three English translations have attempted to give a simple and concrete wa~f 

of the physical parts of the beloved one. This in turn evokes the erotic prelude of lahiliyya 

in nomadic life. Accordingly, the translators have employed various techniques III 

translating the wa$f section of the lahiliyya poetry. In addition, their artistic use of 

compensatory alliteration in fbi and If I sounds is not something to be ignored. 

The three translators translate the ST verse quite differently. Arberry pays particular 

attention to TL poetic features, with a great deal of concentration on the style and linguistic 

order since the aim is to fit as closely as possible the TL cultural setting. Arberry's 

translation strategy breaks down the verse into short syntactic units that helped to 

determine a strong rhythmic group, characterised by slow speech so as to reveal purely 

stress patterns. For instance, the expressions "Shapely and taut her belly, white-fleshed," 

includes a group of metrical patterns. usually of two and three syllables. Arberry thus 

18 al-Zaw/ani, A., Sharn al- Mu'al/aqiit al-Sab' (Beirut: Dar SMir. 1958), p.20. 
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attempts to adopt the most widely used pattern of English, but still in a distinctive and 

appropriate arrangement of its own. 

Jones's translation is of a very descriptive nature, largely preserving the structure and 

meaning of the original. The choice of the TL lexical items with repetitive sounds of some 

letters as in "Slim, fair-skinned, not flabby, her breast-bones" is semantically appropriate, 

resulting in a generally meaningful and natural sounding TL text. That is to say, the strategy 

adopted by Jones is a straightforward accurate translation rendering ST units quite literally. 

For example, the expression "not flabby" is a literal translation from the Arabic .. Y-'=

~I..i.a". In this context, Jones' sticks very closely to ST lexis and syntax. His translation 

strategy attempts to define and explain the ST units as closely as possible in a more 

straightforward linguistic style. 

O'Grady's translation takes a different form of translation, permitting himself some 

freedom, and a relatively greater proportion of long syllables are noticeable as in "Not 

shallow her belly bowl's navel nor." This leads O'Grady to use more irregular foot, and 

hence abandon traditional rules. 

On looking at the three translations, a fairly traditional poetic device is observed which can 

make particular phonemes or parts of syllables stand out. This compensates for the Arabic 

rhyming scheme by using an appropriate traditional device; in this case alliteration, where 

the repetition of some sounds (fbi and If I) are restricted to certain words in an attempt to 

preserve the ST' s wa~f This compensation aims to preserve the original tone of the poet's 

voice and his specific descriptive style. 

However, translation by compensation appears to be a sophisticated poetic translation 

loaded with extra material to meet the requirements of the TL reader. Such a technique has 

been discussed earlier by Dickins et al., state that compensation of any kind is a matter of 

choice and a decision taken by the translator. In addition, they go on to argue that 

translation by compensation is a matter of the reduction of an unacceptable loss in 

translation through the calculated introduction of a less unacceptable one.
19 

Generally speaking, the English translations of Arberry and O'Grady have attempted a 

1'1 Dickins. et aI .. Thinking Arabic Translarion: A Course in Translarion Method: Arabic to English (London 

and New York: ROlltledge. 2(02). pp.40-49. 
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very close aesthetic poetic rendition, rendering ST material quite closely. taking into 

account their associative meanings. Each translator has been successful in finding perfect 

equivalents to the above ST adjectives and similes. 

(11)~'lJ~c.sA \~} ~~~~)\~~-J 

Arberry 
She shows me a throat like the throat of an antelope, not ungainly 
when she lifts it up wards, neither naked of ornament; 

Jones 
And [with] a throat like that of an antelope, not ugly when she 
showed it nor unadorned, 

O'Grady 
Her throat's like that of wild antelope, 

not rough when raised 
nor naked of ornament either. 

The termjzdin refers to the woman's neck, and thus is similar to the Qur'anic term tA* ~ 

~ u-a ~. It is used in a metaphorical sense as a symbolic feature to describe the beauty of 

the beloved's neck. Laysa bi-fiibishin is almost an exact equivalent to "is not bad". Na~~at is 

raised up. This verse shows a continuous wa~f of the beloved's physical attributes. Here, the 

poet attempts to make a direct comparison of the beloved's jld to that of an antelope's throat 

in terms of its beauty. The three translations achieve a similar image of the poet describing 

his beloved's jld. The following discussion centres on the ST point of comparison and 

explores translation strategies and techniques used by the above translators. 

Arberry's translation attempts to capture TL metrical patterns with a greater density of 

stressed and unstressed syllables that can be attributed entirely to the TL poetic style. For 

example, Arberry's poetic statement "She shows me a throat like the throat of an antelope" 

exhibits the characteristics of metrical poetry that displays strong rhythms. This in turn 

reflects the personal attitudes of the original author's sense. Also, Arberry's translation 

attempts to emphasise specific points of reference to compensate for the rhyme; that is. a 

repetition of some words goes along with a sense of rhythm in oral expression. Arberry's 

verse repeats the term "throat" to give a well organized perception of the original reference. 

emphasising the ST point of comparison "~I ~J". This of course relates to the translator's 

decision to add extra material as to make a compromise. hence emphasising a particular 

element of compensation in his translation either by adding to or expanding the text. In 
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addition, Halliday and Hasan point out that repetition in oral speech adds coherence: among 

other benefits, repeated words or phrases make perception more organized by giving points 

of reference to hearers and marking off parts of speech as conceptual units.2o 

Jones' translation seems to provide learning group readers with a more detailed text and 

reads like a piece of fictional text. It gives a direct explanation of ST material clarifying its 

authentic meaning, which is largely different from the others. This is a type of translation 

intended for a particular audience. Jones thus seems to emphasis textual matters of ST unit 

by unit. 

O'Grady's translation opts for a more idiomatic rendition, reflecting the ST poetic image in 

terms of its content and artistic features. For example, O'Grady's words "not rough when 

raised" employ a freer form of expression that describes the natural state of the beloved's 

neck. It also shows a different arrangement of cadences which consist of characteristic 

segments that resemble informal or variable feet. O'Grady thus managed to group his verse 

in a different poetic form of translation, paying no attention to the common regular metrical 

pattern of English. 

Arabs used to consider women with a long neck as beautiful. Therefore, one can find various 

expressions using this idea, such as ".b jill LG.* o~ ~)Ij" meaning "there is a long distance 

between a lady's shoulder and her neck." Properly speaking, the choice of "throat" does not 

convey the original sense in Arabic culture. Thus, in my view, the term "throat" as a 

translation equivalent to the ST term fid cannot be accepted, since in Arabic speaking 

societies, a clear distinction between throat and fid can be easily observed. Moreover, when 

examining the literal meaning of the ST image, the three translators distanced their 

renditions by using the term "throat" as a translation equivalent for the term fid. This does 

not seem a proper choice as it does not fully convey the ST poetic message. This, in tum, 

distorts the sense of the TT and loses its quality; therefore, such a translation changes the 

information conveyed in the ST making it at best misleading and clumsy. In this respect, 

Lefevere notes that: "the literary translator has a choice of various devices to direct the 

reader's attention to specific words, in order to transplant a word from the ST into the TT.,,21 

This implies that a translator should strive to find exact equivalent of ST lexical item in 

~o Halliday. M .. and Hasan. R.. Cohesion ill English (London: Edward Arnold.l976). pp.278-284. 

~I Op. cit.. pp.43-47. 
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order to avoid distortion and even deviation from the original. 

Arberry 
She shows me her thick black tresses, a dark embellishment 
clustering down her back like bunches of a laden date-tree. 

Jones 
And [with] dark hair that adorns her back, jet black, abundant, 
like the racemes of a date palm, with many stalks of fruit, 

O'Grady 
Her charcoal black hair clusters in cords 
decks down her back like bunch of dates. 

Wa-far' stands for the beloved's hair. Al-matn refers to the woman's back. Fiifzim is a dark 

coloured hair. Athith refers to the thickness of the hair. Qunw is a bunch of dates and 

muta'athkil is a flowing bunch. The poet in this verse describes the beloved's thick and 

abundant dark hair and compares it to a bunch of dates on a palm tree. Translators therefore 

have attempted to give accurate translations using different strategies. 

Again, Arberry's translation introduces the characteristics of poetic features of English, 

rather than the impression imported from the traditional so as to render word- for- word or 

sense for sense. For example, Arberry's poetic units "She shows me her thick black 

tresses, a dark embellishment" are a clear assertion of TL pattern that exhibits strong 

rhythms. 

Jones attempts to give a more detailed rendition based on the literal transference of the 

semantic content of ST units. For example, Jones's statements "And [with] dark hair that 

adorns her back, jet black, abundant" state the actual meanings of the Arabic verse. This 

strategy is meant to be as direct as possible and explains ST wording meanings in a close 

sequence of order. 

O'Grady's translation attempts to devise a different form or "method" of translation. That 

is to say, O'Grady's strategy attempts to permit some freedom in arranging his words in an 

artistic technique very different from the other translators. For example. O'Grady's 

cadences give some sort of rhythmic effect occurring in a good poetic array, for example 

"Her charcoal black hair clusters in cords" exhibits a different linguistic style. The term 
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"charcoal" is employed to account for the sense of the thick darkness of the hair. This. in 

my view, exhibits characteristic of poetic rendition. Note also the alliteration in the second 

line. 

Culturally speaking, O'Grady's translation seems to convey the cultural concept of the ST 

setting using "charcoal" to describe things that give the sense of dark-coloured. His 

translation also adds material, for example, in "in cords/decks," as he sees it more suitable 

to the TL culture than bunches of dates. 

Arberry 
At eventide, she lightens the black shadows, as if she were 
the lamp kindled in the night of a monk at his devotions. 

Jones 
In the evening she lights up the darkness as though she were 
the light in the place where the hermit does his eventide devotions. 

O'Grady 
She dissolves the darkness at dusk 

As if she were the night light lit by a neophyte 
in the nave of his night devotions. 

Tur;li'u is to light and ,?aliim is darkness. Bi' 1- 'ashii in Arabic culture implies a time later in 

the evening. Mumsan means the place where one spends the evening. Riihib is a monk. 

Mutabattil means practicing one's devotions, by praying alone and away from other 

people. In this particular verse, Imru'al-Qays compares the lighting up of his beloved's face 

to the light of the monk's monastery_ 

Arberry's translation serves as an example of poetic rendition conforming as faithfully as 

possible to TL poetic pattern i.e. the common metrical English pattern as in "she lightens 

the black shadows, as if she were the lamp kindled in the night" which demonstrates a 

strong rhythmic pattern while retaining the formal effects of this delicate verse achieved by 

the stressing of syllables. Arberry thus replaces the declamatory rhythms and rhetorical 

devices of the ST by a purely English poetic pattern so as to compensate for the loss of 

rhyme. 

Jones' translation again shows no line breaks. It gives a series of significant information in 
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a very different form paying no attention to TL poetic qualities. Jones' strategy attempts to 

interpret the ST content in a different way so as to explain a particular topic in the TL as in 

"In the evening she lights up the darkness." In doing so, Jones' gives a direct transference 

from the ST material, translating the ST units quite literally while taking into account the 

expressive meaning of the speaker in describing a truly imaginary situation. 

O'Grady's translation gives a different organization of the wording of the TL verse. The 

verse is organized according to the speech units and image patterns rather than the regular 

traditional metrical scheme. O'Grady's words and phrases reflect to a large extent the ST 

poetic features such as alliteration, as in "As if she were the nightlight lit by a neophyte." 

O'Grady perhaps takes greater poetic licence in his translation, using a more expressive 

form of translation that displays clear artistic devices. For example, the use of alliteration 

involves a rhythmic pattern to compensate for the rhyme as in the repetitive sounds: /dJ and 

/n! in the words chosen. Lefevere discusses such a technique stating that: "the use of 

alliteration seems, at first sight, to offer a different pattern on the metrical scheme he is 

working with. ,,22 In the light of such compensation, the distortion of the ST is, in this case, 

not very serious. 

In addition, Lefevere also notes that "alliteration does not disrupt the line of the target text, 

and it also draws the reader's attention away from that scheme by focusing it on a recurrent 

f d ,,23 pattern 0 soun . 

Moreover, at the word level O'Grady uses darkness and dusk in such a way as to convey 

the real sense of the ST term meaning "l.aliim." In English speaking societies, dusk refers to 

the time just after the setting of the sun, which in Arabic is ~I. However, in O'Grady's 

translation, his interpretation of darkness in "as if she were the nightlight lit by a neophyte/ 

in the nave of his night devotions" symbolically conveys the object described in the ST. 

This is the type of freer form rendition, and should not be confused with the other forms. 

Arberry 
Oft, night like a sea swarming has dropped its curtains 
over me. thick with multifarious cares. to try me 

:!:! Op. cit..p.70-71. 
2J Op. cit.p.71. 
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Jones 
Many, too, the night like the waves of the sea that has let down 
[On me] its curtains containing all kinds of cares so that it might test me. 

O'Grady 
Night as so often, 

As the dark drapes it drops down upon me 
And uncovers its gargoyles guffaw me, 

Maddened me so I shouted back 

The ST lexical items arkhii, sudUl, humum and li-yabtati reflect the poet's sorrow and 

anxiety. The term arkhii means to slacken, loosen, let down; sudUl, the plural of sudl, 

means a veil or curtain; and ibtalii literally means to test. The wa~f of the poet's night is 

another aspect of liihiliyya poetry. Mostly subjective, it reflects the poet's terrible mood 

and humum marked by the wa~f of the dark night. The translators are in agreement in 

conveying as closely as possible the ST theme in an attempt to depict the poet's night time, 

which is full of grief and sorrow. They adapt various strategies to render this verse. 

Arberry's translation permits a greater frequency of stressed syllables, marked by acoustic 

features becoming relatively obvious either in oral performance or in a mental perception 

of stress in silent reading as in "Oft, night like, sea swarming," which containing 

instinctively some sort of strong rhythm emphasised by the use of the traditional device of 

alliteration. 

Jones's translation gives a direct rendering in an attempt to provide as closely as possible a 

transparent rendition. This mostly takes the usual form of detailed translation so as to help 

students to understand Arabic verse. For instance, Jones translates the ST simile " C~~.J 

.HI" quite literally. 

O'Grady's translation strategy again pays no attention to the common pattern of English. 

It exhibits the characteristics of poetic rendition, but with a different form of translation, 

making a deliberate effort to emphasise the sound structure, so permitting a greater number 

of syllables to become relatively clear as in: 

Night as so often, 
As the dark drapes it drops down upon me 

In these two units, O'Grady practiced greater liberty and therefore. his process achieves 

superior density of rhythms marked by greater frequency in the repetition of the same 
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sound. Thus it can be argued that the use of repetitive sounds such as /d/ /g! and /m! in the 

chosen words emphasises a clearly poetic verse, but with no regular metre. This is a sort of 

modem poetic rendition (that is a translation by compensation) confined to specific single 

words serving the accuracy of poetic translation. 

Furthermore, O'Grady's poetic strategy also attempts to convey the poet's sorrow by 

painting a different picture comparing the poet's night to dark drapes. In doing so, 

O'Grady attempts to keep the original connotative meaning of the ST image more 

symbolically using the expression "dark drapes" so as to emphasise the poet's grief and 

sadness. Thus, the wa~f of the night in O'Grady's version metaphorically conveys the 

poet's feelings. Akiko rightly states that the wa~fis not merely mimetic, but operates also 

metaphorically and metonymic ally to generate and convey symbolic and emblematic 

meanings.24 In addition, O'Grady's strategy also uses TL complex expressions to describe 

the poet's night, as in "its gargoyles guffaw me/maddened me so I shouted back". This is 

another technique used by O'Grady i.e. translation by expansion so as to direct the 

attention of the reader to the terrible and dire mood of the poet. 

Arberry 
many's the valley, bare as an ass's belly, I've crossed, 
a valley loud with the wolf howling like a many-baimed wastrel. 

Jones 
And many a valley I have crossed that was as bare as the 
belly of a wild-ass, where the wolf howls as it seeks food 
like a ~u '[uk. 

O'Grady 
And many's the desert valley, 

bare as a donkey's belly, 
I've traversed where the prodigal wolf 

howls over her litter 
in addition, I howled back: 

"well, wolf! 

Wadi is valley and the 'J' means many. It is also used as a formulaic element so as to 

emphasis and mark continuity and cohesion. law! is used metaphorically to give the sense 

of an animal's belly. Culturally speaking, the Arabic term .....:.~ gives the sense of an 

24 Akiko. M .. Description in Classical Arabic Poetry (Boston and Leiden: Brill. 20(4). p.17. 
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internal space as in LS~')' \...JIY.'-. 'Ayr is an animal such as an ass or a camel. Qafr is 

uninhabited. QG;ta 'a is to cross and 'u' refers to the poet, the speaker. Bi-hi refers to a 

valley. 'AwQ is "to howl" and khall' is "exile". Mu 'ayya/ commonly means someone who 

is burdened with many children. 

The above verse contains two different symbolic images of the deserted valley as plantless 

and humanless. It is translated as closely as possible by translators. Arberry's distinctive 

strategy displays breaks of line to show signs of a poetic pattern that appears consistently 

with strong stresses as in "many's the valley, bare as an ass's belly, I've crossed." 

Arberry's verse thus breaks down into short poetic units, normally of short length but with 

strong stressed syllables. This makes Arberry's strategy very different from the others. 

Furthermore, Arberry makes use of the English pattern with the aim of following the 

rough iambic verse, using simple syntactic units and commas that divide its feet. 

Jones' translation attempts to give a full descriptive detail of the ST units into another 

linguistic system, sticking very closely to the ST elements in transferring more of the 

elusive qualities of the original. It includes a number of sub-forms such as word-for-word 

and literal to correspond to the main purpose of the ST wa~f Jones' translation also tries to 

explain the ST simile image "~' ~" in an attempt to provide the original sense of the 

object described. Accordingly, Jones' term ~u '/uk explores the implicit meaning of what 

the original author aims to express. 

O'Grady's translation exhibits a different form of translation. It displays typical features of 

modem English verse that fits poetically the TL cultural sphere. O'Grady's translation 

attempts to render the ST units with much freedom, while resorting to literal rendition of 

ST symbolic images, as in "bare as a donkey's belly" giving the literal sense of the 

author's thought and perception of human life and love. O'Grady's term "bare" perhaps 

refers to the poet's intention in describing the deserted valley. Thus, ..>'! has a range of 

applications. In the three English translations it is restricted to the ST descriptive image. In 

addition, the English adjective "bare" is used for ..>'!, literally means uninhabited, and "ass" 

is used as a formal translation equivalent to the Arabic noun term "y-a.W'. Accordingly, 

O'Grady's understanding of the ST symbolism picture and its elements allows his 

translation to run smoothly, image by image, transferring subtle aspects of the ST verse. 

O'Grady's strategy is both freer and more poetic. It therefore portrays the deserted wadi 
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with the bareness of the donkey's belly. 

As a freer form O'Grady loaded his verse with extra material added to interest the reader. 

for example, the "prodigal wolf and I howled back, well, wolf." gives a very different 

poetic form more in a modem English style than those of Arberry and Jones. 

(16) ~..JA~ ~ ~tiJ o..)Ai ~)\ w-'.J~..>:y 

Arberry 
Very swift he is, like the toy spinner a boy will whirl 
plying it with his nimble hands by the knotted thread. 

Jones 
Swift, like a child's top which is made to travel by the 
Constant movement of its hands with a piece of joined-up thread. 

O'Grady 
He's quicker than quicklime, 

Quick as the peg-top flicked by a child 
Off a tight spinning top's string. 

Darlr refers to the poet's horse but literally means quick. Khudhrnfis the game played by a 

child with a spinning top. Walld is a child and tatiibu' is a continuous movement, khaYl is 

thread and muwa.s~al means joined together. 

This verse describes the poet's horse. The poet uses a clear direct image when he compares 

the speed of his horse to that of a child's spinning top. This in tum reflects the poet's 

prowess, glory and status in his tribal society. Park states that: "a competitive setting allows 

a verbal battle to be public, so that the winner will gain honor, glory and fame.,,~5 With this 

concise wa~f, the three translations have attempted to give suitable translations. 

Arberry's verse runs smoothly, adopting a fairly common pattern with a great deal of 

variety in the arrangement of the stresses. Arberry achieves a regular ground pattern in 

creating a verse that is certainly rhythmic, involving patterns of alliteration, as in swift, 

spinner. Such a strategy, though, is plausible, and, as we have already seen, Arberry's 

verse shows evidence of traditional devices. This reflects the individuality of Arberry's 

strategy and style, achieving accuracy and precision of poetic genre. For instance, the ST 

term darir is translated into "very swift he is" as a broad semantic translation that emphases 

2S Park. W.o Verbal Dueling in Heroic Narrati\'e (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990), p.~X. 
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the rhythmic pattern in a more declamatory style. 

Jones' translation is direct and flexible in communicating the ST literary theme. paying no 

attention to the TL rhythm and rhyme. Also, Jones attempts to produce a short piece of 

expressive composition written in a modem prosey style demonstrating the technical 

competence of its author. 

O'Grady's translation is a type of poetic rendition despite the complete neglect of ST 

poetic features. That is to say, O'Grady abandons traditional conventions and instead 

writes his text in a different form corresponding to a modem English poetic style, which is 

more appropriate in portraying the textuality, theme and topic of the original. 

Additionally, O'Grady's process of translation allows him much freedom in expanding the 

TL units with the aim to facilitating the understanding of the ST verse, and hence satisfying 

his reader. Conversely, O'Grady' translation exhibits a traditional device of alliteration 

inherited from ancient poets such as the use of the repetitive sounds Iql and lsi in some 

words. 

Arberry 
His flanks are the flanks of a fawn, his legs like an ostrich's 
the springy trot of the wolf he has, the fox's gallop; sturdy his body, 

Jones 
It has the flanks of a gazelle and the legs of an ostrich. 
It can travel at a wolfs fast speed or at the trot of a young fox. 

O'Grady 
My camel has the haunches of gazelle in gallop, 

his legs the leanness of ostrich loping. 
he sports the jerky jog of the jackal, 

looks fox frisky. 

The Arabic term ".u" is a pronoun referring to the poet' s horse according to most 

commentators. 'tyala is the horse's flank. Zaby is a gazelle and na'iima is an ostrich. Irklzii' 

is the speed at which a wolf (sirbiin) runs, and taqrlb tatfitl stands for the fast speed of the 

young fox. In this verse, the poet describes the physical parts of his horse, comparing them 

with those of other ;mimals' parts. 
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Arberry arranges his translation into a recognizable pattern of old English. That is to say. 

Arberry depends heavily on patterns of both stress and alliteration, as in "His flanks are the 

flanks of a fawn". Thus the repetitive sound If I exhibits a clear characteristic of rh}thmical 

verse. That is because in poetry every repetition of sound, whether simple or complex is 

rhythmic. So with this particular device, Arberry's words demonstrate a distinctive 

translation technique manipulating significant rhythm for expressive effect. Arberry's 

strategy is to group his verse according to the strong stressed syllables made by the 

distinctive alliteration, preserving the fixed sequence of his chosen rhythmical pattern; and 

yet, achieving poetic translation. 

Jones' translation is written differently. It gives factual events of ST units, gIvmg full 

information with much more accuracy of ST wa.sf image so as to provide a better 

understanding of ST poetic verse. In addition, Jones uses a series of descriptive phrases, 

well-structured and joined together so as to form one expressive piece of text as a whole. 

Hence it expresses as accurately as possible the physical details of the poet's horse written 

in a form which appears to be simple and transparent At the same time, Jones' familiarity 

with the Arabic literary tradition makes his translation run smoothly, clearly and directly to 

the extent that it can be considered to be a short piece of narrative such as a prose passage. 

O'Grady's translation process allows some freedom in structuring with units other than the 

foot can. That is to say, O'Grady grouped his verse in a different form using particular 

devices such as alliteration, depending entirely on the cadences of common speech, its 

sound and words rather than the traditional units of metrical feet. Thus, O'Grady's strategy 

is confined to the particular poetic device i.e. the repetition of some letters Igi III Igi are all 

perceived as rhythmic sounds that account for poetic diction, and these are substituted for 

regular rhyme. 

As for the particular phrases and expressIOns, O'Grady's translation shows defects in 

handling ST phrases. For instance, O'Grady gives "My camel has the haunches of 

gazelle" as a translation equivalent to the ST "~i -..\" and results in producing a different 

equivalent i.e. a camel. Such a rendition may affect poetically the ST poetic intention and 

content; image and context, and hence leads to distortion of the original message intended 

by the poet. 
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(18) ~jO~W1j~w~J ~4JJ~~~w4! 

Arberry 
all through the night he stood with saddle and bridle upon 

him, 
Stood where my eyes could see him, not loose to his will. 

Jones 
He passed the night wearing saddle and bridle, standing 
Where my eye could see him, not let out to pasture. 

O'Grady 
He stood the night tethered, 

saddle and bridle still on him, 
with eyesight 

so as not to roam loose. 

The fa is used with biita to give emphasis to the original sense of the ST image that 

describes the poet's horse during the night It is also used to make a link with the previous 

line so as to emphasise the picture already drawn by the poet. Sarj and Lijiim are a horse's 

tack. Qii'iman is setting up. Biita bi'aynz means to keep under control and watch. This 

verse shows a clear poetic was! and alludes to the poet's strong imaginative power in 

conveying an image of his horse standing all night wearing its saddle and bridle. 

The ST verse is again translated differently by the three translators Arberry's translation 

seems quite poetic emphasising the most common patterns of English, as in "all through the 

night he stood with saddle and bridle upon him", which is substituted for traditional Arabic 

rhymes in an attempt to retain formal qualities of TL. Put simply, Arberry's translation 

conforms poetically to the TL traditional convention of the English verse. In addition, 

Arberry attempts to present the poet's voice with the aim of providing both the quaintness 

of TL and the roughness of its rhythm in his verse, as in "Stood where my eyes could see 

him". 

Jones' translation seems to follow a straightforward procedure, rendering ST elements with 

more accuracy in a simple/comprehensible style and with less aesthetic quality. Put simply, 

Jones attempts to give direct information of ST units with a simple style so as to facilitate 

understanding among a certain learning group. With this in mind, Jones pays particular 

attention to the ST lexical items, which are all translated quite literally. For example, Jones 

simply uses the verb "pass" as a formal equivalence in the sense of biita so as to give its 

direct denotative meaning. In doing so, Jones' attempts to retain specific aspects of the 



original verse while replacing ST material with IT material in order to preserve the ST 

was! scene. This strategy has been discussed and highlighted earlier by Catford (1965) see 

chapter 4. 

O'Grady's translation is written almost entirely in a very different expressive form that 

completely abandons the traditional rules of English, and instead his verse appeared more 

expressive and runs smoothly exhibiting particular characteristic features such as 

alliteration. O'Grady's strategy thus exhibits a very different form of poetic arrangement 

breaking down the verse into short poetic units as in "He stood the night tethered, saddle 

and bridle still on him." This example, however, shows O'Grady's verse is based not on 

the recurrence of stress accents in a regular, strictly measurable pattern, but rather on the 

irregular rhythmic cadences of the recurrence of stresses of TL as in "saddle and bridle 

still on him" with variations of significant words, phrases and images. 

Arberry 
Friend, do you see yonder lightning? Look, there goes its 

glitter 
flashing like two hands now in the heaped-up, crowned 

storm cloud. 

Jones 
My friend, can you see lightning? Let me point out to see 
you its flashes in the distance gleaming like the flash of hands 
[as it moves swiftly] in a mass of cloud piled up like a crown. 

O'Grady 
Look! 

Crowning that storm cloud. 
Lightning! 

It flashes like a bowman's hand 
Flicks arrows from his quiver. 

The ST term a-$iihi is derived from the ST word "~L-" which literally means friend. The 

final ba is suppressed, and so remains with its own /.laraka: fat/.la and kasra. Barqan is 

lightning, and wamlq is spark. Lam' is shining, and habiyy is a collection of clouds. The 

poet in this verse attempts to describe the brightness of the lightning (barqan) by 

comparing its glitter and light to the flashing of two hands. With this image in mind, the 

three translators have attempted to achieve a similar image using proper and distinctive 

translation strategies. 
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Arberry's verse breaks down into short poetic units, and with strong stresses displaying 

the predominant metrical pattern. For instance, Arberry's words "Friend, do you see 

yonder lightning? Look," strongly reflect the traditional style of English. This of course is 

enhanced by the use of punctuation mark so as to emphasis a purely metrical pattern of 

early English verse. 

Jones's translation is again written differently. It attempts to explain ST units but with less 

poetic quality. That is to say, Jones' gives a simple structure free of archaic words 

exploring ST units taking into account the ST smile image. Furthermore, Jones focuses on 

the content message of ST units in an attempt to make a literary match between the two 

cultural and linguistic systems. 

O'Grady's strategy, however, appears to be quite poetic in expressing particular aspects of 

the ST poetic theme. As a common form of poetic translation, O'Grady resorts to organize 

his verse in a different technique to stress the oral verse of Jahiliyya poetry, reflecting to a 

large extent the poet's voice. 

O'Grady's strategy thus seems to provide a more expressive form of translation that takes 

into account the content message of the original author's thought and his deep imaginative 

power in describing natural phenomena. For example, in "crowning that storm cloud," is a 

clear expressive form with strong rhythm, which is based entirely on the words and phrases 

used in different form by O'Grady. This form appears to suggest that the meaning of the 

SL text is best communicated by translating it into the natural form of the TL with proper 

freedom. Such a technique, however, aims to render the ST image with more accuracy and 

more emphasis on the object described to achieve its intended purpose. 

Arberry 
Brilliantly it shines-so flames the lamp of an anchorite 
as he slops the oil over the twisted wick. 

Jones 
Its light giving illumination, or like the lamps of a hermit who 
has been generous with oil on the twisted wicks. 
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O'Grady 
A brilliant blaze of light 

Like that of the lone hermit when he splashes oil 
on the twisted wick of his night lamp. 

The ST term sana refers to the light of the lightning. Ma$abl~ are lamps. Amala is to spill 

and sail! is oil. pabal is filament, and mufattal is firmly and tightly twisted. This verse 

gives a close symbolic image describing the light of the monk's night lamps. which gives a 

brilliant blaze of light. 

Arberry' translation attempts to render the Arabic verse with more emphasis on distinctive 

poetic features of the TL metrical pattern as in "Brilliantly it shines so flames the lamp" 

which corresponds to the syntactical metrical frame of the English. In addition, Arberry's 

translation exhibits strong rhythms with variable syllables so as to create a similar effective 

image. It also explores the connotational meaning of the ST image, as in "so flames the 

lamp of an anchorite as he slops the oil." 

Jones's translation states the factual information of ST units as directly as possible to be 

read while learning Arabic poetry, with more attention paid to understanding its rules, 

techniques and even sympathy. In addition, Jones' translation allows a different style that 

illustrates the semantic contents of ST units. For instance, Jones's statement "its light 

giving illumination" is used in the sense of giving o~~', as a more direct rendition of the 

object described in the ST. 

O'Grady chooses a different strategy rendering the ST verse with much freedom. 

O'Grady's verse has a moderately wide pitch and melody to serve the TL reader better in 

understanding the ST poetic material as in "Like that of the lone hermit when he splashes 

oil." In addition, O'Grady's translation gives literal meanings to most terms of the ST, 

particularly those of adjectives and nouns as in "A brilliant blaze of light," which emphasise 

consonant sonority and hence, involves patterns of alliteration such as the repetitive sound 

of fbi in O'Grady's terms. 

Arberry 
Oh yes. many a fine day I've dallied with the white ladies, 
and especially I call to mind a day at Dara Juljul, 
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Jones 
Ah, many is the excellent day I've had because of [such women]. 
I specially remember a day at Dara JuJjul. 

O'Grady 
Many the long day I wasted 

watching fine white-fleshed women. 

Alii conveys a sense of hope and desire. It gives a sense of the poet's enthusiasm when 

recalling the day at Dar-a Juljul, which is a small shallow pool of rain water common to the 

people of that time. Rubba means many days. Yawmin laka min-hunna ~iililz refers to a 

particular incident showing the poet's happy remembrance of many such days which are 

symbolised by the poet as the day of Dara Juljul. Laka literally means " .. =-.wi ~' • which 

refers to the poet himself, and ka is for ~L;..JI. al-ZawzanI explains this verse by stating 

that: 

~ o)~ r~ Ji.a ry'JI ~ 0-0 r~ 'iJ ~ rc-li ~ ~ wPJ ~WI ~y. ~ wj! r~ '-:-l..J" 

26" . (j0Jt <,";'j1IJ ~I ~ 'i w~1jt! ,~iJ ry'JI ~i uts r~1 ~.ji~..>.l 

The poet speaks about the fine day he spent with the ladies, recalling past events of his 

youth, and making them especial. The three translators have attempted to render this verse 

different! y. 

On looking to Arberry's translation, it appeared that the first half-line exhibits the 

characteristics of strong stressed pattern of varying length in its syllables so as to give 

stronger rhythms. This, in turn, makes Arberry's translation more poetic stating factual 

information of the poet's enthusiasm as to recall a past event. Jones' uses a very different 

translation strategy, which is likely to be more comprehensive to encompass various details 

of textual events of the ST verse, without any attempt of elegant poetry. For example, in "I 

specially remember a day at Dar-a Juljul," embodies factual details of the poet's fme days 

with the women. Thus, Jones' translation is a more flexible process which is largely 

intended to present a direct explanation of the ST material, making better understanding of 

its composition. This is a type of translation that states a narrative within a narrative as to 

resemble a storyline. O'Grady opts for a more poetic translation, rendering ST units with 

more liberties and with more emphasis on the content of the ST message so to achieve a 

proper rendition that suits TL setting. O'Grady achieves this by omitting important 

material of ST units "Dar-a Juljul". This technique was discussed by Dickins et al. state that 

26 Op. cit.. p.ll. 
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omitting important words in ST texts is unacceptable negligence.27 Such a freedom leads 

O'Grady to organize his verse in a different way compared to the others. Furthermore, 

O'Grady simply uses the common cadences of everyday speech, which are often 

substituted for regular metre even if this means sacrificing familiar features such as rhyme. 

That is to say, O'Grady's strategy is a fluid and concise form of translation which 

conforms to none of the set rules or traditional limitations in regard to rhyming schemes. 

However, O'Grady does make the ST accessible to readers who speak a different 

language, live in a different place and time, and belong to a different cultural tradition. In 

addition, its rhythms are based entirely on the sounds of words to convey the original sense 

of the poet's thought as in "many the long day I wasted." 

Arberry 
And the day I slaughtered for the virgins my riding-beast 
(and oh, how marvelous was the dividing of its loaded saddle), 

Jones 
a day when I hamstrung my camel for the young unmarried 
women, and what wonder there was in the baggage it had carried; 

O'Grady 
Especially that day I butchered my beast for those girls. 

'aqartu is derived from the Arabic verb 'aqara meaning to slaughter. In the above context, 

it implies that the poet slaughtered his riding animal for the starving ladies. 'adhara is the 

plural of 'adhra' meaning a maiden or a virgin. MO:tiyya is riding animal. The poet in this 

verse speaks about his adventures, recalling past experiences during the happy days of his 

youth. He refers to his meeting place with the virgins in Dar-a Juljul. This verse displays a 

significant piece of fakhr depicting the poet's past event. This recollection of past 

experience evokes nostalgia and the hope of seeing his beloved. The three English 

translations attempt to give a similar sense of the reminiscence and glory of the Jahiliyya 

poetry through the use of different translation strategies and techniques. 

Arberry's makes use of the English pattern, which perhaps gives the key to understanding 

the iambic pentameter of a typical length without rhyming. Arberry's also gives a direct 

27 Dickins, I, Hervey, S. and Higgins, I., Thinking Arabic Translation: A Course in Translation Method: 
Arabic to English (London and New York: Routledge), p.23. 
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semantic rendition of most of the expressIve units of the ST as in "And the day I 

slaughtered," explains in more detail the actual referential meaning of the Arabic phrasal 

unit "wjAc r~.J," 

Jones' strategy seems to be introducing the full information from the ST material but 

written in a different form, which is then likely to approximate the original sense of the 

content, paying no attention to familiar TL features such as phonic structure, Jones's 

translation is thus more direct, focusing on the subject matter of the ST to appear more 

subjective, accurate and even practical, particularly in explaining the ST units that facilitate 

understanding, For example, the expression "the young unmarried women," explaining in 

much detail the original meaning of the ST term al- 'adhiirii, O'Grady seems quite poetic 

and very concise, centered on the ST message, theme and topic. Such a strategy, however, 

gives a precise sense of the poet's thought. As a poet, O'Grady takes much poetic license 

in rendering the ST verse with the less familiar features. This makes his translation run 

more smoothly and hence is plausible. At the same time, O'Grady has compressed the 

line; his aim is to achieve in a modem English style the effect created by Imru'al-Qays for 

the original audience of the poem. Furthermore, the three translators are in agreement in 

providing literal renditions of most of the ST items. They all attempt to convey as closely 

as possible the original message of its author. For example, the ST terms 'aqartu and 

m~tiyya are translated literally. However, with regard to the ST term, reference has already 

been made to the animal being killed, which is the poet's riding animal. Arberry's 

translation gives the precise sense of "jCL.!J\ 4.b..\"/'. Jones' gives the sense of the poet's 

camel ~ and O'Grady refers to the term as "beast". The term "beast" in British culture 

has a wide range of meanings and therefore should not be used for a specific animal, since 

it may refer to an animal which is large, dangerous or unusual. 

Arberry 
And the virgins went on tossing its hacked flesh about 
and the frilly fat like fringes of twisted silk. 

Jones 
The women kept on throwing [on to the fire] its flesh and 
fat that looked like the twisted frills of silk cloth. 
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O'Grady 
They spent their time swapping cuts of the meat and fat, frilled 
with fringes like finger-twisted silk. 

2alla is to remain. In this context, it gives the sense of continuity. That is to say. the poet's 

ladies continued throwing the flesh. The fa is used to introduce the result or effect of the 

preceding verse. This type of fa in Arabic is called y\~\ ~l9 Ji ~\ ~l9. Al- 'adhiirii are 

virgins. Yartaml means "to toss". Labmi means meat and shabmin is fat. Hadiib is a 

collective term meaning fringes. Al-dimaqs is silk cloth and mufattal is twisted. This verse 

is a continuous piece of fine fakhr reflecting the poet's adventures and happy days. 

Therefore, the English versions all draw a close image of the poet's self glorification, but 

the three translators use different translation strategies to render this verse. 

Because of his iambic orientation and with the presence of regular pattern. Arberry's 

translation seems to achieve a more poetical tone of voice as in traditional English poetry. 

The emphasis on phonic pattern attempts to present the poet's voice to his reader. That is to 

say, Arberry's stronger rough rhythm and greater concentration of stresses exhibits 

splendid alliterative qualities of sounds, as in "and the frilly fat like fringes of twisted silk" 

Here the letter If I predominates, reflects the TL poetic phonics that permit strong rhythms, 

hence making a deliberate effort to emphasise the sound qualities. Arberry's process thus 

exploits such feature in an attempt to present traditional metre, hence creating a verse that 

exposes the TL rhythmic pattern. Jones' translation is written in a different style that 

provides actual details of the poet's adventures and happy days. That is to say, Jones 

begins by introducing a sequence of events that reflect the natural sight of the ladies who 

keep throwing pieces of flesh on the fire. This is a type of a written composition "passage" 

intended to describe a series of incidents, presenting to the reader the ST textual matters 

detail after detail. O'Grady uses a different form of translation that agrees with the TL 

culture, and hence looks very different from the others. That is to say, O'Grady's strategy 

sacrifices traditional limitations and restrictions, and the verse is organized instead 

according to the cadences of speech and image pattern, which is often substituted for 

regular pattern. This is a common type of translation which attempts to convey the real 

sense of the original. Beside this, O'Grady crafts an intimate melody from the frequency 

of repeated sounds, involving patterns of alliteration as in "cuts of the meat and fat. frilled 

with fringes like finger-twisted silk". This is a noticeable characteristic observed in 
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O'Grady's distinctive strategy, showing how very delicate the music of the verse is. 

The three translators thus attempt to use different strategies to render the ST term ··...;.f~ .. JI ... 

Arberry opts for the term "virgins" as a formal equivalent. Jones's gives a very lucid and 

direct translation, and simply inserts the term "women" as a literal translation of the term. 

O'Grady translates it differently, using the pronoun "they" with the aim of making actual 

sense of the ST poetic image. Furthermore, the use of the two English terms "frilly and 

frilled" by Arberry and O'Grady perhaps puts more emphasis on the restricted factual 

symbolic reference of the ST simile, hence imitating one another. This gives their 

translations an actual sense of the ST poetic image. Thus, in converting this image for the 

TL reader, both translators attempt to produce a poetic translation portraying the poet's 

self-glorification and happy days. Also, they both give a true account of the poet's heroic 

Bedouin humour associated with adventures, and hence reflecting the clear poetic fakhr of 

the poet's self-glorification. 

Arberry 
Yes, and the day I entered the litter where Unaiza was 
and she cried, 'Out on you! Will you make me walk on my feet?' 

Jones 
a day when I entered the litter, the litter of 'Unayza, and 
she said, 'Woe to you, you will make me have to travel on foot'. 

O'Grady 
And the day I hopped up into her howdah! 

She screamed: 
"Damn you. 
Get out of here. 

Do you want me to walk?" 

The ST khidr literally means howdah. A/-way/at is the plural of way/a, which means woe 

due to adversity and disaster. This verse displays another piece of the poet's self-glories 

and past experience. In their treatment of the ST piece of fakhr, the three translators attempt 

to use different translation techniques as to give a close joyful sense of the poet meeting his 

beloved. Arberry's and O'Grady's translations are more poetic than Jones's. Arberry's 

translation breaks down into simple poetic units with great strong stresses that reflect 

considerable differences in the rapidity of its rough rhythm. That is to say. Arberry 

attempts to impose in his translation the most striking pattem of sounds from the stresses 
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and syllables to convey the poet's intention and hence give the reader some indication of 

the poet's mood, as in "yes, the day I entered the litter" that exhibits a strongly rhythmic 

pattern. Arberry thus maintains the sound pattern throughout the gentle rhythm. 

emphasizing the poet's intention. Therefore, one could claim that Arberry's yerse 111 

general is certainly rhythmic, and even metrical, since he attempts to follow a constant 

poetic line length, as in the English iambic pentameter. 

Jones' translation takes a different form, stating a sequence of descriptions of the poet's 

adventures. It is written in short literary form using a very simple personal language: terms 

and expressions that explain a short piece of liihiliyya fakhr. This in tum establishes a new 

form of translation that reflects the ST author's intention and hence gives the reader some 

idea of the structure, theme and topic of the ST verse. 

O'Grady's translation is quite different since the grouping of his words shows breaks of 

line, and therefore, his strategy appeared mostly a type of poetic rendition far different 

from Arberry. At the same time, O'Grady's process divides up the continuous utterance 

into different units larger than the foot. Its rhythms are based entirely on figures of sound of 

stressed and unstressed syllables that shows a different division of units, written in a 

different form as to take a different arrangement of words, and therefore it has no line 

length compared with the others. 

With this particular arrangement of verse, O'Grady's larger number of words seems to 

depart from the regular pattern of traditional rules, as he simply resorts to employing other 

material, borrowed from TL culture, in an attempt to explore the connotational meaning of 

the ST intended verse, and therefore gives a more poetic tone of ST author. For example. 

O'Grady' uses the expressions "Damn you. Get out of here." This emphasizes the sound 

structure and so permits a greater number of syllables. On the contrary, O'Grady leaves 

out the ST proper name "0..iUc." This of course reflects other technique, in this case 

translation by omission. Moreover, O'Grady opts for less formal terms by using the 

colloquial "Damn you." liihil(vya poetry in general is based on a high formal stylistic 

register, and therefore should be rendered to the same standard of formal linguistic 

elements. 
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8.4.1. Concluding Remarks 

The above discussion appears to give more fruitful results in understanding modem 

translation strategies and techniques employed by Western translators in translating 

Jahiliyya verses of traditional society of the 6th century to the most modernist western 

society "English speaking society". Arberry tries to produce a more poetic translation. His 

translation strategy attempts to reflect the most common poetic pattern of English with as 

much of the semantic dimension as possible. 

Also, Arberry's translation has a unique poetic English style characterised by 

enjambments, structures such as strong poetic phrases, and clauses which attempt to adopt 

the metrical English pattern. Jones' strategy is different from the others since it attempts to 

explain ST material so as to provide a better understanding of this material. O'Grady is 

another type of poetic form of translation written in a different poetic style compared with 

Arberry. That is to say, O'Grady chooses to use a more common poetic-dynamic 

translation form that differs in many aspects. Moreover, the discussion also exhibits other 

issues such as the translation competence and translation performance with regard to 

strategic skill and strategic performance of the translators in translating from Arabic into 

English addressing the issue of poetic translation strategies in an attempt to improve the 

quality of poetic translation. 
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8.5. Tarafa's Mu 'allaqa 

8.5.1. Introduction 

This chapter discusses some of the parts of three modem English translations of Tarafa's 

ode. The three translations considered here are of Arberry, Sells and O'Grady in an attempt 

to illustrate their translation process with regard to the type and nature of their strategies 

that led to the emergence of new texts in a new culture, time and place. The discussion 

begins by giving a simple overview of the poet and his Mu 'allaqa. 

8.5.2 The poet 

Tarafa Ibn al-' Abd was a sixth century Arabian Jiihiliyya poet from the Bakr tribe, who 

occupied an honoured place in the field of traditional Arab poetry. His full name was 'Amr 

son of al-'Abd, son of Sufyan, son of Sa'd, son of Malik. Tarafa was one of the most 

literary figures of the ancient Jiihiliyya period. He was the youngest poet of his generation, 

and began composing verses from an early age.28 His Diwiin is a collection of poems 

consisting of 657 lines that were composed during his wanderings in the desert during the 

"Days of Ignorance" in the sixth century.29 His poems reflect his noble character and his 

simple and innocent life. The most common topics and images in his corpus are his tough 

domestic life, travels with his camels, his reminiscences, and his virtues such as bravery, 

courage, liberality, hospitality, and a hatred of cruelty and oppression.Tarafa Mu'allaqa 

displays various virtues. These won him high regard among the distinguished people of his 

time and the favours of a rich relative, and thereby restored his independence.3o The ode 

reflects authentic features of early poetic traditions such as the nasib, waif,fakhr. O'Grady 

notes that: 

Tarafa displayed his poetic talent, especially for satire of friend and foe alike, at a 
very early age. As he grew older his talent for invective brought on him the anger 
of those he satirized and led to his undoing and death at the age of twenty, which 
is why he is referred to as 'the one the gods loved 31 

Tarafa, like Imru' al-Qays, began his ode with an elegiac nasib (11.1-10), stopping at the 

qtliil, recalling past experience and dipping deeply into an intoxicating reverie of 

recollection and reminiscences of his beloved. The latter are symbolised by the description 

28Arberry, A., The Seven Odes (London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd., 1957), pp.69-70. 
29 al-FikhiirT, H., Tarikh al-adDb al- 'arabi (Cairo: Dar al-Ma'irif, 1951), p.95: . 
JO Nicholson R., A Literary History of tM Arabs ( Cambridge: Cambridge Umver5lty Press, 1953),p.l 07. 
31 O'Orady, D., The Golden Odes of Love (Cairo: American University Press, 1997), p.l3. 
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of the remains of tattoo marks on the back of a woman's hand (1.1). Tarafa also introduced 

his poem with a long striking description of his she-camel, stressing virtues originally 

derived from domestic situations, nomadic life, and scenes that give force and effect to the 

depictions. In this respect, Bauer (1998) states that Tarafa was a skilled poet who 

composed long polythematic qa~ldas at a high artistic level. This is especially noticeable in 

the descriptive passages of his poem, which is full of original comparisons. The fmest 

example of this is a long and famous section of 28 lines in Tarafa's Mu'allaqa in which he 

describes his riding camel using 24 comparisons and metaphors. 32 The attention of the 

reader is, however, drawn to the poet's life and character, particularly the more serious 

concern of travelling on a noble and fast-moving she-camel (11. 13--40.). Accordingly, his 

life is seen as hard and boring, and full of anxiety and sorrowful stories (11.48-88). 

However, Tarafa's many noble virtues, including faithfulness and loyalty, caused him to 

stand strong in all circumstances. His treatment of his cousin and brother exemplify his 

good traits and redeem his weak points (11.69-72). Thus, Tarafa was able to turn his vices 

into virtues and earn for himself a distinguished place among the people of his time. 

8.5.3. The Mu 'allaqa 

Like all al-Mu'allaqiit of Jiihiliyya poetry, Tarafa's mu'allaqa is set forth in rhymed verses 

and begins by describing deserted dwelling places. It is composed in Tawil metre with a 

unified end-rhyme that continues throughout the ode. The poet thus adopted one of the 

most favoured metres, the Tawil or "long metre." The tawil metre is commonly used in 

early Arabic poems such as those of Imm'al-Qays and Zuhayr. Moreover, the mu'allaqa is 

rich in images describing his niiqa or 'she-camel'. His famous description of the niiqa 

dominates the theme of his ode. His vivid images give an insight into the Bedouin culture 

of the sixth century, for example in the remarkable depiction of the niiqa's thighs (1.19) 

symbolizing the double doors of a tall palace. As Allen Roger explains: 

His companion is the she-camel (naqah), the preferred mode of transport in such 
inhospitable climes but also a protector and lifeline .. the complete reliance on animal 
traits leads to some elaborate depiction of the camel, one of the most famous themes 

d · h' • Il 33 use 10 IS mu a aqa. 

32 Bauer, T., 'Tarafa', in Meisami and Starkey, Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature. Vol. 2. (London and New York: 

Routledge, 1998) p.759. . . . . Cam' 
33 Allen, R., TM Arabic Literary Heritage. The Development of Its Genres and CritiCISm (Cambndge: bndge 

University Press, 1998), p.128. 
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The mu'allaqa describes the poet's she-camel through a series of similes (see the was! 

verses), and therefore, it might be called an ode to the camel par excellence. The powerful 

symbolic resonance generated by the niiqa scene supplies the highly charged context for 

larafa's dispute with his brother and cousin (Ma'bad and Malik) over lost pack camels. 

larafa's rich use of similes creates a wide range of imagery. Such use of imagery was 

originally employed to describe the traditional motifs of pre-Islamic society. The 

description of the niiqa, for instance, is a strategy to reflect either an actual or a fictional 

event. However, the descriptive sections are also closely linked to the form and content and 

to other motifs of the qa~fda within the entire poetic scheme. For example, the poet's glory 

is associated with his reproaches to his tribe, his brother and his cousin (11.56-70). The 

mU'allaqa comprises a number of themes such as the nasfb, was], and fakhr that display 

larafa's poetic genius, and therefore stand as a glorification of his poetic prowess. 

Accordingly, the poem's themes fall under various individual categories. Al-FakhiirI 

classifies these as follow: 

1 -10: nasfb or description of traces, 'ruins of his beloved'. 
11- 44: description of niiqa section. 
45- 94: self-glorification or personalfakhr. 
95-100: tribalfakh,J4. 

larafa's mu 'allaqa thus draws upon various topics and themes. It also provides a clear 

review of larafa's life: he tells us of his good position in the tribe, of his adventurous 

travels, and of his early habits of dissipation and drinking, which caused him to be cast out 

by the tribe (see 11.63-70). The mu'allaqa also provides domestic insights into the nomadic 

life of the early Jiihiliyya tribal people, recording their loyal and virtuous acts carried out 

for the sake of their tribes. 

8.5.4. An Analysis of the English Translations of a Selection of Tarafa's 

Verses 

1. NasIb verses 
_t .. , _t' _to: • :a . t-..l '-l ~ -:.. t 

(1) .l:fl' ~U=. ~ r!a.".' ~'"P c:~ ~~..>M U.Aa y-

Arberry 
There are traces yet of Khaula in the stony tract of Thahmad 
apparent like the tattoo-marks seen on the back of a hand; 

34Op. cit., pp.93-99. 
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Sells 
The ruins Khawla left 

on the mottled flatlands of Thahmad 
appear and fade, like the trace of a tattoo 

on the back of a hand. 

O'Grady 
I find no lines mark her fine face, 

profiled in my presence, 
like tattoo-marks might emerge 

from a presented hand. 

(ltliil is ruins or "traces" of the beloved's abandoned campsite. Burqa is a gravelly tract 

formed by small rocks. Thahmad is the name of a place familiar to the poet TalUJ.z means to 

be shiny and bright, and washm means tattoo-marks. The poet speaks about the beloved's 

ruins symbolized by the remains of tattoo marks on the back of women's hands. Translators 

seem to share the poet's perplexity, anxiety, and wonder over the traces of the abodes. 

They are in tune with what occupies the poet's heart and mind. 

All three translators attempt to give a poetic translation of the ST verse using two different 

strategies. Arberry attempts to follow a regular rhythmic pattern of TL, but giving no 

rhyming scheme. Sells and O'Grady resort to using a different poetic form of translation, 

paying no attention to traditional restrictions in regard to metre and rhyme. 

Arberry's translation is a type of poetic verse that takes into account formal elements of 

TL in regard to sounds and images. Arberry thus attempts to give a poetic rendition 

rendering of the exact contextual meaning of the ST content, paying particular attention to 

TL traditional poetic features such as the regular rhythmic patterns that demonstrate strong 

stressed syllables, as in "there are traces." Arberry's translation thus conveys the 

distinctive artistic tone of the most common metrical patterns in English poetry, based 

entirely on the frequent occurrence of strongly stressed syllables. This is an iambic 

pentametre composed by Arberry so that it can approximate as closely as possible to a 

pattern consisting of a strong rhythm. Furthermore, Arberry's translation pays particular 

attention to the ST poetic image of the beloved's traces; this is emphasized by the use of 

"yet" presenting the reader with a neat line and iambic beat that keeps the line flowing 

smoothly, as in "apparent like the tattoo-marks seen on the back of a hand." 

Sells' and O'Grady's strategy looks different. rendering the ST verse with no identifiable 
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metrical pattern or rhyme scheme. They attempt to organize their verses in different forms 

of modern English, using common patterns such as a rhythmic pattern based on the 

common cadences of speech. This takes account of more variable syllables, which is 

clearly a norm, though not an absolute rule. Thus their renditions are quite poetic and 

convey metaphorically the desolate abodes of the beloved. O'Grady's translation exhibits 

the characteristic of the non-metrical pattern. The words are tied together into rhythmic 

units by grouping them according to common speech emphasising a particular pattern that 

has a strong recognized traditional device i.e. alliteration such as the repetitive sounds If I 

and Ipl in the chosen words. This has the advantage of being a simple and flexible verse 

translation. In addition, O'Grady produces a different poetic style, omitting the beloved's 

name in terms of its position in the new culture. 

Sells' translation attempts to group the words in a different way, displaying an organization 

which tends to be a familiar form of poetic genre i.e. quatrain verse form. That is a stanza 

of four unrhymed line and with no regular metre. At the same time, Sells uses a particular 

division of line structure which is different from the other translators since it exhibits a 

great deal of variety in the arrangement of stresses and with a strong rhythmic pattern 

characterized by the use of alliteration, appearing in the repetitive sound It! as in "appear 

and fade, like the trace of a tattoo." This in turn reflects highly conventional motifs of the 

naslb theme of liihiliyya poetry of early Bedouin's Arabic thought and attitude towards a 

loved one. 

Arberry 
There my companions halted their beasts awhile over me 
saying, 'Don't perish of sorrow; bear it with fortitude!'. 

Sells 
There my friends halted 

tall camels over me, 
saying:don't lose yourself 

in grief, man: endure! 

O'Grady 
My friends reined clos~ above me. 

Shouted: "Be a man. Stand your ground". 
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MaJiyya is a riding animal; asan means sadness. This verse embodies the poet stopping at 

atliil of the beloved's former abodes. It conveys to the TL reader the poet' s sadness and 

anxiety while showing his companions around on their riding animals requesting him to 

stay calm and not to be anxious. The three translators have managed to render this verse, 

but with different strategies. 

Arberry's verse is a type of an iambic poetic verse that exhibits early traditional metre so 

as to give a more effective verse that sounds natural to the reader. Arberry breaks down 

his verse into strongly recognizable rhythmic units that reflect a rough rhythm similar to 

the 16th century verse form. For instance, Arberry's unit "There my companions halted 

their beasts". This is a purely metrical pattern that consists of metrical foot of variable 

stresses. Furthermore, Arberry's verse attempts to convey the original author's sense by 

the weighing down of his translation with powerful vocabulary (e.g. 'Don't perish of 

sorrow; bear it with fortitude!'), making it conform more easily to the iambic pentameter of 

TT. 

Sells' and O'Grady's translations display the characteristics of a different form of poetic 

translation, giving them some freedom in grouping their verses. Sells' verse exhibits 

different groupings of words than O'Grady's, the former making a deliberate effort to 

emphasise sound structure, so allowing the quatrain form. This of course helps to determine 

the regular stress patterns of the verse. In general terms, Sells attempts to group his words 

in a more distinctive form that gives a more significant aspect of verse writing in terms of 

the distribution of its wording system marked by the use of quatrain verse. 

O'Grady's translation looks more concise and brief, portraying the original sense of the 

ST author. Because of his free orientation, O'Grady attempts to give a more expressive 

poetical text, rendering ST with much freedom and hence resulting in a very different 

construction of the verse. O'Grady's translation also displays a limited number of patterns 

occurring frequently as line ending or line beginnings which will be perceived, if only 

subconsciously, as recurring rhythmic units. This leads O'Grady to use strong stresses as 

in the frrst syllables of these expressions, "Be a man. Stand your ground." that employ a 

particularly expressive form of translation so as to create a close match with the ST image. 

Additionally. O'Grady's translation gives a very distinctive structure, grouping his \"crse 

differently using various punctuation marks such as colon and inverted commas. 
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Moreover, O'Grady's translation centered basically on the ST message, paymg no 

attention to the traditional poetic devices such as alliteration and rhyme. 

Arberry 
The litters of the Maliki camels that mom in the broad 
watercourse of Wadi Dad were like great schooners 

Sells 
As if, yesterday, 

the howdahs of a Malikite 
was a ship, free-floating 

in the wide wadi beds of Dadi, 

O'Grady 
Covered camels that day break 

by the broad water currents 
sailed like ships of the desert, 

/fudiij is the plural of hudj. It means the camel howdahs that were used for the transport of 

women. Khaliiyii stands for large ships, and nawii,sif, singular niisifii, is a large broad space 

close to the sides of the wadi or valley. Dad is the name of a valley "wadi" familiar to the 

poet. Tarafa uses a metaphorical image, well known in Arabic culture, when he describes 

the camel as a desert ship. The poet compares the camel howdahs of his tribes women to the 

travelling fleet of ships in terms of their huge litters and transport of luggage. The 

translators successfully convey the ST simile by using various translation strategies in an 

attempt to make the comparison more effective and appropriate to the IT cultural setting. 

Arberry's translation seems quite poetic and introduces the most common formal elements 

of TT genre writing. It exhibits a regular metre, keeps the line conforming to the TL 

metrical pattern, hearing the line as all iambs, as in "The litters of the Maliki camels that 

mom in the broad". This is enhanced by a pattern of stresses, and hence exhibits stronger 

rhythmic poetry results from this particular process of translation. Arberry' s translation 

attempts to present the reader with the original sense and thought of the original author. 

Sells and O'Grady opted for a different translation strategy that looks broader, and hence 

reflects a far distinctive style of verse writing. with no regular metrical pattem and rhyme 

scheme. That is to say. it is a type of open form of poetry translation that allows a great 
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deal of freedom, but each of which attempts a different poetic style compared with Arberry. 

Furthermore, both translators have attempted to organize their texts according to the 

common speech of TL substituted for the regular metrical pattern and rhyme scheme of IT. 

Their rhythms are based entirely on the sounds, phrases and expressions rather than on the 

traditional units of metrical feet. For example, Sells' units are again grouped differently and 

hence reveal a distinctive poetic style of the four line stanza that reflects modem English 

verse translation, probably because this is the most familiar form of translation. O'Grad~" s 

translation attempts to provide a more expressive text of idiomatic nature. It is written 

differently and with great deal of variety in the arrangement of TL elements. It has neither 

regular metre nor rhyming scheme. For example, the expression "covered camels that day 

break by the broad water currents," is obviously an idiomatic rendition exploring the 

hidden meaning of its author's senses. O'Grady's strategy thus attempts to draw an artistic 

image depicting the women' howdahs of Jiihiliyya people. 

With these two different strategies in mind, Arberry's translation attempts to capture the 

elegiac moment of the poet's nostalgia and love given by the description of the departing 

litters. Sells' use of "the howdahs of a Malikite," is a formal translation equivalent for the 

ST phrase ~\ ~.J.A which preserves the local flavour of the ST cultural aspect of the 

natural scene of the travelling tribe loaded with their litters. O'Grady gives a clear 

connotational meaning of the ST cultural term "hudj ", showing a particular aspect: "the 

women's litters of the beloved's tribe on top of their camels". This in tum reflects the 

cultural concept of the Jiihiliyya travelling scene. O'Grady's translation form here differs 

from Arberry's and Sells's in only one aspect: the omission of ST material, i.e. the tribal 

Moreover, the three translators translate the ST phrase "~ y~" differently. Arberry 

gives a broader semantic rendition that explores the referential meaning of this phrase. 

Sells give a quite literal translation, whereas O'Grady attempts to broaden the phrase, 

hence allowing him some freedom. That is to say, O'Grady perhaps puts more emphasis 

on the restricted factual reference of the ST simile. His poetic expression "sailed like ships 

of the desert," for example, emphasises the most common and familiar means of 

transportation of Jiihiliyya, then shows a factual characteristic of the ST culture in seeing 

the camel as a ship, loaded with the howdahs. crossing the open spaces of the desert as a 



sailing ship. This conveys symbolically the ST cultural connotation regarding the camel as 

a ship of the desert ~I~I~. 

Arberry 
From Aduli, or the vessels of Ibn-iYamin 
their mariners steer now tack by tack, now straight forward; 

Sells 
The ship of an 'Adawliyyan 

or the Yemenine, 
the mate tacking at times 

then bringing her around, 

O'Grady 
tacked as dhows 

steer and tack 

'Adi111 is a tribe in Bahrain and Ibn Yamin a tribal member.35 Safin is a plural of safina, 

which is a ship. Al-jawr is a deviation from the right way, that is, to go down the wrong 

path. Al-mallafz is a sailor. Tawr is the singular of afWar and literally means one time after 

another. Yahtadz means to find the right way. This verse gives a brief waif of the poet 

comparing travel by camel to the tacking of a ship. This in turn reflects how camels 

occasionally diverge from a straight path. The English translations above show different 

translation strategies. 

Arberry's translation again reflects the common metrical pattern of English achieved by 

the formal elements that displays the characteristics of iambic patterns forming metrical 

units, as in "from Aduli, or the vessels of Ibn-iyamin". 

Sells' translation is another form of verse translation. It displays a translation strategy that 

involves strong rhythmic pattern, but with no rhyme scheme. That is to say. Sells gives a 

personal interpretation of the ST verse written differently so as to emphasise a common 

type of poetry translation that takes into account ST textual matters e.g. the love theme of 

ancient Jahiliyya, hence permitting some freedom in handling the original material of the 

naszb theme. For example, the image drawn by Sells: "the mate tacking at times then 

bringing her around:' from to the Arabic .. "';~J 1.J..,b C)LJI ~ .J~" exhibits a clear 

35 Op. cit..p.46. 
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effective poetic image, hence corresponding to the image described above. 

O'Grady's translation is in tum a far different expressive form of translation, intended 

merely to provide a stronger rhythmical pattern capable of bearing stress as in "steer and 

tack" that occurs frequently with less use of traditional poetic devices such as alliteration 

and rhyme so as to give a very different translation technique, probably the freest type that 

takes much freedom than Sells. O'Grady translation also omits proper names as he sees 

them as an inconvenience to Western readers. This is a type of translation by omission as a 

technique used in the modem period that attempt to give a more concise and suitable 

rendition that satisfies readers in general. 

As a poet, O'Grady decides to compress the TT verse giving brief verses with short 

syntactic units depending largely on the ST semantic content. For example, O'Grady's 

complex symbolic image "tacked as dhows" contributes partly to the TL rhythmic pattern 

and permits a greater emphasis on sound. This also allows more stresses, hence giving a 

strong rhythmic pattern based entirely on the elements of the chosen words of TL culture. 

Arberry 
their prows cleave the streaks of the rippling water 
just as a boy playing will scoop the sand into parcels. 

Sells 
She cleaves the rippled waves, 

bow breast submerged, 
like the hand of a child at play, 

scooping through the soft soil. 

O'Grady 
Bowlines trowel water 

as scooping sand into bags 
with gestures will. 

Yashuqq means to break up into parts. In this context, it is used to give the sense of the 

dividing the sand with a playful hand. I!abab al-mii' stands for small waves of seawater. 

Ifayzum means al-$adr or ''breast''. Al-mufol is a game played by the Jahiliyya called" cJ.:,il' 

~liJ'i,.36 This in turn gives the sense of a gambler. This verse displays a distinctive 

36 Al-Anbiri, A., ShDrfa al-QtJ,fQ·itJ al-Sab' al-TiwQl al-Jahiliyya (Beirut: Abni Shari1Ltd., 2004), p.l48. 
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symbolic image of early Jiihiliyya poetry. All three translators attempt to render this verse 

as closely as possible, but in different ways. 

Arberry 's translation seems a more semantic-poetic rendition and pays a great deal of 

attention to the TL sound effects, which are based entirely on the production of a stronger 

rhythm, as in "just as a boy playing will scoop the sand into parcels". This also reflects the clear 

imaginative poetic image of the original. At the same time, Arberry's artistic use of 

compensatory alliteration of Ipl and lsi sounds grant his verse a more common, strong and 

identifiable pattern governing the specific kind of speech created to serve certain poetic 

patterns. The translation is thus very rich in content. 

Unlike Arberry, the other two translators give quite poetic renditions, but in different 

forms. Their translation processes display stylistic features very different from those of 

Arberry. In addition, both translators attempted to use more poetic as well as idiomatic 

expressions borrowed from TL culture in an attempt to convey the original sense of the ST 

verse. 

Sells's translation again gives a well-organized verse structure marked by its four line 

stanza, which has its own poetic-style and rhythmic tone, characterised by the use of 

alliteration, as in "scooping through the soft soil" that gives a distinct level of rhythmic 

organization particularly to the sequence of stressed and unstressed syllables, but is 

generally equivalent to the grouping of a line into short units bounded by frequent syntactic 

units. Sells's translation thus reveals variable stresses which are manipulated for expressive 

effects. 

O'Grady's translation reveals the characteristic of poetic patterns very different from 

Arberry's, but more similar to Sells. That is to say, O'Grady's makes a deliberate effort 

to emphasise rhythmic pattern based on the linguistic elements of TL rather than the 

traditional poetic device. At the same time, O'Grady's pattern permits greater freedom in 

the arrangement of the verse. For example, the expressions "Bowlines trowel water," and 

"as scooping sand into bags" are sequential rhythmical patterns that seem equivalent to 

each other. This involves frequent occurrences of strongly stressed syllables. Moreover, 

O'Grady's and Arberry's techniques result in translation loss. For example, at the level of 

denotative meaning, the use of ''parcels and bags" for the Arabic ~ J,li,J' still sounds 
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foreign. As Dickins et aI., explain, "the introduction of foreign elements not present in the 

ST results in the loss of the cultural neutrality of the ST expression. ,,37 

(6) ~ y'jJ )l)l ~ ~lk.o uj~ j....rJI ~ LS~i ~I ~ J 

Arberry 
A young gazelle there is in the tribe, dark-lipped, fruit-shaking, 
flaunting a double necklace of pearls and topazes, 

Sells 
Among the tribe is a gazelle, 

a wine-dark yearling, 
shaking down the Arak berries and draped, 

string on sting, with chrysolite and pearl 

O'Grady 
In the camp she's giddy as a young gazelle. 

Lush lips loiter fretful. 
she taunts with pendant pearls and topaz, 

Al-/:layy means the tribe's camping place. A/:lwa is used as a symbolic feature to describe 

the beloved's image, which is like a gazelle in terms of the darkness of her eyes and lips. 

Furthermore, it conveys the sense "~I ~..?-' -¥,JI ~ ~ lS..?1 4:J; ~ ~ ~I ~-,". 

Shadin is a deer which is strong and is able to live without its mother's care. Samar means 

the thread used for the arrangement and decoration of jewelry. Lu 'lu' and Zabarjad are 

pearls and topazes. The poet in this particular verse compares his beloved's dark lips, 

eyelids and eyeballs to those of a young dark deer. The three translators have thus 

attempted to transmit a comparable image of the beloved's beauty in TL culture, paying 

particular attention to the ST connotational meaning. Put simply, the three English versions 

exhibit as closely as possible similar poetic images. Each sticks to the description of the 

beloved who is compared with a young gazelle, dark-lipped with a beautiful long neck. On 

the whole, the vivid image of the ST composed by the Jahil(v.va poet allows the translators 

to retain formal elements as closely as possible. 

Arberry's translation obeys the rules of traditional English poetry. It retains the most 

common metrical pattern, marked by using various syntactic units with great differences in 

the rapidity of utterances in regards to stresses and unstressed syllables. For example, 

Arberry's first half-line gives the most common metrical pattern in English verse. That is 

no· ')2 . p. CIt., p ..... 
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to say, Arberry' translation is identifying and exhibiting metrical verse whose structural 

characteristic fall between those of the genre we call iambic pentameter poetry and those of 

other kinds of language. 

Sells and O'Grady opt for a different strategy, both rendering the Arabic verse in a similar 

way adapting the more common poetic strategy of verse translation. Sells' translation 

breaks the verse down into rhythmic units without missing stresses, that is, by grouping the 

line into a four line stanza and according to the cadences of TL common speech. This takes 

different form of verse, which is often substituted for rhyming verse, but with short and 

vertical tightly bound units. The verticality of the short lines is surely mimetic, hence 

dividing the verse into short units so that it reads faster. As for the content. Sells' 

translation uses natural idiomatic expressions borrowed from TL culture, for example, "a 

wine-dark yearling," is a close functional equivalent. serving to give a more effective 

image in an attempt to preserve the original sense and thought of the author. O'Grady's 

translation exhibits the characteristics of rhythmic verse emphasising particular features, 

and hence creating a form of poetic translation which is less formal and more personal and 

exhibits a common traditional device i.e. alliteration. For instance, the expression "In the 

camp she's giddy as a young gazelle" marks out a rhythmic structure of strong tones. 

Moreover, O'Grady gives extra weight to vocabulary in responding to the original cultural 

concepts. For instance, O'Grady prefers to use the term "camp" for the ST term ~\, 

aiming to convey the original sense of the ST message and to show the actual referential 

meaning of the ST verse. To O'Grady the term "camp" seems to convey the sense of the 

camp as a tribal home in Jiihiliyya society, and therefore familiar to the English. Compared 

to the other translations, O'Grady's translation is more distanced from the original. He 

expands his verse by allowing greater freedom in adding TL material not present in the ST. 

However, the phrase "she's giddy" looks vague and odd to the TL reader. Beside this, 

O'Grady's choice of the term "lush" may not convey the literal sense of the ST, since the 

term lush in English speaking societies denotes a luxurious place or thing.
38 

Commenting 

on this aspect, Lefevere notes that translators of poetic texts may use obscure expressions 

and unusual vocabulary rather than the original author's interpretation of the ST theme.
39 

This also stands as clear evidence of the use of different forms of translation. allowing the 

-,S Collins. Lcamer's Dictionary 2nd ed. (Glasgow: HarperCollins. 2(03), p.660. 
3Q . 99 Op. CIt., p. . 
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translator to employ extra material either by expanding or adding material for the benefit of 

the reader. 

Arberry 
holding aloof, with the herd grazing in the lush thicket, 
nibbling the tips of the arak-fruit, wrapped in her cloak. 

Sells 
She lags. From a dune thicket 

She watches the herd. 
She pulls at the Arak branches 

until they clothe her. 

O'Grady 
Princesses apart, that the herd 
may gaze, blink through foliage. 

Coddled in her cloak 
she labials fruit orally. 

Khudul in this context refers to the female antelope who leaves her young behind to join 

the herd. Al-rabrab is a group of antelopes forming a herd. Khamlla is sand with plants 

growing in it and barzr stands for the fruit of the arak tree. This particular verse displays 

other moments of reminiscence, longing and anxiety. This is exemplified by the female 

antelope that has been left behind by the rest of the herd. Also, this verse attempts to make 

a direct comparison of the beloved's jld to that of an antelope's long neck in terms of its 

beauty and straightness. This in turn portrays the poet stopping at al-qtliil of the former 

abodes and experiencing a fleeting moment of nostalgia about his beloved after her 

departure. The three translators render the above ST verse using two different strategies. 

Arberry's translation adopts a particular form of poetic translation, rendering the Arabic 

verse quite poetically with great emphasis on TT poetic patterns. With his reader in mind, 

Arberry attempts to give a broader semantic rendition of the ST units. For example, the 

expression "nibbling the tips of the arak-fruit," is a very poetic rendition corresponding to 

the rules of English poetry with more emphasis on the formal qualities of sound and 

imagery, which is often tied to the traditional pattern of English. 

Sells and O'Grady prefer to use a different form of translation, rendering the ST verse 

with greater freedom. However, due to the linguistic/cultural differences between Arabic 

and English. both translators use various tenns and expressions to translate the Arabic 
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verse. Their translations provide close symbolic images using TL idiomatic expressions. 

Sells' translation is organized in a stanza of four lines, which are mostly short to express 

the particular material based on TL cadences, hence giving clear symbolic images which 

are quite idiomatic and more poetic. For example, Sells' use of the English pronoun "she," 

which occurs three times, breaks the line into similar syntactic units, which take a simple 

form as in "She watches the herd. She pulls at the Arak branches." This gives more 

effective images expressed differently from the ST but with the aim of crafting a similar 

effect. With this form of expression, Sells' translation attempts to emphasis the strong 

rhythmic pattern based entirely on the formal elements of the TL. 

O'Grady chooses to write in a very different expressive form, structuring units other than 

the feet, hence breaking loose from the constraints of traditional rules. This leads him to 

use very different terms and expressions to convey the actual sense of the poet's thought, 

giving more freedom in adding quite obscure English vocabulary and expressions in his 

verse so as to interest the reader. For example, the expressions "Princesses apart, coddled in 

her cloak, she labials fruit orally" reflect a distinctive and recognizable form that ignores 

common TL conventions such as metre and rhyme. In particular, the use of the word 

'labials,' as a verb has the effect, of startling the reader. 

Arberry 
Her dark lips part in a smile, teeth like a camomile 
on a moist hillock shining amid the virgin sands, 

Sells 
From a deep red mouth she smiles, 
a camomile blossom 
dew-moistened 
breaking through a crest of pure sand, 

O'Grady 
Her lips part. 

Camomile mouth 
of moist crevices. 

Teeth glance sun glint. 
Stained with succulence 

she mouths moisture. 

Tabsim is smiling, and almii refers to a woman's dark red lips. MWlGH'H'ar refers to the 
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head of a plant known as the ~~41' .y\j or 0'p!i when it comes into flower. Da'$ is a sand 

hill Nadin is dampness. The poet compares the beloved's lips to the flower that glitters and 

shines on a clear sandy hill. The three English translations attempt to produce comparable 

poetic renditions that take into account TL poetic features i.e. images and sense devices as 

in Arberry's translation. Arberry's translation emphasises the precise meaning of the 

original, and hence takes into account the TL features of poetic genre. For example, the 

expression "teeth like a camomile" emphasises the characteristic of metrical poetry with a 

specific point of reference that goes along with a sense of rhythm in oral expression. 

Furthermore, Arberry's strategy attempts to retain the formal effects of this delicate verse, 

giving a semi-rhyming verse as in "smile and camomile". Arberry's translation is thus 

based entirely on TL poetic elements that go from unstressed syllables to stressed which is 

certainly an iambic verse. This in turn, helps Arberry to refer poetically to the poet's 

image, describing the natural features of the beloved's mouth, "~, ~~", in an attempt 

to bring to light the poet's sense, intention, attitude and longing. Such a strategy can create 

new symbolic images in a new situation corresponding to the modem English style, which 

is more appropriate in portraying the textuality and themes of the original. 

Sells and O'Grady attempt to produce similar images for the TL readers using a very 

different translation strategy. They render the ST verse with some freedom in an attempt to 

introduce the clear motif of the nasfb theme touching on the poet's inner feelings, and 

hence displaying the connotational conceptual meaning of the ST's cultural features. 

Sells's translation again breaks up the verse into simple lines, and hence gives a very 

smooth association of words that help to structure a four line stanza form, the most 

common poetic form of modem age that allows more freedom in arranging and structuring 

TL elements. O'Grady's translation is a very poetic rendition. It breaks the line into 

various vertical-short clauses, and hence allows suitable arrangement of cadences 

consisting of characteristic segments, that is single speech sounds that resemble informal 

feet. For example, ''teeth glance sun glint" employs a highly personal style and strong 

rhythmic patterns that reflect greater proportion of variable syllables. This is a common 

type of poetic translation, and written in a more expressive style exploring ST semantic 

content with more emphasis on particular aspects of the ST message. In doing so, 

O'Grady's verse attempts to break away from the regular traditional scheme in an attempt 
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to give a more expressive verse translation form. This is emphasised by the use of variable 

poetic units of more stresses, as in "Her lips part. Camomile mouth" agrees with the 

Arabic, particularly in evoking the poet's reminiscences of love and longing. 

Compared to Sells, O'Grady shows a broader, complex and awkward but also rather 

idiomatic rendition. In this respect, Lefevere notes that a translator of poetic text sometimes 

attempts a more sophisticated rendition, either for the purpose of explanation or as a 

personal interpretation.4o 

(9) ~ rl u.,lll ~ ~ tA~b.J ~i ~I uts ~.J.J 

Arberry 
A face as though the sun had loosed his mantle upon it, 
pure of hue, with not a wrinkle to mar it. 

Sells 
As if the sun had loosed 

its robe 
upon her face, glowing, 

washed in light, smooth, 

O'Grady 
Her face radiant as though the risen sun 

slapped her with his shirt. 
no visible 
Wrinkle. 

Rida' is used in the metaphorical sense of sunlight, and yatakhaddid means shrinking of the 

facial skin. Such symbolic images convey the factual features of the beloved's face in terms 

of its clearness and brightness. The use of the ".J" at the beginning of the verse as a 

conjunction emphasises the image drawn by the poet ''the brightness of the beloved's face". 

Dickins and Watson note the ".i' occurs in Arabic as a coordinating conjunction in a 

various situations and contexts.41 This compels the reader to fix hislher attention on one 

object: 'the purity and light of the beloved's face'. In Arabic culture, sunlight "~I.J.fJ" is 

commonly used to describe a bright face. Consider for example, the ST simile images 

"~, w."l cJ,. ~, ~.J.J - ~, .J.fJ ~ ~ .J.i'. With this in mind, the three translators render as 

closely as possible the ST verse using different translation strategies. 

40 Op. cit..p.63. . . 
41 Dickins. J., and Watson, J.C.E., Sttuulard Arabic: An Advanced Course (Cambridge: Cambndge 
University Press, 1999), pp.47-9. 
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Arberry resorts to employing a more restricted-poetic rendition that retains formal poetic 

elements such as a regular metrical pattern, as in "A face as though the sun" which is a very 

delicate poetic rendition that exhibits variable stressed syllables. At the same time. 

Arberry exploited this feature so as to create a poetry that is certainly rhythmic and even 

metrical, in its own way. That is to say, Arberry's translation shows signs of iambic 

pentametre highlighting the formal qualities of TL. This is achieved by the declamatory 

rhythms and rhetorical devices chosen by Arberry. 

Sells' translation is a type of more expressive form of translation focusing on the ST 

message content. It gives again a simple poetic construction of four lines that allow 

strongly stressed syllables resulting from the great deal of variety in the organization of 

stresses as in "As if the sun .. .its robe." That is to say, Sells's verse is again divided into 

groups of units so as to form a quatrain poetic form. 

O'Grady's translation seems to follow Sells's quatrain form in giving a four line stanza so 

as to emphasise the modem organization of verse form. As a poet, O'Grady perhaps takes 

greater poetic licence in producing a more powerful translation very similar to Sells in 

terms of its poetic form, rhythmic patterns, images and an artistic tone that sounds more 

natural to the TL reader. Besides this, O'Grady's translation provides units with more than 

two or three syllables as a result of combining feet into larger binary units as in "Her face 

radiant as though the risen sun." Put simply, O'Grady's translation strategy is intended 

merely to provide a more irregular feet of strong rhythms and with variable syllables; his 

aim is to achieve in a modem poetic style the effect created by the original author. 

Arberry 
Perfectly firm is the flesh of her two thighs 
They are the gates of a lofty. smooth-walled castle 

Sells 
With hard. meaty thighs. 

like the double doors 
of a towering fortress 
With mortared walls, 

O'Grady 
Her legs planted like gateposts. 

Firm her thighs' flesh. 
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The Arabic dual fakhadiin, singular fakhid, literally means thigh. Al-nabq is meaty flesh. 

Munif is an adjective that is used to describe a palace in terms of its height. Mwnarrad is 

softened, and refers to the smoothness and softness of the niiqa' s thighs. 

In this verse the poet describes his niiqa' s physical appearance: her thighs are strong and 

meaty. The poet thus makes use of similes to create a subjective point of comparison. With 

this in mind, the three translators attempt to give a similar was! by focusing on the ST's 

physical objects in describing the niiqa's fleshy thighs. The three translators attempt to give 

plausible poetic renditions of the ST verse. 

Arberry's translation gives a strict poetic rendition relying upon traditional poetic devices 

such as alliteration. It begins by breaking down the line into simple poetic units. For 

example, the first half-line "Perfectly ftrm is the flesh of her two thighs," is a semantic

poetic translation from the Arabic "~' ~I -:)~ 4.1" and exhibits a specific pattern of 

stresses as to reflect a purely regular metrical verse that depends on both stress and 

alliteration giving specifically the sequence of stressed and unstressed syllables. That is to 

say, Arberry again pays particular attention to his verse emphasising a particular device 

i.e. alliteration, for example, the repetitive letter If! in the above words involves a stronger 

rhythmic pattern, hence giving a purely regular feet. 

Sells' and O'Grady's translations seem different from Arberry's. Sells's once more gives 

a well organized quatrain line with a great deal of concentration on modem poetic style and 

linguistic elements which are similar in length. The verse begins by breaking down the line 

into simple poetic units using clear expressive language. For example, Sells's arrangement 

of units "With hard, meaty thighs", "like the double doors" give the characteristic of non

metrical poetry. At the same time, Sells' translation makes sequential stress pattern of items 

such as words and poetic units that seem in some sense equivalent to each other as in 

"meaty thighs and double doors" which reflect the ST poetic image but written in a 

different expressive style. This, in tum, has an arrangement of cadences which consist of 

characteristic segments resembling informal feet. O'Grady's translation is brief and 

concise. He resorts to compressing the line to make his verse much briefer, hence 

permitting him much freedom than Sells. It concentrates on the ST message content paying 

much attention to TL traditional poetic device as in "Firm her thighs' flesh," and achieves a 
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close dynamic poetic image corresponding to the TL cultural setting. The repetitive letter 

If I in the above words involves a strong rhythmic pattern. However, this repetitive sound is 

promoted to increase the level of stress. O'Grady has manipulated this feature for 

expressive effects. This leads his translation to be restricted to adhering faithfully to the 

physical features of the object described. Furthermore, the length of the line, the use of 

alliteration, the distributions of stresses and the relationship between the fIrst half and the 

second half of the line all exhibit the characteristics of non-metrical pattern. 

(ll)~~b~j4i ~tsw~iwwJA4l 

Arberry 
Widely spaced are her elbows, as if she strode 
carrying the two buckets of a sturdy water-carrier. 

Sells 
Forearms that at the elbow 

twist out wide, 
like those of a water carrier 

Lugging two full pails, 

O'Grady 
Her body's poise that of a balanced 

Water bucket bearer. 

The Arabic dual mirfaqan refers to the naqa' s elbows. Aftalan means strong twisted 

elbows. Salmi means a leather bucket and dalij is a water carrier who pulls up the leather 

bucket and pours it in the basin or bowl. Here, the poet attempts to compare the naqa's 

elbows to a water carrier's. This waif focuses on a comparison based on the naqa' s 

attributes. The three translators depict the naqa' s strong elbows as the most dominant 

feature to describe the strength of the poet's naqa, hence giving a close symbolic image 

corresponding to the ST verse. The three translators translate the Arabic verse quite 

differently using two different translation strategies to render its poetic image. 

Arberry's verse breaks down into simple clauses, at the same time attempting to follow 

formal patterns of the delicate English poetic style. This is achieved with the variable 

stresses that determine the strong rhythmic pattern. For example, his poetic image "Widely 

spaced are her elbows," exhibits strong regular feet which consists of variable syllables. 

For this reason, Arberry opts for a stronger rhythm that runs smoothly, reflecting as 

closely as possible the original thought of the author in describing his beloved's strong 

elbow, as in "carrying the two buckets of a sturdy water-carrier," This corresponds to the 
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original, but has less communicative value. As Lefevere states, "for the translator who 

chooses blank verse as his medium, his freedom is restricted, and indeed he often finds that 

he is hardly in a position to achieve any balance at all.'.42 

Sells' translation gives a very plausible rendition, reading as non-metrical verse. The verse 

has a clear distinctive form grouping the line into a stanza of several single lines that 

achieves a similar poetic image based entirely on the cadences of TL elements. For 

example, Sells' poetic unit "like those of a water carrier" corresponding to the originaL hence 

achieves a simile image in a new culture. 

O'Grady goes one step further, in providing a more concise poetic rendition that looks 

much freer than Sells. This is by giving a more compressed verse. That is to say, O'Grady 

resorts to compress the line so as to produce a more concise verse with a similar effect. 

Beside this, O'Grady's compressed verse "her body's poise that of a balancedlWater bucket 

bearer," attempts to produce a stressed verse that exhibits a purely traditional device, in this 

case is alliteration in an attempt to fit poetically the TL cultural poetic sphere. This leads 

O'Grady to ignore all aspects except stress. 

Arberry 
Like the bridge of the Byzantine, whose builder swore 
it should be all encased in bricks to be raised up true. 

Sells 
A build like a Byzantine's bridge -
its builder swore 
to raise up brick and mortar sides 
until intact-

O'Grady 
Her back's a vault .. her forelegs 

straight tent poles under her shoulders. 
A tent's roof her forequarters. 

The ka in Arabic is used to denote a point of comparison: "~I obI'". Qantara is a bridge. 

normally made of stone. Rabb is used in the sense of the master. Qarmad ~tands for haked 

hricks. Shiid means to build. 

4' . 61 - Op. CIt.. p. . 
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In this particular verse, the poet attempts to draw a direct comparison of the solid body of 

his naqa to a Byzantine bridge in terms of its unique strength, arrangement and the strong 

structure of its components. The three translators attempted to provide such dominant 

features of the poet's naqa' s strong parts using distinctive translation strategies. 

Arberry's translation shows evidence of formal poetic features keeping the line relatively 

straight in following TL metrical patterns. That is to say, Arberry attempts to give a 

concise poetic rendition, showing great accuracy and a high degree of literariness in 

handling the ST poetic image exhibiting a common artistic tone i.e. alliteration. For 

example, the simile image "Like the bridge of the Byzantine" is a literal translation from 

the Arabic which explores the authentic meaning of ST and hence poetically fits the TL 

setting. 

Sells and O'Grady both opt for a different strategy. They attempt to render the ST verse 

with much freedom. Their translations are organized according to TT cadences of speech 

and image patterns rather than regular metrical schemes of TL. Their rhythms are based on 

pattern of elements such as sounds or words rather than the traditional units of metrical 

feet. 

However, with regard to their translation process, Sells again grouped his translation in a 

stanza of four lines. Like Arberry, Sells gives a great deal of variable stressed pattern 

emphasised by the use of alliteration as in "A build like a Byzantine's bridge- its builder 

swore," which is a functional equivalent to the ST object described that helps to determine 

the poetic units with more than two and three syllables each. It encompasses additional 

material such as ''build'' to emphasise the strong back of the naqa. This term is used by 

Sells to convey the actual state of the naqa' s back. 

O'Grady's translation attempts to render the ST units with a great deal of freedom in an 

attempt to convey ST elements as nearly as possible, paying no attention to the metrical 

pattern of TL. In addition, O'Grady's translation breaks down the line into various 

syntactic units that encompass poetic phrases that reflect to a large extent ST symbolic 

image "Her back's a vault." This is a clear idiomatic as well as free poetic translation 

designed to give a close correspondence to the image described above. 
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As for the terms used by translators, the term "bridge" is used by Arberry and Sells as a 

functional translation equivalent corresponding to the Arabic term qantara. This helps 

them to draw their symbolic images in describing the naqa's solid body which looks like a 

Byzantine bridge. 

In contrast, O'Grady uses "vault" instead, as he considers this to be a better formal 

equivalent to the Arabic term. His rendition is therefore quite different as it gives a broad 

detailed account of ST contents that emphasise ST elements. That is to say. O'Grady's 

translation tries to pack the ST elements of this line together with the next line exhibiting 

various aspects that describes the naqa parts (see appendix B). In addition, O'Grady's 

compressed and compacted verses exhibit essentials parts of the STs such as chin' s tuft. 

bristle, back etc. This can be seen in O'Grady's version of the coming ST verse 

translation. 

Arberry 
Reddish the bristles under her chin, very firm her back, 
Broad the span of her swift legs, smooth her swinging gait; 

Sells 
With a red-bristle under chin, 

a back well strengthened, 
long stride, 

and lashing forearms 

O'Grady 
Chestnut her chin's tuft. 
Smartly stepping her footing. 
broad spanned her lean legs 

tense as twisted tubers. 

Shaba is the reddish colour of the tufts of hair under the naqa' s chin and • athanun is a tuft 

or the hairs found on the chin. Mujadat Al-qara is the firmness and strength of the naqa's 

back. In this verse the poet describes further specific features related to the appearance of 

his naqa. After describing its reddish tufts he goes on to describe its strong back. The three 

translators again translate the ST verse quite differently. 

Arberry's translation gives a more effective poetic rendition adopting the TL metrical 

pattern, and adhering as closely as possible to the sense of the ST presenting what is 
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implicit in the original. For example, Arberry's expression "Reddish the bristles under her 

chin," is a very close poetic translation from the Arabic for the natural waif of the niiqa's 

chin hair '\j..,ti.aJI ~~". In addition, Arberry's poetic strategy exhibits a traditional device 

that keeps the line more stressed i.e. the use of compensatory alliteration of lsI sound, 

giving his translation strong rhythms. 

Sells and O'Grady use a different strategy, giving a poetic translation based entirely on the 

ST elements, especially the waif image of the poet's niiqa. Sells gives a simple and direct 

wa~f, which is well organized with no fixed metrical pattern. For example, Sells' 

expression "With a red-bristle under chin," is a functional translation equivalent from the 

Arabic "0..,ti.aJI ~~". 

Sells's process of translation lays emphasis on the solid state of the niiqa's back. It offers a 

precise image, enhanced by the use of "well" so emphasising the actual object described as 

in "a back well strengthened" as a functional translation equivalent to the Arabic " ~4.JA 

l..;ill." Yet, it restricts the meaning to the solid body of the niiqa, and therefore, attempts to 

cater for what is actually implied in the Arabic. 

O'Grady's translation looks different from Sells. That is to say, his verse gives a lengthy 

wa~f of the poet's niiqa, which appears long, detailed and compacted. This is a type of 

compressed rendition discussed earlier in chapter 4. His use of the expression "chestnut 

her chin's tuft" is a very different symbolic image, and agrees with the cultural sphere of 

the TL in comparing the reddish colour of the tufts to the natural colour of the chestnut. 

However, O'Grady opts for a more effective translation strategy in an attempt to parallel 

the ST was! image. He borrows the TL material "chestnut" and "tuft" that exhibit a strong 

rhythmic pattern emphasised by the use of an authentic device, i.e. alliteration so as to give 

the natural colour of the niiqa 's bristles. 

Moreover, O'Grady's translation exhibits other material not found in the original such as 

chestnut. This is of course borrowed from the TL culture to match with the previous line in 

an attempt to give a very simple waif unit such as the reddish of the niiqa's hair under her 

chain, symbolized by O'Grady as the reddish colour of the chestnut. hence suiting the TL 

cultural sphere. 
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Arberry 
Her long neck is very erect when she lifts it up 
calling to mind the rudder of a Tigris-bound vessel. 

Sells 
With a long neck and withers, 

When she lifts them, 
like a ship's bow 

rising out of the Tigris, 

O'Grady 
Her neck's nook well welded. 

The ST term wa' atia' refers to the niiqa' s long neck, and nahiiej, from nahaqa means 

raised up. Ka-Sukkiin bUilj is the bow of a ship. The poet draws a close symbolic image by 

comparing the long upright neck of his niiqa to that of a ship's bow sailing the Tigris River. 

The three translators adopt different strategies to render this verse. 

Arberry evidently uses a distinctive poetic strategy to render ST verse. That is to say, 

Arberry's translation exhibits the characteristics of metrical poetry. The verse is composed 

with two single lines that move slowly with strong stresses like an iambic metre, as in "Her 

long neck is very erect," with a sequence of iambs seeking a proper adaptation of TL 

elements in composing waif verse of a foreign culture with an ideal metrical pattern with a 

great deal of attention to its rhythms in terms of stressed and unstressed syllables. 

Sells and O'Grady chose a different strategy rendering the ST verse quite poetically. Sells 

gives a very poetic as well as idiomatic rendition based not on the recurrence of stress 

accents in a regular, strictly measurable pattern, but rather on the irregular rhythmic 

cadence of target language elements. Accordingly, Sells's translation gives a well 

organized verse written in quatrain form that looks simple and more poetic, hence 

exploring the ST semantic meaning as in "with a long neck and withers .. when she lifts 

them," corresponding to the Arabic "-:I ~ ~ 1.:11 ~ ~ ~iJ . Sells' distinctive translation 

therefore allows him some freedom from traditional methods, giving him the flexibility to 

translate in such a way as to exhibit the characteristic of poetic rendition. 

Compared to Sells, O'Grady's translation shows a different organization of the versc. He 

compresscs the TL line giving a concise and brief rendition with the aim to convey the ST 
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image pattern as closely as possible, as in "Her neck's nook well welded." This example 

shows the advantages and disadvantages of this particular strategy in escaping from strict 

traditional limitations and metrical regularity. Note also the alliteration in the words 

chosen. O'Grady thus resorts to compressing the IT line, hence omitting the symbolic 

image of the ST. This is the sort of modem translation technique discussed earlier in 

chapter 4. 

Arberry 
Her skull is most like an anvil, the junction of its two halves 

meeting together as it might be on the edge of a file. 

Sells 
A skull like an anvil 

two sides welded 
to a jutting point 

like the edge of a file, 

O'Grady 
Her skull is an anvil. 

Jumjuma is a skull, and 'aliih is an anvil. Multaqan means a meeting place, and mubarrid 

refers to the bones of the skull in terms of their sharp connecting edges. In this verse the 

poet draws a close comparative image, giving a subjective likeness of the niiqa's skull, 

which is compared with an anvil. The three translators use different strategies to render 

this verse. 

Arberry's translation gives a very close poetic rendition, paying particular considerations 

to the TL formal poetic features of English, such as imagery and rhythm that reflect a new 

form of poetry translation. For example, Arberry's image "skull is most like an anvil" 

displays a strong rhythmic pattern while retaining the formal effects of this verse in an 

attempt to emphasise its specific point of reference ;;)laJ1 ~ ~ J. 

Sells's translation is again, a simple poetic form of translation with more expressive tonc. It 

is arranged according to the TL elements rather than the traditional methods of verse 

writing. The line is simple and breaks down into short and simple clauses of equal length 

grouped in a quatrain form, well organized, and tight. Furthermore, Sells draws very simple 

and direct symbolic images as in: 
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A skull like an anvil ... 
like the edge of a file, 

Sells's thus exhibits the characteristic of modern English poetry in terms of its arrangement 

of words that reflects a very different poetic form of modern English with a great deal of 

variable stresses. In addition, Sells's translation shows great accuracy and a high degree of 

literariness in handling ST images. This gives a more concise image that preserves the ST 

explicit meaning of the referent. 

Like Sells, O'Grady's translation permits him much freedom to render the ST verse with 

much more emphasis on the ST message content, paying no attention to traditional TL 

patterns of verse writing. O'Grady's translation is thus different from Sells only in one 

aspect. That is to say, O'Grady achieves a more precise poetic verse compressing the line, 

hence omitting important material. 

Furthermore, O'Grady gives a simple and transparent symbolic image of the factual shape 

of the niiqa's skull. This leads O'Grady to compose his verse in a simple style using the 

pronoun "her" to emphasis the poet's sense in describing the niiqa' s skull, hence retaining a 

major theme of early liihiliyya descriptive poetry with clear rhythms based on the elements 

of the target language. 

Arberry 
Her cheek is smooth as Syrian parchment, her split lip 
a tanned hide of Yemen, its slit not bent crooked; 

Sells 
A cheek like a Syrian's 

Parchment, a lip 
Like a Yemeni's 

Untanned leather, 

O'Grady 
Her cheeks' skin smooth as Syrian parchment, 

her split tanned hide from Yemen. 
No crease. No fold. 

The ST expression qar:tiis a/-shiiml refers to a soft Syrian paper. a/-shiiml is the nisba 

adjective of a/-Sham "r\...!J\ ~~". The ka in Arabic is used as a particle of similarity. Sahat 

a/-Yamii1l1 stands for the smoothness of cowhide. Hence, the upper lip is described as the 
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Sabat of al-Yamanl in terms of its softness or'\~\ ~\..j", and the phrase "~.?-:! ~ o.J" is a 

.sifa clause for yajrd which means not crooked. 

This verse attempts to give a very close symbolic image of the poet's niiqa, describing its 

beauty and softness. The wa~f is used in a metaphorical way to refer to the beloved's face. 

depicting its fair beauty and softness. It also compares the smooth upper lip to YamanT 

leather in terms of its clearness and softness. The three translators attempt to provide as 

closely as possible direct poetic renditions. 

Arberry's version again takes into account the formal poetic features of TL. At the same 

time, it gives a very different arrangement of stresses, giving iambic pentametre verse with 

strong rhythmic elements, as in "Her cheek is smooth as Syrian". 

With this particular strategy in mind, Arberry's distinctive form of modem poetic 

translation introduces the iambic line and decisively marks the course that poetic 

translation into modem English would take. For instance, Arberry translates the ST " ~ J 

(S"IWJ\ U'I\..b.;c." quite poetically with much more emphasis on the semantic content of the 

object described, hence reflecting a close point of comparison which corresponds to the ST 

smile image. This is an example of Newmark's semantic translation strategy as discussed 

in chapter 4. Newmark believes that expressive texts should be translated in a more 

semantic manner, rendering them as closely to the semantic and syntactic structures of the 

TL as possible. 

Sells and O'Grady resort to using a translation strategy allowing much more freedom in 

handling the ST message content. Sells' translation gives consistency in grouping the TL 

components, attempting to follow a four-line order in the arranging of his verse. In 

addition, Sells' translation exhibits characteristic of literal rendition, as in "A cheek like a 

Syrian's Parchment." This agrees with Baker's view, who argues that the translation 

process should start with simple words and phrases rather than with the text as situated in 

its cultural context.43 

O'Grady's tr~mslation agam looks very expressIve, and hence exhibits a more poetic 

rendition, particularly in its simile image. That is to say. O'Grady attempts to add extra 

4.1 Baker, M., In Other Words: A Course Book on Translation (London: ROll!\edge,1992), pp.6-13. 



material, such as the English phrase "skin smooth". This in turn, reflects the literal sense of 

the poet's intention in describing the beauty of his beloved's face. For this reason, 

O'Grady's strategy appears to preserve the cultural aspects of the ST comparison image, 

where the beloved's cheek is compared to Syrian parchment which resembles smooth and 

soft paper. 

However, while common objects and words usually have a direct translation, the physical 

description of objects allows a lot of room for translators to convey close poetic 

comparisons to convey the ST motifs of the poet's naqa. This vision is advocated by 

Newmark who states that "the translation of objects is usually more literal than that of 

qualities and ways of moving.,,44 Moreover, O'Grady's translation exhibits also rough 

rhythms formed by the simple use of personal as well as short sentences so as to give a 

strongly stressed verse, as in "No crease. No fold." 

~I ." lAllS .lllc. ~J U .. J 

Arberry 
Her eyes are a pair of mirrors, sheltering 
in the caves of her brow-bones, the rock of a pool's hollow, 

Sells 
Eyes like two mirrors 

Sheltered in the rock 
browbones's caves, 

two carved-out pools, 

O'Grady 
Mirrors those eyes 
her brows shade; 

sockets of rainwater, dust-clear. 

Istakanna literally means placed in. It is derived from "lfi", plural akniin "WUS1" or akinna 

,~,'.4S Qalat is the rainwater found in hollow rocky spaces on the hills known to Arab 

people as "~t.. ~". This verse symbolically refers to the anatomical parts of the beloved. It 

describes the beloved's eyes using a comparative poetic image "eyes like two mirrors". The 

poet thus compares the beloved's eyes to mirrors and then to pools of water in terms of 

their pureness, clearness, and brightness. In addition, he also describes them as hollowed 

44 Newmark. P .• A Textboolc o/TransllJlion (London: Prentice Hall International. 1988), p.?2 . 
.. , Wehr, H., A DictiolllJry 0/ Modem Wrinen Arabic ( Urbana. IL: Spoken Language Services. Inc., 1994) •. p.986. 
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caves in the rock. 

All three translators have attempted to translate the above ST verse quite poetically with a 

high degree of accuracy and great literariness, sticking as closely as possible to the ST 

image in describing the beloved's clear shining eyes. 

Arberry's translation serves as an example of a common metrical pattern in English, 

keeping the line flowing smoothly into iambic pentameter lines. This requires the 

adaptation of words and rhythms proper to the sense contained in them, giving a strong 

rhythmic pattern. For example, Arberry's symbolic image "Her eyes are a pair of mirrors." 

describes the natural object to give the sense of shining, it also exhibits strong rhythmic 

patterns, as in "pairs of mirrors," which reflects diversity of syllables. This in tum gives a 

clear simile image using the term "pair" to replace the Arabic dual form "UAl.JL.oIl.S .J~." 

Sells' and O'Grady's translations exhibit other poetic strategies, rendering the ST verse 

with much more freedom. Sells translation is simple, neat, and organized differently. It 

attempts to use a more common form of verse writing, but with use of unusual vocabulary 

as in "browbones's caves." Sells' process also attempts to keep the original connotative 

meaning of the ST image symbolically using proper English terms which suits the TL 

cultural setting, but without resorting to the use of traditional methods. O'Grady'S 

translation is much freer than Sells. He achieves a superior density of expressions and with 

simple authentic tones marked by acoustic features of his distinctive poetic style as in 

"Mirrors those eyes" and "dust-clear." These in tum create new images reflecting as 

closely as possible the ST images with regard to their content and artistic tone. enhanced by 

the personal rhythm created by the translator. 

To conclude, the three translations render as closely as possible the original metaphorical 

image of the beloved's two eyes, seeing them as mirrors. This in tum reflects the poet's 

sense in viewing his beloved's two eyes like glittering mirrors. 

Arberry 
When the people demand. 'who's the hero? I suppose 
myself intended. and am not sluggish. not dull of wit; 



Sells 
When the tribe seeks a young man 

That is fearless, I think it is I 
They mean, I do not hang back 

in addition, I don't stand stupid, gaping. 

O'Grady 
Which of us is the hero? 

Me! Of course! 
I whip. I'm away at a gallop. 

The Arabic term khltu implies a mean person. The phrase Fa-lam aksal means someone 

who is not slothful and lazy; and wa-Iam ataballad means someone who is not dull-witted 

and not slow in time of danger. In this verse, the poet praises himself, emphasizing his 

poetic diction, hence espousing self-glorification and prowess. In addition, the poet tries to 

describe his character and fame, marked by his strong self-belief. his daring and 

fearlessness, nobility and goodness, dignity, courage and dynamism. The three translators 

attempt to render this verse using very different strategies. 

Arberry's translation presents a familiar pattern of English poetry so as to create a close 

poetic rendition, paying particular attention to the English poetic elements such as sounds 

and imagery. The line moves slowly and governed by punctuation marks to achieve a more 

poetical tone of voice, as in "When the people demand, 'who's the hero? I suppose." This 

leads Arberry to lay greater emphasis on the poet's message, creating a new verse that 

corresponds poetically to the new culture, but in a different time and place. Furthermore, 

Arberry exploits this aspect of Jiihiliyya poetic fakhr in an attempt to present a piece of 

English poetry with regular metre and with strong rhythmic patterns. 

Sells and O'Grady both prefer to use a more expressive form of translation that conveys 

the original thought, sense and attitude of the original author. Sells's translation uses a 

translation form that focuses on the message rather than the form. It agrees with the TL 

culture, and hence looks very different from the others. He opts for a quatrain, organizing 

the verse in a stanza of four lines and according to TL components rather than traditional 

rules. but with great deal of variety in the arrangement of stresses, as in "I think it is I, I do 

not hang back, I don't stand stupid:' Furthermore. Sells's translation allows him some 

freedom using repeated personal pronouns. That is to say, Sells' repetitive pronoun "1", 

emphasises the poet's character and fame. This in tum gives the various merits of the 



poet's virtues, thereby showing one aspect of the ST literary theme i.e. the fakhr of early 

lahiliyya poetic techniques. 

O'Grady's translation uses a different structure using a similar strategy as that used by 

Sells. That is to say, O'Grady attempts to group his verse into three single lines of 

different length, hence shows different breaks of line that exhibit no regular metre and 

rhyming scheme. In addition, O'Grady's poetic translation runs smoothly, paying 

particular attention to the connotational meaning of the ST poetic image, and sticking to the 

actual expression of the poet's voice: "Me! Of course!." This, in turn, demonstrates the 

poet's self-belief, which is enhanced by the use of punctuations such as exclamation marks 

that divide his verse into short sentences so as to give a rough stressed pattern of the first 

syllables, hence stressing the poet's positive declaration as someone who stands with his 

tribe when facing danger. 

Arberry 
My boon companions are white as stars, and a singing-wench 
Comes to us in her striped gown or her saffron robe, 

Sells 
Where the faces of drinking fellows 

blaze like stars, 
and evening brings among us a singing girl 

in a bodice and saffron scented gown, 

O'Grady 
and a singing girl pouring wine for us. 

Her skirt dyed saffron, 

Nudama is the plural of nadim and means a drinking companion. al-Qayna is a serving girl 

who dances and sings. Burd means garment and mujsd describes the smell of the dyed robe 

of the serving girl. Here the poet attempts to give a direct poetic image giving a clear 

personal fakhr praising his companions and their social status as noble people. This is 

emphasised by the ample waif of their shinning faces, to be compared with stars .• ~ 

('"~" in terms of their brightness and glittering appearance, hence reflecting their nohle 

character. 

Culturally speaking, the tenn '\ .. ;a.~" in early Arabic societies reflects a deep connotational 
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meaning of people's shining faces, since it gives the sense of liberated people who enjoy a 

good reputation and fame. Therefore, the three translators have attempted to produce close 

renditions using different translation strategies and techniques in order to achieve authentic 

Images. 

Arberry's translation breaks the line into various syntactic units with a great variety of 

stresses. For example, Arberry's expression "My boon companions" exhibits metrical feet, 

which consists of both unstressed and stressed patterns of its syllables so as to craft for the 

object described. This reflects the clear artistic tone drawn by the image provided as in 

"white as stars." This is a literal translation from the Arabic "r~ ~" and gives a 

stronger rhythm hearing the line as all iambs, and hence a purely metrical verse results 

from this particular translation strategy. With this poetic strategy in mind, Arberry's poetic 

unit certainly exhibits strongly rhythmic elements emphasising a stable poetic line. 

Sells again, uses a different translation strategy introducing ST verse in a different form of 

verse writing, which is likely to be a more expressive translation form, and hence consists 

of various idiomatic expressions. For example, Sells' two expressions "Where the faces of 

drinking fellows" and "blaze like stars" give different arrangement of stresses. In addition, 

Sells attempts to convey as closely as possible the deep connotational meaning of the ST 

poetic image. This leads Sells to render the ST verse with much freedom and with more 

emphasis on the content of the ST message, but paying no attention to the metrical and 

rhyming rules of that language. 

However, such freedom leads Sells to organize his verse in a way different from the others. 

O'Grady chooses a different arrangement of TL words. His translation begins by 

introducing a brief and concise poetic image centred on the message content rather than the 

form, paying no attention to the most common metrical patterns of English. For example, 

O'Grady's words "and a singing girl pouring wine for us," exhibit a simple piece of poetic 

verse written in a different form that permits much freedom in constructing its linguistic 

elements. Furthermore, O'Grady's translation exhibits also other techniques beside. That 

is to say, O'Grady resorts to omitting some important material i.e. the ST subject .. ..;L.,~" 

and the point of comparison in "r~ ~". Such a technique leads O'Grady to compress 

the line so as to create a more effective verse that stands on its own. hence corresponding to 

the TL cultural setting. 
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Arberry 
I'm a generous fellow, one that soaks himself in his lifetime' 
you will know to-morrow, when we're dead, which of us is ~he thirsty one. 

Sells 
A generous man quenches his soul 

while he is still alive: 
you will know when we are dead 

Which of us still thirsts? 

O'Grady 
I will drink my fill of life while there's life in me. 

The thought of death terrifies, 
but you'll know tomorrow when we're all gone 
Who went out thirsty? 

Karim is an adjective that literally means a generous man. Yarwi, from rawiya, means to 

drink one's fill. Al-$adi is a thirsty one. This verse shows the poet praising himself for 

seeing life as a matter of joy. He drinks wine to satisfy his soul, as he fears that there will 

be too little drink after death. 

The three translators have attempted to render the ST verse with much detail using different 

translation strategies in an attempt at demonstrating the poet's life style. 

Arberry's translation often provides short sentences separated by punctuation marks. It 

also stresses strong rhythms and has a strong effective tone as in "I'm a generous fellow" 

and "you will know tomorrow." Here Arberry introduces the characteristics of formal 

metrical verse with strong stresses. Furthermore, Arberry no doubt imagined the poet's 

voice, which is a self-declaration and proficiency. This leads Arberry to organize his verse 

in a way different from the others. This is an attempt to create a regular pattern as that used 

in the sixteenth century, probably blank verse see Lefevere (1975). 

Sells' translation attempts some freedom in the arrangement of words. That is to say. Sells 

again breaks the line so as to produce a poetic form corresponding to a modern poetic style 

which is more appropriate in portraying the texuality of the ST. 

O'Grady chooses a different strategy in rendering the ST \'erse with great freedom. 

arranging his verse differently from the other translators. O'Grady also allows a great deal 



of freedom so as to compose a more expressive poetic line, and thus perhaps reflects to a 

large extent the ST poetic image as closely as possible, as in "I will drink my fill of life 

while there's life in me." O'Grady's verse is thus organized according to the speech units 

and image patterns of TL rather than the regular traditional metrical scheme. Howe\'er, 

taking the ST poetic theme ''fakhr'' as a point of departure, all three translators have 

attempted to explore the deep connotative meaning of the poet's sense and thought. 

Arberry 
I'm the lean, hard-bitten warrior you know of old, 
intrepid, lively as the darting head of a serpent. 

Sells 
I am the thin one. 

You know him, 
Quick as the head 
of a darting serpent , 

O'Grady 
I'm still that lean, tough, hard-bitten 
young fellow you knew in the past, 

'ar,lrb is a slim strong person. Khashiish is a courageous and daring person, and 

mutawaqqid is a lively feeling or awareness. The above verse presents a good example of 

the poet's self-glorification associated with the social elements of nostalgia, jealousy and 

Bedouin liihiliyya enthusiasm. It reflects the harsh life of its author. This occurs as a form 

of rebellious individualism by using different pronouns and expressions. 

With this in mind, the three translators attempted to use different translation strategies 

rendering this verse quite poetically, thereby portraying a significant theme of the liihiliyya 

poetic tradition, which is the poet's personal glory, accompanied by his merits, 

rebelliousness, and virtuous behaviour towards his tribe. 

Arberry's translation attempts to retain the fonnal features of the TL in handling the ST. 

The line is broken down into short and simple syntactic units with a great density of 

images. This can be attributed entirely to the TL style, which hence stands on its own. 

Arberry tries to emphasise specific points of reference to compensate for the lost rhyming 

scheme of the ST. 
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Furthermore, Arberry's translation breaks the line into various syntactic units and with 

formal feet that exhibits pattern of stresses, for example, Arberry's statement ''I'm the 

lean, hard-bitten warrior you know of old" is a close equivalent to the Arabic ". J;..)\ lji 

.t...i..,! ~ ~~\ ~ ~\" It reflects a direct poetic image which consists of the characteristic of 

metrical poetry that takes into account the ST poetic fakhr image, hence. exploring the 

semantic meaning of the original and with more emphasis on its effective elements so as to 

create a stronger rhythmic verse of regular feet which mostly consists of variable syllables 

(e.g. unstressed and stressed syllables). 

Sells's translation begins by breaking down the line into simple syntactic and semantic 

units that introduces simple arrangement of words based entirely on the TL elements. That 

is to say, Sells' verse is organized into units of words and phrases that reflect to a large 

extent the ST poetic feature as in: 

I am the thin one. 
You know him. 

In the light of this process, Sells attempts to keep the original denotative meaning of the ST 

image so closely using different terms which suit that culture in referring directly to the 

poet's character and fame. 

O'Grady's translation is poetic and hence a quite expressive type of poetic translation that 

allows a large amount of freedom. It also attempts to convey the poet's personal motifs and 

attitude, using the freest form of translation, unrestricted by traditional methods. The verse 

is divided into simple statements based on TL elements that give strong rhythms, thereby 

displaying a significant theme of early liihiliyya poetry. For instance, O'Grady's personal 

expression "young fellow you knew in the past," is another form of poetic translation that 

allows a great deal of freedom in conveying the original theme. 

However, O'Grady's translation displays a considerable loss of textually and culturally 

relevant features. A very simple example is the omission of the symbolic image i.e. .;~ 

~ ji.-JI ~I J'llfi. This represents a cnlcial loss of textual effects. In general, translation 

should concentrate on the realistic aim of reducing translation loss. rather the unrealistic 

one of seeking the ultimate IT. 
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Arberry 
When the tribesmen hurry to arms, you'll surely find me 
impregnable, let my hand but be gripping its handle. 

Sells 
When men of the tribe 

rush for weapons, 
you'll find me, 

hand around the hilt, unassailed. 

O'Grady 
ready to revenge with the single stroke. 

Ibtadara is to rush to get ahead. al-siliih is a weapon. Manf' means to stop and prevent 

attack or danger. In this context, the poet's image conveys the idea of strength and 

unassailability giving the sense of "..;bL:...J\ I"L..\ F~l=..S ~" in facing danger. The phrase bi 

qii 'mat yadi means to fight earnestly. This verse shows the poet's enthusiasm, courage and 

prowess in defending his tribe and facing danger. The three translators translate this verse 

differently using different translation strategies. 

Arberry's translation presents a familiar pattern such as a regular metrical scheme of 

English. It also exhibits specific poetic features i.e. images and rhythmic patterns. At the 

same time, Arberry exploits this feature so to create a purely metrical poetry that IS 

certainly iambic, which perhaps gives the key to understanding the pentameter. 

Also, Arberry has also managed to keep his line relatively straight sticking to the implicit 

meaning of the ST units, making his translation more poetic, as in "you'll surely find me," 

is a functional equivalent to the Arabic "~~ J." 

Sells's translation strategy appears different. It displays a distinctive form that involves a 

strong stressed pattern. It is centred on the meaning of the ST message, as in "when men of 

the tribe ... rush for weapons." Sells seems to divide the line into simple units (e.g. a four 

line stanza) giving a very smooth association of words that help to structure his verse in a 

different translation strategy. 

O'Grady's translation looks quite poetic. brief and concise. He resorts to compressing the 

line to make his verse much briefer, hence permitting him much freedom in omitting some 
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important material of ST such as "C)L.j1 r jill". 

O'Grady's translation therefore, ignores some important material of the Arabic. This 

might be for stylistic reasons. The line thus shows a clear and simple arrangement of words 

written in a single line so as to give a more precise form of translation that clearly sounds 

different. There is a significant loss of textuality, which affects the general theme of the 

original. With these individual strategies in mind, the three translators above have 

attempted to produce poetic renditions, but with different poetic aspects. 

8.5.5. Concluding Remarks 

As may be seen, the above discussion has shown some poetic strategies that appeared to be 

the most preferable ones recently used by western translators in dealing with Tarafa's 

verses. It also shows various techniques in rendering ST poetic units that reflect to a large 

extent some modem translation techniques outlined above (see chapter 4 under 4.4.8). With 

this simple outcome, the discussion in general displays two common strategies, but with 

different techniques. This makes the translation process vary from one translation to 

another. In a word, each translator has adapted the most suitable strategy and techniques to 

the requirements of TL readers and used it everlastingly. 

8.6. Labid's Mu 'allaqa 

8.6.1. Introduction 

The primary aim of this part of this study is to investigate and explore the actual translation 

strategies employed in the English translations of Labld' s verses. The English translations 

discussed and analysed here, are of Arberry, Sells and Jones. 

By comparing the three translations, an understanding and exploration of the nature of the 

translation strategies can be made. Previous to the analysis and discussion of the English 

translation, ~m overview of the Arabic ode under discussion and its author is presented so 

that we can give a clear overview and understanding of the nature of this ode. 



8.6.2. The poet 

LabTd was one of the most distinguished Jiihiliyya poets of al-Mu 'al/aqiit of the sixth 

century AD. Although he writes of desert life from personal experience, he takes great 

pleasure speaking with a kind of speculation and description of Jiihiliyya nomadic life and 

sets different values on the various sections of his ode. He belonged to the tribe of BanO 

'Amir and his full name is: 

Abu'Aqil Labld al-'Amiri, son of Rabi'a, son of Malik, son of la'far, son 
of Kilab, son of Rabi'a, son of 'Amir, son of Sa'sa'a, son of Mu'awiya, 
son of Bakr, son of Hawazian, son of Mansur, son of 'Ikrima, son of 
Qais, son of 'Ailan, son of Mudar. 46 

As a poet and a tribal elder, LabTd survives with the last generation of the pre-Islamic Arab 

poets. Bauer explains that LabTd was: 

[o]ne of the most important poets from the time of the Prophet. Born in pre-Islamic 
times as a member of one of the leading clans of the tribe 'Amir ibn Sa'sa'a, he 
was repeatedly engaged in diplomatic and political affairs. As his poetry displays a 
deep religious sensitivity, there is no reason to doubt reports according to which he 
became a pious Muslim. Less credible is the assertion that he stopped composing 
poetry after having embraced Islam, saying that the Koran would render poetry 
dispensable 47. 

LabTd made his reputation as a poet early in his life, and he achieved the status of a wise 

man in his own right, as well as that of a poet in complete command of his art. Stetkevych 

states that his fame rests on some of his qa~ldas, the most famous being his Mu 'al/aqa, and 

on his laments for his brother Arbad, in which he pays more particular attention to the unity 

of the poem than most of his contemporaries.48 LabTd was a great painter with words and he 

could infuse little objects with life, create wonderful poetic images and leave the reader 

with pleasantly intimate sensations. His poetry afforded him a place alongside Imru'al

Qays, Tarafa and others, demonstrating the recognition of his talent and aspired to be 

counted among the great. During his lifetime, the prophet Mul;1ammed was born, and at the 

age of ninety, LabTd converted to Islam.49 Bauer adds that: 

46 Arberry J., The Seven Odes (London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd. 1957), p.121. 
47 Bauer, T .. 'Labid'. in Meisami and Starkey. Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature. Vo1.2. (London and New 
York: Routledge. 1998), pp.460-61. 
48 Stctkevych. S., The Mute Immortals Speak: Pre-Islamic Poetry and the Poetics of Ritual (Ithaca and 
London: Cornell Unl\l'rsity Press, 1993), p.8. 
-19 Ibid. 
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His poems often display a reflective mood and show his susceptibility to the 
tensIOns and changes of his time. In some of his poems, one finds ideas close 
to the Koranic concepts, such as the praise of God and submission to God's 
wil1.5o 

The early poems in his collection reflect upon the past and dwell on vivid memories of his 

earlier Jiihiliyya life, and as the memories unfold from the poetic vision, they become 

imbued with the deep sense of humanity that pervades all existence so that Labid' s work 

acquires a further dimension of universality. As a Bedouin, Labid acquired knowledge 

learnt from his experience of the world, helping the needy and sharing what he had with the 

poor, which advocated the social morals in Jiihiliyya worldly life. He had a reputation for 

composing verse which uses language rich in original poetic imagery and which leaves the 

reader with a deep sense of warmth, intimacy and ecstatic satisfaction. 

As a Muslim, he made his reputation as a religious man, and recognized a higher power as 

the dispenser of virtue. Some critics hold that following his conversion he stopped 

composing verses, saying that Allah had given him the Qur'an instead. These critics 

emphasise that his religious poetry echoes the Qur'an, and that it was in these verses that he 

took most pride and was therefore called "The Man with the Crooked Staff.',SI 

Furthermore, Labid plays an important role as a politician and diplomatic: he was a 

prominent member of the delegation which went to Medina to arrange the terms on which 

his tribe and others that were closely related would adhere to the new political 

confederation based on an acceptance of Mub.ammed' s claim to be the Messenger of 

Allah.s2 Abudeeb was able to suggest a conclusion for the poet's views and vision of life 

and death: that the world, in the eyes of the poet, is "a universe of contradictions and 

paradoxes", and every object in it moves between death and life.
s3 

Labid's views provide a 

note of human sentimentality in his ode: it refers symbolically to the desolate and deserted 

abodes. This, of course, evokes the closely-related elements of life, death, and love. In 

addition, his deep speculations on fate, his own life, his love, his dreams, and the way 

things were reveal his attitude towards human nature. 

50 Ibid., p.461. 
51 O'Grady. D .• The Goldl'1l Odes of Love (Cairo: American University in Cairo Press, 1997). p.27. 

52 Ibid. 
5.' AbuDeeb. K.. "Towards A Structural Analysis of Pre-Islamic Poetry." Illtemational Journal of Middif 

East Studies. vol. 6.1975. pp.148-184. 



8.6.3. The Mu 'allaqa 

LabTd's Mu'allaqa moves through the same traditional series of themes and employs a rich 

poetical structure and diction. It also displays series of images and topics that present a 

strictly determined poetic structure. It is composed in the kamil metre, in which the basic 

pattern, repeated three times per hemistich yields the kamil metre: jc.ib jklU., jklU.,. This 

metre is much admired for its melodious flow. Like al-.tawfl it is very extensively used by 

the Arabs for all kinds of poetry, with a single end rhyme that remains the same throughout 

the Mu 'allaqa. 

LabTd's Mu'allaqa has a rhyme that repeats the nominative ending and the feminine 

pronominal suffix (ha). The rhyme (ha) results in a distinctive feature of the poem. Sells 

notes that the syllable ha is often the feminine or plural personal pronoun, but it is often 

used in this poem in a vague referential sense, setting up an interesting, non-personal sense 

of 'its' .,,54 This means that each line must end with ha to serve the unification of the 

rhymed verse (see appendix). As a result, the rhyme is very prominent and almost every 

line is a cluster of clauses. Such a distinctive rhyme, together with its length, shows the 

poet's ability to compose rhyming poetry and his skill in preserving the same rhyme 

throughout. 

Furthermore, LabTd' s Mu 'allaqa exhibits a very flexible poetic style, based on the nature 

and circumstances of oral composition. It commences with a description of the beloved's 

old ruins. The ode is divided into various sections. 

Stetkevych describes the divisions as follows: 

Labid's ode opens with a long section of nasfb, that comprises a description of 
the ruined abodes (verses 1-11) followed by the departure of the women, 
among them is the poet's inamorata, Nawar. The departure (21-54) exhibits the 
description of the poet's she-camel, through various extended similes (28-35) 
and the oryx cow bereft of her calf and pursued by hounds and hunters (36-53). 
Thefakhr (55-88) contains a drinking scene (57-61), a description of the poet's 
battle (63-69), the gambling over the slaughtered camel and subsequent feast 
(73-77). It concludes with the poet's self and tribal praise (78-88).55 

54 SeIls. M .. Desert Tracings: Six Classic Arabian Odes (Middletown and Connecticut: Wesleyan University 

Press, 1989). p.34. 
55 . 9 . Op. CIt., p. . 
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With simple background, the Mu 'allaqa pictures the former abodes of the beloyed 

associated with the poet stopping at the (Itlal, recalling past experience as evocative of 

longing and nostalgia. The poet's heart is moved by reminiscences of the deserted abodes 

emphasised by this image "~.J (.5..)C- Uy)\ t9\~" in terms of its running water and floods. 

It also displays the poet's painful recollection of the beloved as he questions the desolate 

abodes (1.10). This briefly introduces the naslb section. In addition, the wa~f picture of the 

poet's naqa (1.24) is another theme that has deep connotations denoting the love of and 

longing for a woman. Hence, it portrays the poet's inner feelings, views of life. and his 

personal attitudes towards humanity. Furthermore, the Mu'allaqa also moves to describe 

the poet's longing stopping at the beloved's old encampment. It recalls past experience of 

love and contains a group of parallel oppositions that connect to one another in their 

expression of duality and conformity. These reflect Labid's attitude regarding human 

relationships. Although it lacks the dramatic concentration that is found in Imru'al-Qays, it 

offers plenty of imaginative as well as philosophical images. For example, the wild 

deserted traces of the beloved's abandoned abodes, human relationships including feelings 

and attitudes, man and woman, "the lover and the beloved", "mother and child", and "the 

wild ass, who lost its little calf' as expressed in verse 24. All these reflect human life and 

attitudes with regard to the subject of life and death. 

Finally, the Mu 'allaqa concludes with a series of moralized political fakhr, both personal 

and tribal, with a pithy and magnificent description of the glories of his tribe. These also 

reflect the tribe's moral values. 

In general, it also exhibits a statement of the true Bedouin world's view and displays to a 

large extent the noble character of the author as a tribal elder person held in a high place of 

regard. 

8.6.4. An analysis of the English translations of a Selection of Labid's 
Verses 
1. Nasib verses 

Arberry 
The abodes are desolate, halting-place and encampment too. 
At Mina: deserted lies Ghaul. deserted alike Rijam. 
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Sells 

The tent marks in Minan are worn away, 
where she encamped 

and where she alighted, 
Ghawl and Rijam left to the wild, 

Jones 
There is almost no trace of those abodes, either halting-place 
or longer encampments, at Mina, and Ghawl and Rijam have 
become desolate, 

'afat al-diyiir gives the sense of effacement and desertion. The term 'afar consists of the 

verbal root "Ue" in the past form so as to serve the subject pronoun "u" so to form one 

word "Wic." and al-diyiir indicates the beloved's places "abodes". Ma/:zall is a place of 

residence, and Muqiimah is a former camping place of the tribe. The Arabic pronoun hii 

thus refers to the beloved's dwelling places. Mina, Ghawl and Rijam are all place names, 

and ta' abbada means to become wild and deserted. This verse shows the poet stopping at 

the o:tliil of the beloved's tribe. The traces reappear differently: over time they have become 

wild and deserted. The three translators attempt to render the ST verse quite differently. 

Arberry rendered this verse quite semantically, ensuring that his own verse conformed to 

the TL metrical pattern without the use of rhymes. The line is divided into various 

enjambments so as to guarantee a better poetic style that fits the TL rules. For instance, 

Arberry's unit ''The abodes are desolate" exhibits strong rhythmic pattern of its first 

syllables, hence portrays the semantic content of the poet's message. In form, he tries to 

keep the metrical pattern of the TT, and in language he attempts to paint a picture that 

closely resembles the original. 

Sells's translation is written in a very different translation form of modem English poetic 

translation. The line is broken down into a stanza of four single lines that move slow I y so 

as to form a quatrain verse, ignoring the traditional poetic devices (e.g. alliteration, or the 

assonance of TL). Put simply, Sells allows himself poetic licences in handling the ST verse, 

rendering its content with much more freedom, paying particular attention to the stressed 

patterns. For example, Sells' unit ''The tent marks in Minan are worn away," represents a 

modem English verse writing that shows a great deal of variety in the arrangement of 

stresses. However, Sells's terms as in "tent marks," attempts to provide an intelligible link 

across the culture gap for his readers. That is to say. Sells's distinctive poetic strategy 
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reflects an original aspect of ST culture that is distant in time and space, hence presenting a 

clear image of early Bedouin society whose members lived in tents. 

Jones's translation is structured differently with a simple and clear linguistic style. That is 

to say, Jones simply provides a very lucid and straightforward rendition. It is written in 

much detail exploring ST content as in "There is almost no trace of those abodes." This is 

an exegetic translation written in a different linguistic style that attempts to provide factual 

information from the ST verse. Unlike Arberry's, Jones' translation is centred on the 

semantic content of the ST units and emphasises factual information. for example "no trace 

of those abodes." The use of "no" with the English demonstrative pronoun "those" IS 

clearly intended to refer to the beloved's abodes which appear uninhabited and deserted. 

Sells focuses on the ST message in an attempt to produce the same effect on the IT reader. 

His choice of the phrase "tent marks" carries a clearer cultural connotative meaning. Sells 

thus opts for the term "tent" instead, giving the cultural concept of the Arabic term "al

diyiir", and the English expression "worn away" is a dynamic equivalent to the Arabic 'afat 

which is used to convey the sense of deserted abodes. With this in mind, it could be argued 

that Sells is reading too much between the lines; that is to say, he tries to give his reader a 

more realistic view of the local flavour of early Arabic culture, since the term "tent" was 

commonly used in Arabic-speaking societies during the poet's liihiliyya life. Accordingly, 

the term "tent" means a house or bayt that accommodated a group of people or a family at 

that time. 

Furthermore, Sells repetitive use of the pronoun "she" is to compensate for the lost rhyme, 

and hence emphasises the feminine sense of the ST rhyming scheme corresponding to the 

ST material "4--0~ ~." 

Arberry 
And the torrent-beds of Eraiyan -naked shows their traces, 
rubbed smooth, like lettering long since scored on a stony slab, 

Sells 
And the torrent beds of Rayyan 

naked tracing. 
worn thin. like inscriptions 

carvt'd in flattened stones. 
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Jones 
And the water-courses of al-Rayyan: their traces have become worn, 
[So that] it looks as though the stones there contain writings. 

Madiifi' are the water courses of Jabal al-Rayyiin. The fa is a microstructure that is used as 

a link with the previous line. 'Arrii is to expose to view or strip. Rasmu-hii refers to the 

beloved's trace. Wu/ziyy is the plural of wahy, literally meaning inscriptions, and saliim is a 

sandstone. In this verse the poet draws a highly emotional symbolic image that compares 

the traces of the desolate abodes to written words engraved on stones. All three translators 

attempt to retain the imagery of the original as closely as possible, though they have chosen 

to achieve this in different ways. 

Arberry's translation adheres faithfully to the IT verse composition. This gives Arberry a 

vehicle to emphasise a particular traditional device that exhibits the metrical pattern of 

English, hence demonstrating rhythmic patterns that involve this traditional device i.e. 

alliteration, as in "like lettering long since scored on a stony slab" from the Arabic " ~ lAS 

~~ ...r..,1I" which is a clear symbolic image yielding a metaphorical sense with regard to 

the former homes of the beloved. The repetitive sounds III and /s/ in the chosen words 

reflect the TL poetic phonic making a deliberate effort to create a verse that exposes the 

rhythmic pattern. This is an attempt to adhere to the IT metrical scheme to achieve 

equilibrium in this line. 

Sells again uses the quatrain form. That is the commonest unrhymed four line stanza using 

words and phrases of poetic tone. Sells' attempt tries to follow Arberry's verse, but paying 

no attention to the IT metrical pattern since it is organized in a distinctive form with 

greater perception of the original message of its author. The expression "naked tracings" is 

a functional equivalent from the Arabic that reveals the characteristic of poetic imagery 

bearing a strong stress pattern in the fIrst syllables. Sells' translation seems to be a type of 

unbound translation (see chapter two) that attempts to retain with much freedom the ST 

image, as in "like inscriptions carved in flattened stones." This also exhibits a pattern of 

stresses so as to give a more frequent occurrence of strong rhythms. 

Jones's translation strategy is different again, as he opts for a translation that aims to help 

his readers to understand the original poetic structure, for example in the images that are 

used. Having these different aims, Jones attempts to explain the ST verse unit by unit. 

usually rendering the core meaning of the actual referential me~U1ings of the ST units as 
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literally as possible. The expreSSIOn "And the water-courses of al-Rayyan" IS a direct 

translation [that emphasis the literal sense of the Arabic terms] of ",j~)\ ~\.w:' 

Though the final results are very different, all three translators succeed in depicting the 51 

symbolic images of the beloved's traces using different strategies and techniques. They 

attempt to show the TL reader vivid images of liihiliyya love poetry that reflect the deep 

sense of nostalgia and longing in the poet's inner feelings. 

Arberry 
blackened orts that, since the time their inhabitants tarried there , 
many years have passed over, months unhallowed and sacrosanct. 

Sells 
Dung-stained ground 

That tells the years passed 
since human presence, months of peace 

Gone by, and months of war, 

Jones 
Blackened traces. Years have elapsed since someone who 
knew them well was there; their ordinary seasons and their 
sacred seasons have elapsed. 

Diman are the remains of the abodes that are left behind, and tajarrama gives the sense of 

the years that have passed. Anfs is a mate or companion. I-Jijja is sana, a year. Khalawna 

refers to the years that have passed. I-Jaliiluhii and /.lariimuhii refers to two different periods 

of time: the sacred and non-sacred months of the liihiliyya calendar. During the /.laliil 

period fighting was allowed. I-Jariim refers to the months where bloodshed was strictly 

prohibited. This verse gives you an idea about the poet stopping at the qtliil of the 

abandoned encampment of the beloved's tribe that has become blackened and completely 

effaced; the poet is sad and distressed. Translators have attempted to render this verse 

through a variety of translation strategies. 

Arberry's translation looks more poetic and conforms to the IT pattern. It retains the 

traditional units of metrical feet, organized into two single lines as in English metrical 

verse, with a well-formed rhythmic structure. particularly in the grouping of phrases. The 

phrase "blackened orts" exhibits archaic vocabulary with a sequence of one or more 

syllables. hence allowing rough pattern while echoing the natural rhythms of speech. 
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Sells's rendition takes a quatrain form and reproduces the ST textual image with much 

freedom. For example, the phrase "dung-stained ground," is an obviously idiomatic 

rendition of a symbolic image with a strong stress on its first syllable. Although employing 

an idiomatic expression which appears quite vague, awkward and complex, it also explores 

the ST's connotational meaning to its reader, that of the remains of tribal animals from a 

former time of human activity in the place. 

Jones' translation strategy is a distinctively non-metrical translation, which makes no 

attempt at poetic elegance but which specifically aims to explain in detail after detail the 

ST textual matter in a more comprehensive literary style, such as that used in story writing. 

For example, Jones' statement "Years have elapsed since someone who knew them well 

was there," gives no attempt to provide a rhythmic pattern, hence it is designed to state a 

sequence of events with regard to the ST material. 

Generally speaking, the three translators have attempted to convey cultural aspects of ST 

e.g. 4-0\~-' 4J)l:.., in an attempt to echo the Arabic culture. They each allow themselves a 

certain amount of freedom in their broad semantic renditions, providing the TL reader with 

the intended meanings of ST reference, hence exploring the ST cultural concept of viewing 

two different periods of time. This is a further example of Newmark's semantic translation 

(1981) discussed in Chapter 4, as a technique which allows the translator to operate as an 

interpreter, giving him much more freedom in conveying original material from one culture 

to another. 

Arberry 
The star-borne showers of Spring have fed them, the out-

pounng 
of thundercloud, great deluge and gentle following rain, 

Sells 
Replenished by the rain stars 

of spring, and struck 
by thunderclap downpour. or steady. 

fine-dropped. silken rains. 
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Jones 
They have received the sustenance of rains that come with the stars 
of spring. The steady rain of the thunder-clouds has poured down on 
them, both heavy rain and continuous drizzle. 

The ST ruziqat is derived from razaqa which means to give. Marabi'u al-nujum means the 

spring rains. Wadq is the light gentle rain that falls in [me drops, and jawd is heavy rain. 

Rihiim is unremitting rain. The ST verse is intended to describe the supply of spring rain 

that sustained the tribe's old camp. The rain is steady and continuous. 

On closer analysis, the translation by Arberry seems to reveal a fairly common poetic 

translation strategy, capturing the images and declamatory rhythms, hence adhering 

faithfully to the IT poetic pattern, while retaining the formal effects of ST poetic images. 

For example, the expression ''The star-borne showers of Spring have fed them," exhibits 

the characteristic of metrical poetry and involves a traditional device i.e. alliteration, hence 

giving more frequent occurrences of a metrical pattern on its fIrst syllables as shown above 

by the use of repetitive sound lsI so allowing stronger rhythms. 

Sells' translation reflects a different strategy. The verse shows groups of lines tied together 

into proper poetic units grouped according to a rhythmic structure which begins by giving a 

greater density of stresses, reflecting to a large extent, the selection of words and the 

arrangement of their rhythms with emphasis on vowel sonority and involved patterns of 

alliteration, as in "Replenished by the rain stars of spring" which is a functional translation 

from the Arabic "r~' ~'>- djj' that distinctly marks out the separate rhythmic grouping 

of lines. Sells's translation thus attempts to be both rhetorically appropriate and 

functionally equivalent. 

With this simple background, one can argue that the poetic rhythms of four lines stanza are 

in fact a regularization of some general tendencies of oral speech and that Sells has 

exploited these rhythms to create a basically specific pattern of stressed and unstressed 

syllables. 

Jones, as we have seen, opts for a more detailed rendition to promote a better 

understanding of the ST verse by his reader. It begins by providing a variety of TL 

expressions which explain the Arabic verse phrase by phrase, and does so in detail in order 

to make the original meanings quite clear, as in "'The steady rain of the thunder-clouds has 
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poured down on them, both heavy rain and continuous drizzle." This type of translation 

seems to provide a more detailed storyline of the original material, hence making no 

attempt at poetic elegance. 

Furthermore, Jones' translation attempts to present a broader explanation of the Arabic 

text. This is achieved by using different adjectives (e.g. steady rain and heavy rain) from 

TL culture which tend to be formal equivalents of the original units. 

Arberry 
the cloud that travels by night, the somber pall of mom, 
the outspread mantle of eve with muttering antiphon. 

Sells 
From every kind of cloud 

passing at night, 
darkening the morning, 

or rumbling in peals across the evening sky. 

Jones 
From every cloud that travels by night or in the morning, 
darkening the sky, or in the evening, the rumble of whose 
thunder brings mutual response. 

Sariya is a heavy cloud that pours down rain at night, and ghadin is the morning time. 

Mudjin is a dark shadow that leaves the sky overcast. Mutajawib means responding, and 

irzam is the rumbling of thunder. In this verse, the poet speaks about the different clouds 

that bring pouring rain by both night and day. The three translations illustrate the different 

strategies of the translators. 

Arberry's and Sells's translations exhibit characteristics of the poetic features of the TL 

culture, conveyed using different strategies. Arberry adopts a fairly common metrical 

pattern from English poetry that reflects the characteristics of poetic features such as 

alliteration. The first half-line "the cloud that travels by night. the somber pall of mom," 

gives strong poetic rhythms resembling the iambic pentameter so allowing more plain 

enjambments. This is achieved by the use of simple phrases making close poetic units of 

strong rhythms marked by the frequent use of a purely metrical pattern, as in "the somber 

pall of morn". In addition, Arberry's translation also exhibits a semi-rhyme scheme, as in 

the chosen words (mom and antiphon). 
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Sells chooses to give a different arrangement of his words that allows much freedom in 

grouping the verse into four simple units. For example, Sells' poetic units "From every 

kind of cloud," and "passing the night" are two expressions representing a translation 

strategy that makes no attempt to show the regular metrical pattern of English. 

Accordingly, Sells verse appears to result from a more fluid form of translation, which 

refuses to conform to any set rules of traditional versification. In addition, Sells' renders 

the ST verse with a greater degree of accuracy and literariness as in "from every kind of 

cloud" so as to make communicative value easier. 

Jones, on the other hand, simply provides a reorganization of the ST words, phrases and 

expressions in the TT. That is to say, Jones translation seems far removed from the others 

since it attempts to provide a more broad explanation of ST units, based entirely on the 

direct interpretations of the literal meanings of these units. His translation strategy is 

therefore lexically restricted, by which is meant a rendering of the original material into a 

new cultural vehicle, keeping as close to the original as possible. For example, Jones' units 

"or in the evening" and "the rumble of whose thunder brings mutual response" both explain 

the original meanings of the Arabic with much detail without taking into account TL 

poetic features. 

Arberry 
Then the branches of aihakan shot up, and the ostriches 
and antelopes brought forth their young on both Valley-slopes, 

Sells 
The white pondcress has shot upward, 

and on the wadi slopes, 
gazelles among their newborn, 

and ostriches, 

Jones 
The branches of ayhuqan have risen up, and the gazelles and 
ostriches have brought forth young on the two sides of the valley, 

/a'ala refers to the branches of the ayhuqan as it shoots upwards. The/a is used to make a 

continuous link with what comes next. Furii' is the plural of/ar' literally means a branch of 

a plant. A.t/alat is to be born, and the Arabic dualjalhatayn are the valley's two sides. This 
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verse shows other scenes of the qtliil such as the depiction of the branches of the ayhuqiin a 

deserted plant known to the Arab as '-.G~' ~..r.J,56 that grow high, hence giving the 

opportunity and space for deer and ostriches to breed on the two sides of the valley. 

Arberry's translation is a type of poetic rendition that attempts to impose a regular 

metrical pattern on the IT while imbuing his line with the thought and sense of the original 

author. The expression "Then the branches of aihakan shot up," is a functional equivalent 

corresponding to the Arabic expression "0 ~, tJ.;! )I.ai", giving the stress pattern of 

metrical poetry, and hence showing the characteristic of poetic English, depicting the 

poet's thought in remembering old meeting places. This is certainly a very delicate 

rendition which takes into account IT features as closely as possible. 

Sells's translation again groups the verse in a quatrain form which depends entirely upon 

TL cadences in helping to arrange his stanza, whilst paying particular attention to the poetic 

image of the ST. The expression ''The white pondcress has shot upward" is more idiomatic, 

reflecting to a large extent modem English poetic techniques in grouping the words in a 

different form and with fewer devices of common features of English i.e. he has used the 

English 'pondcress', not the Arabic term. 

Jones again opts for a direct rendition exploring as closely as possible the ST's authentic 

image in an attempt to remain as close as possible to the Arabic original. The strategy used 

by Jones is not restricted by rhythm or rhyme, but contains images that reflect the ST 

poetic style of early Jiihiliyya poetry of the 6th century. Thus, it is a direct explanation of 

ST material written in a more comprehensive transparent style. 

In addition, the Arabic dual of the ST expression "~ ~ ~'i' is rendered quite 

literally by all three translators, exhibiting a direct referential meaning while imposing 

source language syntactic patterns on their texts in order to arrive at compromise between 

the demands of the TL syntax and the principle of translation equivalent. Such a technique 

is discussed by Lefevere, who states that ''the syntactic pattern of the source language often 

tb " 57 Thi . leads the literal translator to add a number of words to e target text. s IS 

emphasized by the use of ''both'' and ''two'' in Arberry and Jones and is indicative of the 

56at-AnbirT, A., ShDr/J aJ-QC4fii 'id aJ-SIlb' aJ-T;wiil aJ-Jiihiliyya ( Beirut: Abni Sharif Ltd., 2004), p.42S. 

"Op. cit.,p.34. 
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difficulties which occur when the grammar of a particular language such as Arabic differs 

from that of English. In this case, the difficulty arises from the fact that English has only 

two number categories, singular and plural. So as to render the above dual, the numeral 

"two", or the expression "two sides" must be added or implied. Nonetheless, the 

translations remain literal with a good equivalent effect, as all translators attempt to render 

the semantic content literally, using different TL terms to convey the semantic meaning as 

closely as possible. This is a further example of literal translation as proposed by Lefevere, 

who suggests that the literal translator is faced with the choice between two possible 

courses of action. Either he tries to impose the syntax of the ST onto the IT, or he adapts 

the syntax of the ST to the syntactic patterns of the TL. 

Arberry 
and the great-eyed cows that had lately calved stand over their 

brood 
while in the spreading plain the little lambs form their flocks. 

Sells 
And the wide-of-eyes, 

silent above monthling fawns. 
On the open terrain 

yearlings cluster. 

Jones 
And the wide-eyed [oryx] are resting beside their young, to 
which they have recently given birth, while their earlier 
offspring wander in groups on open ground. 

Wa- 'al- 'in in this context is used in the metaphorical way to give a slight different sense so 

to refer to the whole body of wild ass keeping the little calf calm and save. The wa occurs 

as a coordinating conjunction. Sakinatun means to stand over the young, feeding them. 

Talan is a young calf and wa'udhan is a newly born fawn. Ta'ajjala is to move as a flock, 

and ftl{la' is a large space. Bihamuha means the time when fawns become independent of 

their mothers. 

The poet describes the wild cows when they come to rest beside the young fawns, 

peacefully standing as they look for their calves. With this in mind, all three translators 

manage to render this verse as directly as possible, but with different strategies and 

techniques. 
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Arberry's translation shows one break of line, and hence reflects a traditional metrical 

pattern of the TL, rendering the ST units more semantically in an attempt to follow the 

exact contextual meaning of the original. The first half-line is a semantic translation 

extracted from the Arabic "~)lbi .)c ~ L ~I_'" corresponding to the ST contextual 

meaning in an attempt to convey the cultural/connotative meaning of the Arabic term 

"~\_,' in the sense of keeping watching all night and hence giving full control in 

protecting little fawns from any attack or danger. 

Sells's translation shows breaks of line, but with no regular and identifiable metrical 

pattern. Because he is not restricted by a strict metrical form. as Arberry is, Sells's 

translation strategy gives room to render the ST verse with fewer elements. For example. 

Sells's arrangement of words into groups of short units reflects strong rhythmic effects 

achieved through the use of quatrain line. Thus, the rhythmic effect of most of the sounds 

marks the verse as poetic, and hence the four line structure of Sells' translation reveals 

important structural units emphasised by acoustic features based entirely on their potential 

rhythmic structure. At the same time, there is a great deal of variety in the grouping of 

poetic units, which often goes along with line breaks, but with different sequences of 

stresses. 

Jones's translation resorts to providing a direct rendition, that is, a clear paraphrasing of 

the ST semantic content in an attempt to arrive at a compromise between the demands of 

the target language reader and the principle of sense equivalence. Accordingly, Jones' 

strategy attempts to explain the intended meaning of the ST units with an aim to facilitate 

an understanding of the Arabic language in general and of ST poetic techniques in 

particular. In addition, his inclusion (in parenthesis) of the word 'oryx' is to draw attention 

to the symbolic use of the language. Because of its plain and comprehensive style, Jones's 

strategy attempts to present the factual semantic content of ST while avoiding most of the 

formal elements of elegant poetry. 

Arberry 
Then the torrents washed the dusty ruins. until they seem 
like scrolls of writing whose text th~ir pens have revivified. 



Sells 
The rills and the runlets 

uncovered marks like the script 
of faded scrolls 

restored with pens of reed, 

Jones 
The torrents have exposed to view the deserted traces, [making them appear] 
like pieces of writing whose texts have been revived by their pens, 

lalii is to expose to view and the waw is a device used to make a link with the previous 

verse. Tu lU I, plural of .rIal, means the remains of the abodes. Zubur is a piece of writing. 

This verse seems to show the poet stopping at the ruins of the abodes, depicting the natural 

condition of the deserted scene of the wild landscape, remembering and recalling past 

experience. In addition, the poet symbolizes the traces of the beloved as that of written 

"inscriptions" effaced and then renewed by pens. The traces are thus compared to the scroll 

writing that has faded and is then renewed. The three translators translate this verse quite 

different I y. 

Arberry chooses to use a rather more poetic strategy rendering the ST units quite 

semantically as closely as possible to the TL cultural poetic setting. The phrase "Then the 

torrents washed the dusty ruins," from the Arabic "J~' ~J," is a very broad semantic 

rendition attempting to explain the literal sense of the original phrase. This stands as an 

example of Arberry's poetic translation that gives a well structured verse defined by its 

metrical pattern and direct images that exhibit rhythmic pattern, as in "the dusty ruins" and 

"like scrolls of writing," which display a great density of strong rhythms. This also reveals 

the ST image in depicting the inner feelings of the original author with regard to the 

departure of his beloved, expressed in Arberry's verse by the use of a similar point of 

comparIson. 

Sells again organized his verse according to various elements of language, with no regard 

for the rules of traditional poetry making free use of conventional restrictions such as metre 

and rhyme. Conversely. Sells's strategy attempts to exhibit a very considerable poetic 

device i.e. alliteration as in the expression "the rills and the runlets" which is a type of 

idiomatic translation from the Arabic "J~' ~J" and reflects the actual deserted places of 

the beloved's abodes. hence portraying the poet's attitude to the old camps. 
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Jones again opts for a plain translation that reflects the original as closely as possible. The 

use of the square brackets around [making them appears] indicates his need to provide 

additional explanatory infonnation that can be understood from the original text but is not 

directly stated in it. 

Yet, Jones uses a more literary as well as semantic technique, appearing more literal, 

explaining in more detail the ST poetic material. This strategy aims to produce the core 

meaning of the original content without paying any attention to TL traditional elements. In 

many cases, Jones' translations explain only the obvious referential meanings in a far 

removed linguistic style different from the other translators. 

(9)~L!aJ~."i ~yU ~ tA.JJY ~i WIJ~.J Ji 

Arberry 
or the back and forth of a woman tattooing, her indigo 
in rings scattered, the tattooing newly revealed above them. 

Sells 
Or tracing of a tattoo woman: 

beneath the indigo powder, 
sifted in spirals, 

the form begins to reappear. 

Jones 
Or the retracing of a woman tattooist, whose dye is poured 
into pits, the tattooing appearing clearly above them. 

Raj' means to repeat and renew tattoo marks. Asaffa is to spray; and na'ur stands for a 

tattooing grind "powder." Kifaf refers to the circular marks of a tattoo on the skin. 

Ta'arrada is to be put on view. This verse shows an elegiac reminiscence of love, 

expressed by the appearance of the tattoo marks that resemble the beloved's deserted 

traces, which have been exposed by the rain. The three translators attempt similar images 

of nostalgia. Each translates the ST verse quite closely using various translation strategies. 

Arberry's translation again has a very specific regular metrical pattern since it breaks 

down the line into various poetic units. For instance, Arberry's unit "or the back and forth 

of a woman tattooing," gives the characteristic of identifiable metrical pattern 'foot' of an 

unstressed syllable followed by a stressed syllable that allows more than one syllable 

usually two or three as in back and tattooing .. 
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Sells chooses a different poetic strategy to translate the Arabic verse. That is, a type of 

unbound translation that attempts to render the ST with much freedom, dividing the line 

again into simple groups of lines, paying no attention to TL metrical pattern and rhyming 

scheme. The expressions "Or tracing of a tattoo woman," and "sifted in spirals" both put 

emphasis on vowel sonority and an involved pattern of alliteration as in the repetitive 

sounds of It! and lsI of the chosen words. These in tum create specifics patterns of stressed 

and unstressed syllables which are entirely flexible and strong enough to provide a great 

rhythmic pattern. Flexibility, of course, is also the primary characteristic and philosophical 

basis of free verse. 

Jones's continued use of a plain technique to provide a detailed explanation of the verse 

diverges here from the understanding of the ST by Arberry and Sells. His literal 

translation of the term "pits" is used in the sense of "0 j:i...J" which, it could be argued, does 

not correspond to the original ST meaning "~,, which implies the circular shape of the 

tattoo marks. In other words, the term "pits" in this context does not have any sense of 

circularity, whereas "spirals and rings" do. For this reason, Jones's simple translation 

seems quite odd, and almost incomprehensible in an attempt to provide a more accurate 

English text. 

Arberry 
So I stood and questioned that site; yet how should we 

question rocks 
set immovable, whose speech is nothing significant? 

Sells 
I stopped to question them. 

How is one to question 
deaf, immutable, 

inarticulate stones? 

Jones 
I stood asking them questions. But how can we question the 
hard rocks, that stand for ever, but are dumb, with no clear 
speech? 

$umm is deaf. Khawalid, singular khOlid, means to remain deaf. Ma-yabinu kalamuhQ gives 

the sense of a negation form that is emphasized by ma. This verse refers to rigid solid 

material. For instance, hard rocks which, of course, have no speech. The verse shows the 
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poet questioning the rocks of the beloved's abodes but receIvmg no answer. In their 

treatment of the ST naslb, all translators agree in giving close renditions of the ST verse. 

but using different translation strategies. 

Arberry's translation is a type of poetic translation that attempts to retain as close I y as 

possible the metrical pattern of English. It breaks down the line into simple units. This of 

course is enhanced by the use of punctuation mark i.e. semi-colon. The first half-line 

exhibits typically a regular pattern so as to emphasise what is implicit in the original. For 

example, the use of "yet" as a functional equivalent to the Arabic "\..ill~ ~ J" helps 

Arberry to produce an English verse form which can attain rhetorical grandeur while 

echoing the natural rhythms of speech (e.g. So I stood and questioned that site: yet how 

should we question rocks) that allows more pattern stresses. 

Sells once more, attempts to follow the four line stanza. That is to say, he groups his verse 

in quatrain form, thus embodying a different poetic translation rendering the ST verse with 

much freedom. For example, the rhetorical question, "How is one to question deaf, 

immutable," is a functional translation equivalent which corresponds to the Arabic " ~ J 

\..ill..,......" but paying no attention to the metrical pattern of TL. This freedom of approach 

enables Sells to focus on the common elements of the TL that convey as nearly as possible 

the intended meaning of the ST. 

Jones again shows no breaks of line, hence ignoring the elegant style of poetic genres. 

Jones' translation gives a simple direct rendition of details of the ST units. This is an 

attempt to provide a thorough and comprehensive text based on the ST components using 

plenty of connectors to help to join sentences together. Jones's use of "but" with "how" 

shows a direct rendition of the ST phrase "\..illy... ~ J". This is a direct rendition that 

presents simple linguistic material similar to that used in modem prose writing so as to 

provide easy equivalents of the ST units. 

Arberry 
All is naked now. where once the people were all forgathered; 
they set forth with dawn. leaving the trench and panic-grass 

behind; 
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Sells 
Stripped bare now, 

what once held all that tribe-
they left in the early morning 

leaving a trench and some thatch, 

Jones 
They have become bare. All the people used to be there, but 
they left them early in the morning, and their trenches and 
prairie grass were forsaken. 

'ariyat is to became naked. It is used in a metaphorical sense to give the sense of empty 

abodes, signifying "the departure of the tribe." Nu 'y is a trench that is made around the bayt 

to carry rain water away. Thimiimu-hii is a thorn bush or "shrub". 

The poet moves on to a general description of the departure of a tribe, as they decamp 

early one morning leaving behind trenches and shrubs. This stands as a good example of 

Labld's tendency to compose a naslb that dwells on the deserted campsites. The three 

translators have attempted to render this verse as directly as possible. 

Arberry's translation attempts to give a more poetic translation. The line is broken down 

into various poetic units which mostly stick to the common English metre, but without a 

rhyming scheme. Arberry's unit "All is naked now," is a functional equivalent to the 

Arabic "U:ly::." and exhibits a regular pattern that gives a strong rhythm. This leads 

Arberry to preserve in the IT the textual effects which are deemed most important in this 

particular text, even though they are produced by different means. 

Sells' translation again reflects another form of translation that exhibits distinctive terms 

which are mostly idiomatic, hence conveying strong rhythmic patterns based on TL 

elements as in the expression "Stripped bare now," which is quite dynamic and corresponds 

to Arabic image in displaying the real scene of the beloved's abodes. Here, Sells attempts 

to give a close poetic rendition, but using fewer formal rules of poetic geme, rendering the 

ST verse with greater freedom. This leads Sells to work as an interpreter in order to make a 

global cOITespondence between the textual phrases of the ST and those of the IT. 

Jones's translation appears to be quite lengthy and much more detailed. The expression 

"All the people used to be there," is a direct rendition from the Arabic corresponding 
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closely to the phrase "~I ~ 0 tsJ ." This reflects a straightforward translation process. 

which appears more practical in stating detail after detail of the ST poetic material. Jones's 

strategy is to explain the ST verse with the aim of providing his reader with proper 

equivalences rendering ST material quite literally as in "but they left them early in the 

morning" from the Arabic "4-l-a IJfo.t!". In other words, Jones's translation frequently 

explains ST units in a clear linguistic style, since he is seeking to meet the needs of a 

specific group of students. His technique is therefore, a clear example of the way different 

translation strategies are applied by translators. 

Arberry 
and the womenfolk---how they stirred your passion, the day 

they climbed 
and hid themselves in the curtained howdahs with creaking 

tents, 

Sells 
They stirred longing in you 

as they packed up their howdahs, 
disappearing in the lairs of cotton, 

frames creaking, 

Jones 
Your passion was stirred by the departing women of the tribe 
on the day they loaded their things and departed, when they 
covered themselves with cotton awnings [placed over] litters 
which creaked, 

Shiiqa gives the sense of passion and eagerness. 'l-a'in is meant to be the camel that carries 

the women's howdah and their litters as they travel. Takanasa means covering themselves 

with cotton curtains. Sarra means to squeak and khiyamu-hii literally means tents but refers 

to the howdahs. This verse shows the poet's mourning and longing in seeing the women of 

the tribe packing up their luggage and placing it on their camels ready for departure. 

Unlike Jones, Arberry and Sells attempt to give close poetic translation. Arberry's 

conforms to the traditional metrical pattern of English. That is to say, Arberry's strategy 

attempts to keep as close as possible to the English formal pattern. For example, his first 

half-line exhibits the characteristics of a regular metrical pattern so as to consist of purely 

metrical feet i.c. iambic feet, which is consisting of unstressed followed by stressed 



syllables, as in "how they stirred your passion, the day they climbed" as a broader semantic 

rendition that emphasises ST connotative meanings. 

Sells's translation again begins by breaking down the line into a four line stanza, and \\'ith 

fewer poetic elements such as regular metre and rhyme. By this simple background, Sells's 

strategy appears to be a freer rendition that focuses entirely on the ST message and hence 

paying no attention to its form, as in "They stirred longing in you as they packed up their 

howdahs" that reflects the frequent occurrence of the sounds achieved through various 

linguistic elements that form a great density of poetic rhythms of a quatrain unrhymed 

verse form that allows much more freedom. In addition, both Arberry and Sells have 

attempted to render this verse in such a way as to convey its authentic meaning. For 

instance, Arberry and Sells translate the ST expression "\..lb! I~" with more emphasis 

on its effective meaning, giving a real picture of the travel scene of the women in their 

litters, and thereby exploring an ST cultural aspect of early liihiliyya women travelling in 

howdahs. However, their translation techniques reveal the real sense of the poet's anxiety 

and longing. Similarly, they both allow themselves some freedom in handling the ST poetic 

image, showing the poet mourning as the women pack their baggage, though each uses his 

own terms and expressions. Jones's translation is long and contains much more 

explanations of the ST. That is to say, it is written in a different literary style compared 

with the others. It begins by stating factual information with regard to the departure of the 

tribe without paying any attention to traditional TL devices. Jones thus attempts to give a 

more straightforward detailed translation whose content is loaded with wording that 

appears quite literary, as it is directed at a particular type of reader, a "student of Arabic" 

who wishes to have revealed the riches of a nation's literary culture. 

Arberry 
Each litter well-upholstered, its pole overshadowed by 
a brocaded hanging, with fine veil and crimson overlay. 

Sells 
Post -beams covered 

with twin-rodded curtain 
of every kind of cloth brocade 

and a black. transparent. inner veil. 



Jones 
All of them [riding in] litters, whose poles were covered by a 
folded cloth, on which was a top-cover and an awning. 

Mabfuf refers to the howdah and means wrapped with a piece of cloth. Ya.~aflll means 

shadowing. 'a$iyy are the sticks used to support the howdah; and KUla in this instance is 

the light curtain of the howdah. Qiriimuhii are drapes. This verse describes the women's 

howdah in terms of its structure and unique design: it is made of a wooden frame that is 

covered by a fine cloth. This in turn reflects the poet's fleeting moment of nostalgia and 

longing. 

As a poetic translation, Arberry attempts to produce a quieter and smooth poetic 

translation so as to attain a very flexible English verse. In other words, Arberry's 

translation strategy again breaks the line into simple units while echoing the natural 

rhythms of speech and hence allowing plain enjambment, as in "its pole overshadowed by a 

brocaded hanging," which is a functional translation equivalent corresponding to the 

Arabic ".yk 1:.Jj ~ ~". This also uses the formal poetic patterns of English in 

agreement with the TL culture. 

Sells again gives a well-organized quatrain form, and the units are arranged according to 

the TL elements, paying particular attention to the original message of the author. That is to 

say, Sells attempts to create a close poetic rendition using a translation strategy employing 

as many semantic equivalents from the original text as possible. so as to preserve the ST 

general cultural meaning. The expression "Post-beams covered with twin-rodded curtain," 

exhibits features of the poetic genre that permit much freedom in the choice and 

organization of his units, showing great variety in the arrangement of stresses and hence 

conveying the ST connotative meaning. 

Jones's translation in general terms is a direct and more detailed rendering of the ST units 

with more emphasis on referential meanings. That is to say, Jones's very different form of 

literary writing shows no breaks of lines and hence pays no attention to formal TL rules in 

composing poetic verse. For example, "whose poles were covered by a folded cloth." is a 

close rendition of the Arabic .. ;us .yk C.Jj ~ ~." This. in tum. shows that Jones is 

concerned primarily with the inner meaning of the ST in the sense that it has to contend 

with words in their context. hence assisting the reader in understanding Arabic poetry in 
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terms of its linguistic style and imagery. This is a further example of a modem translation 

strategy that explains in detail after detail ST material. In other words, this is a type of 

strategy that helps to interpret the message of the ST by explaining its poetic material. 

Arberry 
So borne they parted in throngs, wild cows of Toodih and 
Gazelles of Wajra belike, their calves gathered close to them; 

Sells 
Strung out along the route 

in groups, like oryx does of Tudih, 
Or Wajran gazelles, white fawns 

Below them, soft necks turning, 

Jones 
In crowds, as though the ostriches of Tu<;iib. and the antelopes 
Of Wajra, gazelles bending their necks to their [young] fawns, 
[were riding] them. 

Zujal is the plural of zujla, which is a group of people. Ni'iij is the plural of n 'aja meaning 

wild cows. TudiIJ and Wajra are two place names. Fawqa-hii is an adverb of place, and the 

hii refers to the riding beasts. Zibii' are antelopes. 'aifii is to bending the neck to tend 

young. Ariimahii is the plural of rim meaning the desert gazelle and the suffix hii refers to 

the antelopes. This verse depicts the natural scene of the departure of the beloved's tribe, 

moving in groups side by side with their animals. The poet draws a very lucid comparison: 

the women are likened to the ni'iij of TudiIJ who are admired because of their long necks. 

In the second hemistich the poet compares the women closely with the gazelles of Wajra in 

admiration of their dark eyes. In Arabic culture the beauty of the eyes is often compared to 

the eyes of an animal, a gazelle for example. Thus, in their treatment of the ST naslb, all 

three translators achieve appropriate translations with different techniques. 

Arberry's translation follows the laws of TL poetic features, with an effective artistic tone 

of early poetic style that conforms to TL cultural norms. For example, Arberry's poetic 

image "So borne they parted in throngs," exhibits a metrical pattern, hence creates strong 

rhythmical poetry just as in an iambic line. In addition, Arberry's poetic strategy adopts 

words and rhythms proper to the sense contained in them, as in "in throngs" giving a strong 



rhythmic pattern. This is an obvious example of a modem poetic rendition which 

presupposes the belief of the translator that his task is to extract the utmost semantic 

equivalence from the original text. 

Sells's translation again breaks down the line into various poetic units, hence giving a very 

different arrangement of words. In dealing with the ST verse, Sells allows some freedom of 

expression in conveying the literal sense of this verse, using different idiomatic expressions 

to preserve the semantic sense of the original. For example, the expression "white fawns 

below them, soft necks turning" is a very flexible poetic expression which conveys in an 

indirect way the ST connotative meaning, i.e. the original message of its author's sense and 

thought. 

On a closer inspection of his translation, Sells seems to abandon traditional rules and 

instead arranges his verse with great freedom in allowing a great deal of variety in the 

organization of TL cadences. For example, Sells's idiomatic language "Strung out along 

the route in groups," introduces a fonn of free verse writing which is more expressive, 

consisting of various idiomatic expressions that pennits strong stressed patterns, as in the 

phrase "soft necks turning." 

Jones's translation seems to provide a greater density of ST textual infonnation based 

entirely on the semantic content of the original units, but pays no attention to TL traditional 

rules and the restrictions of TL poetry sphere. This is a type of translation designed mainly 

to provide direct and clear explanations of the fonnal structure of the Arabic verse, hence 

facilitating its meanings and making foreign culture accessible to readers of Arabic poetry 

as a subject to be studied. 

Furthermore, Arberry and Sells translate the ST expression "t.,...I.;I ~ O.».J 41=-1' quite 

poetically using different expressions that stress the actual sense of the poet's intention in 

using the rhymed verse in "t.,...1)", where the suffix hii refers symbolically to the antelopes 

of Wajra. Jones' rendition shows a direct reproduction of the meaning of the ST word. The 

tenn "l.il::ac." is literally translated as ''bending'' in an attempt to explain the ST's poetic 

structure within the context in which it occurs. This is a type of translation strategy aimed 

to explain in full details ST material, characterised by the use of a literal procedure, 

whereby the ST lexical item is replaced by an equivalent in the TL. 
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Arberry 
The troop was urged, to be swallowed up in the shimmering 

haze 
till they seemed as tamarisk-shrubs and boulders in Bisha's vale. 

Sells 
They faded into the distance 

appearing in the shimmering haze 
like tamarisks and boulders 

on the slopes of Bishah. 

Jones 
They have been driven on and have been separated from us by 
the shimmering haze [and have begun to appear] like the valley 
sides of Bisha, [broken] like its tamarisks and rocks. 

lJaJaza means pushed out, and zayala means to divide, giving the sense of I..;-llyJI ~\.). 

Ajza', singular jaza' means the valley's twists and turns. Athl are tamarisk trees and riejam, 

plural of ra{iim, is a boulder. In this verse LabTd draws a clear picture showing the people 

of the tribe fading into the distance and scattered in the desert. They appear to the poet in a 

shimmering haze like the trees and stones of Bisha. Both Arberry's and Sells' translations 

attempt to give close poetic renditions, but with different techniques. 

Arberry's translation attempts to retain the English pattern. It begins by breaking down the 

line into simple poetic units so as to conform to traditional TL poetic rules. For example, 

the presence of a metrical pattern in "The troop was urged, to be swallowed up in the 

shimmering haze" represents the strong stress pattern of early English poetry with an 

effective artistic tone. 

Sells' translation strategy again gives a four line stanza since it breaks down the line into 

single poetic units characterized by a rhythmic pattern that goes on for longer than two or 

three syllables. The expression of the first-half line reflects a personal interpretation which 

is quite idiomatic and more poetic to the extent that it permits some freedom in handling 

the original ST material. 

Jones' is mostly a straightforward translation that attempts to render as closely as possible 

most of the ST content units, as in "They have been driven on and ha\'c been separated 

from us by the shimmering haze." This leads Jones to write as clearly as possible a 

sequence of events, and with many facts marked by a clear transparent modern English 
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style in depicting the departure scene of the beloved's tribe. In addition. Jones uses no 

breaks of line, and therefore pays no attention to traditional devices since it irnores TL 
b 

poetic style. 

Arberry 
But what think you still of the Lady Nawar, so far away 
And every bond with her broken, new cord alike with old? 

Sells 
But why recall Nawar? 

She's gone. 
Her ties and bonds to you 

are broken. 

Jones 
Why do you still think of Nawar when she is now far away, 
and every tie with her, strong or weak, has been broken? 

Bal is a conjunction used to introduce a new subject. Tadhakkaru is remembering. Qad in 

Arabic is a particle of emphasis used to convey a particular act, for example, ~) ~ 

JL.Ai'iI. However, on the level of surface structure, the ST particle of emphasis qad is used 

to underline the importance of transition. Na 'at means to be away. The poet uses asbiib and 

rimiim to convey strong or weak relationships; this is exemplified by the use of strong 

ropes versus weak ropes. In this context, the expression "~~I Wa..hi:iJ ," is meant to convey 

as nearly as possible the cultural concept "~ ~, ~', giving the sense of" ~'jil' ~, 

~4 'iI," that is, the breaking of social communication between the two concerned parties. 

This verse shows the poet addressing himself in remembering his beloved "Nawar." 

Arberry's translation attempts to retain the formal poetic elements of the TL culture so as 

to give a more effective rendition that pays particular consideration to the traditional rules 

of the English poetic genre such as rhythm and imagery. Arberry's first half-line has the 

characteristics of the metrical poetry of early English. At the same time. it helps Arberry 

to arrange his verse in proper iambic form with a great deal of variation in stress patterns to 

create a new verse that is certainly rhythmic 

Furthermore, the strategy used by Arberry focuses upon fomlal clements of the TL and the 

content is constricted into certain formal molds so as to reproduce a purely regular pattern. 
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This stands as an example of the blank verse strategy discussed in chapter -+. Here, the 

writer who chooses blank verse as his medium is attempting to create a balance by adhering 

as closely as possible to the poetic features of the TL. 

Sells's translation strategy begins by breaking up the line, and hence gives a well-organized 

verse that takes a quatrain form. The words were arranged according to the TL elements 

rather than the traditional methods with regard to regular metre and rhyming schemes. For 

example, Sells's words "But why recall Nawar? She's gone," exhibits a pattern of stresses, 

but paying no attention to the characteristic of metrical poetry. It is therefore a type of free 

verse form attempting to convey the original material of ST texual matters. 

With this simple example, Sells' translation seems to be a quieter poetic rendition. 

Actually, it is very rhythmic, but with no regular metre. 

Jones's strategy explains in a great deal of detail the ST semantic content and provides a 

clear and direct rendition of the ST units. That is to say, Jones aims at very close formal 

and semantic correspondence, but it is generally supplied with lucid information so that can 

provide full knowledge of the ST subject. It is based on the transference of the ST's literal 

meaning; conveying its direct referential meaning in a simple literary style such as in "she 

is now far away", to correspond to the ST expressive phrase "w~ ~.J." 

Here, the focus is on finding proper semantic equivalents to preserve the semantic sense of 

the ST. In a word, Jones's translation strategy is to explain the content in a plain and 

comprehensive style in order to help to present a better understanding of the original 

material. 

Arberry 
A Murrite she, who dwells now in Faid and for neighbours 

takes 
the Hejazi folk: how can you aspire then to come to her? 

Sells 
The Murrite lady 

has lodged in Fayd, 
then joined up with the Hijazi clans. 

Who arc you to aspire to reach her? 
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Jones 
A Murrite woman who has made her dwelling at Fayed and 
has been neighbour of the people of the Hijaz. How can there 
by any longing for her on your part? 

Hallat is to take up residence. Jiiwarat means to draw near and to settle in the Hijii:: place. 

Mariimu-hii means the intention and desire to meet. This verse speaks about the poet's 

beloved who went to live elsewhere. It shows a clear vivid nasib, reflecting the poet's 

eagerness and longing to meet his beloved N awar. With this in mind, the three translations 

give a close rendition of the poet's thought using various translation strategies. 

Arberry's translation shows signs of a common metrical pattern in English. keeping the 

lines running smoothly in iambic pentameter form. This leads Arberry to lay greater 

emphases on stress patterns. For example, the expression "A Murrite she. who dwells now 

in Faid," is a functional equivalent to the Arabic " ~ wh ~jG" showing pattern of stresses 

in an attempt to convey as closely as possible the author's thought. Arberry thus gives a 

delicate piece of poetic verse with a regular metre in a new situation that involves the 

formal qualities of TL imagery. This strategy enables Arberry to create an effective poetic 

piece for his readers and thereby provides a means of direct and effective communication 

between two very different cultures and historical periods. Furthermore, Arberry's 

distinctive strategy demonstrates a highly personal technique which makes the ST more 

explicit. 

Sells's translation seems to give a more expressive form with fewer formal elements of 

traditional methods. Sells breaks up the line into shorter units, without paying much 

attention to the regular metrical pattern of TL culture. With this in mind, Sells is freed from 

traditional rules, giving him the flexibility to translate in such a way so as to exhibit the 

characteristics of poetic translation of irregular pattern. For example, Sells's arrangement 

of words seems to take again the quatrain form, hence giving a very close poetic rendition 

but one that looks very different from the other translations. 

Jones's lengthy rendition provides a detailed sequence of events that gIves thorough 

information about the beloved's permanent accommodation. Put simply, Jones' translation 

introduces excessive TL material that explains in great detail the primary meanings of the 

ST units. He attempts to give a more intensive explanation of the original without making 

any attempt to adhere to English poetic rules. as in UA Murrite woman who has made her 
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dwelling at Fayed and has been neighbour of the people of the Jiijaz." is very long. and 

hence sacrificed the form for the sake of content. In a word, Jones' is a simple piece of 

modem literary English which seeks to explain the ST content with a great deal of 

accuracy. 

Arberry 
In the eastern parts of the two mountains, or in Muhajjar 
She lodges, surrounded by Farda and near-by- Rukham, 

Sells 
On the eastern slopes 

of Twin Mountains or Muhajjar 
Lonebutte has taken her in, 

then Marblehead, 

Jones 
On the eastern parts of the two mountains or at-al-Muhajjar
or Farada contains her or Rukham nearby. 

Mashiiriq stands for the eastern sides of the jabalayn or "two mountains". labalayn is used 

in the dual form, singular of jibiil, where the poet's beloved settled. Ta4ammana is to set 

Ill. Mufwjjar, Farda and Rukhiim are places familiar to the poet. This verse gives a 

concise description of the places where the beloved's tribe camped. The three translators 

have attempted to render Labfd's verse quite differently. 

Arberry seems to give a more effective poetic rendition, adopting TL patterns in an 

attempt to retain the formal qualities of early English poetry. This makes Arberry's 

translation more stressed and restricted in following the TL features. For example, 

Arberry's first half-line is a broader semantic-poetic rendition that leads Arberry to 

extract the direct effective meaning of the original units with more emphasis on their 

referential meanings, which corresponds as closely as possible to the Arabic " ~\ ";.J~ 

~ .l" So again there is the possibility of expressive verse that takes into account other 

cultural features. Arberry thus chooses to create direct expressive effects on the basis of 

the traditional feet of classical prosody, such as the variable stressed pattern that lasts 

longer as in eastern, mountains and surrounded. This creates great rhythmic flexibility that 

reflects a purely metrical poetry standing on its own. 
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Sells's translation yet again attempts to arrange his verse in quatrain form so as to compose 

poetic verse that allows more freedom in the arrangement of cadences. For example, Sells 

begins his verse with more emphasise on the ST message as in "On the eastern slopes of 

Twin Mountains or MuJ:tajjar." This exhibits the characteristic of the frequent occurrence of 

stress pattern. That is, in modem poetry a syllable is capable of bearing stress that 

contributes to the poetic genre. 

Furthermore, Sells's strategy ignores formal beloved places, and instead, adds some 

material not present in the original such as "Lonebutte and "Marblehead," in order to 

reflect the real sense of the poet's intention in stopping at qtlal. This of course by giving a 

clear interpretation of the place names so as to TL give readers a more direct picture of the 

deserted places of Arabia and, hence conveys more closely LabTd's poetic sense, thereby 

providing an accurate idea of the beloved's natural dwelling places. Sells thus translated 

the place names in favour of a clearer image with regard the ruins of the beloved's abodes. 

In my view, Sells' attempt is to convey as accurately as possible the natural scenes of the 

deserted places. It is like saying 'Conquering' for Cairo!. More than that, Sells' translation 

of the place names is perhaps designed to stimulate reading for pleasure, and hence aims at 

complete naturalness of expression, and therefore, tries to relate the receptor to modes of 

behaviour relevant within the context of his own culture. 

Jones' translation strategy is more restricted and direct defining the real geographical 

position of the old camps of the beloved's places. Like Arberry, Jones resorts to providing 

a transliteration for the two named places. Put simply, Jones's strategy is fairly personal in 

sacrificing the familiar patterns of the TL so as to allow for ease of reading and the 

understanding of the original material. In addition, Jones's translation attempts to give 

original names and so imitates Arberry. This reflects a tendency to emphasise certain 

images, attitudes and thoughts of the original author rather than following a particular 

English pattern. 

Arberry 
and Suw<l'id, if she fares to the right, then presumably 
thL' black ridge of El-Kahr, or Tilham thereabouts. 
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Sells 
Then Tinderlands 

if she heads toward Yemen-
I imagine her there--or at Thrall Mountain 

or in the valley of Tilkham. 

Jones 
Or Sawaiq. And if she goes to the right, the place I would 
expect her to be is [among] the black basalt rocks of al-Qahr 
or nearby Tilkham. 

Theta is used by the poet to state a sequence of the beloved's dwelling places. $awii'iq is a 

place. Aymana means to take the right way or side. In addition, the ST term '\.:u~i" has two 

meanings in Arabic: 1) Yemen direction, and 2) a right-handed direction. In this 

context, ~i gives the sense of a direction towards Yemen, hence the Arabic expression 

olyJI ~l Jl ~)I ~I means to take the direction of Yemen. Mazanna refers to the 

expected place of the beloved, where she is supposed to be or thought to go. Wihii! al-qahr 

and l.'ilkhiim are also places. The poet speaks about his beloved's expected place of stay. 

Arberry attempts to give a broader semantic rendition that takes into account the poetic 

theme drawn by the author as in "if she fares to the right," which is a functional translation 

equivalent extracted from the Arabic "~i ul." It exhibits the characteristics of metrical 

verse since it attempts to break down the verse into simple enjambments that exposes 

stronger rhythms. This is obviously designed to fit a very strict formal pattern. Arberry's 

translation thus pays a great deal of attention to TL poetic features in creating a new poetic 

verse in a different language and culture which is certainly rhythmic and even metrical. It 

breaks down into various units of quite similar length, with stress patterns among its 

syllables which vary from unit to unit. 

Sells' translation begins by giving as briefly as possible natural expressions of the semantic 

meaning of the ST units, adopting a more freely idiomatic strategy sacrificing the regular 

metrical pattern of early traditional poetry and so expressing the original thought in the 

common cadences of normal TL speech that enables a close approximation to the 

description of the actual direction of the beloved's place. For example, Sells' expressions 

"Then Tinderlands" and "I imagine her there-or at Thrall Mountain," are poetic images 

close to the original. In addition, Sells uses idiomatic expressions that to large extent fit the 

ST semantic units so conveying the original sense of the author. Furthermore, the 
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expression ''Then Tinderlands" is used as a translation equivalent of the ST place name so 

as to convey particular knowledge regarding the geographical history of the place. It seems 

likely that such freedom compels Sells to arrange his line with a variety of stresses. as in 

"Tinderlands," which displays a particular stress pattern of three syllables. In addition, 

Sells' translation of the place names provides a series of parallelisms of content that make 

the translation process proportionately with much less difficulty than when both languages 

and cultures are disparate. Sells' also tries to create an effect, borrowing TL terms and 

expressions more relevant within the context of western culture. In fact. differences 

between cultures cause many more complications for the translator than do differences in 

language structure. 

Jones's strategy explains in much detail the ST textual content, unit by unit, while at the 

same time preserving literal meanings and hence exhibiting additional caution in dealing 

with the original context. For example, Jones' statement "the place I would expect her to 

be is [among] the black basalt rocks," is a clear interpretation of the Arabic that helps 

students to understand the hidden connotative meaning of the original. Jones' aim is thus to 

facilitate the process of understanding the ST poetic structure giving a more detailed 

rendition that takes into account the primary meanings of the original unit that reflects the 

deserted places of the beloved. 

Furthermore, Jones's strategy attempts to redefine the ST context in order to emphasize the 

ST theme and topic of this verse, thus making it accessible to other readers. Following this 

approach, Jones seems to be writing his text especially for a particular group of readers 

whose aim is the study of a second language and culture. 

Arberry 
So cut off your longing for one whom you may no more 

attain-
the best knotters of friendship sever the bond at need 

Sells 
Cut the bond 

with one you cannot reach~ 
The best of those who make a bond 

are those who can break it. 



Jones 
Cut the ties of yearning for one with whom meetings have ceased 
The best person who can forgive a friendship is the one who can 
[also] sever it. 

F aqafa' is to cut off. Lubiina is used in the sense of longing and yearning to meet someone. 

Ta- 'arra4a means to tum aside. La-khayru wii~il is the best keeper of friendship. Khulla is 

a pleasant companionship. $arriimu-hii is the person who breaks a friendship. This verse 

shows the poet addressing himself. He speaks about those who respect the bond of union 

and friendship. 

All three translators attempted to render the ST verse using different translation strategies. 

Arberry's translation attempts to provide a very close poetic rendition in an attempt to 

retain the familiar patterns of English poetry. The first half-line displays a purely metrical 

verse that exhibits a pattern of stresses that becomes stronger heard as iambs. For example, 

Arberry's expression "So cut off your longing," is a clear semantic translation 

corresponding to the Arabic "~41 ~i.!," reproducing the direct referential meaning of this 

expression. This also helps Arberry to keep the line flowing smoothly and hence to 

determine a purely rhythmic pattern rendering the core meanings of the ST units with great 

accuracy and more emphasis on the basic meaning of the ST verse. 

Sells translation is organized differently, rendering the ST verse with much freedom in an 

attempt to give a poetic translation, but with a different form. Sells' attempts to break down 

the line into simple units, that is a quatrain verse expresses variable stresses. The 

expression "Cut the bond with one you cannot reach!" is a functional translation equivalent 

from the Arabic verse using no obvious regular metrical pattern or rhyme scheme. 

Jones's translation strategy seems to give more thorough information. It begins by 

introducing a direct expression of the poet's thought in regard to his previous relation with 

his beloved. hence giving a close and direct explanation of the ST units with more 

emphasis on presenting the core meaning of each unit. For example. Jones' expressive unit 

"Cut the ties of yearning for one with whom meetings have ceased," presents a direct 

translation of the Arabic, and hence states fully and accurately the ST message content. 

This leads Jones to present his text with much more detail in a more comprehensive 

literary style. but paying no attention to the regular pattern. 
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Arberry 
Yet rejoices in her bridle, and runs still as if she were a roseate 
cloud, rain-emptied, that flies with the south wind, 

Sells 
She is as fleet in the bridle 

as a reddish cloud 
emptied of water 

Skimming along on the south wind. 

Jones 
She [still] has a briskness when wearing her bridle, as though She were 
a rosy [cloud], whose mass has moved off in the evening with the south wind, 

The ST term "4J.9" refers to the poet's riding animal. The fa is used to make a link with the 

previous line, and the hii that follows is a feminine pronoun that refers to the poet's niiqa, 

emphasizing its swiftness, strength and its force. Hibiib is briskness; and zimiim is bridle. 

$ahbii' stands for a rosy reddish cloud. Riiha is gone away and j'hiim refers to the cloud 

that pours out its water. In this verse LabTd compares his she-camel's speed to the rosy fast 

cloud that has shed its rain. The three translators attempt to render this verse using different 

translation techniques to convey the ST's poetic wa~f 

Arberry's translation attempts to give a more strictly poetic rendition, which has a regular 

metrical pattern. This leads Arberry to employ a fairly common translation strategy that 

takes into account TL poetic features. For example, Arberry's poetic image "Yet rejoices 

in her bridle, and runs still as if she were a roseate cloud," is a functional translation 

equivalent to the Arabic descriptive image "~~ ~ts (,La) \ ~ 1..:-l4A 4J!" that reflects a 

purely metrical pattern of stresses that extend further. In addition, it conveys as closely as 

possible the natural symbolic image of the strength and swiftness of the niiqa. 

Sells's again attempts to render the ST verse with more freedom while adhering faithfully 

to the sense and thought of the author. Sells' translation gives a different arrangement of 

words and so reflects a very close poetic translation. For example, Sells' words "She is as 

fleet in the bridle as a reddish cloud" convey as directly as possible the expressive image of 

the original author, but without the aid of metre and rhyme. With this poetic strategy in 

mind, Sells' attempts to preserve the original meaning of this verse, focusing entirely on 

the message and creating a new verse to direct the reader's attention to certain images as in 
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"'-:-l~ 43." In doing so, Sells is attempting to imbue his verse with the poet's passion. which 

has a deep effect on the reader. In this aspect, Newmark among others, states that free verse 

translation permits greater freedom for the translator, respecting the spirit and sense of the 

material but not the manner.58 This excessive freedom may involve some loss, for example 

of the poetic phonics and rhythm which may be present in the original. 

Jones's translation is a plausible and lengthy rendition that begins by glYlllg wide 

explanation of the ST semantic content. It contains more words than is normal in poetry. 

Also, Jones's translation exhibits semantic correspondence, but generously supplied with 

notes, as in "as though she were a rosy [cloud]." In addition, Jones uses square brackets 

for words added to make sense of the translation. This is a particular type of technique 

which is normally quite literary so as to give simple knowledge to a particular learning 

group. Accordingly, Jones's translation gives full information of ST textual matters written 

in a plain linguistic style similar to the style of stories and novels. 

Arberry 
The thorns pricking her hinder hoofs, the summer winds 
swelling and swirling about them in scorching blasts. 

Sells 
Pasterns tear in the briar grass. 

Summer winds 
flare into dust squalls 

and burning winds of Sumum. 

Jones 
Wind-blown thorns stuck into the soft parts of their hooves, as 
the winds of the days of summer blew strongly in searing eddies. 

Dawabira-ha, singular dabir, stands for the naqa' s hooves. AI-sa/a' are sharp desert thorns. 

Tahayyaja means to move strongly. Ma~iiy/ stands for summer days. Sumu-ha and sihamu

ha refer to the blowing of the strong hot winds during the summer season. In this verse 

Labld draws a vivid descriptive image showing his mount kicking and striking the strong 

sharp thOlllS with her hooves while seeking watering places. 

58 Op. cit.. p,45. 
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Arberry's strategy again conforms to a large extent to IT poetic features. His verse breaks 

down into simple syntactic units that emphasise particular English patterns for its first 

syllables. The rhythm thus produced by the recognizable pentameter fragments reflects the 

regular rhythm of the animal's hooves as it moves across the desert. Arberry's first 

statement "The thorns pricking her hinder hoofs," in which the use of relatively simple and 

recognizable segments of IT elements allows a focus on the rhythm of the verse. Thus the 

repetitive sounds /hJ and lsi exhibit clear characteristics of rhythmical verse that involve 

traditional devices such as alliteration. Such as, Arberry's strategy demonstrates a 

distinctive translation technique where its significant rhythm is manipulated for expressive 

effect. In addition, Arberry's strategy is to group his verse with much stronger rhythms 

made by the distinctive alliteration, preserving the fixed sequence of his chosen rhythmical 

pattern as in "the summer winds swelling and swirling," and yet, by the use of restrained 

pauses between syllables, achieving quite a poetic translation. 

Sells's translation begins by breaking down the line into vertical poetic units that appear to 

take a quatrain form of arrangement of the words. It concentrates exclusively on the general 

meaning of the ST message, while altering the form, in a desire to adapt the ST poetic 

image to the taste of the reader using a more expressive form of translation that allows 

much freedom. For instance, the expression "summer winds flare into dust squalls" is a 

functional equivalent corresponding to the Arabic "~~\ C":l.J ~_i', in an attempt to 

give a direct picture with regard to the deserted former places of the beloved, so "briar 

grass" is a functional equivalent to al-sajQ, conveying to the reader the natural setting of 

the Jiihiliyya deserted places. Sells' translation resorts to employ exotic terms unfamiliar to 

the western reader, for example in the expression "and burning winds of Sumum" is an 

exotic term reflecting a ST cultural aspect of deserted places. Put simply, Sells' uses poetic 

license in rendering the ST verse so as to emphasise the original sense of the author's 

thought. Here there is only a global correspondence between the textual units of the ST and 

those of the IT. 

Jones opts for a different translation strategy that takes into account textual matters and. 

hence. explains the original verse with the degree of detail used in fictional writing. This in 

tum emphasises a particular literary genre that states a narrative within a narrative. which is 

likely to give a comprehensive text in an attempt to provide a better understanding of the 
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ST units. Hence Jones makes no attempt to provide an elegant style like those used by 

Arberry and Sells. For example, Jones's translation begins by presenting a clear simple 

wa$fwritten in a plain English style in "Wind-blown thorns stuck into the soft parts of their 

hooves," which in turn produces a shift in meaning close to the ST. In this respect. it can 

be noted that such a translation strategy concentrates exclusively on the verbatim meaning 

of the ST units. 

Arberry 
They kicked up a long column of dust, its shadow flying 
like the smoke of a bonfire, its flames soaring aloft. 

Sells 
They contend in raising dust. 

Its shadow soars 
like the smoke of a firebrand, 

Kindling set ablaze, 

Jones 
They raced each other, [kicking up] a tall cloud of dust, the shadows 
of which rise high into the air, like the smoke of a fire that has been 
lit, whose embers are burning, 

Taniiza'ii gives the sense of racing one another and the fa gives an indication of continuity. 

Sab~tii means a column of dust that flies up. 2iliilu-hu is shadows. Dukhiin is smoke. 

Mush 'ala means a burning fire. Shaba is to burn. piriimhii is the burning of firewood. In 

this verse LabTd describes the natural scene of the dust that rises higher and higher as a 

result of the racing animals, symbolized by the poet as the smoke of a fIre leaping into the 

sky. The three English translations under discussion offer a close depiction of the poet's 

wa$f of the dust rising behind footsteps, fonning columns that are compared to the smoke 

of a fIre. 

Arberry's translation begins by breaking down the line, and hence reflects a more 

elaborate English pattern. For example, Arberry's expressive image of a "column of dust. 

its shadow flying like the smoke of a bonfIre," employs the characteristics of a metrical 

poetry with strong rhythmic "beats" that give Arberry's verse the characteristic of a 

metrical pattern. as in "They kicked up a long column." This leads Arberry to givc 

frequent strong stresses enhanccd by the use of alliteration, as in kicked and column. 
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Because Arberry's verse makes a deliberate effort to emphasise the sound structure, it also 

exhibits the strong phonics of syllables that go on to become relatively noticeable as in 

"kicked up, its shadow, column, flying, bonfIre." Sells's translation shows breaks of line, 

hence giving a well-organized group of lines with a great deal of concentration on the TL 

poetic style, as in "They contend in raising dust," but with no obvious regular metrical 

pattern as adopted by Arberry. That is to say, Sells' translation attempts to provide a more 

expressive text with much freedom, reflecting a familiar poetic style i.e. quatrain form, the 

commonest of all stanza forms in western poetry. 

Jones's translation has no line breaks; hence again paying no attention to the traditional 

methods of verse writing. That is to say, it is a type of a written composition that takes a 

prose form, displaying a certain sequence of events one after another so as to present the 

facts of the original aiming to achieve a direct explanation of the source text by different 

means. The direct rendition explains the semantic units, as in "They raced each other, 

[kicking up] a tall cloud of dust" to correspond to the Arabic " ~ lc j\ .. :us." Furthermore, 

Jones' translation attempts to render the ST image quite literally, with no attempt to use the 

familiar features of TL poetic texts. The result is not elegant. This in tum reflects more 

accuracy, paying particular intention to the ST's literal meanings, as in "like the smoke." In 

this respect, Newmark states that: 

One could assume that poetic genre as an expressive piece of serious 
literature should be semantically translated and that the more original 
the metaphor, the more disconnected it is from its culture and 
therefore the more its originality can be preserved by a literal 
trans lati on. 59 

Moreover, the three translators have attempted to give the actual denotative meanings of 

the ST units in an attempt to shape their translations in ways that suit their understanding as 

communicators between two languages and cultures. 

Arberry 
Flat-nosed, she has lost her young, and therefore unceasingly 
circles about the stony waste. lowing all the while. 

59 Op. cit.. p. 50. 
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Sells 
A flat-nosed one who lost her young, 

she does not cease 
circling the dune slopes 

and lowing. 

Jones 
A snub-nosed animal that has lost its calf, and whose circling 
through the tracts of sand whose lowing go on endlessly. 

Khansii, plural khuns, means pug-nosed animals. F arlr stands for a calf. Shaqii' iq is a harsh 

land situated between sandy places. Tawfu-hii means the searching of the mother and wa

bughiimu-hii is her lowing. This verse draws upon an image that shows a creature alone in 

an empty desert faced with danger. This reflects the poet's disposition and view of life 

when regarding the strong and the weak, represented here by the wild ass searching for her 

calf that has been killed by wild animals. The three translators have attempted to produce 

TL texts as close as possible to the ST, but with different translation strategies. 

Arberry's translation shows a rather mechanical assimilation of metrics as a substitute for 

the original rhyme. That is to say, Arberry's verse is grouped according to the traditional 

regular musicality of IT poetic conventions. It takes into consideration IT regular patterns 

and imagery as in "Hat-nosed, she has lost her young." This stands as clear evidence of the 

competence of the translator who chooses such a technique as his medium to conform to 

the rules of metrical pattern of stresses as used by traditional English poets. 

Sells's translation exhibits a more common technique of modern poetic translation that 

plays against the traditional elements of poetic diction. That is to say, Sells's verse is based 

entirely on the cadences of IT elements of language, challenging and playing against the 

regular pattern of English. At the same time, SeUs' verse attempts to preserve the local 

flavour of the semantic content of the original terms and expressions, allowing himself 

some freedom in rendering the ST units and their authentic meanings more semantically. 

That is achieved by using many words but without losing their quality of elegance. For 

example, the IT adjective "a flat-nosed one" explores the real semantic content of the 

original. Hence, the choice of this phrase appears as a functional equivalent to the ST 

adjective, explaining its authentic meaning. This is a further example of a literary semantic 

translation as discussed in Chapter 4 and highlighted by Newmark. who views the semantic 

translation as retaining both the literal and the symbolical figurative meaning. Also it is 
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more comprehensive, briefer, and more accurate and has a higher degree of literariness as 

in "who lost her young." Above all, it interprets and, in so doing, attempts to embrace the 

overall meaning of the original. 

Jones's again gives a rather direct translation of the ST verse. It is longer than the original, 

in order to show the full meaning of its content. It attempts to explain the direct referential 

meaning of its images, and, in many ways, it appears to be a most direct and 

straightforward type of translation that provides full details of the ST units using an excess 

of terms to explain ST intended meaning, as in "circling through the tracts of sand whose 

lowing go on endlessly," which explains the original meaning of the Arabic" Jj\i.!J\ ~..JC

'+o~-, ~~," but with no elegance of style such as used by Arberry and Sells. 

Arberry 

All that night she wandered, the raindrops streaming upon her 
in continuous flow, watering still the herb-strewn sands; 

Sells 
She passes the night 

in continuous curtains of rain 
washing around the dune tufts 

in a steady stream 
Jones 
She spent the night with a downpour of continuous rain 
falling incessantly, shedding its water on soft, low-lying 
ground in an unceasing torrent. 

Batat is to spend a night. Asbala is to fall continuously and waklf is pouring down. l)ima is 

the continuous pouring of rain. Arwa is to give plenty of water and khamQ'il, the plural of 

khamila, is low-lying ground. Da'iman means continuous and tasjam is pouring. The poet 

attempts to depict the natural scene of the wild ass spending the whole night under a 

continuous curtain of rain. All three translators produce quite similar images to show the 

ass wandering at night with rain continuously falling upon her. 

Arberry's translation seems to follow the most widely used pattern, with strong rhythms 

so as to determine the purely metrical stress pattern of the line, as in "All that night," and 

''the raindrops streaming upon her in continuous flow," which is a functional translation 

equivalent corresponding to the Arabic "~ ~ ~\-, ~'.J.tt Hence the verse consists of 
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roughly rhythmic pattern with regular beats that persist to become more obyious and 

effective. Arberry has manipulated these rhythms to create a basically accentual 

versification, built from recurring syntactic units. This clearly and significantly 

demonstrates the merits of this strategy at least with regard to sound structure. 

Sells's translation is different from the others in terms of its poetic form and structure. The 

line is broken down into simple syntactic units with variable stresses. This leads Sells to 

organize his verse in a quatrain poetic form, and according to TL cadences, paying 

attention to sense devices, such as alliteration as in "She passes the night in continuous 

curtains of rain."With this particular strategy in mind, Sells' verse is not based on the 

recurrence of stresses, but rather on the irregular rhythmic cadences of the sounds and 

words used in the TL text. These sounds are created by the use of alliteration so to preserve 

the rhythmical pattern. 

Jones's translation begins by providing a series of significant pieces of information about 

the ST units with great emphasis on their referential meanings. Jones also resorts to explain 

semantic contents of these units, giving easier reading, a flexible and very detailed English 

text that exhibits the characteristic of fictional style. This leads Jones to produce a more 

straightforward rendition, for example, in "She spent the night with a downpour of 

continuous rain" which sticks closely to the intended Arabic meaning in a plain English 

style. Jones's distinctive strategy usually makes no attempt to provide an elegant style, and 

hence his translation of this particular genre is merely rendered for a particular audience so 

as to give a better understanding of this type of poetry. 

Arberry 
Yet she shone radiantly in the face of the gathered murk 
as the pearl of a diver shines when shaken free from its thread; 

Sells 
Glowing in the face 

of the dark, luminous. 
like a seaman's pearl 

come unstrung, 

Jones 
And she shines out gleaming in the face of the darkness. like the 
pearl of a sailor whose string has been dra\Vl1 away. 
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Tucjl'u literally means to give light. The ST point of comparison ka-jwniinati al-babriyyi 

means like the pearl of the fisherman. SuUa is passion to be moved away gently, and 

niziimuhii, plural nuzum, means to string together pearls. This verse gives a very close 

symbolic poetic image in comparing the lightness and brightness of the poet's beloved to a 

pearl. 

Arberry's translation seems more poetic, reflecting the original thought of the author and 

bringing the text closer to the figurative and formal elements of the TL culture. That is to 

say, following the IT metrical scheme, Arberry resorts to employing more effective 

syntactical/metrical units with quite a lengthy chain of rhythmic pattern. The first half-line 

extends the unit of translation with a greater density of different pattern of stresses to create 

a new verse that is certainly rhythmic, and arguably even metrical as in "Yet she shone 

radiantly," from the Arabic"~~ ... " is a broader semantic rendition, which attempts to give 

the implicit meaning of this term. This is emphasised by the use of the term "yet" so as to 

secure the referential basis of the ST wa$J image of the beloved's face. Note also the 

allteration in the first line: she shone. 

Sells's translation instead explores the semantic content of the ST verse by extracting the 

most meaningful equivalences from the original, but paying no attention to the traditional 

conventions or strict rules of that culture. This allows Sells some freedom in arranging his 

words. The expression "Glowing in the face of the dark, luminous" for the Arabic " ~~ J 

0...»w r)U;J\ 4 J ~" employs a great deal of variety in the arrangement of stresses. In 

addition, it displays the characteristic of idiomatic expression so as to create a more 

effective rendition which fits the TL cultural setting, hence giving the precise flavour and 

tone of the original. 

Jones's translation strategy explores the authentic meanmg of the original sacrificing 

familiar patterns and hence giving less communicative value in translating ST poetic 

features. His translation appears quite lengthy and is more comprehensive based on the ST 

components. It begins by giving a series of descriptive features from the ST poetic units. 

using simple terms to convey the original sense of the author, as in "And she shines out 

gleanling in the face of the darkness." In addition, Jones literally translates the Arabic 

expression .. ~t,hj J.... ..s~\ ~~." Such a translation strategy explores the semantic 
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quality of the ST poetic image with a great deal of emphasis on the object described. This 

is a further example of the primary use of the literal translation strategy as a method 

employed to render various units of ST so to facilitate understanding for a particular group. 

Arberry 
I came down to the plain; my horse stood firm as the trunk 
of a tall, stripped palm-tree the gatherers shrink to ascend. 

Sells 
I descended to the plain, 

mare standing like a palm, 
smooth, towering trunk 

thwarting the date cutters. 

Jones 
I came down to the plain; and there was my mare standing still 
like the trunk of a tall palm-tree [so] smooth [that] the gatherer 
of its dates cannot climb to the top of it. 

The ST term "w4 .. ·J" with "~\" on the final ta means to move down hill. Inta.saba is to 

raise up. Jidh' is trunk and munifa is a tall palm tree. lardii' is bare with a few palm leaves 

and fronds. The ST phrase ya/.zsir dunahii means to become restricted and incapable of 

getting to the top of the palm tree. larriim stands for someone who gathers dates. In this 

verse LabTd gives a close comparative image. He compares the neck of his riding animal to 

the long trunk of the stripped palm-tree. The three translators translate the ST verse 

differentl y. 

Arberry opts for a more semantic poetic rendition that takes into account early traditional 

rules. It is thus attempts to render the ST quite poetically, sacrificing the rhyming scheme 

but preserving the familiar and regular metrical pattern of the English so as to give a formal 

character to the verse in the new culture. The expression "I came down to the plain," 

explains as closely as possible the direct literal meaning of the Arabic term "~i", hence 

giving a literal sense of its clear referential meaning. This in tum reflects a purely metrical 

pattern characterized by its stress that goes on so as to give stronger rhythms. Similarly. 

Arberry's point of comparison "stood firm as the trunk of a tall" is also a very close 

semantic rendition which conveys as closely as possible the direct meaning of the original 

"~t~ \~,.', o'il.j". 
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Sells's translation attempts to render the ST verse with some freedom. That is to say. 

Sells's translation is written differently compared to Arberry and Jones. The words are 

organized in a different poetic form agreeing with the modern western verse form writing. 

It has no regular metre or rhyming scheme since it depends on natural speech rhythms and 

the counterpoint of stressed and unstressed syllables, as in: 

"I descended to the plain, 
mare standing like a palm," 

With this particular strategy in mind, Sells seems to sacrifice the traditional method, and 

instead writes the verse with no regular metre. Furthermore, Sells's translation attempts to 

use a more literal approach that helps to render as closely as possible the intended meaning 

of the ST units. For example, Sells' poetic unit "mare standing like a palm," is a literal 

translation from the Arabic "~t~ ,~,!",,,;·,i ... ,, that gives a clear and direct meaning of this 

unit. Sells term "standing" used in the sense of ,~,.', a li\..." also reflects the referential meaning 

of this particular term. Sells translation strategy attempts to present a close descriptive 

image, signifying the relationship between ST and TT features that are seen as directly 

corresponding to one another. Jones's translation uses a different strategy showing no 

breaks of line, and therefore it appears to give a more detailed text. For example, Jones "I 

came down to the plain; and there was my mare standing still like the trunk of a tall palm ... 

tree [so] smooth," states the narrative in much detail, and hence explains the semantic 

content of the ST units so as to provide a clearer understanding of the original. In addition, 

Jones seems to quote Arberry in using exactly the same phrase "I came down to the 

plain." Furthermore, Jones translates the ST point of comparison quite literally while 

taking into account the expressive meaning of the author in describing the imaginative 

world of the waif scene, as in the poet's riding animal's long neck. This, in turn, shows a 

close rendition of the poetic image into English. 

Arberry 
And the guest and the poor stranger must have thought themselves 
come down upon Tabala, whose valleys are ever green. 

Sells 
Distant clients and guests 

as ifthey've come down 
to Tabala 

where valleys are green. 
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Jones 
The guest and the non-tribesman staying permanently with 
us [feel]as though they have descended to Tabala, the bottoms 
of whose valleys are [so]fertile. 

Ai-jiir ai-janfb is a person who comes to live with the tribe. Tabala is a valley familiar to 

the poet, known for its good pasture and crops. Haba;fii means to move down. Mukh~ab 

means lush and rich in productivity. AhrJiimu-hii is the valley floor. This verse shows the 

generosity of the poet's tribe. The poet compares the beneficence of his tribe to that of the 

valley of Tabala in the spring season when people from different places come seeking 

pasture and a new fertile life. 

Arberry's translation pays particular attention to the traditional methods, making his line 

flow smoothly so as to create a metrical pattern. This leads Arberry to render the Arabic 

verse more semantically and hence poetically. For example, Arberry's poetic unit "And 

the guest and the poor stranger," is a functional translation equivalent corresponding to the 

Arabic "~' .)4J'J ~" and hence allows simple enjambments that give stronger 

poetic units so as to convey the original sense of the poet's connotative meaning. This in 

turn gives Arberry room to retain a particular pattern. This can be seen by the frequent 

occurrence of strong pattern stresses of Arberry's units, as in "come down upon Tabala". 

Sells's translation resorts to employing a different technique to render the Arabic verse 

with a great deal of freedom. This leads Sells to use specific idiomatic terms and 

expressions so to achieve a close textual correspondence between the two cultures. For 

example, the use of "distant clients and guests," is a clear idiomatic rendition centred on the 

original message, and hence attempts to give a more effective poetic as well as dynamic 

equivalent reflecting the original meaning of the Arabic terms "~I ..MJ'J ~". This 

points to the use of communicative translation, which may be said to be an example of 

"dynamic equivalence" as discussed in chapter four, and which might be seen as giving 

excessive freedom allowing the opportunity to write more or less anything as long as it 

sounds good and contains something of the ST message. Jones's translation introduces full 

information on the ST units with less poetic value. This leads Jones to explain in a plain 

and transparent English style the formal units of Arabic poetry. The statement '''The guest 

and the non-tribesman staying permanently with us," is a long direct English translation 

that explains the Arabic poetic unit "~I ..MJIJ ~" in great detail. Furthermore, 
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Jones' translation attempts to give a more exegetic rendition with greater accuracy in 

handling the original units of this verse. For example, the term "non-tribesman" reflects the 

implied meaning of the Arabic phrase "~\ ) .. ~.IIJ." As a result, lones's translation 

includes vast details, exemplifying his particular translation strategy to give fully 

comprehensive information from the original so that he can make it more understandable. 

Arberry 
To the shelter of my tent-ropes comes every forwearied woman 
starved as a tomb-tethered camel, her garments tattered and shrunk. 

Sells 
Seeking refuge among the tent ropes, 

weary as a stumbling camel, 
weary as a ghost mare, 

white-humped, left to die. 

Jones 
Every poverty-stricken woman repairs to our tents,[starving] 
like the camel tethered to die, her clothes tattered and shrunken. 

Ta 'wI is derived from the term awa and means to seek refuge. Atnab, singular fanib, means 

tent rope. It is used in a metaphorical sense for the tribe's tents or "~.J:H". Radiyya stands 

for a poor deprived woman who comes to live with the tribe. Baliyya refers to the poet's 

naqa that is tied to his grave until it dies. Hidam means torn old clothes. In this verse LabTd 

attempts to create a very close symbolic image comparing the poor woman who came to 

live with the tribe to the baliyya starved to death near the tomb of its master. The three 

translators have attempted to give close translations of this verse reflecting the poet's 

generosity in permitting the poor woman to take shelter with the tribe. 

Arberry translation begins by giving a very close poetic translation that reflects the formal 

English verse. It also attempts to give a more explicit meaning of ST units rendering them 

quite semantically. For example, the fIrst half-line satisfIes the above understanding of the 

metaphorical meaning of the ST "~.J JS ~.:.!l . .lbY\ ~, ...s)~," hence giving the more precise 

meaning of the original in an attempt to keep the ST message. The phrase 'To the shelter of 

my tent-ropes comes." is a broader semantic translation corresponding to the Arabic 

phrase; hence explaining in some detail what the ST words refer to. 
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Sells's translation breaks down the line, and hence runs smoothly emphasising the ST 

poetic message with less use of English patterns. It pays particular attention to the original 

structure, thereby extracting the greatest semantic meaning in an attempt to reyeal the 

textual essence of this ST verse. As a result, Sells prefers to use a poetic strategy that 

allows him freedom in selecting and arranging the TL material. For example, the 

expression "Seeking refuge among the tent ropes," is an obvious example of the use of the 

free verse strategy loaded with idiomatic expression. The TL expression "seeking refuge," 

used in the metaphorical sense, conveys functionally the intended meaning of the Arabic 

"yUh':!1 ~I (.5jo,:j," and hence reflects the poet's deep passion and his generosity in permitting 

poor people to live with the tribe. Sells frees himself from traditional TL rules in an 

attempt to create a new verse that flows naturally in the target language and can stand on its 

own. 

In my view, this strategy allows room to create images more suited to the TL setting, using 

powerful vocabulary that bears connotative meaning, is full of clear metaphorical 

expression, and is hence used symbolically to describe the poor woman who settles with 

the tribe, as in the expression "white-humped, left to die." This poetic image provides sense 

equivalence to the Arabic simile image "WI ~" in an attempt to draw a close comparison 

of the miserable state of the poor woman of the Jahiliyya age. This leads Sells to select 

expressions that allow him to denote what sounds natural and normal to native speakers. 

Sells then organises his verse in a form of poetic expression, rendering the ST verse quite 

freely, depending entirely on the natural idiomatic language of the TL to produce words 

and expressions that reflect the ST author's intention, personality and thought. 

Jones translation is obviously a straight "direct" translation presenting the core meaning of 

the ST units, as in "Every poverty-stricken woman repairs to our tents, [starving]" keeping 

the line long and adding square brackets. This explains the meaning of particular terms and 

so directs the reader towards the metaphorical expression of the Arabic, as in " JI ..5J1u 

yUh'iI." This leads Jones to centre on the ST message, rendering the individual words with 

more accuracy. For example, the phrase "repairs to" is used in the sense of to arrive at or to 

go to, conveying as closely as possible the literal semantic meaning of the Arabic term 

"(.5J1u" so as to define its connotative meaning. 
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Arberry 
They are the strivers, whenever the tribe is visited 
by distress; they are the tribe's knight and high arbiters; 

Sells 
They are the protectors 

when the tribe is pressed, 
they are the riders, 

they are the rulers. 

Jones 
They are the ones who strive when the tribe is stricken with 
difficulties. They are its horsemen and they are its arbiters. 

Wa-hum is a pronoun referring to the men of the tribe as both strivers and protectors. Su 'at 

is a plural of sa'in, while literally means advocate or defender of the tribe. AI- 'ashfra is a 

clan. Afza'at is to facing dangers. Fawaris are horsemen. /fukkamu-ha literally means 

rulers. This verse speaks about tribal leaders, the ones who fight for survival when the tribe 

is stricken and faces difficulties. This in turn shows tribal fakhr. In this verse, LabTd refers 

to his clan when he praises their knights and leaders. This can be clearly understood by the 

repeated pronoun hum as it refers to tribal people in general and to their leaders (masters) 

in particular. All three translators attempt to reflect the poet's voice as he glorifies his clan. 

This is emphasized by the use of the pronoun "they" by the translators, as a formal 

translation equivalent to the Arabic "rA". For instance, the three translators literally 

translate the ST expression "ok...JI rAJ', explaining its referential meaning, whereas the 

phrase "~i o~1 wI" is translated quite differently. 

Arberry's translation again begins by breaking down the line into short statements of 

varying length, which is divided by the use of punctuation marks which give room to 

provide simple enjambments that exhibit strong rhythms. For example, the first half-line 

gives a plain unit that exhibits a semantic rendition corresponding to the Arabic" lj\ ok...J1 ~ J 

~I 0 ~I" and so reflecting Arberry's intention in conforming as closely as possible to 

the traditional norms of TL culture. Arberry uses the characteristics of metrical poetry in 

an attempt to preserve the ST fakhr image of the author, and to reflect the attitude of the 

tribal people of the poet's tribe in serving the poor who come to live with them. Sells's 

translation employs short and well fabricated poetic units which arc arranged according to 
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TL elements rather than traditional rules. The expression ''They are the protectors," is a 

functional equivalent for the Arabic "ila....JI r.A J" which emphasises the poetic image of the 

original, and hence has a direct effect on the reader. It is more communicative, and hence 

renders the literal sense of the ST expression quite poetically. In addition, Sells's choice of 

terminology serves to preserve the artistic tone and elegant style of the general construction 

of the verse, creating a similar effect as that produced by the original. Jones's translation 

shows no breaks of line, and hence pays no attention to TL patterns. That is to say, Jones 

attempts to render the Arabic verse without any attempt at elegant style so providing more 

details which explain the ST poetic units in a different linguistic style. The flrst half-line 

goes into great detail to convey the literal sense of the Arabic "~l i~I UI ila....JI rAJ." 

Here Jones's process attempts to give as directly as possible a closer symbolic image with 

regard to the outstanding nature of the poet's tribal people, the leaders, knights and rulers 

of the tribe. This degree of accuracy in close direct translation makes the ST material more 

accessible to the reader. 

(31) '+oU:. JJ~ Ijl w~ .,;..JIJ ~ .JJ~ rfi.J rAJ 

Arberry 
to those who seek their protection they are as the bounteous 

Spring 
as also to widows in their long year of widowhood. 

SeUs 
They are life-spring 

to dependents among them, 
to those without provider, 

when the year grows long. 

Jones 
They are givers of bounty to the stranger dwelling among them 
and to widows when their year [of mourning] has elapsed. 

Rabi' is a polysemic term carrying several meanings. In Arabic societies, the term "~u" is 

symbolically used to describe people's age e,g. ~I e:#..) "" ().jJi. Also, the term rabf' is the 

name of the two months of the Muslim Hijri (J.J'ii ~J, fll ~.). In this context it gives 

the sense of the vernal season; that is, the springtime season of production and fertility. Al

Mujawir /i-him is a stranger who came to live within the people of the tribe. Murmilat 

stands for poverty-stricken women. This verse gives a factual picture demonstrating the 

tribe's goodness, virtue and generosity. Therefore, the three English translations have 
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attempted to depict early liihiliyya fakhr of the 6th century reflecting traditional tribal 

generosity and hospitality. 

Arberry's translation is strictly more poetic, and it is perhaps the most rh)1hmic rendition 

that takes into account TL patterns. For example, in his reference to the ST metaphorical 

expression, Arberry attempts to provide a broader semantic rendition that helps to 

determine stressed pattern and so corresponding to the Arabic "~ .J.J~ t;H.J rA .l' usually 

takes into account the ST contextual meaning. Arberry thus renders "t;HJ' as "bounteous 

spring" perhaps referring directly to the overflowing production of this season. This in tum 

involves the use of meaningfully loaded words which have much stronger rhythms, and are 

specific enough to cover the same range of application. This example demonstrates a poetic 

strategy that takes into account the patterns and conventions of the TL culture. 

Sells's translation is freer since it attempts to render the Arabic verse with fewer formal 

features. This leads Sells to adopt a common poetic strategy which gives room to present 

the proper equivalents of the ST units and hence satisfies the reader. Put simply. Sells 

seems to employ the most dynamic approach that pays no attention to metrical pattern, feet 

and the rhyming schemes of the two languages. Sells's translation begins by presenting 

well organized poetic units arranged according to the common elements of speech and 

image patterns of the TL, rather than to its metrical and rhyming schemes. The expression 

"They are life-spring to dependents among them," is an obvious dynamic rendition 

exploring the actual connotative meaning of the Arabic "~.JJ~ t;H.J rAJ" so as to make a 

global correspondence between the two cultures and hence convey the wider meaning of 

the ST terms. Sells thus seems to prefer such interpretations in order to emphasise the 

actual meanings of the ST units. 

Jones's translation again attempts to provide detailed information of the ST units by 

rendering them as directly as possible, but making no attempt to render an elegant poetic 

style. For example, Jones's statement 'They are givers of bounty," explains the Arabic 

expression "t;H.J rAJ", so referring specifically to the metaphorical sense of the Arabic term 

"t;HJ'. However, although this translation bears a direct explanation. it does not give the 

sense of what the original author wished, where reference is then made to the results of the 

goodness of the tribe symbolized as the spring season providing for people's needs. Yet, 

the use of "givers of bounty," seems to have taken a step further from the original, which is 
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simpler and more direct. Yet, here there is another subtle difference between the Arabic 

and this translation. The phrase "~.J rAJ" may not be understood well in the TL culture, 

since the term "~.J" in Arabic allows more than one interpretation and hence its meaning 

depends on the context in which it occurs. Most often, the result is an expression that is not 

used in the TL, but which refers to an ST cultural fact with which the TL reader is not 

conversant and therefore may be unable to understand without additional explanation. 

Furthermore, Jones's translation is a simple and direct shifting of the ST material. That is 

to say, Jones's opts to retain the original material in his translation replacing SL textual 

material by TL equivalent textual material. This is a sort of transference translation process 

discussed and highlighted by Catford, where he sees a translation is an implantation of SL 

text meaning into TL text60
. Jones's approach thus is quite simple and flexible based on 

finding accurate equivalents of each unit of language without particular regard to form and 

manner. This is a type of prosaic translation highlighted and discussed above. 

8.7. Concluding Remarks 

From the above discussion, it is clear that the three translators have approached Labid's 

verses in different ways. Each translator has attempted to use his own strategy and 

methodology, paying great attention to the style, as the case in Jones and Arberry. 

Contrasting the translations with which this study is concerned, we find that the three 

translators have attempted to render the STs to different audiences and with particular 

mms. 

In the following chapter (Chapter nine, conclusion) results reached in the whole study will 

be evaluated. Suggestions for translation studies will be offered and implications will be 

discussed for further research. 

bO Catford. J .• A Linguistic Theory of Translation (London: Oxford University Press. 1965). pp.20-48. 
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Chapter Nine 

Conclusion and Recommendation 

9.1. Introduction 

This chapter reviews the thesis and comprises several sections. Initially, a brief overview of 

the thesis is provided. Secondly, the findings are summarised and reviewed. The final 

sections are dedicated to a summary of the key conclusions. implications and 

recommendations of the present study, as well as to providing some suggestions with 

regard to the direction of further research in the field. 

9.2. Overview of the Thesis 

With regard to the contributions of modem translation studies, it was found that most of the 

literature on translation has been theoretically oriented, concentrating on the final product 

and ignoring the way and mechanism by which translators approach their texts when 

deciding proper strategies that satisfy the needs of readers. The primary aim of this thesis 

(see 1.2) has been to explore and identify the process of translation employed by western 

translators in their translations of early Jiihil(vya odes. This study, therefore, has focused on 

the investigation of their techniques, investigating the manner as well as evaluating the 

translation strategies by which meaning is transferred, or, more specifically, how the text's 

meaning is transferred from the SL to the TL. 

In the preceding chapters, the discussion has covered a variety of issues. Chapter 2 presents 

an overview of current translation theory, investigating its nature and significance. It also 

introduces a variety of major approaches to translation in order to review translation theory 

in the light of modem twentieth century views, including the earlier work of Nida, Catford. 

and the important contributions of Lefevere, Newmark, Hatim and Mason. Chapter 3 

reviews the types of and problems with meaning, focusing particularly on connotative 

meanings (see 3.3). It also includes a detailed description of the functions of language. as 

proposed by BUhler and Jakobson and then adopted by Newmark, whose major 

contribution attempts to relate language function and text type to translation methodology. 

This leads to the conclusion that translation methodology is directly linked with text

typology. This means that the various types of texts with particular predominant linguistic 
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features may directly determine the choice of a particular translation method. In chapter 4, 

the aim was to investigate the major contributions of contemporary translation theories and 

strategies of the twentieth century. It also discusses recent debates revolving around certain 

key linguistic issues. The most prominent of these issues were those of meaning and 

equivalence, for example, in Nida's concepts of formal and dynamic equivalence and the 

principle of equivalent effect: the focus on the receptor. Also, this chapter discusses further 

theories such as Jakobson's theory of translation; Catford's theory; Newmark's theory; 

Baker's equivalent theory, and Lefevere's strategies. The seven modem strategies proposed 

by Lefevere (1975) are all clearly defmed and discussed. The aim is, therefore, to put 

emphasis on the theoretical basis of translation theory, hence facilitating the production of 

translation. Chapter 5 is mainly devoted to different views on the difficulties of translation 

in the poetic genre. It also discusses various relevant concepts, both linguistic and cultural. 

Chapter 6 presents a concise survey of early Jiihiliyya poetry with an emphasis on its 

factual topics and themes. Chapter 7 presents a concise overview of the English translations 

of early Jiihiliyya odes. The applied part of this study is presented in chapter 8, and 

constitutes the empirical core of the thesis. An attempt is made to examine and compare the 

English versions of Jiihiliyya odes with an aim of identifying and bringing to light the most 

common and preferred strategies employed by western translators who have an interest in 

poetry translation. The primary aim of this chapter is to present the main practical 

implications of this study. The majority of the translated texts are seen as a blend or 

'combination' of methods. For instance, Arberry's translation strategy resorts to employing 

a literal method for some terms, images and expressions so as to emphasis a particular topic 

and theme. Thus, in the light of the discussion presented in the practical chapter, one fact 

emerges clearly: the complexity of the translation process. This complexity reflects the 

intricacies of language as a uniquely human phenomenon. Given such complexity, there is 

no simple single approach to translation that provides answers to all problems. 

9.3. Contribution of the Research Findings 

This study argues that poetic translation in general has not received as much attention as 

that of other text types. It is therefore an attempt to answer the research questions set out in 

the introductory chapter. It also looks at the results of the comparison and the analysis of 

various translated verses as discussed in chapter 8. This present study therefore attempts to 

give important findings in the context of modem poetic translation theories as well as 
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significant implications for translating theory and practice. However, the empirical 

evidence throughout the comparison and discussion of the various English translations of 

JP, contributes to an understanding of the nature and mechanism of the translator' process 

"strategies" in translating ancient Arabic verses into English. The analysis of the various 

English translations in this study (see chapter 8) leads to the conclusion that particular 

strategies and techniques have been employed in rendering the ST contents which produce 

as closely as possible proper renditions, emphasising the concept of either formal or 

dynamic equivalence (see chapter 4). 

The procedure used for the English translations is mainly an operational one. It begins with 

a literal translation of lexical items, images and phrases unit by unit. The literal translation 

strategy with its various techniques has, therefore, proved to be a basic translation 

technique employed by translators to convey various lexical items and images. In brief. the 

literal translation method gives priority to the importance of the meaning of essential 

elements, on the basis of which translators could construct their own texts. One cannot, 

therefore, claim, for example, that any form of literal translation or formal equivalence 

must be abandoned as certain ST units may, in fact, demand a literal rendering, especially 

where one-to-one correspondence exists between SL and TL material. In the various 

English versions, a literal approach is used extensively; hence it works at both the word and 

phrasal levels. 

As a traditional and modem strategy, literal translation is widely practiced by all translators 

displaying various linguistic elements as well as cultural matters and concepts. From the 

analysis of the English translations, it becomes clear that literal translation was practiced by 

translators as a means of providing a degree of insight into the lexical, grammatical or 

structural form of the ST. It also helps translators to approach their texts with more 

certainty of finding proper equivalences for the ST terms, images and expressions. 

Moreover, literal translation is used as an aid to explore the ST themes and topics as 

thoroughly as possible, being used by translators so as to explain phrases, images and even 

topics (see, for example, Jones' translation). Its main benefits are: 

1. To help in understanding ST poetic techniques. themes, topics and images. 

2. It is used as an aid to understand Arabic structure, patterns and parts of speech such as 

nouns, pronouns, adjectives, phrases and expressions that carry various types of meanings 
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and symbolic images. In addition, Jones' employment of the literal approach is oriented 

towards the ST structure, and renders the ST linguistic elements as closely as possible. 

paying particular attention to their formal structure. 

3. It has helped translators in exploring descriptive images; particularly simile images. 

With this simple background, one can confidently state that translators have employed 

literalism in their work with much emphasis on the ST message and without paying too 

much attention to the form. At the same time, they all resort to a blend of techniques with a 

higher degree of literariness so as to convey the original attitudes of the authors' thoughts 

and senses (e.g. Arberry's first-half line 'And the day I slaughtered for the virgins my 

riding-beast' from the Arabic ~ LS) ~ wyc r~.J). 

Moreover, this study also shows the complexity of the ST verse. Its structure. content and 

form, language function and style lead to other difficulties when deciding on the proper 

method for conveying various units of the ST in terms of the linguistic systems and cultural 

context. Accordingly, differences in the linguistic features of the two languages and 

cultures make the translation process quite complex and awkward with regard to certain 

images and expressions. Therefore, their translation techniques for some ST units appear 

quite similar, where they all resort to employing literal translation for most of the simile 

images of the wa$! verses of lP. In addition, in some situations direct rendition of several 

images from the ST is made with considerable sincerity and clarity, for example in the 

comparison images of the ST units such as the descriptive verses describing natural 

phenomenon such as the description of the night, lightning, and the physical parts of the 

poet's riding animal. Such a type of translation is used as an aid to help students to learn 

more about the structure of the ST poetic gemes and other linguistic elements in an attempt 

to guarantee a true rendering of the meaning in the TL. 

From the above discussion of the various English translations of Arberry, Jones, Sells, 

and O'Grady, a more thorough discussion has been possible of the translation process 

itself and the way translators attempt to render Arabic verses. The discussion has also 

avoided paying undue attention to many interesting and even fascinating problems of detail 

that would tend, however, to overshadow the intended purpose of this study. 

As mentioned above. this study concentrates on the factual investigation of the various 

translation processes and procedures implemented by western translators. with the aim of 
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exploring and identifying their translation strategies. The major fmdings here glye 

additional weight and indication to the belief that translation is a very indiyidual task: 

therefore, this study shows that each translator has his own framework, method and 

technique for finding the proper meanings and equivalents for the ST poetic units. 

However, it might be useful to begin with Arberry's translation, discussing and exploring 

the strategy and techniques used in his translation of the Jahiliyya verses. 

Arberry's translation is consistent with his use of metrical patterns common in English 

poetry. It is also noticeable that the process of his translation has resulted from two 

different purposes: (a) to produce a poetic rendition that takes into account TL elements; 

(b) to convey and retain as closely as possible the formal authentic traditional devices of 

the TL such as alliteration; and (c) to convey as closely as possible the ST themes and 

topics of the early lAP of the sixth century. 

Arberry's translation strategy looks very different from the others. From the findings of 

chapter 8, Arberry simply attempts to impose restrictions corresponding to the TL which 

he sees as more effective in dealing with TL poetic features. At the same time, he is very 

keen to give the style of his rendering some elements of poetic register and intention. It also 

presents a clear poetic effect approximately equivalent to the English traditional style, in so 

far as the nature of literary translation allows. This might be regarded as a balanced 

translation that accounts for aspects of the TL culture, which, it is believed, have been 

written to convey a wide variety of rhetorical purposes of the two texts in the ST and TT. 

Arberry's distinctive strategy has paved the way to produce an appropriate poetic 

translation that satisfies readers. From the findings, it appears to be mostly blank verse 

embedded with some literal techniques so as to make a compromise between the ST poetic 

images and their counterpart TT versions. Also, these two distinctive approaches have 

allowed the preservation of the ST images by providing TL readers with reliable meanings 

corresponding to what was intended in the original images. 

Moreover, Arberry's poetic translation strategy with the restrictions of the iambic 

pentametre reflects a purely metical verse with a highly rhythmic flavour similar to the 

common English verse. In other words, it attempts to produce similar stylistic qualities as 

those favoured by English poets. That is to say, it is a type of translation which exhibits the 
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characteristic of metrical verse, usually with no rhyme scheme but a regular metrical 

pattern. Also, Arberry's blank verse strategy seems to be capable of numerous varieties of 

subtle and effective modulation and enjambments. Furthermore, Arberry took blank verse 

as a translation strategy with the aim of giving the TL reader a sense of the original poet's 

images and thoughts, and therefore, effectively shows the poetical sense, sympathy and 

passion of the authors' odes. 

Two elements of harmony in his poetic translations remain to be considered, each of which 

constitute a large proportion of the musicality of English blank verse, and without which 

his pompous rhythms would often be hard and frigid. These are alliteration and assonance. 

Arberry's translation is the most poetic rendition characterised by the most common 

artistic use of various devices such as alliteration so as to compensate for the loss of the 

rhyme' scheme of the original, which is not something to be ignored. Therefore, despite the 

lack of rhyme, Arberry's translation retains all the power of the reflections on the poet's 

own life. And, most importantly here, Arberry's poetic sense and competence are 

expressed mainly by means of the sounds of the language he uses. Musicality is particularly 

achieved due to the artistic use of the repetition of the same sounds. Beside this, Arberry's 

poetic strategy amazes with its mastery of sound, reflecting common characteristics of 

English poetry, which gains its musicality due to the consistent rhythmic pattern of the 

syllables in each line. Musicality is thus achieved in Arberry's version by means of the 

phonetic effects of certain phonemes, and these evoke associations that are similar to 

natural sounds. 

The poetic translation practiced by Arberry depends entirely upon the common poetic 

features of English and exploits the technique of English blank verse. More than that, the 

translation strategy used by Arberry interprets the Arabic verse and its message as clearly 

as possible. This is clearly achieved through the use of authentic traditional rules of English 

verse writing that reflect its regular patterns. It also conveys to a large extent similar topics 

so to convey as accurately as possible the pleasure and the beauty of the original text. 

Jones' translation strategy may to some extent be considered as aiming at a broadly prosaic 

rendition. Its purpose seems to be to serve readers of Arabic as a subject, dealing with a 

wide variety of topics in order to achieve a better understanding of Arabic poetry as an 
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independent genre. It is thus an individual strategy to produce and make foreign works 

available, so as to give readers who are not familiar with the language of the original the 

material needed for their own concretization of the text. With this in mind, Jones' strategy 

may serve a special purpose or many purposes at the same time, since the translations help 

more with the understanding of Arabic culture by means of translation used as one means 

of understanding foreign culture. 

Furthermore, Jones' seems to embrace a number of sub-forms, varying from the verbatim, 

interlinear, literal and word-for-word and the rank-bound translation in an attempt to 

capture the more elusive qualities of the original. This can result in a TL text which is a 

very wordy interpretation, and therefore it lacks poetic sensitivity as well as elegant 

features such as the traditional poetic devices of English poetry. Accordingly, Jones' 

process tends to increases the text's length during translation into another linguistic system 

as well as providing an interpretation of it. In such cases, the translation may lose too much 

of the original flavour so that the reader might not attain aesthetic pleasure, and hence 

cannot get a clear idea of what the original author was trying to express. 

Most typical of this kind of translation is the direct style often with extra explanations 

allowing students to gain closer access to the language and customs of the ST culture. As 

such, Jones' translation is strictly a type of prose translation usually rendering the wording 

in quite a literary manner, explaining the Arabic verses in much detail. It also makes use of 

square brackets to indicate where words have been added to make further sense of the 

translation. This leads us to state that Jones' translation strategy is a type of full 

composition which is has any or all of the features of a prosaic style. This differs from 

poetic forms, either of blank verse or free verse, in that it has no breaks of line, but usually 

has a more pronounced rhythm, with sonorous effects, imagery and a density of expression. 

In addition, its line length generally goes from two to three single lines, as in a very short 

prose passage, though, Jones attempts to produce the conceptual content avoiding the 

emotional intensity and flavour. However, such a type of translation is dictated by 

important educational and cultural considerations. 

Unlike Jones, the other two translators (Sells and O'Grady) seem to move toward a more 

expressive form of translation which does not conform to rigid prosodic rules. More 
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accurately, they both adopt new sets of rules in rewriting the original material based not on 

the recurrence of stress accents in a regular, strictly measurable pattern, but rather on the 

irregular rhythmic cadence of the recurrence, with variations, of significant phrases and 

image patterns. Furthermore, owing to the formal arrangements of TL language. words and 

phrases have a natural tendency to come in set patterns. This results in their translations 

being quite free, that is a type of unbounded translation rendering the Arabic verses with 

much freedom. 

The translation strategy adopted by these translators is intended to give a new form and 

style. This type of style used in these translations could be regarded in terms of preserving 

the original's artistic, intellectual and aesthetic quality, proving to the TL reader that the SL 

was capable of recreating the works of art, but making no attempt to retain TL regular 

metrical patterns. Instead they use forms and devices from their own sources and culture. 

That is to say, O'Grady and Sells have attempted to create translations which would 

conform to both language and culture. This is a new movement in the contemporary field 

of poetic translation as they both attempt to use a "free verse" strategy to render Arabic 

verse, and which does not have to conform to strict metre, or rhyming schemes. 

Correspondingly, O'Grady's and Sells' translations of Arabic verses appear to centre on 

the ST message with more emphasis on the meaning, giving form a less important status. 

O'Grady's and Sells' translation strategy seems to abandon the strict rules of the ST and 

TL cultures, but tries to preserve the original meaning of the ST units. This implies that 

their unified "free verse" strategy can be described as a translation strategy that 

concentrates on meaning rather than form. 

With this background, the free verse translation strategy adopted by O'Grady and Sells 

seems to have the ability to convey the cultural meanings of the original, assisting the 

reader in understanding the various connotative expressions included in the original. This 

strategy involves a replacement of a culture-specific item or expression with a target

language one which does not have the same propositional meaning but is likely to have a 

similar impact on the target reader. It also gives much freedom to the translator to use his 

own words and expressions in dealing with common culturally specific items. modem 

concepts, and so on. This in tum leads one to state that they both occasionally verge on TL 
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culture, borrowing particular terms and expressions (see, for example, their terms and 

expressions in describing the beloved's deserted places). 

Thus, the English translations of O'Grady, and Sells, as discussed in chapter 8, are entirely 

a type of free verse rendition, and they appear to be more complicated. This is especially 

true for connotative expressions, ornate devices, and cultural features, which are translated 

with much freedom. At the same time, some terms, images and expressions have been 

given literal "renditions" according to their intended meanings, although there are slight 

differences in the way certain images related to the ST verses and their topics are dealt 

with. This makes rendering such issues into the target language freer, more reliable and 

quite lengthy, and hence more complex. 

Furthermore, Sells' and O'Grady's translations could be regarded as more idiomatic 

translations. This implies that both translators are keen to produce new poetic texts with 

fewer of the formal elements of English poetic patterns. That is to say, neither of Sells or 

O'Grady uses obviously regular metrical patterns or rhyme schemes. In addition, the 

comparison also shows that the choice of various possible equivalents for some words and 

expressions in the target culture are quite complex compared with others. 

Additionally, the English translations of O'Grady and Sells show much freedom, 

particularly when providing various TL expressions and terms as translation equivalents, 

which fit better with English-speaking society. These translations also have other features 

that are completely confined to the source language text, and which only correspond to 

English in certain areas; for example, the various simple waif verses that are rendered quite 

literally. 

Here, in real terms, their translation strategy appears much more restrictive, rendering the 

ST's verse unit by unit. In short, like Arberry, Sells and O'Grady resort to various 

techniques to secure both the referential as well as the pragmatic meaning of the verse. In 

addition, both translators pay particular attention to the ST content, but prioritise the TL 

over faithfulness to ST detail. Typically, they use familiar terms and expressions. paying 

greater attention to the contextual. cultural and linguistic systems of the TL. Accordingly. 

O'Grady and Sells seem to aim at the essence of the message and faithfulness to the 

meaning of the ST being transferred to the TL. In addition, O'Grady's and Sells's free 
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verse strategy attempts to find solutions in rendering ST specific material such as cultural 

tenns and expressions used in the depiction of the beloved's beauty, deserted abodes and 

tribal attributes. All of these efforts are made through the various mechanisms of free yerse 

as a translation strategy, such as compensation, translation by loan words, explanatory 

phrases, expansion, addition, adaptation, equivalences, paraphrasing, and exegesis, III 

which the translated text expresses and comments on additional material. 

The free verse strategy is thus practiced widely to include idiomatic rendering helping both 

translators to shape their texts with much freedom. They sometimes resort to a literal 

strategy where it is necessary, or redefine the ST context in which they are emphasising ST 

topics and themes, and even to making their text more clear and accessible to readers not 

familiar with ST culture. However, in adopting free verse as a translation strategy, both 

translators have approached their texts with much confidence, seeing this as the most 

suitable approach to be used in the transference of foreign culture. Put simply, the English 

translations of Sells and O'Grady are based entirely on the freest form of translation. Each 

of them attempts to follow a particular arrangement of verse writing (see chapter 8) paying 

no attention to the ST's rhyme scheme. That is to say, each translator tries to convey the ST 

message with much freedom, rendering the ST linguistic units as literally as possible. 

9.4. Implications of the English poetic translations 

As literary translators, they have all tried to convey the meanings of various tenns, images 

and expressions into the TL as simply as possible, without a reliable attempt to maintain 

the actual formal structure of rhyme and metre of the ST's literary features. This is 

regarded as one of the major problems in translating poetry, because the fonn of the ST 

verse is so complex, and therefore cannot be preserved in translation. Accordingly, their 

work is wholly based upon rendering the semantic features and values of the various units 

of the ST verse, as this helps in transmitting various poetic messages to the TL reader. 

albeit as literally as possible. 

Generally speaking, Sells and O'Grady have exercised much liberty with the meanings 

and imagery of the original text. Arberry's translation seems more semantically-oriented, 

closer in imagery and style to the original verse. See, for example. the various descriptiYe 

images of Imm' al-Qays, Tarafa and Labld. which in Arberrl's texts are translated almost 
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literally, preserving to a large extent the ST poetic wa$! images of early Jiihiliyva poetic 

genres. 

Another source of difficulty for the translators is how to retain some of the musicality of 

the original. Strictly speaking, the English translations of Arberry, Sells and O'Grady are 

mostly a poetic rendition of the original. This also consists of various techniques mostly 

poetic (see Arberry's version) which had proven quite successful in translating training at 

both levels: undergraduate and postgraduate. 

Nevertheless, the musicality is not entirely lost. The three translators have attempted to 

preserve the structure of each verse in the translated form, and have resorted to various 

stylistic techniques, such as focusing, in order to compensate for the absence of rhymes. 

That is to say, in discussing some of the TIs of Arberry, Sells and O'Grady, a fairly 

common poetic device is used compensating for the lack of the Arabic rhyming scheme 

with an appropriate device (e.g. alliteration). In other words, these three translators have 

decided to resort to alliteration, attempting to preserve the ST textual effect in their texts 

and hence avoiding the greater loss of the intended meaning from the original text marked 

by the use of the unique rhyming scheme. This compensation, however, aimed to preserve 

the communicative value and the essential message content of the ST. 

Moreover, throughout the analysis and investigation of the English translation process, it is 

strongly felt that other areas should also be considered apart from the different techniques 

of translation practiced by the above mentioned translators in their translations of the 

Arabic verses. These are the linguistic and cultural factors (see chapter 5) which affect the 

methods of translating and techniques used in conveying ST messages. The differences 

between the various strategies of the translators are, therefore, reflected in the quality of the 

translated product in terms of comprehensiveness, making sense, effectiveness and degree 

of naturalness. Their translations, however, are all poetic compared with Jones's, and 

hence they convey as much of the meaning of the ST units, terms and expressions as 

possible. 

More than that, most of the rendering of meaning is determined by the choice of a proper 

equivalent that agrees with the TL literary style. Their aim is to give the general meaning of 

the SL text in the TL's meanings and expressions. Therefore, they believe that the meaning 
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of the SL text is best communicated by translating it into a natural form of the TL. whether 

this parallels the form of the SL text or not. Beside this, in the employment of the two 

different poetic strategies, expressions are rendered in the TL with a greater accuracy and 

higher degree of literariness, but without taking into account the emotive importance of 

individual ST words. 

In addition, Arberry, Sells and O'Grady all aim their translations at educated English 

readers in general. Therefore, their translation strategies attempt to reveal some artistic 

elements and factors, particularly in Arberry's translation, where he tries to maintain 

poetic elements with as little loss of meaning as possible. This literary tendency has made 

his versions more appreciated by English writers and scholars. Holes states that the only 

complete recent translation of the Mu 'aUaqiit, is that of Arberry since this is the only 

English translation which is now readily available and which is aimed at the general 

reader. 1 

Arberry's strategy thus attempts to produce a purely metrical-poetic rendition that is the 

adaptation of a work of literature for a different audience, with the intention of influencing 

the way in which that audience reads the work. In addition, Arberry's strategy allows the 

constraints of TL rules and poetics to control the literary system, and therefore the 

production and distribution of TL. Thus, Arberry's translation strategy has the intention of 

adapting a certain ideology or poetics that would serve the status of literary translation as a 

means of cultural enrichment of the foreign text into the domestic culture. This in turn 

emphasises the role played by translation, hence helping those who are interested in the 

field of literature, and cultural studies to better understand the contribution of translation to 

civilization and to the development of cultural and intellectual life. 

A further conclusion is that there is an excessive use of modem translation mechanisms 

that expose individual strategy in the translation processes of O'Grady and Sells. For 

example, O'Grady's distinctive techniques employing compression, omission. addition. 

and expansion give further support to the belief that translation is a very individual task, 

where every translator has hislher own individual style and method of translating. It 

I Holes. C. The Mu 'al/aqiit, in Peter France: The Oxford Guide to Literature in English Translation (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press. 2(00). p.146. 
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certainly seems true that these translators resort to various techniques, marked by their 

conscious choice and decision, in an attempt to give more effective renditions. In this 

aspect, the study's findings show that in terms of strategies and techniques there are clear 

differences in the techniques used which vary from one translation to another when trying 

to convey the meaning of each ST unit, term, image and expression. Such distinctive 

techniques can be seen in the translation process recently adopted by O'Grady in order to 

make the TL text more appropriate to English readers who would normally be expected to 

face difficulties in assimilating ST cultural matters. These include the following: 

A. Translation by Omission 

O'Grady's translation shows the clear omission of some ST materiaL for example, the 

names of places, as in Imru'al-Qays's ~~ J.e.:11 U:H ~I..,lll ~, which is omitted in 

O'Grady though there is a justification for using this technique. Another simple example 

can be found in Tarafa's verse which is the omission of the symbolic image" J-lifi ~l..!..::.. 

~jWI ~I". As a technique recently practiced by O'Grady and others, translation by 

omission replaces the unfamiliar features with familiar ones (see line 3, Imru'al-Qays's 

ode) in trying to make the TLT accessible to readers belonging to a different culture, time 

and place. Dickins et al. note "translation by omission may reflect different patterns of 

cohesion.,,2 One acceptable reason would be that translators may opt to sacrifice a small 

loss of meaning in order to maintain a good TL style. 

B. Translation by Addition 

This technique is practiced by O'Grady. A very clear example is the addition of "skin 

smooth" in his rendition of Tarafa's verse "her cheek's skin smooth as Syrian parchment" 

from the Arabic "~L!JI (jIIt.l::afo ~.J." O'Grady attempts to convey the ST message content 

with much freedom, hence making the TL texts more accessible and appropriate for readers 

in general. For example O'Grady's verse exhibits some additional material that ignores ST 

material, as in: 

Here where they staked out their paddock, Jill ~ "-i ts 4-i~.J 4-J L..:..JC .) ?I.J'ii ~-5'; 
in those parched hollows 

you can still see the dried dung like dried dates. 

O'Grady's translation is loaded with extra material e.g. "dried dates" that docs not exist in 

'0 . "1 - p. CIt.. p. __ . 
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the original. Translation by addition shows the text to good adyantage and hence i~ 

appreciated by Dickins et al. who see it a helpful technique in making the IT more 

acceptable to the target readers in terms of tonal register3
. 

c. Translation by Compression 

This technique aims to compress the original message of some ST material, as m 

O'Grady's rendition of Tarafa's verse: 

"Her legs planted like gateposts. 
Firm her thighs' flesh" 

C. Translation by Expansion 

This strategy shows literary translators attempting to expand the ST verse in order to 

convey more objective elements of ST topics and themes with an aim to preserve the 

communicative value of ST verse. O'Grady for instance, expands some ST verses, as in 

Imru'al-Qays's first two verses: 

J.a~ J..?~lI ~ ~'...,ll' ~ Jj.i.oJ ~ ~~ j.a ~ ill 

Halt here friends. 
Allow me private pause alone 

to remember a love, a longing, an unrequited right 
here where the sand dune's rim whorls between where 

we've abandoned and where we're bound for. 

" Here you'll still see 
the old camp markers 
despite that dangerous whirl 

of the south wind, 
nerves' nag of the north wind." 

This, of course gives a more effective text, rendering the original with more freedom. As 

with addition, translation by expansion is achieved through the use of explication and 

therefore results in the distortion of structure and the omission of ST features, by the use of 

extra material not found in the original. 

D. Translation by Compensation 

This is adopted by most translators, attempting to replace particular features or devices e.g. 

alliteration so as to reduce translation loss, especially where any conventional translation, 

.' Op. cit.. p.16.3. 
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however literal or non-literal, would entail an unacceptable semantic loss. Very useful 

examples can be found in most translations. 

Arberry: His flanks are the flanks of a fawn, 
his legs like an ostrich's ~w t!"LJ ~ ~I.u 

O'Grady: Night as so often, .u ~ ~.) HI ~~ ~ J 

As the dark drapes it drops down upon me 

Sells: Or tracing of a tattoo woman: 4-.at..:iJ~..,s ~yU \.iSS lAJ)i ~i ~IJ~') JI 

beneath the indigo powder, 
sifted in spirals, 

the form begins to reappear. 

Generally speaking, the translators' have all kept their renditions as close and faithful to the 

original as possible; to the extent of even being strictly literal at times, making the ST 

verses accessible to readers who speak a different language, live in a different place and 

time, and belong to a different cultural tradition. Occasionally, O'Grady and Sells have 

opted for a greater degree of freedom in order to convey the beauty of the original. This has 

particularly occurred with the simile images that emphasise the ST direct was! where the 

references were too culture-specific terms and expressions, or when a literal, semantic 

translation in English for the Arabic expression did not make much sense. On rare 

occasions a more "functionally", "dynamically" or "aesthetically" appropriate expression 

was chosen, even though an exact semantic equivalent existed maintaining a careful 

balance between semantic accuracy and aesthetic elegance which is the hardest part of any 

translation. Hence, in discussion of the English versions, it came to light that a particular 

strategy may dominate an entire text. That is to say, with regard to the various strategies 

discussed above, each of the translators tended to use one constant strategy for the transfer 

of the contents of the original. This implies that, adapting one suitable strategy as a 

technique to be used for the requirement of the ST (see Arberry's translation). Such a 

methodological approach consisting of a step-by step procedure in handling ST units, 

which has proven quite successful in the translation of ST components so revealing the 

translator's skill, motivation, level of productivity and the quality of the work. 

Additionally, the translators faced difficulties in conveying the meanings of certain ST 

terms, images and expressions, all arising from the complex structure of the original such 

as rhyming scheme of the ST ode form. 
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From the above discussion, we may conclude that the translators have attempted to employ 

various strategies to render Arabic verses. Thus, the availability of different translations of 

a single verse of ST persuaded the researcher to examine them through a comparative 

analysis, with the purpose of developing a clear understanding of the processes involved in 

translating poetry. In addition, the English translations discussed above were written with 

different purposes and to achieve specific aims in making foreign culture available to 

readers of the second language. In such translations, the translators were led to opt for the 

most modem translation strategies and techniques in an attempt to make sense of their 

translations, such as using addition to compensate for loss, or omission to dispense with 

troubling elements. The outcome in such cases was always the production of a new text 

with different language. Inevitably the result is that various translation strategies and 

techniques are employed by translators to render ST. A close comparison however specifies 

the difference between the translation procedures used by different translators. 

9.5. Recommendations for Future Research 

Based on the above conclusions, the following directions are suggested for further study: 

1. Literary translators are supposed to understand ST material; understanding its linguistic 

conventions along with other conventions in the cultural environment which affect the 

translation process. It is further recommended that greater understanding is needed of the 

historical factors relevant to the ST as a piece of literature. 

2. The translation process as a linguistic activity requires the translator to be familiar with 

the ST linguistic elements, culture and literary tradition. We have seen the importance of 

not considering the relationship between the SLT and TLT. 

3. Emphasis should be on the translator's awareness of hislher responsibility for deciding 

and choosing translation strategies that make target texts accessible to the target readership. 

4. Modem translation strategies and views of the twentieth century should be highly 

regarded, as they can contribute to the advantages of the transmission of the literary culture 

of one nation to another. 

5. Through examining the details of the translation processes used by individual translators 

such as Jones, it is clear that the translation task can be a rather idiosyncratic task. As such, 

literary translators should try to evaluate and improve their own methods by absorbing the 

experiences of others. 



6. As a mediator, the translator should possess the ability to share the original author's 

interpretation of the ST topic and theme that laid down the original factors of the text. He 

should not superimpose his own interpretation on it. 

7. More comparative studies in this field of translation between other languages are also 

advisable, and these should concentrate more on identifying the translation strategies that 

can be applied to various text types. 

8. It is advisable that a research sample be large enough to encompass a variety of poetry, 

thus enabling a clearer picture to be gleaned through comparison. 

9. The commercial nature of translation is growing, and a market is developing to meet an 

expanding and diversified demand. In order to meet this demand, more research in this 

field is advisable so as to bring about the increased professionalism of translators, and in 

addition, the development of continuing professional training programmes by specialised 

schools. 

To conclude, this study recommends that poetry translators should take the needs of readers 

into account when choosing a translation strategy. The main focus should be on translators' 

approaches, skills, and the literary and cultural background. Moreover, readers must be 

seen as active participants in a communicative process. 

Finally, this study has made clear that, apart from the difficulties and the complexity of the 

ST units, there may also be other variables such as time, place and the culturaVsocial 

aspects of the ST that may affect the degree of difficulty when choosing or preferring one 

particular strategy over another. I also hope I may have contributed a little to a wider 

realization of the fact that what a good strategy and techniques gives us, in the field of 

poetry translation. 

8.6. Direction for Future Research 

The following points may constitute important topics for future research: 

1. The concept of the 'translation method' should be investigated in further research. It is 

evident that this issue is not yet well-defmed in the translation literature. Although many 

arguments have been made from various perspectives by translation theorists concerned 

with this issue, the area is still characterized by vagueness and a lack of clarity. 
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2. Is a method merely a technique? Or is it a theoretical approach? Is it a product of a 

theory? Is it a strategy that encompasses several techniques? Is it a method to be prescribed 

to the translator, or is it largely defined by the translator's choice in the light of a number of 

textual, contextual and other factors? All such perplexing questions constitute, in my 

opinion, important areas for much needed future research. 

3. Research is recommended, therefore, which would enable translators to gain a better 

understanding of texts as acts of communication. Furthermore, this would allow translators 

to work as mediators between two languages and two cultures, in order to be understood 

efficient! y. 

Finally, translation is not only the transferring of words from one language to another; it is 

a dynamic process and a final consequence of the interactions of cultures. It is hoped that 

the current study sheds light on key factors in the translation process and that it raises key 

issues and arguments that should be considered and investigated in further work. 
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ARBERRY'STRANSLATION 

MU'ALLAQA OF IMR AL-QAIS 

Halt, friends both! Let us weep, recalling a love and a lodging 
by the rim of the twisted sands between Ed-Dakhool ar.d 

Haumal, 
Toodih and EI-Mikrat1 whose trace is not yet effaced 
for all the spinning of the south wi!1ds and the northern blasts; 
there, all about its yards, and away in the dry hollows 
you may see the dung of antelopes spattered like peppercorns. 
Upon the morn of separation, the day they loaded to part, 
by the tribe's acacias it was like I was splitting a colocynth; 
there my companions halted their beasts awhile over me 
saying, 'Don't perish of sorrow; restrain yourself decently!' 
Yet the true and only cure of my grief is tears outpoured; 
what is there left to lean on where the trace is obliterated? 

Even so, my soul, is your wont; so it was with Umm a1-
Huwairith 

before her, and Umm ar-Rab.h her neighbour, at Ma'sal; 
when they arose, the subtle musk wafted from them 
sweet as the zephyr's breath that bears the fragrance of cloves. 
The~ my eyes overflowed with tears of passionate yearning 
upon my throat, till my tears drenched even my sword's .. 

harness. 

Oh yes, many a fine day I've dallied with the white ladies, 
and especially I call to mind a day at Dara J uljul, 
and the day I slaughtered for the virgins my riding-beast 
(and oh, how marvellous was the dividing of its loaded saddle), 
and the virgins went on tossing its hacked flesh about 
and the frilly fat like fringes of twisted silk. 
Yes, and the day I entered the litter where Unaiza was 
and she cried, 'Out on youl Will you make me walk on my 

feet?' 
61 
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She was saying, while the canopy swayed with the pair of us, 
'There now, you've hocked my camel, Imr al-Kais. Down 

with you" 
But r said, 'Ride on, and slacken the beast's reins, 
and oh, don't drive me away from your refreshing fruit. 
Many's the pregnant woman like you, aye, and the nursing 

mother 
rve night-visited, and made her forget her amuleted one

year-old; 
whenever he whimpered behind her, she turned to him 
with half her body, her other half unshifted under me! 

Ha, and a day on the back of the sand-hill she denied me 
swearing a solemn oath that should never, never be broken. 
«Gently now, Fatima! A little less disdainful: 
even if you intend to break with me, do it kindly. 
If it's some habit of mine that's so much vexed you 
just draw off my garments from yours, and they'll slip away. 
Puffed-up it is it's made you, that my love for you's killing me 
and that whatever you order my heart to do, it obeys. 
Your eyes only shed those tears so as ta·strike and pierce 
with those two shafts of theirs the fragments of a ruined heart. 
Many's the fair veiled lady, whose tent few would think of 

seeking, . 
I've enjoyed sporting with, and not in a,.l?-urry either, 
slipping past packs of watchmen to reach her, with a whole tribe 
hankering after my blood, eager every man-jack to slay me, . 
what time the Pleiades showed themselves broadly in heaven 
glittering lik.e the folds of a woman'shejewelled scarf. 
I came, and already she'd stripped off her garments for sleep 
beside the tent-Hap, all but: a single flimsy slip; 
and she cried, «God's oath, man, you won't get away with this! 
The folly's not. left you yet; I see you're as feckless as ever.n . 
Out I brought her, and as she stepped she trailed behind. us 
to cover our footprintS the skirt 01 an embroidered. gown. 

THB WAND.aINO ItiNG " 

But when we had crossed the tribe', endosure, and dark about 
us 

hung a convenient shallow intricately undulant, 
I twisted her side-tresses to me, and sbe leaned over me; 
slender-waisted she was, and tenderly plump her ankles, 
shapely and taut her beUy, white-8eshed, not the least flabby, 
polished the lie of her breast-bones, smooth as a burnished 

mirror. 
She turns away, to show ~ so& cheek, and wards me off 
with. the glance of a wild deer of Wajra, a shy gazelle with its 

fawn; 
she shows me a throat like the throat Or an antelope, not 

ung;Pnly 
when she ~~ it upwards, neither naked of ornament; 
she shows me her thick black tresses, a dark embellishment 
clustering down her baclt like bunches of a laden date-tree 
twisted upwards meanwhile are the locks that ring her brow, 
the knots cunningly lost in the plaited and loosened strands; 
she shows me a waist slender and sUgh~ as a camel's DOse-rein, 
and a smooth shank like the reed of a watered, bent papyrus. 
In the moming the grains of musk hang over her couch, 
sleeping the forenoon through, not girded and apronecl to 

labGur. 
She gives with fingers delicate, not coane; you might say 
they are sand-worms of Zaby, or tooth-sticks of isbil-wood. 
At eventide she lightens the black shadows, as if she were 
the lamp kindJed in the night of a monk at his devonoDS. 
Upon the like of her the prudent man will gaze with ardour 
eyeing her slim, upsWJding; £rocked midway between matron 

and maiden; 
like the first egg of the ostrich-its whiteness mingled with 

yellow--
nurtured on water pure," unsullied by many paddlers. 
Let the follies of other men forswear fond passion, 
my heart forswears not, nor win forget the love I bear you. 
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hny's the stubborn foe on your account I've turned and 
thwarted 

tneere though he was in his reproaches, not negligent.' 

)£t nigot like a sea swarming has dropped its curtains 
.ver me, thick. with multifarious cares, to try me, 
nd I said to the night, when it stretched its lazy loins 
ollowed by its fat buttocks, and heaved off its heavy breast, 
Well now, you tedious night, won't you clear yourself off, 

and let 
lawn shine? Yet dawn, when it comes, is no way better than you. 
)h, what a night of a night you arel It's as though the stars 
vere tied to the Mount of Yadhbul with infinite hempen ropes; 
~ though the Pleiades in their stable were firmly hung 
)y stout flax cables to craggy slabs of granite/ 

d:any's the water-skin of all sortS of folk I have slung 
)y its strap over my shoulder, as humble as can be, and 

humped it; 
nany's the valley, bare as an ass's belly, I've crossed, 
l valley loud with the wolf howling like a many-bairned 

w~d . 
:0 which, howling, I've cried, 'Well, wolf, thaes a pair of us, 
>retty unprosperous both, if you're out of funds lib; me. ' 
:t's the same with us both-whenever we get aught into our 

hands 
Ne let it slip through our fingers; tillers of our tilth go pretty 

thin.' 
:::>ften I've been off with the morn, the birds yet asleep in their 

nests, 
my horse short~haired, outs~pping the wild game, huge-

bodied, 
::.barging, fleet-fleeing, head-foremost, headlong, all together 
the match of a rugged boulder hurled from on high hy the 

torrent, 

THB WANDBJUNO KING 

a gay bay, sliding the saddle-felt from hi. back'. thwart 
just as a smooth pebble slides of[ the rain cascading. 
Fiery be is, for all his leanness, and when his ardour 
boils in him, how he roan-a bubbling cauldIOn isn't in it! 
Sweetly he flows, when the mares 60undering wearily 
kick. up the dust where their hooves c:lrag in the aaJDl'1ed 

track; 
.the lightweight lad slips landward from his smooth back, 
he flings off the burnous of the hard, heavy rider; 
very swift he is, like the toy spinner a boy will whirl 
plying it with his nimble bands by the knotted thread. 
His {tanks are the Banks of a fawn, his legs like an ostrich-s; 
the springy trot of the wolf he has, the fox's gallop; 

61 

sturdy hirbody-look from behind, and he ban his legs' gap 
~th a full tail, not askew, reaching almost to the ground; 
his back, as he stands beside the tent, seems the pounding-slab 
of a bride'sperfumes, Or the smooth stone a colocynth's 

broken on; 
the blood of the herd's leaders spatters "his thrusting neck 
like ~RSsed tincture of henna reddening. combed white locks. 
A flock presented itself to us, the cows among them 
like DUWcir virgins mantled in their long-trailing draperies; 
turning to flee, they were beads of Yemen spaced with cowries 
hung on a boy's ~ he nobly uncled in the clan. 
My charger thrust me among the leaders, and way behind him 
huddled the stragglers herded together, not scattering; 
at·one bound he bad taken a bull and· a cow together 
pouncing suddenly, and not a drop of sweat on his body. 
Busy then were the cooks, some roasting upon a fire 
the.griHed slices, some stir;ring the hasty stew. 
Then with the eve we retUrned, the appraising eye bedazzled 
to take in his beauty, ~king him eagedy up and down; 
all through the night he stood with saddle and bridle upon 

him , 
stood where ~y eyes could see him, not loose to his will. 

E 
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Friend, do you see yonder lightning? Lo.ok, there goes its 
gliqer ' 

flashing like two hands now in the heaped-up, crowned 
stormcIoud. 

Brilliantly it shines-sQ flames the lamp of an anchorite 
as he slops the oil over the twisted wick. 
So with my ~ompanions 1 sat watching it between Danj 
and EI-Odhew, far~ranging my anxious gaze; 
over Katan,so we guessed, hovered the right of its deluge, 
its left dropping upon Es-Siw and further Yadhbul. 
Then the cloud started loosing its torrent apout Kutaifa 
turning upon their beards the boles of the tall kanahbals; 
over the hills of El-Kanan swept its flying spray 
sending the white wild goats hurtling down on all sides. 
At Taima it left not one trunk of a date-tree standing, 
not a solitary fort, save those buttressed with hard rocks; 
and Thabeer-why, when the first onrush of its deluge came 
Thabeer Was a great chieftain wrapped in a striped jubba. 
In the morning the topmost peak of EI-Mujaimir 
was a spindle's whorl cluttered with. all the scum of the torrent; 
it had flung over the desert of EI-Ghabeet its cargo 
like a Yemeni merchant unpaclcing rus laden bags. 
In the morning the songbirds all along the broad valIey 
quaffed the choicest of sweet wines rich with sp~ces; 
the wild beasts at eve~ng drowned in the furthest reaches 
of the wide watercourse lay like drawn bulbs of wild onion. 



ARBERRY' S TRANSLATION 

MUCALLAQA OF TARAFA 

There are traces yet of Khaula in the stony tract of Thahmad 
apparent like the tattoo-marks seen on the back of a hand; 
there my comparuons halted their beasts awhile over me 
saying, 'Don't perish of sorrow; bear it with fortitude!' 
The litters of the Maliki camels that mom in the broad 
watercourse of Wadi Dad were like great schooners 
from Adauli, or the vessels of Ibn-i Yamin 
their mariners steet'now tack. by tack, now straight forward; 
theit prows cleave the streaks of the rippling ~ter-
just as a boy playing will scoop the sand into parcels. 

A young gazelle there is in the tribe, dark-lipped, fruit-shaking, 
flaunting a double necklace of pearls and topazes, 
holding aloof, with the herd grazing in the lush thicke~ 
nibbling the tips of the arak-fruit, wrapped in her cloak. 
Her dark lips part in a smile, teeth like a camomile 
on a moist hillock shining amid the virgin sands, 
whitened as it were by the sun's rays, all hut her gums 
that are smeared with collyrium--she gnaws not against them; 
a face as though the sun had loosed. his mantle upon it, 
pure' of hue, with not a wrinkle to mar it. 

-..Ah, bu't when grief assails me> straightway I ride it off· 
mounted on my swift, lean-flanked camel, night and q.ay racing, 

_ sure-footed, like the planks of a litter; I urge her oh 
down the bright highway, that back of a striped mantle; 
she vies with the noble, hot-paced she-camels, shank on shank 
nimbly plying, over a path many feet have beaten. 
Along the rough slopes with the rnilkless shes sh~ has pastured 
in Spring, cropping the rich meadows green in the gentle rains; 
to the voice of the caller she returns;, and stands on guard 
with her bunchy, tail, scared of some ruddy, tuft-haired stallion. 
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as though the wings of a white vulture enfolded the sides 
of her tail, pierced even to the bone by a pricking awl; 
anon she strikes with it behind the rear-rider, anon 
lashes her dry udders, ~thered like an old water-skin. 
Perfectly firm is the flesh of her two thighs-
they are the gates of a lofty, smooth-walled cas~e-
and tightly.knit are hersp!ne-bones, the ribs like bows, 
her underneck stuck with the well-strung vertebrae, 

. fenced about by the twin dens of a wild lote-tree; 
you might say bows were bent under a buttressed spine. 
Wi~eJy spaced are her elbows, as if she strode 
carrying the two buckets of a sturdy water-c:::arrier; 
like the bridge of the Byzantine, whose builder swore 
it should be all encased in bricks to be raised up true. 
Reddish the bristles under her chin, very firm her back, 
broad the span of her swift legs, smooth her swingirig gait; 
her legs are twined like rope uptwis~ed; her forearms 
thrust slantwise up to the propped roof of herhreast. 
Swiftly she rolls, her cranium huge, her shoulder-blades 
high-hoisted to frame her lofty ,raised superstructure. 
The SCOl'es of her girths chafing her breast-ribs are water-

courses 
furrowing a smooth rock in a rugged eminence, 
now meeting, anon parting, as though they were 
white gores marking distinctly a slit shir.t. 
Her long neck is very erect when she lifts it up 
calling to mind the. rudder of a Tigris-bound vessel. 
Her skull is most like an anvil, the junction of itS two halves 
meeting together as it might be on the edge of a file. 
Her cheek. is stnooth as Syrian parchment, her split lip 
a tanned hide of Yemen, its slit not bent crooked; 
her eyes are a pair of mirrors, shd-tering . 
in the caves of her brow-bones, the roCkofa pooPs hollow, 
ever expelling· the wlUte pus mote~provoked, so they seem 
like the dark-rimm.~d eyes of a scared wild-cow with calf. 

'WHOM THB GODS Lov-aD? 

Her ears are trq.e, c1culy detecting on the night jOUl'Dey 
the fearful rustle of a whisper, the high-pitched cry. 
sharp-tipped, her noble pedigree plain in the~ 
pricked lib the ears of a· wild-cow of Haumal lone-pasturing. 
Her trepid ~eart pulses strongly, quick., ;Yet firm . 
as a potmding-roCk set in the IDidst of a solid boulder. 
If you so wish, her head strains to the saddle·s pommel 
and she swims with her forearms, Beet as a male ostrich, 
or if you wish her pace is slack" or swift to your fancy 
f~ng the curled whip fashioned of twisted hide. 
Slit is her upper lip, ~ DOse borec:l and sensitive,. 
delicate; when she sweeps the ground with it, faster she runs.. 

.. ~ 

Such is the beast I ride,. when my companion cries 
C Would' I mightr.lDSQm you, and be ransomed, from yonder 

w~~l' 
His soul Butters within him. fearfully, he supposing 
the blow fallen. on him, thQugh his path is no ambuscade. 
When the people demand, ·Who·s the hero?· I suppose 
myse'lf intended, and ~·Ilot sluggish" not dWl of wit; 

's 

I~ at her with the whip, and my slwH:amel quickens pace 
wha~ tim-e the mUageof the. bUD\ing stone-tract shimmers; 
elegantly $he slep$, as. as1ave-gitl at a party 
Wi){ sway, showing her master skirts of a trailing white gown. 

. I .~n.ot one that·skuJb fearfullY among the hilltops, 
but when the folk ;;eek. my succou,r I gladly give it; 
if y6U look fOt" me in the citc1e of th¢ folk you·n find me thCre, 
and if you hun~ me in the tavert'l$ there you'D cab;.b me. 
Come to me when youwill,PIl poUr you a ftowing cup, 
and ifyo~ d()n»tneed it, well, do without and good.luck. to 

yon! . 
Wbmevet' the tribe·~ assembled you'll come upon me 
at the ~ 9f·the noble HC?use, ~.oft~ 
my boon-companioRS He white as stars, and a singing-wench 
comes to us in her striped gown or her·sai£ron rohe, 
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wlde the opening of her collar) delicate her skin 
to my companjons' fingers, tenqer her nakedness. 
When we ~y, • Let's hear from 'you: she advances to us 
chanting fluently, her glance languid, in effortless song_ 

Unceasingly I tippled the wine and took my joy, 
unceasingly I sold and 54uand~red my hoard and my patrimony 
till all my family desertcd mc, everyone of them, 
and I sat alone like a lonely camel scabby with mange; 
yet I saw the sons of the dust did not deny me 
nor the grand ones who dwell in those fine, wide-spread tents. 
So now then, you who revile me because I attend the wars 
and partake in cll] pleasures, can you keep me alive forcvcr? 
If you can't avert from me the fate that surely awaits rne 
then pray leave me to hasten it on with what money I've got. 
But for three things, that are the joy of a young fellow, 
I assure you I wouldn't care when my deathbed visitors 

arnye---
first, to forestall my charming critics with a good swig 
of crimson wine that foams when the water is mingled in; 
sec..'Ond, to wheel at the call of the beleaguered a curved-

shanked steed 
streaking like the woLf of the thicket you've startled lapping 

the water; 
and third, ~o ~urtaj) the day of showers, such an admirable 

season, 
dallying with a ripe wench under the poJe-propped tent, 
her anklets and her bracelets seemingly hung on the boughs 
of a pliant, unriven gum-tree Or a castor-shrub. 
So permit me to drench my head while there's still life in it, 
for 1 tremble at the thought of the scant draught I'll get when 

I'm dead. 
I'm a generous fellow, one that soaks himself ill his lifetime; 
you'll know to-morrow, when we're dead, whieh of U:; is the 

thirsty one. 

WHO" TIIK GODS LOVBD? 

To my eyes the grave of the niggardly who's mean with his 
mon~ . 

is one with the wastrel's who's squandered his substance in 
idleness; 

all you can see is a couple of heaps of dust, and on them 
slabs of granite, flat stones piled shoulder to shoulder. 

I see Death chooses the generous Colk, and takes for his own 
the most prized belonging of the parsimonious 5kin8int; 
I see Life is a treasure diminishing every night, 
and all that the ~ays and Time diminish ceases at last. 

17 

By your sweet life, though Death may miss a lad for the nonce 
he·s like a loosened lasso, whose loops are firmly in hand. 

How is it with me, that I observe my cousin Malik, 
whenever T approach him, sheers of[ and keeps his distance? 
lie scolds me -,.-and I haven't a clue as to why he should
just the way Kurt, A'bad's son, scolded me among the tribe. 
Whatever good I've asked him for, he's disappointed me
it's JUSt as though we had laid him down in the bollow tomb. 
I don't know of anything wrong I've said to him; the only 

thing is 
I searched, and not casually at that, for Ma'bad's lost baggage-

camels. 
I used our kinship as a close argument; and, by your luck, 
whenever there's anything requiring an effort, rm always present; 
lel me be summoned in a serious fix, and I'm there to defend, 
or let your enemies come against you sternly, I'm stem to help; 
if they as~ult your honour with dirty cracks, I don't W'lIlSte time 
threatening, but pour down their throa~ draughts from the 

pool~of Death. 
There's nothing amiss I've occasioned; yet it's just as if I was 

cause 
of my own defamation, and being complained of, and made an 

outcastc_ 
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If there'd been anyone else but him involved in-the case 
he'd surely have eased my grief;, or at least given me a day's 

respite; 
but my fine master is a man who's forever throttling me 
and I must thank him, and fawn upon him, and be his ransom. 
Truly, the tyranny of kinsfolk inflicts sharper anguish 
upon a man than the blow of a trenchant Indian sabre. 
So leave me to my own habits; 1"11 always be gratefui to you 
even though my tent be pitched far-o~ by Mount Darghad. 

Had my Lord wiIled, I'd have been another Kais bin K.halid, 
and had my Lord willed, I'd have been anoth~ Amr bin Marthad; 
then I'd have been a man of much substance, visited 
by all the sprigs of the nobility, chiefs and sons of chiefs. 
I'm the lean, hard-bitten warrior you know of old, 
intrepid, lively as the darting head of a serpent; 
I have vowed my loins cease not to furnish a lining 
for an Indian scimitar sharp ~ to hoth its edges, ..... 
. trenchant---when I stand forth to take my revenge with it 
its first blow suffices; I need no repeat stroke; it#s no pruning.,. 

hook-- . . 
a trusty b~de, reCOiling not from its target,; 
say, 'Gently nowI' and its edge would answer, 'Done!' 
When the tribesmen hurry to arms, you"llsure1y iind me 
impregnable, let my hand but be gripping its handle. 

Many's the kneeling, sleeping camel-the fear of me 
stalking with naked blade has oft startled the runaways; 
then some ancient she-camel with. :flaccid udd~s, huge, the pride 
of an elder thin as a stick, quarrelsome, has passed me by 
and he remarki~g to me (for her past~ and sbankwere slit) 
~ Don-t you see what ruination you'-ve brought on .me now1 
What think you,' this to the tribesm.en, 'we should do with a 

drunkard ~ 

whose wickedness presses hard on us, a wilful sinner? _ 

~.Oll '1'.& OODS LOVU? If 
But let him be,' be went oa. 'He tbaIl have the lUll hene6t of 

her; 
only if you don't halt thoee &.r~ft' bee1en, he'D SO OIl kiDInI-' 
Thea the maidservanIi let 10 l'OIItiDC her little bI, 
whi1e the tender sluedded hump waa t.teaecI to npIe .... 

IfI should die,.cry me, sweet daughter of Ma1arId, 
as my deeds deserve, aocIleDd the collar of your pwD for me; 
make me not out as a man whole zeal wu not .Y'" 
like my zeal, who. served not in battle and tumult u I haw 

servec4 
one who Was dow to doughty entaprlses, ftift to £out 
• hi mOllt Pg, 
inglorio~ puShed away contemptuously by men'. fists. 
Had I been such a pol.uoon in m.eJ\'s eyes, the enmity 
of the com~o~ aye, and the solitary bad miscbiefed me; 
but my known .ring, my bold demeatlOlll', my hODeSty 
and my bigh ancestry~ repelled my enemies from me. 
I swear, by your lif~ the task. that is GBme perplue's me DOt 

in the daylight hours, neither is my night an eternity • 

-Manys the day I've bra.ced myself, when the foemen ptessed, 
guarding the threatened breaches; -firm in the face Qf feu, 
taking my's~ where the cavalier dteads destruCtion 
and the helds muscles, ~ together, twia:h with wrGr. 
Many's the yelJow arrow, smoko,.black .. ed~ whole WiD f-ve 

awaited -
by the eamp-_; and then thrust it in the pibq of the I1ndBer. 

The days shall disclose to you thiags you WeIe igncaat of, 
and he whom you never provisioned will briDg you hick 

ticlings; 
one -that you pUrChased. never Ill. saapfor w.iD. C!01DI! to you 
withMWS; thbugkyou appointed DO 1iJJie Cot him to keep 

tryst. 



ARBERRY'S TRANSLATION 

MU'ALLAQA OF LABiD 

The abodes are desolate, halting-place and encampment too, 
at Mi~ deserted lies GhauI, deserted alike Rijam, 
and the torrent-beds of Er-Raiyan-nak.ed shows their trace, 
rubbed smooth, like letterings long since scored on a stony slab; . 
blackened.orts that, since the time their inhabitants tarried there, 
many years have passed over, months unhallowed aDd sacro-

sanct. 
The star-borne showers of Spring have fed them, the out-

pouring 
of thundercloud, great deluge and gentle following rain, 
the cloud that travels by night, the sombre pall of mo~n, 
the outspread mantle. of eve with muttering antiphon. 
Then the branches of aihakan shot up, and the ostriches 
and antelopes brought forth their young on both ~ley-~lopes, 
and the great-eyed cows that had lately calved stand over their 

brood 
while in the spreading plain the little lambs fonn their flockS. 
Then the torrents washed the dusty ruins, until they seem 
like scrolls; of writing. whose text their' pens have :tevivified, 
or the back and forth of a woman tattooing, her indigo 
in rings scattered, the tattooing newly revealed above them. 

... 

'So I stood and questioned that site; yet how should we 
question rocks . 

set immovable, whose speech is nothing. significant? 
All is naked now:. where once the people were all forgathered; 
they set forth with dawn, leaving the trench and panic-grass 

behind; 
and the womenfolk-how they stirred your passion, the day 

they climbed . 
and hid themselves in the curtained howdahs- with creaking 

. tents, 
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c:acb litter weIl-upholataed, its pole cm:nIuIdcnred by 
a brocaded banging, with fiDe Wil and c:dIDIOD ovedaJ. 
So bome they paru:d in tbronp, wild cows ofToodih and 
gazelles of WajIa beDb, their C3lves ptbered dOle 10 them; 
the troop was urged, to be swallowed up in the thimmering 

haze 

14) 

till they seemed as tamarisk-sbmbs aod bouIden in BiIba', vale. 

But what think. you still of the Lady Nawh, 10 &r away 
3nd every bqnd with her broken, new cord alike with old? 
A. Murrite she;. who dwells DOW in Faid aDd for oeigbboun 

takes . 

me HejDi folk: how can you aspire then to come to her?' 
In the ~tem parts of the Two Moun1ains, or in Muhajjar 
she lodges, surrounded by Farda and near-by RuWm, 
and Suw'1d, if she r.es to the right, then presumably 
the blac4 ridge of El-Kahr; or TiUWn tbereabou1s. 
So cut off your longing fOr one whom you may no more 

attain-
the best ~ o~ &iendsbip sever the bond at need-
and bestow your gUlS in plenty on him who entreats you fair; 
you can always break, wben his love falters and swerves away, 
with a·lean camel to ride on, that many joumeyiDp . 
have fined to a bare tbilmess of spine and shrunken lwmp, 
one that;-when Der 6esh is fa11en UfaY and _ SbelJ81h is spent 
and her ankle-thongs are worn to ribbons of long fatigue, 
yet rejoices in her bridle, and. runs still as if she wa:e 
a roseate cloud, rain-emptiecl. that flies with the south wind, 
or a great-ud~ ~ass, pregnant of a wbiae-belliecl sire 

wornlean . 
by the'srampediJJg and kicking atid biting of fellow-staDioos. 
Bitten to the bone, be mounts with ~ the humps of the bills 
disquieted by her refractoriness mel insatiable craviug; 
in the Stony reach of Eth-naJaboot he omdambers her 
to the barren wacdlpQsts, fear lading in every wayuiaIk. 
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Till, with Jumada and the six months past, content with grass 
and unwatered, a long fasting for them together, 

• they returned at last determined upon a firm resolve 
unwavering-and success in a decision is of solid purpose-
the thorns priclring her hinder hoofs, the summer winds 
swelling and swirling about them in scorching blasts. 
They kicked up a long column of dust, its shadow 6ying 
like the smoke of a bonfire, its flames soaring aloft 
fanned by the north wind, stoked with fresh ada; branches, 
like the smoke of a blaze, high-billowing its ardent mass. . 
On he went, pushing her ahead of him as was his wont 
to push her ahead whenever she threat~ to swing aside; 
then they plunged into the middle of a rivulet, and split thro~ 
a brimming pool, where the kalam-rods grew close together, 
encompassed about by the reeds overshadowing it, 
a veritable thicket, part trampled down, part upstanding. 

Is such my camel? Or shall I liken her to a wild cow, whose cat£. 
the beasts of prey have devoured, lagging, though true herd-

leader? 
Flat-nosed, she has lost her young, and therefore unceasingly 
circles about the stony waste, lowing all the while 
as she seeks a half-weaned white calf, whosecarcase the grey 

robbeJ:-wolves <'.:... _. 

in greed unappeasable have dragg~ hither and thither; 
they encountered her unawares,· and seized ·her little one from 

her, 
and of a truth the arrows of Fate miss not their mark. 
All that night she wandered, the raindrops streaming upon her· 
in continuous flow, watering still the herb-strewn sands;. 
she crouched under the stem of a high-branched tree, apart . 
on the fringes of certain sand-bills, whose soft slopes trickled 

down 
while the rain uninterruptedly ran down the line 
of her back, on a Dight the douds blotted the starlight out, 

TH. c.arn .... u.. 14' 
yet she shone ~ in tile _ of die pabrnd murk 
as the F!Ul of a diva' shines when ababa &ee &om 111 tbaad; 
bUi when the shaiows diapened, aod the cInn IUiIGaIIded .., 
forth she went, her feet slippilll upon die cIdppIDs -m. 
Distraught with sorrow, for IeftIl Dights aod ~ days 
c:eue1essJy she waadaecl among the pools of Sni'id 
till at last she gave up hope, and her sweIJins uddm sluaDk 
that DO suckliDg and no ~ had ever wrung 10 dry. 
Now she beard the murmur of men's voices, 1hat ItIftIed her 
c:omi:og &om the unseen-for man is her siebels of old
and OD both Sides, bebincl and befoce her, 10 - deenaecl, 
danger awZ~ the awful .ppRheaaioo of doom. 
Tbeo.. when the huntsmeu, despaUi.ag to come to grips, 

unleashed . 

their Bap-eared hunting-dogs with eoUan of UDtanaIcl bide, 
. they closed in on her, aM she turIIed upon them with her hom 

pointr.d and altogether like- to a Sambari spat 
to repel them, f~ she was sure that if she nopeDed them DOt 

Fate inekorable was imminent, and certain cIeatb.. 
So K.8b came to her doom, ~ fiDe houad, hoaibly smelled 
in blood, an:~ Sukham, another, left OIl the battlefield. 

Upon such a camel, when dances the ~ fOleDOOD haze 
and tlJe.bills dmv on their vapGl'OUS mantle, the ".. mirage, 
I ful6I-my yeamiilg, not otgkcting an Uiward doubt 
nor leaving any handle forfau1t-fiDden to fasten on. 

Did Nawh not bow then, and was abe DOt aWIK_1 
. am skilled to bot the boods-of friendahip, aad break them IIOci 
I am quick to be goae from plata when thry'ae unp_ng to me 
exa:pt, as happens, its ~ fettas my spirit ... 
Ha, bUt you have no idea, my dear, how many nigJIII 
of agreeable wmath, delicious in sport and c:ompaaioalbip, 
I have passed ~ how maay a taftrnci. hoisIm flag 
I have visited, when the wiDe it .proc1ainxd was ptedoat dar, .. 
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and I've forked out a pretty penny for an old, brown wineskin 
Or a pitch-smeared jar, newly decanted and seal broken, 
for the pleasure of a song on a wet morning, and a charming 

girl plucking 
with nimble fingers the strings Qf her melodious lute; 
yes, I've raced the cock bright and early, to get me my spirit's 

need ' 
and to have my second wetting by the time the sleepers s~. 
And many's the morning of wind and cold I've kept at bay 
when its rdns lay in the fingers of the bitter north 
and defended the knights, my bristling panoply burdening' 
a sWift-stepper, its bridle at dawn flung about my shoulders." 
I have climbed to a look-out post on the brow of a fearful ridge 
the dust of whose summits hung closely about their standards . 
till, when the sun flung its hand into ~~s coverlet 
and darkness shrouded the perilous marches of the frontiers, 
I came down to the plain; my horse stood firm as the truI!k 
of a, tall, stripped" palm-tree. the gatherers shrink to ascend. 
Then I pricked her on, to run like an ostrich and fleeter still 
until, when she was warm and her bones were light and pliant, 
her saddle slipped about, and her neck streamed wJlh sweat 
and the foam of her perspil:ation dreQ.ched, her leather girth; , 
she tosses her head, and strains at the rein, and' rushes on 
as a desert dove flutters with the Bight swiftly to,water. 

.,... .. ,. 

And oft in an u.nfamiliar muster of many strangers 
where gifts were hoped for, and the voice of teproachwas feared, 
thick-necked men, ranting together of blood-revenge 
like very devils of El-Badf, fe.et planted nrm., 
I've disowned the wrong, and boldiy maintained" the right 
as I "saw it, and none of those noble genu:y could glory over me. 
And many a time I've called for ·thegambt.mg~ws, "so like 
each to each in shape, to kill a gamblers' slaughtering ... beast, 
called for the arrows to choose .. barren or bearing" ~el 
whose flesh was distributed to the poor relations of all; . 
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and the guest and the poor ataapr ID1III line tboapt .... 
seIves- - . 

come down upon Tab6Ia, whole vaDeya are ever peeL 
To the shelter o£my tmlt-ropell comes every £orweuied womaa 
starved as a tomb-tethered camel, her prments satcrnd aDd 

shrunk.. 
When the winds blow into each other's teeth, they crcrtm 

cuals 
of heaped-up platten, and the orp.baDI hurl themtelvea on them. 

When the assemblies meet together, we uevtr £ail 
to supply a match for the gravest issue, stroag to aIwalder it, 

• a ~oner, bestowing on ~. the • their clue, 
"~ to some their righti. denying the claims of some 
{oriM general good, generous, auisting 1ibera1ity, 
gentlemanly, winning and plundering pncious prize, 
sprung of a stock whOse feathers laid dOwn a code £or them, 
and every folk bas its ~ oflaws.and its high ideal 
When at.rme6 ~. battlt; there ~ are with -their helmets on 
and their coats of mail, the rings "of them gleaming like stan: 
unsullied is _ honour, their deeds are not ineflectual. 
for "their prudent mindsilic1iile notalla' capridous lust. 
They have built for us a house whose roofreacbes very high 
and to itbave mounted alike the; dden and young of the tribe. 
So be satisfied With w¥t die Sovereign _ allotted; 
Be bas ~~ the~ti~ among 111, knowing them weU, 
~ when tr:ustwQrfmbess came to be apportioned among a tribe 
the Apportionet bestowed On us ali exceeding sbare. 

" They are the strivers, whenever tbetribe is visited 
by dismss; they are the ttibe'skDights and high arbiters; 
to those who seek. their protection they are as the bounteous 

Spring 
as also to widows in their !oag yea of widowhoocL 
Suell·a tribe they ~ that DO envier sucxeeds to hold back 
nor anytevUer _sts the eaemYS"-.viIing tongue. 



SELLS'S TRNSLATION 

The MuCdllaqa of LabUl 

The tent marks in Minan are worn away, 
where she encamped 

and where she alighted. 
Ghawl and Rijam left to the wild. 

And the torrent beds of Rayyan 
naked tracings, 

worn thin, like inscriptions 
carved in flattened stones, 

Dung .. stained ground 
that tells the 'years passed 

since human presence, months of peace 
gone by, and months of war, 

Replenished by the rain stars 
of spring, and struck 

by thunderclap downpour. or steady, 
fine-dropped, silken rains, 

From every kind of cloud 
passing at night, 

darkening the morning, 
or rumbling in peals across the evening sky. 

The white pondcress has shot upward, 
and on the wadi slopes, 

gazelles among their newborn, 
and ostriches, 

And the wide-of-eyes, 
silent above monthling fawns. 

On the open terrain 
yearlings cluster. 

The rills and the runlets 
uncovered marks like the script 

of faded scrons 
restored with pens of reed, 

Or tracings of a tattoo woman: 
beneath the indigo powder, 

sifted in spirals, 
the fonn begins to reappear. 

3S 
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I stopped to que.tion them. 
How is one to question 

deaf. immutable. 
inaniculate .tones? 

Stripped bare now. 
what once held aU that 'tribe- . 

they left in the early morning 
leaving a trench and some chatch. 

They stirred longing in you 
as they packed up their howdabs. 

disappearing in the lairs of cotton. 
frames creaking. 

Post-beams covered 
with twin-rodded curtains 

of every kind of cloth brocade 
and a black. transparent. inner veil. 

Strung out along the route 
in groups. Iilce oryx does of Tudih. 

or Wajl:an gazelles. white fawns 
below them. soft necks turning. 

They faded into the distance 
. appea~g in .. tbe shi,mmering haze 

bke tamarisks and boulden 
..... on the slopes oJ Bishah. 

But why recan Nawar? 
She's gone. 

Her ties and bonds to you 
are broken. 

The Murrite lady 
has lodged in Fayd. 

~en jo~ned up witbthe Hijazi clans. 
Who are you .tp aspire to reach her. 

on the eastern slopes 
. of Twin Mountains or'Mubajjar1 

Lonebuttt;. has ~aken her in. 
then 'Marblehead. 

Then Tlndcdands 
if she beads toward Yemen-

I imapne her there-ot at ThraD Mountain 
or in the va1lcv of Tdkhim. 

Cuttbe bond 
with one you cannot reachJ 

The best of thole who make a bond 
_ are t~ Who can break it. --. 

Give to one 'Nho seems to care. 
giVe again. 

but if the lovegoa.lam.e and stumbles. 
y()u fan b~ak it off 

On a joutney-wom mare. 
worn to a ~Ulnant. 

with mnken loins . 
and asunbn hump. 

Whenftesh shrinks back 
afOund the joints: . 

and atth( limits of weariness 
a.nkk thonpfray. 

She is as Reet in the bridle 
as a re4~h 'doud ' 

emptied of water 
skimming along on ,the IOl1th wind. .. 

Or a sheen-of-udder. 
mate of a JUtted white-beDy. 

Gllashin,and.~ the driving off of riVals, 
hils nitncd Imn sallOw. . 

.,Bite-;SCaR'ed.v.rary • 
he takes her high 

into the hill curves. pregnant. 
~calcitrant. craving . 

Above: the craalands of ThaIabUt 
be.dimbs the vantage points, 

·wiJlcHW.,pt. 
theway-stones charged with fear. 

J1 
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Until they scrape back through 
the six dry months of Jumada. 

month on month of thirst. 
surviving on dew. 

They bring their course 
to a binding plan

strength of intent 
is in the twist of the sttands. 

Pasterns tear in the briar gTass. 
Summer winds 

flare into dust squaDs 
and burning Winds of Sumiun. 

They contend in raising dust. 
Its shadow soars 

like the smoke of a firebrand. 
kindling set ablaze. 

Fanned by.the north wind. 
stoked with brushweed. 

the smoke 'of a blazing. 
high-billowing fire. 

He pushes on. 
keeping her ahead. 

She balks. 
He drives her forward 

Until they break <-;.. " 

into the midst of a stream. 
split the brimming flow 

and clustered reeds. 

An. enclosing stand of rushes. 
some trampled. 

some standing. 
hedging them in with shade. 

Ot-~ it a wild one .• 
wolf-suuclc? 

She lagged behind the h~l"d. 
Its lead animal had been her stay, 

A Sat-noted one who loIt her VOUftl, 
she does not cease 

circ:IiDg the dune .tope. 
andlowmg. 

FoT a white &wD. rolled in the dUit 
and dismembered . 

by contendlne wolva. athen. 
Dot about to give up their poniOD. 

They chanced upon her 
while me was unaware 

and struck. The arrow. of fate 
dQ not miss their prey. 

She passes the nieht 
in continUbUl curtaina of rain 

washing around the dUDe tufts 
in a ttead.y stream. 

Row.mg alOD'S the'line of her bade. 
.runlet on runlet, 

on a night the stars 
arc veiIe4 indoud. 

She 'enteR a ..... ded tanek 
of roots. casting abOUt 

. ...J 

nit her. hOrns. at the base of the· duDe 
as it drifts and faUt awav. 

Glowing m tbe. face· 
of the ·dark. luminoU$, 

like· a' ~.~ pead 
come unstrung. 

As night parts from dawn 
she appeu. in the cady liIbt. 

kg ~ .• lippiuc 
011 the haTd. wet sand. 

sPlashing, ~Dfu&ed. 
through.lbe pools of Suci~d. 

bad: andfo. 
seVen pairs of nights and days. 

J9 



Until. hope eone. 
her once-fun udder dries. 

dloueh suckling and. weaning 
are not whae withered ie down. 

She makes out the sound of men. 
trluffled. striking fear 

from the hidden side. 
human presence. her affliction. 

Dawn finds bel' turni~g. 
front and rear. 

placing behind her and ahead 
the source of rear. 

Until the archers give up 
and send in their well-trained. 

lop-eared. rawhide-collared 
hunting hounds. 

They run her down. 
She wheels upon them 

with a horn. point: and shaft. 
like a SaJll.hariyya spear. ' 

Driving theUl off. 
sensing death upon her 

if she faUs. certain. 
fated, neal'. 

Kasabi beat'S down on her. 
He is srt\eared in blood. 

and Sukham. in his place of attack. 
is left to die. 

On one like th ... t. 
when shimmerings dance 

in the forenoon 

40 

and hills are gowned. in mirage. 

1 bring me issue to a close. 
notbe1d back by doubt: 

OT by som.e critic's rummaging around 
for something there to· blame. 

Or dicln't you bow, NawAr. 
that I 

am one who tie •• love 1mot 
and cuts it tftc? 

Who .\'andons a place 
that no loaaa pleua. 

unlets ill fate deave 
to that some certain leU of IIIine. 

You don't know, no, 
how many nights. 

bright-faced. with drinking company 
and delicious entertainment 

I have spent in talk! Showing up 
at the innkeeper's banner 

at the moment' if is raised. 
when the wine is choice, 

Paying any price for every vintage 
ated in ~lackened skins 

and tar-smcared jugs. 
scalJbroken. 

For a pure morning draueht 
and the play Qf a singing gid 

upon het' lute, tingets slipping 
so&ly moss the strings. 

~ing early to O\ltstJip 
the rOOSter's moming caD. 

for a second round that quencha 
when sleepeu just be~n toltir. 

On how many a cold and windy momma 
have I held steady' 

. as the reins faD 
into the· bands of the north wind. 

Tribe..defcndei. 
sword on a fiery steed. 

'Illy cr~$:-suh her bridIe. 
riding out at dawn 

41 
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To climb to a vantage point 
over a close-waned IOrte 

hidden in dust. 
dust covering the way-marks. 

The IUD', hand dropped 
into thickening darleness, 

the mouths of the ridge passage 
concealed in veils of shadow. 

I descended to the plain, 
mare standing like a palm. 

smooth. towering trunk 
thwarting the date cutters. 

I drove her on to the pace of an ostrich 
and faster. 

until she grew hot 
and her bones softened. 

Saddle sliding 
as her nedc poured sweat. 

girth strap drenched 
in hot foam. 

Head raised, she stretched 
in the bridle. and veered 

like a water-bound pigeon 
when the Sock surges. 

How many strangers 
in how many an unruly mob 

where gains are sought. 
;, blame feared, 

lion-nedctd. threat~spewing. 
demanding blood, 

as if they ~re desert iinn. 
feet anchored in stone. 

Have I given the lie 
in what they claimed. 

affinning .my share alright. 
IOTded over by no prince of theirs. 

How many times haw ] caJled 
for a ... aysif' slauehter 

and the pminllots 
of notched arrow shafts. 

Calling the throw 
, for a caUl", or DUninl marc, 

the portions parceled out 
to aU the ·client dans. 

Diltant clients and guests 
as if they'd come dOWD 

to Tab'la 
wbc~ valleys are green. 

Seeking remp amona the tent ropes. 
weary as a stumb~ .eam.et. 

weary as a ghost ~. 
white-humpcd. left to. die. 

They 'show up when the winds wail. 
the weak. of kin, 

the broken kin. the ol'phaned. 
to be given, an equal' s ~re. 

There is tct among us 
when thee:outici1 meets, 

one who seizes the momcn~ 
who takes on the burden. 

Who divides and assignS. 
who raises high the rights of soine, 

others. 
driving into the ground, 

A$ he deems fit, magnanimous. 
munificent, 

grac;ious, 
seeking plunckr and gaining it. 

From a cl8n whose fathers , 
have ,hewn theW'ay. 

- For everywaTdor band 
there is a KQide and- a way. 

13 



Their honor untarnished, 
their action never fallow, 

their judgment does not lean 
with the winds of desire. 

When trust was portioned out 
anlong the tribe, 

the divider bestowed on us 
the greater share. 

Be content with what the sire 
has given. 

He who portioned merit out at 

is IllOSt knowing. 

He built for us a house 
with lofty. roof. 

Boys and full-aged men 
ascend to it. 

They are the protectors 
when the tribe is pressed, 

they are the riders, 
they are the rulers. 

They are life-spring 
to dependents among them, 

to those without provider, 
when the year grows long. 

They are the tribe 
when the envier drags his foot 

and the vile one 
leans to the enemy. 
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TIm ~./U..LAQ,I OF TAaAPA 

SELLS'S TRANSLATION 
~--.. - " .. _---

The ruins KhIlwla left 
on the lDouIec:l iladaads of Th6mhad 

appear and fade. like the trace of a tattoo 
on the back.o£ a hand. 

There Ifty friends halted 
tall caJDc" over IOC, 

saying: don't lose youndf 
. in grid, ID&D.: endurel 

A. ;i, ycstciday ~ 
the bawd .. of a M~te 

were a ahip; ·frec-ftoating, 
in the wide _adi beds of D~di. 

The Ship of an <Ada_JJ:yyan 
or the Yemenite, 

the lDate tacking at tilDes 
. then bringing her around. 

She cleaves the rippled waves, 
bewbreast ISUbmerged. 

like the hand of a chifd at play, 
scooping through the- soft .mi. 

Am.ong the tribe' i •• glU:Clle, . 
a wme-.dark YClP"ling, . • 

shakirig down the· Arak berriea and draped, 
string.on string, with ~.o1ite ;m~ pearl. 

She l.gs. FroJ:D • dune thiclcc;t 
she watches the herd. 

She ~s at the Arak branches . 
until d1ey clothe her. 

.!:~ . 

:FrOID a deep red mouth she m:niles, 
a. ~ouUle blOBSOID 

dew-inoistCDed 
bre~g ~ugh a ~ of p~.sand~ 

As if the sun had loosed 
its robe 

upon her fac.e~ glowing, 
washed iD)ight. smOoth. 

And I. I ride oft' care 
when it assails IDe, 

on a travel-honed Dlare, 
Diovilig by e~iDg, land by ~, 

TIIB .AofUCALl..AQII OP TAaAPA 

Solid _ & co&iD·. plaDb. 
_ I dri_ her on 

doWD & tIW:II: p..-ed out 
like the .tripe on & B61jad cloak. 

She vieII with tholl'OUpbred ... lfteb, 
JJeec-.footed, 

thigh-.o-t1Dch . 
down the beaten track. 

On the ~. beipu abe paIIt\u'ea 
&IIlOng the cky-ol-u.dden, 

grazioc _eadow hollowll; 11Uh 
after & ~nd rain .. 

She Rart8 at dAe driver'. cry. 
wUdina.ofr fears 

of & _dr.-matted bay ... Ilion 
-With her ba-iady tail, . 

Aa if it were barbed 
'with white .falCOD .feathen 

drilled into the· tailbone 
with·an awl, 

Laming up ,at ~es 
OVCE' the haunches. then down 

upon'. dried out . udder 
r:niIldess ... 'withered _aterbag. 

With bard. meaty tbighs. 
like· the' double doors 

of a towu.hi. fortras 
with ~ waIh!. 

Ribs iike the easing 
of a. v.ul~. upper 1IJline· 

stude With v~ . 
packed in on elle ano~ doee, 

As if ~cr ·flanka were ~pe.d . 
in .,D6la-ahrub 1:bidu=t. 

and. eurved bow an~ 
her aotid. buttressed ~e. 

FOreanDB that _ the elbow 
twist, oUt wide 

like ctia-c. 01 • ~ter carrier 
luggins two full pails. 

!J..build like ,a, Byzantine's bridge
it. builder SWPZ'C· 

to raWe up bric::k aQd IDOrtar sidee 
1UI.ti1 ~~ 
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26 THE AIIUcALLAQft OF TARAPA. 

VVit.h _ red-briatled ~nderchin., 
_ bac:;Jc. _ell atren.~ened. 

long atride. 
and I_hang Corearma 

That aplay out ""'de £roxn the body. 
she le~a to ,the aide. 

f'orear.-na 
like _edged-in roof' be~_ 

She barrels Corth, 
veering. huge-headed, 

collarbones raised high 
on a to'\IVering f'rarne. 

The sa.ddle atrap .na.rks 
along her rib ca.ge 

like __ tercourses on the high rouglUa:nd's 
s~ooth rock slabs. 

Intersectin.g a.t t.imes. 
t:hen dist.inct.. 

like the _hit.e inlay 
of' a ta~tered shirt. 

VVith a long neck-and "",ichers" 
___ hen she lifts theJnO.. 

like a. ship's bo ___ 
rising out oC t:he Tigris, 

A skull like a.n. anvi.l. 
1:_0 s1.des _elded 

~o a j'Utti.n.g poi:nt: 
like the edge: of a. file, 

A cheek l~e a Syrian. ~ s 
parchment. a lip 

like a.. Ye'KlBe:n.." s 
untanned .lea.ther. 

Eyes like tVlirO no.irrors 
sheltered in. the rock 

bro"W'bone" s· Ca.VC8 2 

t __ o carved-out pools. 

Eyes shicldedfrozn. dust 
like the -t"W'o .d·ark on.es 

o£ a. frightened. doe oryx 
~ili f'a~,. 

...:...~ . 

Tvvo keen. ear. that IJerl.S!C out 
. sounds ~ the n.ight:-j'ouTD.ey, 
soft. ~u:fI1ed. acC~ so_nods. 

or piercin.g. ' 

THE ~QIj 01' TAIlAI'A 

Souncl-abupeacd can: you _ in dIeaa 
saod bnediaa. 

like thotIe of a .a.y wild cow 
in IUwmal, 

A hiah-8tn.ID&. pahiDg ,heart.. 
quicbDed, com.~ 

lib a stone hammer 
apbut • hardened 1IIab, 

A split upper lip. aDd a DeMe, 
pierced, amooth, well formed. 

Wben she .weep. it &loRa the pouDd 
her pace quidreN. • 

If you wiah abe paces. 
If you wish abe Blows. 

fearing the leather strap' s 
twisting coil. 

If you wiehe her head riaee 
beyond the saddle frame., 

aDd IIhe swinu with her forearms 
like a speeding oatric::h. 

, and Boast 

0.11 one :like that I aet out 
when a frieDd says: 

that you and I 
could be each other'. raJUoDl! 

When a lDan'. soul Sies to his thrOM 
, in rear, and he imagines ' 
im~BrUin_ though no one 

aaIb hia e~gjoumey; waidn$ . 
WIleil the tnOe·lICea a young·JDaJl 

~,'11 feadeU, I think it'ame 
they InC_D. I don"t ~ back 

and I don't stand stupid, gapmg. 

When I snap the rou.gh"fringcd whip 
she.burat. forward, 

vapoura .moldering 
~. the JciD.CIled rock tenaiD.. 

Shcstruts in elepnt eaIIC 

Wte aslave--born C'D\UtUaJi 
before her Jord, parading her white, 

Single-apun, pleatedtnin. 

I don't _uIk thehi~~ 
wadi slOpe. 

in fear. -when JIlCD uk for help 
I give it.. 
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Seek J'De in the tribe'. 
c:ouncil ring. you'U fbad Ine. 

Track Ine aznong the vint:Der"s ahack.a 
you'U find Rae there, 

'Where the faces of' drinking feUo_s 
blaze like stara, 

and evening brings a.:rnong us a singing girl 
in a bodice and aafCron scented gow-n. 

Her neckline 
opening ~de. fine 

to the drinker'. touch. 
her naked skin tender. 

When _e saY,let us hear a song 
she breaks into one at ease

_ith a delicate glance 
and _ithout strain. playing. 

'When she Bings 
I seC'ID to hear 

the oryx dOe' s echoing re.crain 
.cor a lost, spring-born stray. 

So I go on. drinking, 
chasing pleasure ~ 

seIling off' acquisitions, 
selling inheritance, squaridering, 

Until shunned by .n my £ather's tribe 
and set apart 

like a Inange stricken caJD.el 
8J:Dear~ 'With tar. 

Yet I Bee the son.s oC du.~ 
will not. deny IDe, 

not the tent people 

'<J'" •• 

~der their widespreading flaps of hide. 

Nay! You who blame xne Cor joinipg 
the c1a.Jnorous roar of battle, 

and attending pleasures. ' 
will you 'lDake xne ittlnaortal? 

If you can't ward ofl".xny fat.e 
then leave xne 

run it down 
by spending all that. I have_ 

But for three things in a bravo's life~ 
. by god! I 'W"Ouldnot. care 

_hen. I. __ ~y death bed visitoJ;"S 
risin.g to leave: 

THE MUCAL.lAGt OP T~A 

BeatiDg the acolda 
co a drink en deep Ired W'ine 

that mixed -ath --.ter 
bubbl_ over, 

Wbec1i:ng abou.t, 
_hen caJ.led by one in need. 

a horM: like a _ater-bou.nd tree W'oU' 
'When startled. 

And abortening .. cloudy day. 
a cloudy day that gJaddena. 

under the high-poled tent flap_ 
W'ith a pa.ranaour. 

Her anklet ringa and bracelets 
like b~ cascade. 

nrung over me red c.aIlc>t:rope 
or an UOhroken, aoft-II'tCDUDed castor. 

A generous D1&I1 quenehes his soul 
_hile he i. stiD alive: 

You'n knoW' "When _e aa-e dead 
_hieb of us still thirst:a! 

I see the 'tomb of'the hoarder, 
the panter-for-hia-'\Nealthy

liket.be tOanb of' 'the prodiKJU, 
p'l'"Omgace do-wrong: the .~e:. 

You see t'W'o heap. of' ea.rth 
'With,sil~ slab. 

oC hard. ckatIstone 
piled up upon theD1. 

I see qea.ch c:h.oose 
the generous aDd ,the noble, 

while piclting o~ the. best part 
oC the hardened- D1i.ser' B spoil. 

I see liCe" a treasure. 
shri~g ev~ nipt, 

shrunkc~.nby day. and ~e. 
. then goftc. 

By your life! 
., neath does not..miss the brave). 
its :slackiened .rope" s arol:Uid hbn, 

~u,l.nd a.round· the twisc:edcoWs. 

Quarrel: LQst' P~ck ·Ca.nels 

What is \l.V'r,QDg with IDe? 
I s.ee xnysel£. . 

I see IDy cousin M4iJik . 
I COn:lC: near .. He draws a __ yo 
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10 "fHP. MlrALLAQIt OF TAJlAFA 

Blaming me. 
I doo', know why. 

All Qart bin "cbad 
hlamed me in the tribe. 

Every good ( ;uked for 
hr. turned 10 di!lappoinlmenl, 

.... if we'd laid it in the nichc 
of a du~-out grave. 

Thcrr: Will no wrong in what 1 said, 
crying OUI n clairn-

nOI letting it lie-

(01' the lost pack troop of M,cbad. 

I claim kin"hip, 
and by your fortune! 

al the last litTlilS of endurance 
I am a wilness. 

Called on in trouble, 
J defend. 

If enc1"nies COlne straining agaimlt you 
1 strain back. 

I r they abuse your honor 
I give them a dTaught 

from death' s ponl. 
I don't start orf with threatening. 

I brought on no InisfoJ"tunc, 
a~ if I were the: cause 

of my being abused, 
disparaged, put asid~! 

Were my lord another nlan 
th».n the man he is 

he wuuld assuage nly SOITOW 

or granl Inc a day's rc:oopite. 

Rut my lord is a ma.n 
who l'trangles mc 

though I thank him. and beg him, 
and pay his ranSOTn. 

The oppression of' a kinsman 
i., mort"! painful to a man 

than the: blow of a marpened sword 
of Indian ll·on. 

Leave me and leave )TlY doings he: 
You'U have: lny thanks! 

though 1 aTn far away 
pitching calnp on Dughad mountain. 

THP. MUCALLA{Ifj ()P TAaAFA 

Had my lurd wished 
I'd have been a QaYI bin KhAlid. 

Had my lord wished 
I'd have beron an cAnlr bin M6nhad. 

l"d have been a nlan 
of great, wiLle~grazing herda, 

paid visit by Ions r)( noblea, 
10nlK, and by the sons of tonia. 

1 IUD the thin one. 
You know him, 

quick as the head 
of a darting aerpent. 

I am the onc who swore 
to make his thigh always 

the soft backing 
of a fine, duuble-edged Indian sword. 

When I !!land with it, avenging, 
it cuts. 

The first hlow make. a second unneeded. 
No pruning axe, 

Str.ady, nut deflected 
from its largel: 

When so.neone say. "easy!" 
its widder sayK "done. " 

When Incn of the tribe 
rush for weapons, 

you'll tind mc, 
hand around the hill, unassailed. 

Quarrel: Tht: Slaughtered Ntiqa 

M any a troop of kneeling. 
sleeping camels ... 

J startled the leaden 
passing in front with a 5harp, bare blade:. 

Before me meandered an old marc 
with thick-Ilkinned udden, 

rugged, huge, thc pride 
of a quarrelsome old .. lick uf a man. 

He said, and aln:iWy 
lhe leg and llhanJc h».d been slit, 

can't you see 
wbat calamity' you've brought us! 

No, by your life! he said, 
what do you make of this 

hardened dnJnkard 
heaping his wilful eJlceMc:$ upon us? 

~, 
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I.rt hin) go, th ... y said, 
Irt hi n .. t akc. ""ha.t. h.-:' s taken, 

l>1Jf k"'f'P th~ k~eeling troop av.ray 
or l-u:'ll go on killing. 

Sel'ving rnai<is r"oasted in embers 
th ... lJnl><>rn calf', 

arl£1 carv.,,£J ctH~ic:e cuts of' hump, 
~d rushed to s.-:t them heCoTe us. 

<:"> daughte~ <>1 1V2:A<ba.d! 
VVh..,n I di.." proclaim my death 

a.nd tear your collar open. 
as I deserv-cd. 

1)01'1'[ ITlakf' me a IDan 
""hose resolve __ aso. ''( my 0""0.. 

~ ho could never replace me 
or cast my shado"". 

Slo"" to ~he great deed. 
quick vviili f'oul palaver. 

docile bef'ore t:he fist:. 
slapped a""ay_ 

'V\I ere I un""anted. a hanger-on. 
the ernnity oC one of' the CTOvvd 

or sorne loner 
might hurt:. 

Bu.t: bold and daring 
against them. 

~rue (:0 rn.y vvord. __ ell-horn, 
I drive n"1eD. '\Nay. 

By your liCe I svvear it! 
lVIy day is not mu.rky 

or muddled, 
nor my night neverendrng. 

Bovv may a day 
have I steeled myself' in. bat:de. 

guarding gaps 
in. the midst of'threatening. 

On a field -",vhere the bravo 
tastes fear of' death: " 

vvhen horses· shoulder blades en.tangle, 
quivering. 

Ho-",v xnany a gaxn.bling arro-.. 7 yellovv. 
fire-hla.ckened-

I lis"t:ened to it crackling--
have I ~sted to the shuffier7 shand. 

THE MU'AlL1QA or TAWA 33 

There will come to you OCWI 

of ODC you didn't provldr for, 
for wbom you never 

fixed a date for meeting 

The daya WIll reveal to you 
what you didn't know before 

The one you refused proVlslon 
will bring you word. 

Haverford College translated by MICHo\!l &a.w 



O'GRADY'S TRANSLATION 

MU I ALLAQA of Imru' al-Qays' 

THE VAGABOND PRINCE 

Halt here friends. 

Allow me private pause alone . 

to remember a love, a longing, an unrequited right 

here where the sand dune's rim whorls between where 

we've abandoned and where we're bound for. 

Here you'll still see 

the old camp markers 

despite that dangerous whirl 

of the south wind, 

nerves' nag of the north wind4 

Here where they staked out their paddock, 

in those parched hollows 
you can still see the dried dung like dried dates. 

On the day of departure, 

the dawn they loaded to move on, 

I broke up like burst fruit 

by those thorn bushes. 

Friends reined in above me. 

"Don't break for heartbreak 
Stick tough," they called. 

4' Later, alone, I howled my eyes out at the dark. 

What's left to lea? together with,longing against, 

when life's outlines get swept away? 

But that's the way of it. 

It was the same story with that woman before her, 

the woman before her again 

and the girls before them too. 

When they arose and drew close 

their subtle musk madness demented the mind, 



carried from them on the cartless eastern brttz.e 
comes bearing scent of cloves. 

l Then this heart' broke through my thr6at's yeaminglcars 
untill had to shift my Sword's sling harness 

round my waist) 

Many the long day I wasted 
watching fine white-fleshcd women. 

Especially that day I butchered my beast for those girls 
and divided my heaped high pack-harness between them. 

They spenr their titne swapping cuts of the meat 
and fat, frilled with fnoges like finger-twisted silk, 

throwing the cuts to each other, playing eatth as catch can. 

r 
And the day I hopped up into her howdah! 

She screamed: 
-Damn you. 

Get outo( here. 
Do you want me to walk?" 

The howdah rocked with the rare pair of us in there. 
She shouts: 

"Get out! Get down! 
You've hocked my camel.· 

I teased: "Ride on 
Loosen the rein. 

Don't refuse me your (ruity npeness. 
You're nOl the ftrst pregnant woman fvt .gOt into nor the first 

nutsingmOther I've got by night 
and distracted her from her darling 

with his magic amulet against the evil qe. 
When he bawled behind her 

she'd half twiSt her body to him 
but hold her lower half 

hard against 
undermt." 

One sad day 
.on the rump of a sand dune 

that one refused me. Swore solemnly 
sht'd never ~ her vow. 

Ipr.dcd: 
"Easy now. 

. Easy with this kind of carry on. 
Even if you're bent ona ~eak with JIlt 

break with me gently .. 
It's all gone to your head 

that my lovdor you murdm me, _ 
that your slightestw1rlspcr 
barks myhea~5.(mrunand-

If any matter of manners of mine 
displease. upset you 

uncover my clothes from yours 
and recover youuelL 

Surely your ~ 
did not well up alld -wup teats like daggers 

to mindlessly splinter 
my lCMSickheart!" 

Many's theeggsheIlsbaped tent 
no one dared enter 1 got into 

and lazily dallied ttsfairfaced lady. 
fve outwitted the watch of whoktribes 

with nothing less than my bead on their minds. 

• When the Pleiadesihone in the Sky 
1m the preciOJ1SstoneS stitched on a lady's5Carf, 

l slipped through to her, 
found her stripped for sleep 

except (or her singldlimsy. sleePillg slip. 
She gasped: 

"My goo. are )'Ou mad -1 
Will your bead and heart not heed .,. 



lied her 0Ul, 

she trailing tbe train 
of bet long cloak to amr our tracks. 

until ~'d crossed the tribal compound 
to the shelter of: a hollow; 

with those conca~ and canYa 
crtSCtlUS of thc dunes 

crisscrossed in semicircles around us for covet 
Slowly 11wisted the two black snakes 

of her side tresseS until shc swayM ovu me. 
amply fleshed atflank and ankle. 

Slender her body. 
Not shallow her belly bowl's navel not 

buxom her bosom 
but polished as the boss of a burnished 

mfrror her breasts' break.. 

Sbc's pale as the first born babe 
nurtured by that unsullied sidc of the stream 

not settled on. 
She tur'Ilsasick 

and guards her grace with a glance. 
shows the smooth soft side 
o£hcr~ c'he.ek like shy 
.. wild gazelle with young. 

Her tbroat~1ike that of wild antelope. 
not r.ougbwhcn raised 

nor naked of ornament either 

Her charcoal black haU' dusters in cords 
decksdown her back like bunches of dates. 
OUSlered her cuds the breadth of bethrow 

with the knots caught back up and lost 
in ~ray,loose strands. 

Winsome &be leather tboag wiDds bu waist u the lines 
of ac;.amel\s s1mdcr leather ran bangs loose 

in wind. ua • smooth stalk 
of shadowai papyrus the sbe.en 

or her lazy leg. 

Her waking moming's tbe mind muddled musk smell 
surrounds ha night's sleep. 

Her aftemoon'$ sic.sta~ slumbera! 
in • gilt gallabia shift. 

ungirt of bel' girdle 
for forqiay. 

She worb h£r will with her suppe 
lemon fRSbenal fmgm 

, ~ sOft ~ sand Worios. 'fUOIk WDllders 
as sbaviQpof ~ wood. 

She dissolws tbe darlmcss at ~ 
as if she v.ae the flighdight lit by a neophyte 

in the nave of bisDight devotions. 
Ona girl Uke that gill an older man gazes 

with the adoration of an adolescmr 
She's trim, tall. caught betwml God's clear 

oUtlinea 'the chiJd'm1 
the curvaceous wannthof wumanhood, 

asthef~ ostrich egg mill&la . 
, us white with its gold ,uk. 

Some mcn may master desire Wit!t disuactioo. 
My ~mlcges.aH reason. 

rejects alllUnitation. 

Many's tbeenemy near)'OU~ pushed back 
no malta his honest negation. 

Incva- ncgltctai your aud's knead. 
Night bas sp o(rm. . 



like the dark drapes it drops down upon me 
and uncovers its gargofleS guffaw me. 

maddened me so I shouted back 
when she stretch-curved her spine's column, 

barefaced her fat buttocks. boasted 
that darkling dare of her breasts 

to tease. then ~onnent me: 
"No, night ! 

1 grant no quaner. 
Give ground to light! 

Even though no sun shall outShine you for me. 
You're my navel of night 

with your lifes string strung. around stones 
set solid as symbols 

like flax on my stretch fence." 
Many a winebag of bravura. wastrel-brother madness 

rYe carried as comrades' crucifixion 
and many's the desert valley, 

bare as a donkey's belly. 
rve traversed where the prodigal wolf 

howls over her litter 
and I howled back: 

"Well. WOlf! 
There's two of us in it 

and neither of us making a much of iL 

If either of us manage a muckle today, 
it's a Mickle tomorrow. 

Our tillage turns shallow. 
Our barter and bargains beggar." 

I'm. out early, 
the birds still nestle in their nests, 

humped on my well-groomed. handy high camel 
is faster than wildlife 

full belt headlong in gallop tilt forward 
like a sandhill's windslide or great river's cataraCL 

\ My loasely nuoa saddk liankd 
sUdes OIIU his haunches 

as rain showas on smooth stolle. 

Despik his leanness 
when his spirit stirs his thoaougbbred blood 

to. boll.tn his beart's bot c:rucibk, 
hear his snort, his whinney. 

He sealS me smooth as .• swift SlJUm 
whik 'WOIll out mares ldck up saud OIl hardened 

tracking tracks trI.'IaK mae distances. 

. Any brazen, bold boy would delight 
to bounce:down from. his S'AUt ~ back. 

and brush back. the hood 0( his burnous 
like • bard-riding rascal 

He's quicker than cprirklillV 
qukk as the peg-top flickt.d by a cl.Wd 

off a tight ~ tog's strln,g. 
My camel has the haunches of ~ in gallop. 

his lets tbC 1eaIWSS of CI5ttlch loping. 
He sportS ~ jerky jog of tbe jadcal, 

looks fax frisky. 

Seen from his rump 
he's round as ., wdl-nbbalfducca 
and nuu:s.bis fore and bind 1qs 

with dull saaight taillawsDOthiDg askew: 
Sideways be seems the pestle pounds pcrfumepowdcr-asence 

. or the smooth stoIiespitsopm ripe fruit. 
The blood of ~ best of the humed herd 

stains hisstretchcd neck 
1iU the tincture of hcnnain lim 

Then a bm:I wbuled our way. 
The ~ng ewa looked li.ke child brides 

in gay grouud-kngrh p11abias. 



When they wbttled away 
they looked like Uccklaces of onyx 

on a gid's white nttk . 
fathered and fostemi within the family. 

My hal tioodcd mount and I 
headCd off tbe leadas from the main herd. 

bundlrd tbe rest in a bunch behind. 
With one lunge he had him a buck and a eM together 

with no sweal 

The rest of (he day we spent spitting kebab 
and stirring the stew thrown quickly togethet. 

We returned with ~ning 
when tired ~. would f.all to focus him in all his fineness, 

He stood the night tethered. . 
saddle and bridle stin on him, 

within~ght 
so as not to roam loa;e. 

Look! 
Crowning that stormcloud 

lightning! 
It flashes like a bowmaU's-hand 

£licks arrows from his-quiver. 
__ A brilliant blaze of light 

like that bf the lone hermit when he sPashcs-oil- • 
on the twisted wick of hisnighthmp. 

- Wecrouchcd and Watched 
with an anxiQus eye for -~ v.Uther -

as the storm ranged the wide waste of sky 
before downpour 

Then. 
dduge! 

.:'.-0"" '. It batlered the tallest trus to the ground 
.• - like old mtn knocked on their beards. 

Tht spasb and spray of it swqJt tilt hiUs 
- and swept herds of whit£ goats down the slopes. 

Not a single date tt« stood standing. 
nor a house unless madt of SlO1lc. 

Tilt folds of rain. 
lookt.d like tri~llcadtts 

in the long stripal flow of their jubbahs. 

The mOUl\tain peaks minded rot of the spindlc~ 
whirl when the floodtide [ortented down its dross 

and dumped the lot on the plain. 
as a merclwitdumps his bundlt of merchandise 

i.n tht madcetplace. 

. Come tnorning 
it was as though the sopgbirds rl the valley 

bad drunk spiced old wine 
t)ey wingt.d aDd warbled so. 

And the wild lift, 
lost drOwned in t~ farthest leaChes rl the flood, 

lodct.d like pulltd up bulbs 
of wildooion. 



O'GRADY'S TRANSLATION 
Mu'allaqa of Tara fa 

THE ONE THE GODS LOVED 

I fin"d no lines !nark her fjne face, 
prof iled in Tn y presence, 

like tanoo-rnarks might emerge 
froIn a presented ~and. 

My friends reined close "above Tne. 
Shouted: "Be a man. Stand your ground" 

Covered camels that daybreak 
by the broad water currents 

sailed like ships of the desert. 
tacked as dhoW's 
steer and tack. 

Bowlines trovvel water 
as scooping sa nd into bags 

vvith gestures W'iLl. 

In the caIllp she's giddy as a young gazelle. 
Lush lips loiter fretful fruit. 

She taunts with pendant pearls and topaz, 
princesses apart. that the herd 

may gaze, blin~ through foliage. 
Coddled in her cloak 

she labials fruit orally. 
Her lips part. 

Camomile Illouth 
of moist crevices. 

Teeth glance sun glint. 
Stained with succulence 

she mouths Inoisture. 
Her fa~e radiant as though the risen sun 

slapped her with his shirt. 
No visible 
wrinkle. 



Sbe grieves me. 
I gallop it off 

on my racy shc-came1. . 
lean Oanked sure loowi 

Off and away down the trail 
straight as a stripe down a cloak. 
Flank to flank she's fast as any 

might race her. 
She pastured the sloped meadows in spring 

with the milkless young shes 
under the greening rains. 

Called to, she returns 
to her herd. 

Proud tur t of her tail trembling. 
frightened at the tur t-baired camel 

batting her flanks to the bone. 
Her legs planted like gateposts. 

Firm her thighs' flesh. 
Her dry udders an empty waterskin. 

Well coopered her ribs' cage, 
:' a bowrack. . 

No coarseness in the column of her neck 
proud as a dhow's prow 

set in the twin dips of the fo'c'sle. 
Her body's poise that of a balanced 

water bucke.t beareI. 
Chestnut her Chin's tuft 

Her baCk's a vault 
Smartly stepping her footing. 
Broad spanned her lean legs . " 

tense as twisted tubers. .. 
Her forelegs straight tent poles under her shoulders. 

• A tent's roaf her forequarters. 

Strong-skulled· • 
under broad-chested shoulders'sway. 

The sides Of her flecked. 

!' 

like rain's rot in lime rock. 
with white gitth-marfcs. 

Her skull's an anvil. 
Her neck's nook wdl wdded. 

Her chcdcs' skin smOOth as Syrian prchment, 
her splillip tanned bide from Yemen. 

No crease. No fold 
Minors those eyes 
her b.rows shade: 

sockets 01 rainwater. dust-clear. 
Wtdeas a wild cow with calf. 
Ears fredul to night sounds: 

the wbimper.the c::cy 
in the darkness passing. 

~ Tipped as thorns. thq prow pedigree. 
Her heart's the stone centers rock. 

Her head strains to the saddle's pommel. 
She sways as a dancer 

with SWttping white skirts sways. 
succumbs to the lord of het . 

Her JlPper lip'.s slit, 
her sensitive nostrils br~bor.ed. 

She's all mine. 

My companion calls, 
friend of my sorrow. 

His hean huns for me but ba hardy. 
He shouts: -WlSh I could help you. Myself too. 

To £ace that waste.

Which d us is the 0001 
, Me! Of course! 
~ 1 whip.tm away al a gallop. 

The ~ge of tb£ burning surfaces shimmers. . 
My she-camcl's lII.OWmlenl'S that of a sa danar 

svnying long white skirts for her masta 
fm not the kind to hide away in the hills. 



Needed, I'm ready. 
You'll find me among the men DIscussing. Drinking. 

When you want me you'll find me 
and we'll drink a glass together 

If you have a mind to 
and if you don't 

I1l drink it for you anyway 
and the best of luck to you 

You1l find me with my tribe, 
among my friends 

and a singing girl pouring wine for us. 
Her skirt dyed saffron, 

her shirt slit straight down from the throat 
Delicate her skin's tender nakedness. 

Shapes of her hidden body. 
She sings for us. 

Rich canto of her effortless cadence. 
liquid and languid her eyes' glance. 

And I drank my wine and I spent my money. 
And my family disowned me and my friends deserted me. 

And I was left on my own like a mangy camel. 
And the poor showed pity. , 

And those far away chiefs live in broad tents took me in. 

You who despise me for going to the wars. 
criticize me for drinking and loving, 

pompous philosophers. Can you give me eternal youth? 
Can you fashion my fate? 

We must gallop headlong into our fate 
with what wealth we possess, enjoy the gallop 

before time stops it short. 
I'd like old friends round my deathbed 
and three things of youth's wildness: 

to beat my critics to the bottle; 
to wheel my mount as your leader 

into the fight, as the startled wolf wheels; 

! -. 

to lie all night under the moon _ 
with a ripe and willing young woman 
decorated with anklets and bracelets.. 

ru drink my fill of life while there's life in me. 
The thought of death terrifies, 

but you'll know tomorrow when we're all gone 
who went out thirsty. 

One grave the miser's, the other the prodigal~ 
Filled holes under standing stones. 

Deaths no subtle chOOStt 
He takes casually, at random: 

the givers, the graspers; " 
the wasters, the wise; 

the skinflint, the soul-searchet 
Life's a treasure trove plundered by night thieves. 

What's left's at the mercy of day thieves. 
Time terminates all 

Death throws a 1()9Se lasso 
loops the lot of us. 

And my mad cousin Malik? , 
When I approached him he turned his brainless head away, 

flouts me like that other fooL what's·bis-name. 
He refuses to help me. Stays silent asa tomb. 

Loyal to my people, 
1 searched for his stolen camels. 

Faithful to friends, fm always ready to help. 
My people insulted, I reply with vengeance. 

Yet Malik mistreats me. 
The meanest in any other "WOuld mend thesemaners, 

honor my honOI. 
Renege on the camel-ransom. 

The knife of kindred cuts keener than cowardice. 
l.eave me alo.ne to my awn ways out of sight of you. 



Had the lord willed 
I should have been like one of my heroes. 

My wealth would entertain the best of the tribes. 
I'm still tbat lean. tough, hard-bitten 
young fellow you knew in the past. 

ready to revenge with a single stroke. 
Yet call clemency and compassion's Yours. 

My lord's my master. 

Kneeling camel herds. 
their long necks stretched lengthwise, 
terror in their eyes at my naked sword. 

An old she-camel passed. 
her flaccid udders flapping. 

She's the pride of that crusty old graybeard. 
thin as a stick. 

I houghed het. She fell 

He shouted his protests: 
"You drunken. vainglorious lout .... 

then relented and gave us the beast for roasting. 

We competed for the choicest cuts. 
I won 

Should I die 

lovely lady 

ululate me. 

Rend open your robe for me 

as one worthy of your love. 

Sing me as you saw me. 

above the best, first in good fight 
with a heart to honor, 

pledged. to passion. high talk. 

Sing me a solitary warrior of the stately. 

Sjng how they rejected me. 

Had I weakened. they'd have had me. 

They femd my llidl, my fame. 
I swar that what must be done shall be doot 

nor day nor night pmml. 

1 swar to protect the flODlier 
wbm tht bmat falwed, fdl. 

Hear no fear. 
Nor day nor night negates 111£. 

Dwhdclivm. 

Lcity and lOwly. 
the fdture hdds no future. 

lifeisoow. 
With slow time COIDtS SUR mt1ation 

and mligbtmmtnt peers through igDorana. 
One day OM unlmown to)'OU 

will come with news 
when )'OIl least aped. 

not having made a covmant 
One 

ransoma 
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JONES'S TRANSL~'\TION 

Imru' ul-Qays 

Mu'allaqa 

I. Stop, let us weep at the memory of a loved one and [her J dwelling at 
the place where the sands twist to an end between al-Dakhul and 
ijawmal 

2. And Tudih and al-Miqrat. Her traces have not been [completely) 
effaced, with all the weaving of the wind from south and north. 

3· In their hollows and broad spaces you can now see the dung of 
gazelles looking like peppercorns. 

4· On the morning of [their] departure, on the day they packed their 
baggage at the tribe's thorn-trees it was as though I were splitting 
colocynths. 

s. When my companions halted their camels [to wait] for me, saying 
'Don't perish from [your] grief. Have some patience'. 

6. My cure' [lies in] our poured tears. Is there anything to give me 
support [when I halt] at traces [almost completely] effaced? 

7. [Such tears] were your custom before her, caused by Umm 
al-ijawarith and her neighbour U nun al-Rabab ~t Ma'sal; 

8. When they stood up, the scent of musk wafted from them like 
breath of the east wind bearing the fragrance, of cloves, 

9. Through [my] yearning [for them] my tears'poured down on to my 
throat until they wet my sword-strap. 

10. Ah, many is the excellent day I've had because of [such women]. I 
specially remember a day at Dira Juljul 

I 1. - a day when I hamstrung my camel for the young unmarried 
women and what wonder there was in the baggage it had carried; , . 

12. The women kept on throwing [on to the fire] its flesh and fat that 
looked like the twisted frills of silk cloth. 

13. - a day when I entered the litter, the litter of 'Unayza, and she said, 
'Woe to you, you will make me have to travel on foot'. 

14. When her camel-saddle slipped with the two of us on it together, 
she said, 'You've brought my camel to its knees, Imru' ul-Oays. 
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Get down', 
'5· I.aid to her, 'Ride on, but slacken the reim of [your cuneI]. Do net 

put me at a distance from the fruit that can be plucked time and 
time again from you. 

'6. Many i. the woman like you, both pregnant and suckling. whom I 
have visited by nieht and whose attention I have distracted from 
[her] one-year old [child] with its amulets, 

• 7· When the child cried behind her, she turned to it with half iter body 
- her other half not able to move under me. . 

18. And [I remember one who] drew back from me one day on the ridge 
ofa sand-hill and swore an oath [such as is] notannuUed. 

19· 0 Fi,ima, gently, less of this disdain. Ever;t if you are resolved on 
breaking your link with me I do it gently. 

~o. And if there is some trait of mine that has vexed you, draw my 
garments from yours [and] they will slip away. 

~ 1. You are filled with boldness towards me by the fact that my love for 
you is killing me and that whatever you order my heart to do it will do. 

u. Your eyes have shed their tears only that you may smite me with the 
two arrows of you[r eyes that strike] into the fragments of a 
slaughtered heart. 

23. Often, too, 1 think of a secluded maid, [access to whose tent] was 
not to be hoped for, dalliance with whom 1 enjoyed with no [undue] 
haste. 

Z4. To reach her I bypassed guards and·tJ;ibesmen eager to deal with 
me, avid to [be able to) announce that they had killedine; . 

25. At the time that the Pleiades showed themselves like the strands of a 
belt adorned with.iewels, white standing out from black. 

26. I arrived when she had slipped off her clothes [ready] for sleep 
[behind] a screen, ,11 but the covering of-a miftlsl. 

27. She said,'Gad',$ oath, you have no way of evading them. I see·that 
your ways of error have'D~t lef~ you' . 

28. I took her out andwalkecl [with her and she] drew the skirts of an 
embroideredgowp behind-us over our tracks. 

29. When we cr;"08sed the enclosure of the tribe and we were taken out of 
sight by the hCittom of.a piece of low ground with high sides. a place 
oftwists and turns, 

30. I drew the two sides of her head to IDe.- and sheleaned towards me, 
slender of w.~t and supple' of ankle, -

3 I. Slim, fair-Skinned. not flabby. her breast-bones polished like a 
burnished mirror. 

32. She ~s away and rev.eals a soft cheek and wards me oft' with [t'he] 
glance of a wild [gazelle] ofWajra with its fawn.-

33- And [with] a throat like that of an antelope. not ugly when she 

TrQlUItztiDru ~z 

.ho'Wa it nor unadorned. 
34. And [widl] clark hair that adoma bel" beck. jet bhK:k. .bundant. like 

_ rac:em~ of a d.te palm, with many ..... of fruit. 
35- "nIe locb of which are twisted up to the top [of her heed). the 

plaitiDgthreacia .~ in [hUrl folded up and then let down. 
36. And [with] • delic:ate waist. slender ... camel'. noee-nin ....... aca 

like • stalk of well-watered (papyrus), ~~ by ...... -tftIU • 
37. In themozninll CTUlDbled m\l8k lies on her bed. as abe aleepe into 

tbe later mo,rung. not wearing a belt nor havina put on her ""~. 
38. She raiaedlaDdathat have delicate akin, not l'Ouair. (her lmaenl U'C 

like tbe tiand-woJ'llls of Zaby or tooth-pick. of Ulail wood. 
39- In the evening .he lights up the dumas as th~ she 9fNft the 

light in the place when the bennit doe. his eventide c:levotioM. 
40. On the like of her a man of'aeH'-oontrol will pze with paeaion, when 

. ahe reveals her 6nepruportiona [in • dress mid-way] between that 
of' a matron anda young girl. ' 

41~ (She is] likethe·&nt egg of an ostrich; ita white. [shell] Jnixed with 
yellow, nouriah"d by pure water., that haa not been trodden in by 
~al8. ' . 

.~. The folli~ of (other) men [leave them to bel distracted &om 
passion.{for .ucb as ber], but my heart will never be dietncted from 
love of her. .. 

4j.Many, many is the Iltubbom rival for yon that I have t_uaecl. 
sin~te despite his censuring of me, not falling short in the advice 
hegivea. 

4+ Mimy,t.oo, the night like the waves oflhe sea that haS letclowtJ [on 
me] it.~~sContainmg,allkindaOfdlta .. tbatitmillhtteatme. 

45. 1 su<l to it when it.tretX:bedi" loin •• nd then raised ita buttocks 
~hind ~dthen rernoved.ita chest, 

46. 'Corn", long night,.co~e! give 'Wtly to DloiniDg. though the _rival 
of morning is no better jf it eom~ wrapped in YOQ. 

.7. 0 what.· night you ·aref. It ia·as thOugh all your atan wen anchored 
to Mount Y a4hb\ilby ~isht1y-twiatedropes. 

48. It 15. ... though· up. ·in th.e.D- plac:e in the sky the Pleiadea were bed by 
rQpe8 offtaxtp 8~8Of'atQn~t 

49. Many[istbetirne that: I .lIe bad] a water-skin from peopJe ADd 
slung its at~p on thebac.t of IDy neck and shoulden, humble and 
loaded ,rithbaggJge. 

so. And-many a, valley IhPe Crossed that was as bare as the beJ17 of a 
wild ... as$,where~e wolfhowlaas it seeks food like a IU'lia. 

S I. And. I have .-id to [the wolf] when he bowled, "l( you bnco' .. 
acqQited [anythlng to eat] our stateu [one) of little .~ . 

52.. When either of us gets something, it slip. away from mo.. Whoever' 
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tills your tilth or !Dine vviil find lean pickings .• 
53· From tUne to tUne I used to journey in the morning whil t rll 

birds vvere still in their nests, on a well-built short-hai~ed [hs ]e 
able to rein in vvild'game, orse , 

54· ~eady .to c.bar~e, ready to flee. ad~ancing, retreating equally well; 
[1ts speed ~s] like [that 'of] a ntSSSlve rock brought do~ £ 
h 'ghb f .] . ~u rom on 
. I Y ~ ragl.ll,g torrent, 

55, A dark bay, who cauSeS the saddle-felt to slip froIn the middle ofms 
.back, just. as $mooth stones cause anything that tries to settle on 
them.: to slip off. 

56. Full oflDettle despite his leanness - when his ardour boils up in 
h.in;l~ hi" neighing:.is like the boiling of a cauldron 

57· [StillJ. moving 8W'~tl~ when, the mares have be~ to kick up the 
dpst ~ause ~fthel1: tire~lS-on hat'd-trodden, rugged ground. 

58. The hght-vvelght hoy slipsfro:n the middle of his back; and he 
throws off the body of the rough and heavy-handed 

59· ~t. l~ a child's top which is %Dade to travel 'by the constant 
rnCiWentent: of itshan;ds with a piece of joined-up thread. 

60: It. has the flanks,oia :gazelle and the legs ofan ostrich. It: can"travel at 
a wolf's fut speed Or at the trot of a young folt. 

6J.'Wi'th aperf'ect!rame - whe~ yo,u see the back of it, the gap 
betvveen its }e~l!i blocked by a bushy tail [cOIning ~o] a little above 
the,rc>un.d., not "",:ith a short: spine:' 

62. As It stan.ds beSIde the tent, hIS back looks [as atnooth] as tbe 
poUnding atOne of a bride,Or a stone for splitting colocyn1:h. 

63· The blood of the leading (game] on ~i8 neck i. like the juice pressed 
out of a:'hllnna plant:bn combed grey hair. 

64. A Bock··of oryx appeared before uS, the fentaleslike the maidens of· 
Duw.r ingannents·with l~'trailing skirts. 

6'5' They:~ruedaliJide looking like pieces of liahe onyx 'Wi'th dark pieCH 
.in. }:)e.t'W.een on the neck of a boy with (reapected] paternal. and 
mate~Q:,al uncles ;:inthe tribe. •. . 

66. [The hQ:r:'sel enabled me to overtake the leading game, [in rea:chinaJ 
whic::h [WI> had passed] those lagging behind them in a lRnall berd 
that'hadn(i)1l ~attClreq. 

67. I-Ie rnad~ a rW'l b~een a bull aild a <:ow, moviJla vvithout. 
iflterruption, :neither: ~p:rinkled: with nor bathed 1n sweat. 

68. ThOBe cooking the J:X1cat had to stay long, SOUle cookq atripa ot 
nte,at placed.o:r;1 the, coals for· grilling, others' [minding] me meat 
co,oked qwckly in a pot. 

69. We 'W':ou~d cQ%De ft(i) qun,pJ in the evenina. and the gaze [of thoae 
wh.o saw 'hini] 'Was scarcely able to take him in; whenever the eye 
rOS.e (!)ver him, i tcarne dpvvn' again. 
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70. He'pas.e<i the.~ht W8$l'ingSlldd.le and bridle~ stan.d-ing where my 
eye could ~e~ him. nO.t let out to pasture. 

11. My·f'ri.end. can ~Ol:l see.lightning? Let me point out to you its flashes 
in the, d.i\9tlUlce gleaming~ the flash of hands [as it mOves swiftly] 
in amass ofcloud piled u.p like a crown. 

72. ItS: light giving ub.umnation, Or Jikethelatnps ofa,ber;mit who h .. 
. beengen~C)u8:wlth.oil on th'e~istedwick8. 

73. I utwatching it with trtY. companions between J:>irij and al
'Udhayb"and how·fat did I [have·tolaaze. 

14. As' fat aawe .colo11d t.n the. right hand 'Of ita downpour rose over 
Qa~a.nand ita le-l,oVeral-Sitir aIld Yadhbul. 

7S . .it 'helahshedding its load C)f rain around Kutayfa, Battening the 
Nmahbul~ t.o: the.grOUnd. . 

76. Then some of its spray passed.o'Ver·a1-Q.min~d·drove down from 
there t~ 'white-foOted. ibex f-tom e."'ery place where they were 

reHStirlir· • 
71. At Te.yms'it did not leave [.tan~J the trUnk of a aingle pllm.nor 

any Iarae builcling except [one] built of atone. . 
78. In the onslaught ofits C:lelUfe Thabit was like an elder of the peopte 

\'ffilpped up ma:-atriped cloak. ..' 
19. In the morning the top .of the peaks of al-Ma,uaplur ~8 like the 

whirl of a spindJefi'om the torrent and the debna [Iwulina round 

them]~ _I G"'-b-80. I-t had cast the water it contained on to the expanse of IN-'" It ... • 
. Y ~eni merchant brinaina' bags of cloth for sale dump. them on 

the ground. • -!_L -~th 
81; In the monUna the finchee of the valleys b.~ been jlVen dnu& lIOn' e 

finest wine'-wine fiery as pepper- [eo DOlaywet'l they), ., 
Sa. In the eWniq the beasta of prey were [Iyina] then: .~nad ~ lta 

furtlMst JeIU:hes 'like bulbous plants uproGtf! [and twI.ted mto 
UIlr'Ml shapes). 
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JONES'S TRANSLATION 

Labid b. Rabi'a 

-Mu'allaqa 

I. There is almost no trace of those abodes, either halting-places or 
. longer encampments, at Mina, and Ghawland Rijam have become 

desolate, 
2. And the water-courses of al-Rayyan: their traces have become 

worn. [so that] it looks as though the stones there contain writings, 
3. - Blackened traces. Years have elapsed since someone who knew 

them well was there; their ordinary seasons and their sacred seasons 
have elapsed. 

4. They have received the sustenance of rains that come with the stafs 
of spring. The steady rain of the thunder-clouds has poured down 
on them, both heavy fain 'and continuous drizzle. 

s. Fromeverycloud that travels by night or in the morning, darkening 
the sky, or in the evening, the rumble of whose thunder brings 
mutual response. 

6. The branches of ayhuqan have risen up, and the gazelles and 
ostriches have brought forth their young on the two sides of the 
valley, 

,. And the wide-eyed [oryx] are resting bepide their young, to which 
they have recently given birth, while their earlier offspring wander 
in groups on open ground. 

8. The torrents have exposed to view the deserted traces, [making 
them appear] like pieces of writing whose texts have been revived 
by their pens, 

9. Or the retracing of a woman tattooist, whose dye is poured into pits, 
the tattooing appearing clearly above them. 

10. I stood asking them questions. But how can we question the hard 
rocks, that stand for ever, but are dumb, with no clear speech? 

I I. They have become bare. All the people used to be there, .b~t they 
. left them early in the mon:ting, and their trenches and pralrle grass 
were forsaken. 

12. Your passion was stirred by the departing women of the tribe on the 
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day they loaded their thing. and departed. when they covered 
themaelve. with cotton awrun,s [placed over] litters which creaked, 

'3· AU of them [riding in] litters, whose pole. were covered by a folded 
cloth, on which wa. a top-cover and an awning. 

'4· In crowd., a. though the ostriches of Tii4ib and the antelopes of 
WajrB, gazelles bending their necks to their [young] fawns, [were 
ridine] them. 

1 S· They have been driven on and have been separated from u. by the 
shimmering haze [and have begun to appear] like the valley sides of 
Jr18hB, [broken] like its tamarisks and rocks. 

16. Why do you still think of Nawir when she is now far away, and 
every tie with her, strong or weak, has been broken? 

17· - A Murrite woman who has made her dwelling at Fayd and has 
been neighbour of the people of the .I;lijiz. How can there by any 
longing for her on yO\.U" part? 

18. On the eastern parts of the two mountains or at al-Mubajjar - or 
Farda contains her or Rukhim nearby. . 

19· Or $aws'iq. And if she goes to the right, the place I would expect 
her to be is [among] the black basalt rocks of al-Qahr or nearby 
Tilkhim. 

20. Cut the ties of yearning for one with whom meetings have ceased. 
The best person who can fb~ge a friendship is the one who can [also] 
sever it. 

21. And give generously to the one who treats you well, for cutting links 
with him is always possible when [his friendship] falters and its 
mainstay.totters 

22. On a she-camel emaciated by [constant] journeyings, which have 
left it a remnant of what it was, and its hump and the parts round it 
have becomelean. 

23· And when her flesh has dropped-"away and her poor condition 
shows and her protective thongs have been cut to pieces after [long] 
exe~ons, . 

24· She [still] has a briskness when wearing her brid.l~, as though she 
were a rosy [cloud], whose mass has moved off in the evening with 
the south wind, 

2S· Or a pregnant wild.;ass i.mpregnated by a male with. a white belly, 
whose appearance has been altered by the jostling, kicking and 
biting of [other] males.. . 

26. Much hitten, he has gone up with her to the elevated land of the 
hills, her refractoriness and capriciousness having given him do~bts. 

27· In the rugged ground of al-Thal.but he rises above [the hills] to the 
desert in the highplac~, where thewaymarks are a source. oI.fear. 

a8. Then when they passed the' second }Umidi [there}, getting their 

• 

." 
moiature from their paaturiDa. IIDd they did DOt drink foe a lona 
time, 

29. They brouaht back their aff.ir to a finn. definite (dec*oG); aDd the 
success of a decision COIriea &om doina aomethin8 after plOJ)er 
eonaideration. 

.30. Wand-blown tholDllstuck into the aoft part8 of their hooY_. as the 
winds of the days of summer blew attonalY in MariDI ed.diM. 

31. They need each other, [kicking up) • tall cloud of daR. the ebadowa 
of which rise high into the air-, like the smoke of a fu-c that baa been 
lit, whoseemben are burniDg, 

32. FaftIleci by the north wind, ita flames feel by ahoota of' ~1JIj, like the 
smobofa.Jire. the humps [ohhe nnob) biHowina anclapnad .... 

33. He moved 00 and drove berm front of him, for it was his wont to do 
10 whenever she tumed away. 

3 ..... They plunged iDto the middle of a stretch of a stream and. mey 
made their way between a brimming [&pring], the reeds round 
which were packed. c1oae1y together, 

35. And (a atretch)wrroundCd on all aid., in the middle of reed-beda. 
shaded from it by a trampled part and a standing part. 

36. Is [my camel like) such. an anilnal 0.1" a female oryx, wbaH calf baa 
been killed by • beut of prey and which haa found henelf left 
behind by the . rest of ~he herd - and the I_cling animal in the herd 
is ita mainstay- . 

37. A anub .. nosed animal that baa lost its calf, and wboee circlina 
through thetracta of sand and whose IowiDg go on endJeaaIy, 

38. Because of a white calf that bas been d.rqpd throU8h the dual
ash-coloured (wolv:esl have quarreled over ita mangled COJ'IMC. 
ravenous beasta'whose food cannot be withheld. 

39. They chanced on a.moment when me was off her cuud and aeizecI 
. it - the arrows of Fate do not mias. 

40. She speat the niaht with a ~pour of continuo~ rain falling 
. incessantly,'sheddin8 its water on soft. low-Iyinc 'around in an 

unceasing torr~t. 
41. She moved into the middle of the sterna of a [buah that w_l 

witherin-g and was separated from other bushee by the creepina 
sand, where the hil10ckatail oft' and their fine sand topple. onwarcb. 

42-- [Rain] spreadsc:ontioWlUy over the line of her back on a nilht _lien 
clouds have covered the stan. 

43. And she shines out gleaming in the face of the darlmeaa, like the 
pearl of a sailor whc;se 8tr'ina has been drawn away. 

. 44. Then when the darkness deared away and ahe n:ac:hecl the dIrwD. 
abe ventured out in the ea.-ly 1DOI'Iliilg .• her hooves alippiDa on the 
wet ground. 

,.. 
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4S. She was distraught and went backwards and forwards in confuaion 
at the pool a of Su'j'id for seven [night. and their] twina, (seven] 
days that were complete. 

46. Then when abe deapairedand a full udder (oet ita milk, an udder not 
exhausted by her suckling 01" her weaning, 

47. She heard the rustle oh man from a place she could not see. It filled 
her with fear - for mankind is her malady. 

48. Somewhat later ahe began to think that both ways of eacape- the 
way behind her and the way in front of her - were [beaet by] terror. 

49. 'Then when the archers despaired of shooting ber and let loose 
[their hunting doga], their ears folded forward. well-trained, their 
bellies lean. 

So. They caught up with her, and she turned [on them] with aharp
pointed [homsl, both tip and shaft like a apear, 

51. So that she might dr.ve them away. F~r ahe was well aware that jf 
ahe did not drive them away her fate and death were imminent. 

52. Kaaibi made a rush from among them and was [g(Ked and] covered 
in blood; Sukhim (tool was left on the ba~e-fjeld. 

53. On such a camel, when the desert tracts dance at midday as they 
shimmer in the heat and the hills there clothe themselves in the 
cloaks of the mirage, 

54. I accomplish what I long for, not missing the mark because of 
hesitation or for fear that a eensurerwilrblame [me] for anything. 

55. Did Nawir not know that I (both] .firmly tie the knot o(the bonds of 
friendship and decisively ,sever it? 

56. Abandoning pla~ jf I do not liketheo;i and if [I feel that there] fate 
may attach itself to a certain soui. 

57. No. you do not know how many a still, cool night whose amusement 
and companionship were pleasant .' _ 

58. I have spent talking through the-night. _nd how many a wmc
seJler's ftag I have come to when it was hoisted - and its wine was 
expensive. 

59. 1 pay a rughprice for my wine, all of which -comea in a dusty 
[wine;..sk,inJor ajar sealed with pitch that has been broached and its 
seal broken. 

60. Together with a tnomingdrink of pure wine, and With a singing
girl. drawing. her fingers over a lute, plucked sonorously by her 
thumb. 

61. I hastened to be before the·cock to [quench] my need for it before 
dawn, so that I might drink of it again when -those sleeping at dawn 
awoke. 

62. Many a morning of wind and cold have I warded off, when it has 
dawned with its reins in the hand of the [cold] north wind 

, 
1' ........... -$7 

63· - I have clefended my tribe OIl • swift DI8ft that cw:ried IDJ .... 
mel equ4pcnem. When I .... e lODe CNt OIl her ia the 1DOrDiDa. ber 
bridleh .. been my belt. 

6+ And I ha.e ucended a wulap point GO MIIDe &.nome ..... Ihe 
dUIty (way] from which ~ a dUIicuIt .,..) down to the 
boundarymarb of the enemy . 

65. Then when [the lUll] put ber hand iDto a cover and dus ....... 
[that followed} her cloeed over the weak apots in the IDoOWltain 
paaea, 

66. I came down to the plain; and there w. aay qare ItaftdiDa atiU lib 
the ttunk of • tall pa1m-.tree [10) ImOOth [1bat]tbe ptberer of .. 
datea ClDDot climb to the top of it. 

67. I rabed her to the speed at which 0Itrichea trot or (uter; an4 tbeo 
when she was hot and _r I. were movin.lwiftly. 

68. Her addle-cloth uipped. and her neck WIS clreoched in swat; and 
her airth was.oabd with hot foam. 

69. She tOIled her head and strained at her bridle and moved awiftly 
forward like. sand-gtc)UIe aoinK to water when the Bock is 
tnvelling at fun speed. 

70. Many a time I think of a [royal mode]. where ItraJJpn are maoy. 
an unfamiliar place, where gifts are to be hoped for and blame 
feared, 

71, Touah men who tlueatenone aothet with nncour, as tboucb they 
. were thejitlft of the dam, theitfeet firmly pla.nted, 

72. I gave the lie to the falae ~laima of myoppooentl there and 
es .. b~hed the the ttutb one day, and the Qotables could Dot tJory 
Overine. 

73· Meny is the camel set aside {of slqhtu b)"1UY1ir pJayersto whose 
death I have swnmoned [people to come and receive IOIDe of ill . 
meat] through ffldJ/riI' armW8~ the mara on which are 10 much like 
one another, . 7.- With them i invite lPe9pk. to feut on] a buren ~ Or ODe. that 
.bas had calves. whose ftesh .is ·giveo freely to dependan .. of every 
kind. 

. 7S· ~~guest and tilt; no~tljbesJilan. staying pamaneady with us 
[feel] as though they have dc:scended. to Tabila, the bottoms of 
whose valleys are [MJ] f~. 

76. Every poverty-stridten woman repairs to our tenll, [1tarYiDa]like 
the camel tethered to die, her clothes tattzred and~. 

77· Wben the _ineta blow ~ oppOlite Clirec:tiona. [my tribe.meo] 
pile up troughs of food, tpread out, into which orphans wade. 

18. Wh~ vari0U8gI'OUp8" meet together, there. ihr'YI one of .. who 
·~ts the door on diaaater aad is enageticin dealing with it. 
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79· Both sharing out, giving the tribe its entitlement, and curtailing 
claims [or J abolishing them 

So. By his own virtue - a man of honour, giving help towards 
generosity," bountiful, attaining and garnering desirable things. 

81. -A tribe whose forefathershavedelirteated a pattern of behaviour; 
and every people has its pattern of behaviour and its ideal. 

82. When they are alarmed at the approach of the enemy, they are to be 
found wearing their helmets and carrying their spears, and with 
their coats of mail flashing. 

83. Thef do not ru&tJ nor are their deeds ineffectual. since their hearts 
doribdean from the true with irrational desire. 

84- They have built for us a house whose roof elevation is high, and the 
.old and the:young of the tribe have ascended to it. 

85· Be content-with what the sovereign has allotted, for characteristics 
have been allpttedamong.us by one whQ knows them well. . 

86.Whenfaithfulness was allotted:arnong a tribe, the one who shar~ it 
outrgaveus.:in full the bjggest shate. 

87. They are the ones who strive when the tribe is stricken with 
difficulties. Tbey are its horsemen and they are its arbiters. 

88. Tbeyare giv~rs()f bounty to the stranger dwelling amongtbemand 
to widows when· their year [of mourning] hastlapsed. 

89~ They [form then\lgeusoijthe [real] tn'beand are too powerful for 
th~ envlPJ18 ones to make·them late or for the ignoble ones to join 

" with~tltteriemy in ~buking:them. 
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Appendix C: Arabic Metres 
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prosody 

Current classicai Arabic metres and their most common variations 

,awIl-l.:... _ 
~wIl-2; '. -
~wn-3: \. 
madld-I: '-

.. u ~/u lu ~/u-u-Ilu-u/u __ 
li---. ~ I u - - - I u - ~ I u _ u _ I I u _ I - I u - !J. I u - - -
u - ~I l!. - - - I u - ~ I u _ u _ I I _!J. I u - - - I u -!J. I u - u
!J.u-I-' ~u-l!J.u--1 l!J.u-/~!J.u~/= --/u-u/u-
~u-I-~u-/uu-ll~u-I-_u_I_u u-
~u-/~-u-/uu-ll!J.u-I!J.-u-/uu_ -

.J.l u - I ~ - U - I u u - I I ~ u - I ~ - u _ I __ 

madld-3: 
madId-5: 
madld-6: 
basil-I: 
~asil-2: 
btiil-6: 
wlfir-l: 
wlfir-2: 
wlfir-3: 
klmil-l: 
klmil-2: 
klmil~3: 
klmil-4: 
klmil-5: 
k1rnil-6: 
klmil-8: 
hazaj-I: 
rajaz-I: 
rajaz-2: 
rajaz-3: 
rajaz-4: 
rajaz-S: 
ramaI-2: 
ramal-3: 
ramal-5: 
sarr-I: 
sari'-2: 
sari'-3: 

!J.-u-/~u-I--u-/uu_11 I I 
.l.!-u-,/~u-I--u-/uu_1 !J.=u- J"J.U- --u-/uu-
!J. - u _ / ifLr- I I I I JJ. u - I !J. u - I - - u - / - -

sari'-7: 
mun~: 
khafif~l: 

khafif-4: 
. mUqta(lab: 
mujtathth: 

mutaqlrib-l: 
mutaqlrib-2: 
mutaqlrib-3: 
mutadArik: 

K~y: 

. u-- JJ.-u-IJ"J.u-/u--
~=~-llu-. ~-/u--Ilu-~-/u-~_/u __ 
~ - u - ~ - I I u - JJ..\,l - I u - uu -

u -'~ - I u - !JJJ. - I I u - .!.ill - I u - - -
UU - u - I Wi - u - / w. - u - /,1 w - u - I w. - u - I WJ. - u _ 
~-. u -/!JJJ.- u - /!JJJ.- u - I I~- u - Iw.- u - Iw-
w- u --:-1 ~ 7: u - I JJ..\,l- u - I I w - u -/!J.JJ - u _/ __ 
~ - u - II ~ - u - I WJ. - I I .!.ill - u - I ~ - u - I uu -

.. ~ - u - W - u - I uu - I I w - u - I w - u - / - _ 
.I.8.l- u - 1.I.8.l- u - I I WJ. - u - I w - u -/-
~-. u.-/w.-u-Ilw.-u-/w-u-
u - - '!.11 u - -1l1 I u - -1J.I u - --
!J.UU - I !J.YU - I!J.!J. u - I I!J.!J. u -/ !J.J.J.u - I !J.!J.U
jJ .y u. 71 ~~l..l!-- 1!J.!J. u - I I !J. u u - I ~!J. u - I - - -

:- ~ ¥ u - I JJ.!J. tJ. -.' I 1 '!.1 !J. u - I !J.!J. u -
.l.! ~ u .. -, . I Y !J. U: --. .I!J. !J. u -
~ !J. u ~.l !J.!J. lJ ~ 

'y LJ -7; ';I!J.y ~ ,- / u u - I I !J. u - - / JJ. u - - I ~ u == 
!J. u -;:: /'sJ.-lJ- - I !J. u - I I !J. u - - I!J. u - - I J"J. u -
y u - --/1l u - - I / !J. u - - I!J. u - -
!J.~u - /-'UU - / - u - 1)!J.!J.u_-/-!J.u - I - u
!J.1l u -' l-!J. U - I - u - I 1!J.1J. u - I -!J. u - I - u = 
'}.l!J. u -.. /- W.U.-. I - u - I I!J.!J. u - I -!J. u - 1- -

, : y ~ u ~. -I JJ..!J. Q'~!.JJ. - -
, !J. !J..':J:--;J.-+.¥:.~u - u u - I I !J.!J. u - I -!J. - I u - u u -
.J.l. V·~. ::-:::"( ·'!.17 u -. J u u - - I I !J. U - - I '!.1 -. u - I !J. u - -
[SQ~ebmCS m e1f~~ or m both hemistichs: !J. u - - I !J. - u - / - - - ] 
1.lu-. -. ly-u-ll!J.u--I'!.1-u-
-u-'/u-' IJu--II-u-/u-uu-
JJ. - U - !-'!.1 0', - - I I '!.1 - u - I !J. u - -
[sometimes in either or in both hemistichs: !J. - u - I - - - ] 
u -.y I u - y. I u - - I u - ill) I I u - ':J. I u - 'd I u - - I u - -
u - JJ. I u - JJ. I U - - I u - CJJ.) I I u - !J. I u -. !J. I u - - / u == 
u -. 1l/ u - !J. I u - - I u - ill) I I u - 11 I u - 'd I u - - I u -
~ - !J..I.l - I w - I w - I I !JJJ. - I w - I !J.!J. - I w -

• 

u shon syllable 
- long syllable 

l.8l either one long or two shan syllables 
M either one syllable or no syllable at all 
/ foot division l.! either lOll, or short syllable = overlong syllable 

NOI~s: 

/ / hemistich division. 

1. Traditionally the divjsiOD between the fllSt and second feet in madId comes after the fourth syllable instead of after the 
third syllable as Jiven a~ve;in ~r;~ and fTIWIla4ab all feet have four syllables in traditional scansion. 

2. Sequences of~ ~ !Y~~~ ~O! normally oocur in shi'r. but m~y oocur in rajaz (rajaz~. rajaz-S and sarr·7 
mettes). The shan synabks 0( the vananons of a fooc such as l.! l.! U - In other metre types than these (e.,. munsar;~. 
larr-2, SQrr-3) do ~ DoriIiaIIy not apply simultaneously. 

3. Both rajaz-4 and .ra.rr-7.:esometimes referred to as "",nhUk ai-rajaz. 
4. Rajaz-5 is sometimes m~ tQ • mmahiJc ai-raja:. 
5. Ba.rII-6 is also called aJ-~/a' or -mMIdullla' ai-basIl· 
6. MUladdrik (also called mMlail4rak) has several other names. The varian1liven above is especially known LS kNJbab 
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